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Deer Management Plan
The South East
Thursday, 18 November 2021 2:17:34 PM

To whom it may concern
This email is provided as feedback under the invitation which included the above-mentioned
email address.
I am the ultimate beneficial owner of
which comprises about 650 acres
in the main under
with grazing land surrounding and between the trees.
There are also remnant areas of old-growth forest. It is located at
which is in the
centre of the area of the southeast which it seems is to be excluded from the controlled hunting
and management zone now relevantly to be confined to the area west of Richmond to the
border of the Central Highlands. Deer are present on the farm, but in relatively low easy-tocontrol numbers. I hold permits to facilitate that process. I understand deer to be present
elsewhere in the area, which runs south-east down to Copping, also in similarly relatively low
easy-to-control numbers. Those permits are available, as I understand it, to all other landowners
who are affected by the presence of the species.
I oppose the exclusion of the
area from the controlled hunting and management
zone. There is simply no need for that exclusion and it is offensive to the rights of landowners,
who own the deer present on their land as animals ferae naturae. Further, it will give comfort to
and encourage illegal poaching, which is currently a massive problem on my farm and in the
general area. Paradoxically but even worse is that it will give comfort to the hard green left, who
want to eliminate deer from Tasmania only because that will consequentially remove one reason
to own, possess and use a deer rifle. In other words the campaign being waged by the hard
green left is not a campaign against deer per se but, on the contrary, is in reality a campaign
against hunting and firearm use, possession and ownership.
I now have more than 30 years’ experience in the hunting of fallow deer mainly in the Central
Highlands but more recently on the farm. I consider them to be a magnificent noble species both
in the field and on the table, and that view is widely held inter alia by the wine and food
cognoscenti. On one occasion I arranged a professionally cooked dinner for 30 people at which
wild deer was served alongside farmed deer but prepared in exactly the same way and
accompanied by exactly the same wines; there was a clear preference for the wild deer and the
difference between them was obvious.
Anyone who has witnessed a mob of does move as one across a farm paddock and over a farm
fence as a smooth wave can only be impressed by the beauty of the species. Similarly witnessing
a clash between two large stags fighting for territory and the does is to observe nature at its
finest.
I would extend the controlled hunting and management zone to the existing range of the
species, at least in relation to private land. The control and management will then there become
primarily a matter for the private landowner affected by the species, which is as it should be.
Kind regards,

AJAbbott SC
Retired and part-time primary producer

Draft Tasmanian Fallow Deer management plan
Problem with Goals
Deer population goals should be on a property by property basis not as stated “sustainable hunting in
zones”.
Zones should only be used to define exclusion areas until more accurate trends are available.
If the goal is to make individual land managers empowered to make decisions in regard to the deer
population (if any) there should not be a requirement for a PBWMP to allow herd management.
If however land managers make a decision to allow a deer population that is migratory they should be
required to seek neighbours (including crown land if applicable) support or reduce deer numbers
accordingly.
Do not include enforcement of the meat hygiene act as a key component of biosecurity.
The current system of permits is not allowing good population control as evidenced by the recent
survey, a more liberal regime must be implemented as a matter of urgency.
Problems with Management objectives and Initiatives
The objectives are biased against deer farming with the new deer farming regulations draconian and
have the effect of punishing existing businesses when they are already in distress due to covid19
The objectives and initiatives are too prescriptive
They fail to recognise the different values particularly in zone 3 which is much too large.
They assume eradication in all zone 3 is desirable and achievable which is incorrect
They fail to recognise very long established populations at both Scottsdale and in the North West. I
purchased deer in the 1970’s from both areas and also within the city limits of both Launceston and
greater Hobart where they had existed for at least many decades
They do not recognise existing businesses in zone 3 and likely negatives impacts on them, nor does it
propose remedies.
Problems with proposed implementation
The proposed enhanced deer farming regulations, will be a considerable impost. Particularly as most
deer farmers and all deer meat processor occur in zone three,
It will render all future deer wildlife policing ineffective and therefore unmanageable. It is already poorly
coordinated and enforced.
The volumes of illegally taken venison in the food chain will increase placing further risk to public health
and biosecurity
It purports to help farmers but will in fact make things worse for deer farmers and entrench hunters in
property management of deer. There are no advantages to deer farmers

It does not recognise an individual property based approach although it purports to.
It forces all land owners in zone 1 to accept a level of deer population
The zones need to be further refined or combined but the buffer concept is a good one.
It forces land owners who wish to gain flexibility to accept PBWMP’S when most don’t want them.
“Light touch” does not make clear how implementation will occur.
Helicopter shooting is expensive and ineffective in controlling fallow deer and should be replaced with
entrapment culling which works, but deer farmers must be given long term guarantees meat will not
enter the commercial food chain for pet food or human consumption.

Proposed solutions
Farmed deer to be classified as farm stock as was previously the case. New entrants to be required to
have fences designed which allow recapture of escaped animals.
It should be recognised that most farm deer have evolved over 40 years behind wire and are
behaviourally distinct from wild deer unless allowed to revert over a prolonged period.
There will be recognition of the positive contribution deer farmers have had for many years in deer
management both on and off farm and to the Tasmanian economy. The commitments to industry made
by government will be progressed. Particularly into truth in labelling (packaged in Tasmania for example)
and assistance with processing and market linkages.
Property based deer management to be at the discretion of the property manager irrespective of the
zone. All deer management is to be done on a property by property basis.
Hunting groups should be free to negotiate acceptable arrangements with land owners irrespective of
zone 1 or 2. Deer hunting in zone 3 should be encouraged in enclosed areas where animals are not
permitted to stray.
Deer are to be eliminated where they threaten peri urban or high conservation areas. There is to be a
waiving of any prohibitions on take in these areas including removing federal regulation which restricts
who can hunt in some of these areas.
The meat hygiene act will be enforced to ensure wild shot product will not be commercially sold either
as pet food or for human consumption.
Improved fallow deer genetics should be available to deer farmers. Top fallow trophy animals in the USA
are reported to be commanding $ US 200K. This would change a large proportion of the existing farming
scene from one of volume to one producing higher quality animals
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https://nre.tas.gov.au/Documents/Draft%20Tasmanian%20Wild%20Fallow%20Deer%20Management%20Plan.pdf Sent
from my iPad
Thankyou for the opportunity of reviewing the above draft plan. My principal concern is in the wording of the
sentence in page 20 of the report that suggests other non-firearm-based approaches including baiting with
poisons.
From my experience with hazardous chemicals, of those individuals that take the time to read from cover to
cover the Safety Management Sheet that comes with the products, very few are keen to use them. This is because
of their awareness of the unintentional, long-term damage that is does to both humans and wildlife in the process
of trying to rid the environment of a species.
I would like to see the sentence relating to management options not include reference to poisons unless there is a
poisons option already being considered, and that the draft includes a commitment for a risk management
assessment to be conducted to determine the most effective but least harmful ways of managing the deer
population.
Thankyou,
James Ayliffe
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I am a licenced recreational deer hunter in Tasmania.
I commend the fact that work is now being done to control Fallow Deer in Tasmania,
however I hold serious concerns about the Draft Management Plan and my analysis is that
it does not go far enough to address the problem.
Significant funding needs to be allocated to implement control and eradication measures
and perusal of the State Budget does not give me confidence sufficient funds have or will
be allocated. A robust Management Plan must have corresponding funding to enable all
initiatives.
The plan signals a retention of Government policies too heavily slanted towards the
maintenance of a deer population to enable a recreational and commercial (ie not
professional) hunting.  
The part-protected status of deer in Tasmania should be revoked and they should be
officially declared a pest species.
Targets and timelines should be set for the reduction of deer numbers, including
eradication in identified 'no-deer' zones.
The plan sets explicit 'goals' (social and population). An environmental protection goal
should also be set to make it clear that population management is specifically aimed at
protecting the natural and cultural values of land, including national parks and other
reserves.
While I support the notion of management zones, the geographic coverage of the proposed
zones are flawed. Significant areas of reserved land, including the Ben Lomond National
park and Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area are in the 'Sustainable Hunting' and
'Mixed Management/Buffer' zones. This is entirely inappropriate and all reserved areas
should be zoned for the strategic eradication of deer.
I do not support recreational hunting in any tenure of land within the Tasmanian Reserve
Estate.
A well-funded, professional eradication strategy should be developed and implemented in
all reserve categories of the Tasmanian Reserve Estate.
The language of the goal for the 'no deer zone' is pathetic. 'Manage towards no deer in the
landscape' reads like something out of a political satire TV show. It should read 'Eradicate
all deer'.
In other areas the plan uses language that is rhetorical and meaningless. 'Lighter touch' is
one such example.
The map of the current range of deer in Tasmania is incorrect. It is well known that deer
have reached Hobart suburbs, including Bonet Hill. This should more accurately reflect
current range.

Biosecurity Tasmania should oversee implementation of the Deer Management Plan with a
focused team or taskforce.
Regards,
Michael Bayley

Submission to the Draft Management Plan for Feral Deer
Dear Assessors
I must say this draft document looks colourful and professional but is a little akin to the Federal
Government’s Global Warming strategy: pretending to be doing something whilst doing nothing. I
think the draft management plan ignores the seriousness of the problem. There is too much
emphasis on looking after hunters whilst ignoring the crushing issue of spreading deer numbers. It
is no exaggeration to say that we are in dire straits in regard to the damage this feral animal will
inflict in the future if not dealt with.
The overriding goal for addressing feral deer in Tasmania should not be “managing a resource”
around allowing hunters to participate in their pastime ( as if they’ve been hunting for centuries! ),
but rather, in ensuring that feral deer do not, under any circumstances, spread further into our wild
areas – areas which are as close to “original” as anywhere we can find on Earth, and it’s crucial
those areas stay that way. ( I might point out that your map showing Fallow Deer Range in
Tasmania is also speculative, if not inaccurate. Feral deer have been seen by a colleague of mine
crossing the Lyell Highway at Derwent Bridge: as close to the World Heritage Area as you can get!
This is not merely a concern, it is utterly disturbing! ) The experience of New Zealanders should
serve as the lesson for what can happen in Tasmania ( and I submit is happening here right
now ). The failure to control feral deer in New Zealand should remind us of what happens when
feral animals become established in inaccessible areas. The containment of deer in NZ is now, I
am depressed to say, a lost cause; its wild areas ravaged and a future solution perhaps forever
beyond us. I suggest the same outcome is inevitable here if we do not take the steps that must be
taken.
I find the statement in your document: …”Where deer are an accepted part of the landscape” is
nonsense. Who says so? I would suggest that anyone concerned about managing our natural
and wild areas for the future would argue the opposite: feral deer are an anathema to this state.
They are as foreign here as feral goats, donkeys, pigs, horses, camels and, yes, deer, are on the
Australian mainland and I think most people who understand the damage feral animals can do
would concur here. I strongly insist that feral deer be eradicated in Tasmania, not “managed”. I
recognise that hunting may be important to some people ( but a minority I would also say ) but it is
a little like arguing ( as do the Labor and Liberal Parties on the mainland do ) for continuing coal
mining because it employs people and makes money, refusing to acknowledge that the end result
of this ‘preoccupation with jobs and exports’ may be the utter ruination of the planet. The same
argument seems to be used here: Let’s keep deer for hunters as it’s a ‘cultural activity’ – a
sentiment which seems to trump everything else; more important even than the idea of World
Heritage.
If feral deer become established in the remoter World Heritage Area we will never get rid of them!
Every year of indecision results in deer further penetrating more and more remote areas.
Your map suggests deer are already in Douglas Apsley National Park and Ben Lomond National
Park; no mention is made as to whether they should be removed from both these parks; not a
mention! But they indeed need to be!
I don’t have problems necessarily with hunting but the overriding priority here should NOT be the
maintenance of hunting opportunities, rather it must be the prevention of deer from colonising
areas they should not be in. As feral deer’s ‘containment’ in the area delineated on your map is
probably impossible, the alternative strategy should be taken: their elimination! After all, even if we
decide to eradicate deer, it will probably take a decade to eliminate them anyway; hunters can still
participate in this worthwhile endeavour accepting that all things come to an end. What might have
been once an accepted activity, may no longer be so. Duck shooting, for example, is now banned
outright in at least one mainland state and I suspect it may be banned in all states in the future.

The crucial aspect of this whole debate is, of course, the commitment of future governments; if
neither a future Labor government or a Liberal one considers this issue as non crucial, where does
that leave us in the future? Better we start culling numbers big time now if we are going to stay
ahead.
It is my understanding that NSW has taken the step to de-classify deer from ‘game status’, and
declare them as the feral pests that they are. Tasmania at the very least should be doing the
same. Let us bite the bullet and do what needs to be done.
We have a simple choice: either eliminate this species from Tasmania ( where it does not belong )
or risk the catastrophic scenario of deer being permanently ensconced in the more rugged sections
of the World Heritage Area where they will never be erased from.
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To whom it may concern:
The following constitutes the comments by my
,
referenced draft Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan.

, and myself on the above-

We live permanently on a 16-acre mountainside property within the extended village area of
Our property is located less than a kilometre from an established deer farm.
We see deer on our property in the vicinity of our house and workshop at least 3 times per
month, and see the hoof-prints of deer on our driveways on average once per week in addition
to the visual sightings. The deer who traverse our property are occasionally individual deer,
often boldly standing on mown lawn areas adjacent to the house and temporarily viewing us
through the window glass, showing very little fear of humans, even when we shout or wave our
arms.
Alternatively we also have visits on our property from small groups of up to five deer, who arrive
to graze on our bushes, shrubs, and small trees. We experience a continuing battle to protect
plantings on the property from the depredations of the deer, who strip any tips and growth
zones which can be reached on both selected native and exotic bushes and trees, even when we
have laboriously provided individual protection to each planting in the form of tall purpose-made
chicken wire surrounds.
The groups of 4 – 5 deer individuals also appear on and adjacent to Blowhole Road regularly,
posing a risk to unwary motorists. Those of us who participate in our thrice-weekly morning
walking group within the Tasman National Park up the trail from Tasman Arch to Waterfall Bay
intermittently see deer in the eucalypt forests adjacent to the trail.
With regard to the draft Management Plan, we strongly support the considerable geographical
extent of the “no deer” Zone 3 on the island, and urge prompt action in developing and
instigating the various means of achieving the harvesting and culling of deer throughout the
zone in close consultation with the zone’s residents.
We also support two of the draft Plan’s three aims to:
Minimise the wild fallow deer population in areas with significant natural values, and
Address the agricultural, commercial, environmental and public safety impacts associated
with the growth and increased distribution of deer populations in Tasmania.
With regard to the Plan’s third aim, while we recognise that deer are an important recreational
hunting resource for the roughly 6000 people purchasing fallow deer licences for the 2021 deer
hunting season, we also recognise that those licenced hunters represent only around 1.1% of the
Tasmanian population (identified as 540,000 people in 2020), even if all those persons licenced
to hunt were Tasmanian residents. Furthermore, even if the family members of those licenced
hunters and the business and land owners benefiting economically from the presence of hunters

in their locales during hunting season were assumed to be strong supporters of the view that
deer in Tasmania are an important recreational hunting resource, the total number of strong
supporters of this third aim of the draft Plan would appear to be well under 10% of the
Tasmanian population or community. We do not believe this justifies the inclusion of this third
aim as part of the draft Plan in the face of the widespread concern among residents, landowners,
scientists, and other Australians about the presence of feral animals in Tasmania.
The surveys which suggest that the annual population growth rate of deer in Tasmania is in the
order of 6.2% show the very serious extent of the escalating problem which Tasmania faces.
Given the constant depredations of Tasmanian deer populations on the pastures and crops of
farmers and pastoralists, the damage to residential property gardens and plantings, as well as
the damage to the ecosystem (let alone the risks to motorists), we do not agree that the Draft
Plan should enshrine the aim that deer are an ongoing important recreational hunting resource
in Tasmania.
In our view, fallow deer constitute a feral population which should be eradicated from the State.
As the only exception, should individual landowners in the so-called traditional deer zone and
deer farmers wish to undergo the considerable expense of installing and maintaining high-quality
continuous deer fencing in order to run businesses either for hunting by paying customers or for
supply to the venison butcher market, then those relatively few businesses should be subject to
strict licencing and monitoring.
Although an Australian citizen for over 20 years, I was born and raised in Idaho in the USA, where
I grew up in a mountainous area among significant native populations of white-tailed deer and
mule deer. Although not recognised among the wider population until recent years, the
transmission of tick-borne diseases from deer to recreational hunters and residents has emerged
as a significant ongoing problem there with serious long-term health damage and medical
expense to individuals, both within the public and private medical systems. In my view, the risks
of deer as a potential disease vector in Tasmania and as a risk to the island’s biosecurity should
be addressed far more significantly in the determination of the draft Plan’s goals and intended
outcomes.
With regard to the Draft Plan’s management objectives, in addition to the relevant comments
above, we strongly support the objectives to continue to provide evidence-based deer
management and to significantly improve community involvement, education, and awareness of
deer management.
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this Draft Plan.
Yours sincerely,

M. Pamille Berg AO

Pamille Berg AO Hon. FRAIA
Director

Pamille Berg Consulting Pty Ltd
   

SUBMISSION TO THE DRAFT TASMANIAN WILD FALLOW DEER
MANAGEMENT PLAN
By Garry Bowden

References:
A. Response to the Legislative Council Government Administration Committee “A” Inquiry and
Report on Wild Fallow Deer in Tasmania dated November 2017;
B. Submission to The Proposed Tasmanian Deer Management Plan by
G. Bowden dated December 2020;
C. Invasive Species Council website, http://invasives.org.au
D. Response to TDAC Questionnaire and Input to The Issue of Commercialisation by G. Bowden
dated 24 July 2020.
E. Stakeholder consultation meetings October 2020 and November 2021;
F. Tasmanian Deer Advisory Committee Inc. submission to the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow
Deer Plan and dated 3 December 2021.

This paper is submitted for consideration in response to the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer
Management Plan.
I acknowledge the ongoing commitment of the Tasmanian Government to ensuring the management
of fallow deer hunting continues on a sustainable basis, with due consideration to the well-recognised
and accepted principles of Property Based Wildlife Management (PBWM) and Quality Deer
Management (QDM). The considerable efforts by the Department of Primary Industries, Parks, Water
and Environment are noted and appreciated given they carry the primary responsibility for balancing
the various stakeholder interests and concerns.
The Draft Plan
Firstly, I do not consider the draft document a plan and that “it is not a plan” was actually
acknowledged by a departmental representative at the recent meeting at Brighton. This high level
policy statement outlining several high level goals, in its current form is more reflective of a framework
for de-regulation. In my opinion the document lacks sufficient detail to receive the required support, in
its current format. To support the plan more holistically I suggest that stakeholders require seeing the
Implementation Strategy (timelines, priorities, actions, resourcing, evaluation and reporting). The
‘devil will always be in the detail’ and this document lacks the detail. The draft plan, in its current
format raises many questions and concerns and I could not give my support to any suggestion of deregulation.
Further concerns include:
• The document does not promote QDM, something stakeholders have worked hard to
introduce and maintain, this despite the department’s claims of understanding and promoting
QDM. The table on P22 of the Draft Plan adequately evidences this.
• Adopting a “lighter touch” policy approach without sufficient explanation as to what these
actually means and how it would work;
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•
•
•
•

The suggestion that use of poisons and aerial culling would be included in the departments
‘toolbox’ to remove deer;
Provision for “year round” harvest is fraught with issues, including animal welfare (females
with fawns at foot), poaching, trespass, firearm offences and increased
compliance/enforcement challenges;
Ensuring consistency in managing differing regulatory conditions across three zones is
considered near impossible, if indeed the department intends to maintain a level of
compliance and enforcement.
Provision for ‘year round’ harvesting of antlered bucks. Ref B refers to some earlier comments
I submitted with regard to managing an excess male deer population.
 In accordance with the principles of Quality Deer Management (QDM) excess male
deer should focus on the least investment, that is antlerless (yearling) males during the
female open season or under a crop protection system, and bucks during the declared
open season;
 Only in exceptional cases should further removal of antlered bucks occur and then
only where that need can be clearly evidenced and subject to a Special Purpose
Permit (SPP). However, even then spikes should take precedence;
 SPPs should not be available within one month of the recreational deer season
opening, through the recreational season or during the rut period (Feb-May). To
support improved science and hence accuracy and transparency in reporting’
antlerless male deer must be included in the overall male harvest figures;
 To ensure the protection of trophy males and to maintain the integrity of trophy
hunting, SPPs should be restricted to younger age class bucks (˂ 2.5 years). SPP
conditions must require removal of antlers by cutting off above the coronet and nonremoval from the property. Any antlerless male carcass removed from the property for
processing / consumption must be accompanied by a copy of the SPP.

Regarding improved population survey techniques, the department is to be applauded for its recent
aerial surveys. It’s commitment to improving monitoring and survey techniques and methodologies
are encouraging.
Partnerships / Community Engagement
The department’s efforts to improve stakeholder engagement is acknowledged and encouraged.
However through the recent round of consultation meetings there was a noticeable need to improve
Game Services staff public meeting facilitation skills.
Whilst the importance of having trained, well qualified wildlife and environmental professionals is
accepted it has been suggested that Mother Nature, left alone, will manage quite well. The primary
challenge for wildlife professionals is to manage the “human interference factor” (B. Murphy, 1997)
and indeed the challenges currently faced by Tasmania’s Game Services team and all stakeholders
reinforces this.
Deer Zones
Whilst the concept has some merit I believe the three zones and associated features require some
amendments. Generally I support the recommended amendments already documented in the TDAC
Inc. submission.
As currently represented in the Department’s Draft Plan, the three zones present unnecessary
confusion, complication and de-regulation provisions. As a consequence this is considered
unacceptable and unworkable.
Misconceptions, Mistruths and Damn Lies
I refer Ref B and my earlier comments in regard to ongoing “misconceptions, mistruths and damn
lies”. This issue must be resolved with stakeholders entitled to increased transparency and the truth,
accuracy in reporting and a reduction / elimination of false, incomplete and misleading information.
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The department must take responsibility for its actions and decisions and information promulgated
must be accurate and not mislead. One recent example is the graph of the Tasmanian deer
population growth on P4 of the current Draft Plan. At best this is misleading and confusing, as clearly
was evidenced by commentary at recent state wide consultative meetings.
Further, there is an expressed concern among many stakeholders that deer numbers have actually
reduced, not increased and there is clearly some merit in this suggestion. That deer now have a wider
range across the state is not in dispute; however it is also recognised this issue is predominantly due
to the peri-urban (satellite) deer herds that have resulted from farm escapes and/or releases. This is a
direct consequence of the department earlier approving deer farms outside the traditional deer range.
The department has therefore created this environmental issue having also not properly administered
its own policy in regard to managing deer farms.
I have been a landowner/hunter within the traditional deer range for in excess of fifty years and I, like
a number of other landowners, have not experienced an appreciable change or increase in the deer
numbers over that period. Changed farming operations and farm environments (irrigation) has
undoubtedly had an impact on ‘some’ properties. However given the changes to deer seasons and
harvesting under crop protections arrangements I am not convinced that the overall deer population
has increased as significantly as some are quick to report and much of the available data would
suggest a general reduction.
(TFGA) reported at the recent TDAC meeting that a TFGA
member survey rated deer as only sixth in a list of wildlife concerns, wallaby, birds possums ranking
higher.
Steve Locke (2002) is on record as recording that “… there is insufficient evidence to conclude that
they (deer) have any significant impacts and that they would be better viewed as a resource to be
managed sustainably for human benefit (Caughley 1983)”. He further suggests that there is a lack of
scientific knowledge on the ecological impacts of deer in Australia” and that “the Bureau of Rural
Sciences (Hart 2002) did not even list deer as a ‘minor or non-pest’ in a review of pest animal
management in Australia”.
Information circulated by the Invasive Species Council and the Greens include further
“misconceptions, mistruths and damn lies” clearly intended to mislead the general public and attract
unnecessary and undue media attention. Papers published by academics clearly aligned to these
radical organisations should, where necessary, have their claims and assertions challenged. The
department and indeed hunters should be more active in rebutting loose and in many cases
unscientific assertions put forward by academics who so often quote and recirculate previously
published literature. The plan should seek to actively redress any erroneous/ misleading claims
through active public engagement and issuance of media statements under Management Objective 4.
We should maximise every opportunity to build on our social licence and ensure transparency and
truth in our public communications.
Deer Farming Regulations
For all the media hype I have read/heard nothing in regard to how the real fallow deer problems were
created in Tasmania. The Tasmanian Government and the Department must accept primary
responsibility for the increased spread of fallow deer in Tasmania.
Locke (2002) notes that “One of the goals of the policy was to prevent deer from becoming
established in sensitive natural habitats and to minimise the risk of deer escaping or being released
from captivity.” Deer farms should never have been approved outside the traditional deer range and
the government, indeed those individual bureaucrats responsible, should be held to account. That
government policy provided for and indeed approvals occurred outside the traditional deer range
compromised natural boundaries and undermined public and hunter interests. In regard to the
increased distribution of fallow deer in Tasmania Colman et al. (2002) indicates that escapes and
releases from deer farms have played a role and in 2021 we are now only just openly acknowledging
this.
3

There is hardly a need for substantial regulatory changes, given that the department has a relatively
clear policy in place, they just need to ensure compliance and where necessary enforce that policy.
Any regulatory change must ensure that any existing farms outside the traditional deer range are
commercially viable or otherwise closed. Any such provision should be clear with regard to disposal
of stock. This clearly has potential to result in an immediate halt to further ‘illegal’ escapes / release in
peri-urban areas.
Biosecurity and Public Safety
There is no body of evidence to support the assertion that fallow deer present an appreciable risk to
public safety in Tasmania, indeed that any deer currently present such a risk within Australia.
Similarly there is no body of evidence to support claims that fallow deer are a ‘potential disease
vector’ in Tasmania or within Australia.
The risk of disease transmission in Tasmania’s wild fallow deer and these deer presenting a threat to
Tasmania’s biosecurity is considered negligible. The impact of domestic stock in this regard and in
regard to the environment is without doubt many times greater and that can be clearly evidenced.
There can be no doubt that the major threat is from domestic livestock populations, which are of
course ‘introduced’ and far more ‘invasive’ in regard to environmental damage. Locke (2002) notes
that “A survey of wild fallow deer in Australia found that they were relatively free from infectious
diseases (English 1985). Information recently released from the Keeper Ranch just outside Burnet in
Texas, USA suggests fallow deer have presented as disease free compared to other species of deer
such as whitetail.
Therefore, why complicate the 5 year plan with these goals, they are a distraction and likely only
serve as a justification for some bureaucrat or academic to waste scarce resources writing
unnecessary papers / policies. This should not be included in the current priority of effort.
Summary
I congratulate the Tasmanian Government, The Department of Primary Industries, Parks, Water and
Environment for the commitment and efforts to maintain the status of Tasmanian fallow deer as partly
protected wildlife, recognise the importance of Fallow deer as a highly valued recreational resource
and to manage that resource on a sustainable basis in accordance with the concept of PBWM and
the principles of QDM. Establishing and managing a plan that meets the expectations of all
stakeholders is clearly a challenging task and the Game Services team is to be commended for their
efforts to date and willingness to engage through public consultation forums.
I congratulate and encourage the TDAC for their considerable and continuing efforts to represent and
support hunters whilst also acknowledging the impacts of deer on many farming enterprises. The
various adaptations to arrive at a final TDAC submission regarding the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow
Deer Management Plan is commendable and should now be supported by the wider hunter
community.
In closing I strongly recommend that no further changes to seasons or to the final Plan occur until
proper assessment, review and reporting of the results of:
•
•
•

Recent past seasons and initiatives are known, including;
Further improved deer census results are known and understood;
The question as to what percentage of the population the annual take represents has been
answered (D. Jones, 25 Nov 2021). Whilst the annual population increase has been
expressed as 6% / annum this requires qualification (fact or a trend?). This highlights the
unreliability of current reporting and statistics;
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•
•

-

Clear, transparent and informed reporting mechanisms are developed;
The current proposed plan has time to work including informed assessment, evaluation and
reporting.

Committee 1993-97
Member Sporting Shooters Association of Australia
Tasmanian Hunter and Gatherer
Landowner within the traditional deer range

Fallow Deer Project Executive

03 December 2021
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From:
To:
Subject:
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Deer Management Plan
Deer Management Plan
Sunday, 14 November 2021 5:05:51 PM

Good Evening,
I want to comment on the State Government's Plan in this regard. What stands out for me
is that this feral , introduced animal still retains its PARTIALLY PROTECTED STATUS.
If there is an explanation for this , I would be intrigued to hear it. This is complete and
utter nonsense. It is simply tripping around the edges to say that more deer can now be
culled. This animal is a complete pest within Tasmania that puts at risk of happening such
as disease outbreaks, and biosecurity issues. Huge damage is already being done to very
special environments, flowing and standing water resources, and harm to our unique native
animals and birds.
I would ask that the Minister responsible makes a much more wide-ranging consideration
of this vital matter, and thinks beyond the well-being of the hunting fraternity. Wild
fallow deer in Tasmania do not merit any form of protective status.
Yours sincerely,
William Bragg,

Hon. Guy Barnett
Minister for Primary Industries and Water
Member for Lyons
Submission - Draft Deer Management Plan

Dear Minister Barnett,
After reading the Draft Deer Management Plan thoroughly and attending the community
consultation forum held at Brighton, my areas of concern and recommendations for inclusion are as
follows:

•

Specific deer management zones are required

The deer in the ‘Traditional Deer Range’ should continue to be managed as a valuable
hunting resource whilst encouraging population control in line with Quality Deer
Management principals such as focusing culling activities on female deer and control excess
male deer under a property-based permit system.
Herds that have become established because of deer farm escapes and translocations need
to be eradicated as soon as possible. The Department should employ a staff member to
focus specifically on eradicating deer herds in these non-traditional areas.

•

•

•

Fawning period harvesting requires flexibility and further consideration

I have at times encountered problems with antlerless deer transitioning to my property
during Summer when establishing pastures. Some flexibility around culling antlerless deer
during this period in specific circumstances would be welcomed however I recognise that
fawns are totally dependant on their mothers until mid-January.

Male deer tagging must remain in all zones

I strongly disagree with the suggestion of removing the requirement to tag male deer. It
would be impossible to control game thieves without this current requirement. Illegal
activity (poaching) is an ever-growing problem in the Interlaken area and one in which my
property experiences on a regular basis. More regulation is required, not less!

Male deer season requirements must remain unchanged

The current arrangement where hunters are allocated a 5 week/6 weekend buck season
must remain unchanged. I am strongly against hunting male deer during the rut and believe
that bucks should not be culled until May. Mature male deer are extremely valuable to many
properties and are most vulnerable during this time. Their meat is also not fit to eat during
this period, and I would not want to see such a resource wasted. It is important to note that
bucks do not eat during the rut period so their impact on pasture and crops during this time
is negligible.

Page | 1

•

Permit requirements can be improved

•

Spikers are only to be harvested under the current permit system

•

Landowners have the ability to cull spikers and male deer outside of the declared season and
rut period under the current permit system. This has worked well for hundreds of properties
in the past and I see no reason as to why broadscale change is now required. There is
however scope for slight adjustments to the current system where landowners can request
permits over the phone in order to control deer in a shorter period of time.

Spikers are bucks of the future and are therefore valuable to both hunters and landowners.
If population reduction is required, an emphasis should be placed on harvesting females
(QDM). The few properties that have an over abundance of male deer are encouraged to
apply for a permit in order to control these deer.

Commercial harvesting is not supported and is not a viable deer control method
A commercial harvest would damage Tasmania’s existing deer farming operations beyond
repair and would severely impact the access opportunities recreational hunters have worked
so hard to secure. Large numbers of recreational hunters displaced from properties as a
result of a commercial industry would also have an adverse effect on other browsing wildlife
culling programs.
Tasmania is famous for its self-sustainable lifestyle. The opportunities for game licence
holders to harvest wildlife under a PBWMP should be expanded and not reduced as venison
is valued as an important resource for the 6000 Tasmanian recreational hunters who utilise
the protein to sustain their families

Fallow Deer have been part of our landscape for 200 years and are here to stay. If Tasmania wants a
well-managed herd that is seen as a resource by landowners whilst also keeping the overall
population numbers in check, ongoing management will be required. De-regulation will have the
opposite effect and is not the answer.
I urge you to listen to the landowners who have had a proactive approach to deer management
(QDM) and appreciate the value that a well-managed herd of fallow deer brings to their properties.
Yours faithfully,

Gerard W Brereton
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Game Management Plan Submission
Thursday, 2 December 2021 7:23:54 PM

Dear Minister and to who it may concern
I’m writing this submission in response to the recently release Wild Deer Management Plan
Draft.
There is a lot that I and other hunters are not happy about in this plan but some things are
completely OFF THE TABLE! We will not stand for Poisoning, the use of Chemicals or the use of
Helicopter Gun Ships to control or eradicate Deer from any area of the state! There are plenty of
other options open to the government to help manage our Deer numbers both in and out of the
Traditional Deer range. We have always had the appropriate permits available for land owners
and managers to access when and where Deer become a problem.
There are many hunting clubs that would be pleased to organise their members and partake in
Deer population reduction or eradication programs. We need to be able to use Suppressors on
our rifles, especially for Crop protection and population reduction. We need to be able to use
indicating Dogs, especially when hunting in thicker and rougher areas of the state and we need
to be able to hunt with Archery Tackle. Bow Hunting is ideal in the more closely settled areas
where Deer are present. Bow hunters in the United States of America hunt Deer within two
kilometres of the presidential Whitehouse and Bow Hunting has now been made legal in Russia,
how backwards are we in Tasmania, not having the option of hunting Deer with Archery Tackle
as hunters can in the mainland states!
We also insist that every Buck taken, no matter from what zone, needs to be tagged anything
else is just too hard to police and will make poaching so much easier for those who partake in
the practice. The no tagging requirement for Bucks in any zone is an insult to law abiding
hunters.
Next to nothing was said in that draft about any benefits to Tasmania and its people that our
Deer herd generates, nothing about the financial benefits or the commercial aspect to our rural
communities which is considerable. There is another benefit that is starting to be talked about in
hunting circles on the mainland but very little is mentioned of it in the draft. The authorities and
the Deer haters should never underestimate the benefits to the physical and mental health of
those of us who pursue Deer and how much money those Deer save the state and the country in
health care. Hunters know how much at ease we feel when we are out in the bush Deer hunting,
when we are concentrating on hunting we think of nothing else, no financial worries, no family
worries, no work places worries, no Pandemic worries, we are healing both mentally and
Physically, we are staying fit in both body and mind, those introduced Deer are helping our
health system. Any government should be thankful of that and they should promote a
management plan that encourages and supplies a healthy herd of Fallow Deer in our state that
hunters would be pleased to hunt.
Tasmanians pride them ourselves on being self-sufficient by fishing and hunting for a feed. There
are six thousand Tasmanian hunters out there who hunt Deer every year; those hunters have
friends and family that also enjoy eating Venison that those six thousand hunters harvest. Those
hunters and their family and friends deserve a healthy managed herd of Deer; they will not stand
for a so called management plan that will lead to nothing but deregulation and decimation of our
Deer herd. I remember reading a quote from the prestigious Quality Deer Management
Association in the United States in the mid to late 1990’s, that stated “Tasmania now has the
best managed wild Deer herd outside of the U.S. “ I ask you Minister, how have we gone from
the best managed wild Deer herd to now talking about using poisons and Helicopter Gun Ships
on our magnificent wild Deer in less than thirty years? What’s next? Poisoning our introduced
wild Trout that inhabit “sensitive areas”?
Australia revolves around introduced species, from the plants and crops we grow to the animals

and birds we farm. Just because something is introduced doesn’t mean it’s automatically bad, I
wonder how many of the Deer haters in Tasmania enjoy having introduced Honey Bees around
their garden or the many species of introduced Earth worms in their soil! I wonder how many of
those people enjoy a spot of Trout fishing. After all is said and done, our Tasmanian Wild Fallow
Deer mostly eat introduced grasses and introduced crops, where as our Tasmanian Wild Trout
mostly eat native fauna!
Minister, I sincerely hope that you and your Government implement an alternative management
plan and disregard the rubbish and lies that are pushed by the radical GREEN element and the
Deer haters. The TDAC do take into consideration the views or hunters and the farming
community, an alternative plan from the TDAC will be far more acceptable to me and other keen
hunters than the management plan proposed by the Game Services Tasmania department.

Regards
Shane Broadby

Alastair Cameron

Submission Re: Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan.
While the overall purpose and goals of the draft wild deer management plan are in line with
expectations, it should be recognized that it is predominantly private land holders who bear the cost
of hosting the State’s herd of wild deer. While some landholders receive income or services in return
for facilitating trophy hunting, there are others who do not. Ultimately it is a private choice and
there are many legitimate reasons for either choice. It should also be noted that landholders are
dealing with matters that affect their livelihood whereas other stakeholders are dealing with issues
regarding their chosen political or recreational interests.
To date, management practices have seen the state deer herd significantly increase in numbers and
on given data that growth rate is becoming exponential. Intensification of irrigated agriculture across
the state has provided a much more bountiful feed source for wildlife, including deer, and has
supported the significant population increases to an extent where the amount of damage has
become unacceptable.
Most of the development of agricultural enterprises has been in high value irrigated crops, and
pastures for dairy and red meat production. As the dollar value of these products rises, so too does
the value of the damage done by deer and other wildlife. In addition to the cost from loss of
production there is also the significant cost associated with damage to infrastructure and the cost of
control methods.
Implemented and managed effectively, the proposed system of Property Based Wildlife
Management Plans (PBWMP) has the potential to enhance the existing symbiotic relationship
between landholders and hunters. The system should have the flexibility to make provision for
landholders in Zone 1 to remove all deer from their property if that is consistent with their particular
enterprise and environmental objectives. This would not jeopardize the overall deer herd in the zone
as it is well known that deer are highly mobile through the landscape.
It is critical that the underlying permit system is compatible with, and supports the objectives of the
key stakeholders and the overall goals of the Wild Fallow Deer management Plan.
Specific comments on the draft plan.
1. Zones (p.17)
a. Zone boundaries should be drawn along firm map detail such as; roads, rivers, crest lines
and in some cases boundary fences, and should be clearly identifiable on the ground.
b. Without clear Zone boundaries there may as well be one statewide zone and the plan
managed on a property-by-property basis.
c. For simplicity there should be two Zones. Parts of the draft Zone 2 should go into Zone 1
and the remainder into Zone 3 as appropriate.
d. There should be a ‘period of grace’ whereby the proposed Zone boundaries are
advertised and landholders on the zone boundary are given the opportunity to elect to
be in whichever Zone. (this election of zone could also be facilitated through the local
Government rate notice system)

e. While the goal for Zone 3 is eradication of wild deer, the existence of deer farms in Zone
3 can be accommodated if Farmed deer are re-classified as livestock and managed
accordingly but with more severe penalties for negligent release.
2. Deer Management Tools (p.20)
a. The deer management tools described in the draft plan such as: shooting, fencing,
chemicals, trapping and aircraft all have uses in appropriate situations.
b. The “Alternative to 1080” project of 2009-11 identified many of these ‘tools’ and also
found that the effectiveness of some of these methods can be significantly enhanced
such as;
i.
The use of sound suppressors* (with relevant authorization), and
ii.
The use of more selective chemicals.
c. The deer management plan should include these options.
3. Property Based Wildlife Management Plans (PBWMP) (P.21)
a. To assist land-holders in composing their PBWMP, the existing DPIPWE website on
PBWMP could include a basic template covering the seven dot-points presented.
b. There should be Departmental staff dedicated to the administration of the PBWMPs as
part of their job description, and with appropriate experience.
c. The permit system underlying the PBWMP should:
i.
Issue permits without undue restriction,
ii.
Reflect the management objectives of the landholder, and
iii.
Be cognizant of the goals of the particular zone.
d. Management and oversight of the PBWMP and wildlife in general should remain within
the department and should not be outsourced to the private sector where other
agendas come in to play.
*The Alternatives to 1080 project found that sound suppressors could increase the effectiveness of
shooting in achieving crop protection. If shooting can be made to be more effective in deer/wildlife
management it would reduce the need for less discriminate methods such as chemicals or less costeffective methods such as fencing. While it is not within DPIPWE’s bailiwick to grant a permit for the
possession and use of a suppressor, DPIPWE should still support/endorse the granting of such
permits by the relevant authority.

RESPONSE TO THE DRAFT TASMANIAN WILD FALLOW DEER MANAGEMENT PLAN
Game Services Tasmania is to be commended for the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer
Management Plan (The Plan) it has released for comment.
Figure 3 of The Plan shows the deer population growth trend line of the relative abundance of deer
over the last 35 years has been increasing about 6.2% annually in regularly surveyed areas.
However, in the ten years, from 2010 to 2020 it went from an abundance of about 1.5 to nearly 4.5.
It has trebled in the space of 10 years. Perhaps we are already seeing the potential population
explosion Professor Bowman warned of in his evidence to the Senate Inquiry into the Impact of feral
deer, pigs and goats in Australia. It confirms the need to respond aggressively to halt and then
reverse this trend.
Past deer management has resulted in the build-up of numbers in certain areas to the extent that for
some years the landowners impacted cannot just use hunters to keep deer to an acceptable level.
Ironically the success in growing the herd is now negatively impacting hunting as a recreation. Many
of us need to be able to reduce numbers significantly by means other than providing access for
recreational hunters. Once we reduce numbers this may change.
Given the constraints that were imposed on those tasked with preparing The Plan, it already
represents a compromise with regard to what some stakeholders would be seeking in terms of wild
deer control. This means that The Plan is the minimum that should be accepted in order to
effectively control wild deer and that improvements as suggested in this submission are realistic
requests.
Comments on the Management objectives follow.

Management Objective 1:
Effectively manage the impacts of wild fallow deer throughout the state
The Zone approach, as far as Zone 1 is concerned, ignores the fact that deer have been encouraged
to spread in an uncontrolled manner against the wishes of many landowners.
Flaws in the Zones as presented include, for example, the failure to include all of the TWWHA in
Zone 3 and ignoring other areas of high natural values such as the Midlands Biodiversity Hotspot. In
relation to the later the work done by private landowners to protect natural values and the
importance of this is overlooked.
It is recommended that properties in Zone 1 and Zone 2, where there is a demonstrated
commitment to biodiversity conservation through a stewardship agreement or a conservation
covenant, be treated as per Zone 3 or be given full authority to reduce deer to their own
interpretation of an acceptable level on their land should this be their objective and that a PBWMP
is not a requirement as part of this.
If it is not deemed appropriate to support the recommendation then the recommendation is
amended to elimination of the zone concept and have a year-round open season across the whole
state.
Evaluating deer management tools
Recognition that recreational hunting is only part of the solution is a significant statement. The
initiative to look at additional methods of control is important and strongly supported. These should
be followed up as a matter of urgency. They are relevant not just in situations where population
elimination is required but also where it is appropriate to knock down the population from current
high levels to numbers that are more reasonable to manage.
One of the current deer management problems is the low productivity of hunting/shooting and the
fact that there are times when hunting/shooting is limited in application eg during lambing/calving
1

or when the ground is too wet for normal activities to take place. Alternate methods will assist
generally and in particular when shooting is not appropriate.
It is recommended that research and implementation of control methods such as selective poison
be proceeded with and that projects initiated in other states such as the deer aggregator be
supported and implemented in Tasmania.

Management objective 2:
Empower farmers, foresters and other land managers to work collaboratively with hunters to
achieve tailored deer management objectives
Greater flexibility for landholders through “lighter-touch” policies and PBWMPs
The intention of the objective is, I believe, open to interpretation and needs clarification before it
can be fully supported. If, with agreement from property hunters, any level of control is possible ie
King Island permit style, then it is supported.
The intent seems to be, after a one-off grace period, to force “organized hunting groups” onto
landowners who have no interest in hosting them. The use of PBWMPs has been tried previously
and in the majority of cases it failed. “Compulsory” (for those seeking to maximize control they will
be) PBWMPs just add an extra layer of administration. This is particularly the case where wild life
control is conducted by a small number of hunters/shooters because that is the most appropriate
procedure to meet wildlife control aims. Full scale use of PBWMPs will generate an additional
resource requirement for a questionable return for Game Services Tasmania.
The Plan acknowledges the role of private landholders in hosting deer so recreational hunting exists
and makes a general reference to the cost of deer. In spite of this any improvement in control
allowed is conditional and uncertain. The extent to which control may be undertaken per the Draft
Regulations is also conditional. There is not even certainty of something as basic as being able to
take wildlife with the assistance of a spotlight. It is time that wildlife (including deer) control, is
acknowledged as an essential part of running farming enterprises and landholders are given
certainty in relation to the tools they need to do this should they wish to use them.
In addition, why should a landholder be forced to perpetuate something in which he has no interest
that costs him/her thousands of dollars every year?
It is recommended that PBWMPs should be optional for those landholders in Zone 1 who do not
wish to adopt them and that landowners who do not require a PBWMP should still be allowed to
cull to the full extent they require should they wish to do so.
The comment regarding immature male deer on page 21 reads that, currently, taking them is not
permitted at any time. This may be the case with hunting licences but it is not true in relation to
crop protection permits. Does this mean that whatever is agreed between a landholder and the
property’s “organized hunting group” will only apply via a game licence and not via crop protection
permits (property protection permits in the proposed Regulations)?
It is recommended that the administrative documentation for deer control be a single permit
issued to the landholder to encompass the take parameters for the period of The Plan.

Management objective 3:
Wildlife population monitoring
This objective is supported. Decision critical activities such as the aerial survey should be subject to
independent external review.
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Improved understanding of biosecurity
This objective is supported and is considered one that needs to be addressed as a matter of urgency.

Management objective 4:
Improve community involvement, education and awareness of deer management
Control of peri-urban deer
Partnerships and collaborative approaches will be developed to reduce deer abundance in peri-urban
and conservation areas.
There is no detail regarding the reduction of deer in conservation areas. Please see my
recommendation noted in the Management Objective 1 section.
The comments made are general in nature. It is not possible to comment more than to agree in
principle.
Community engagement and education
The comment that the management of deer in Tasmania is a ‘whole of community’ issue is
constructive. Providing balanced education will be a challenge particularly with the current
Government’s bias towards recreational hunting.
Refocused regulatory enforcement
The comments are general in nature. It is not possible to comment more than to agree in principle.

Additional
Animal Welfare
Critical comments made in relation to animal welfare issues that may arise should The Plan be
implemented in its current form were well responded to by DPIPWE staff at the community forum I
attended in Longford. The animal welfare defence for retaining a no cull fawning period may have
some justification but not when the outcome is the breeding of a high-risk pest species solely for the
purpose of providing more live animal targets for recreational hunting. Failure to act now will mean
higher rectification costs in future and make it harder to reduce the impact of the species.
It is recommended that The Plan retains the position it has taken on the appropriateness of yearround culling of all deer.
Non-financial deer impact
The Plan recognises the issues related to deer in peri-urban areas. It fails to take into account the
impact on the lives of those in other areas who have been forced to live with this issue for years.
It is recommended that personal consultation be held prior to finalising The Plan.

Simon Cameron
2 December 2021
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Submission to Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan
Friday, 3 December 2021 4:55:51 PM

To whom it may concern,
For most of my 60+ years, I've been privileged to spend time in nature
- particularly bushwalking and camping in some of Tasmania's special
places: the Walls of Jerusalem, Cradle Mt National Park, and Freycinet,
to name a few.
I'm really alarmed to hear how far feral deer have spread in the state,
and was astonished the first time I saw a deer warning sign on the way
into Coles Bay.
Tasmania's feral deer population is out of control, and deer are rapidly
starting to invade many of our sensitive natural environments, such as
national parks and the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area.
This spread needs to be urgently addressed.
Whilst I'm pleased to see that a Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer
Management Plan has been developed, I'm disappointed that the plan
still seems to focus largely on deer as a hunting resource,
rather than treating them as the feral pest and biosecurity risk that
they are.
The Plan needs to do a lot more to protect nature, farmers and the
community from the destructive impacts of deer on the environment
and society. The economic cost of doing nothing is much greater than
the cost of a pro-active control strategy.
I back calls by the Invasive Species Council for a final plan that
ensures:
• There is support for Wildlife Regulations (2010) to be amended so
deer are no longer considered a partly protected species.
• New deer management zones ensure the entire Tasmanian Wilderness
World Heritage Area and other protected areas are deer free.
• It sets and funds a target to reduce deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032.
• Removes red tape so farmers can control feral deer on their own land
as they see fit.
I submit that the final plan should:
1. Rescind partially protected status of deer.
It is almost unbelievable that a feral pest should be protected!! It's
akin to protecting rabbits, feral cats, gorse, fruit flies, and any other

invasive species. Given the current deer numbers, it's hard to imagine
the species being at risk in Tasmania.
2. Set population & impact reduction policies
There needs to be clear policies, backed by sufficient resources, to
actively reduce deer numbers.
3. Set targets
There needs to be a clear policy to reduce and contain the deer
population. I support the suggested population target of 10,000 by
2032. (as per the Invasive Species Council).
4. Natural and cultural heritage values
MUST be recognised, and the plan must specifically address their
protection and conservation:
e.g. eradication and exclusion of deer from the most vulnerable areas.
5. Wilderness World Heritage Area | Ben Lomond | DouglasApsley
MUST be included in the “No Deer Management Zone” and deer must be
eradicated from this zone within 10 years. This is best practice invasive
species management strategy - focus on the high-value areas first and
eradicate the pest from these areas. Contain the population to a
smaller area (classic weed control methodology!).
6. Give land owners control
Allow land owners (in the Sustainable Hunting Zone) to work out their
own plan to control feral deer, according to their individual
circumstances. Land owners should not need to consult hunters!!
7. Professional feral deer control
The recreational hunting community cannot be expected to control the
deer population (clearly that hasn't worked!).
The Plan must emphasise the important role of professional pest
controllers undertaking aerial and ground shooting and trapping.
8. Community engagement
There needs to be broader education and awareness about the threats
and costs of feral deer - and the importance of control.
Additionally, hunters could play an important role in assisting with
monitoring the deer population. I believe this happens in other
countries, e.g. in Scandinavia. This should be a voluntary, opt-in role.
9. Immediate implementation - with significant additional
funding
There is no time to waste - action is needed immediately.
10. Create a special taskforce
The control program should be managed by a dedicated team within
Biosecurity Tasmania. The work should be given priority, and not simply

"tacked on" to the duties of staff with other roles.
Thank you for the opportunity to comment.
Yours sincerely,
Vicki Campbell

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

guy.barnett@parliament.tas.gov.au
Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan
Thursday, 2 December 2021 11:44:50 AM

To the minister Mr Guy Barnett
I am sending you my response to my views from the release draft plan of the wild fallow
deer management plan.
I was introduced to fallow deer hunting by
24 years ago at the age of 9, I have
been lucky enough to have been apart of a great property with a fantastic group of hunters,
at present we have 35 active members that adopted the game management plan some years
ago, at the introduction of the game management system some members where against the
idea believing it would work.
through forming a committee we put in place property rules and requirements. This helped
us to get to where we are today, with all members being ethical and respectful to the
animals and the property owners requirements.
As a group we get along well with the property owner and farming staff, we have set data’s
for working bees, be it fencing, road Maintenance, and weed management. Also most
members conduct poaching patrols in February and April. We manage all animals on the
property all year round with a game take recorded each year and currently have gotten the
property to a fairly reasonable trophy herd.
We do all this in return for the opportunity to be able to hunt for a trophy animal in the
current stag season, all members are well aware that it is a privilege to be able to have
access on to the property.
The draft plan is extremely Concerning for a property like ours, we are in zone 1 but we
have a Neighbouring property to our east that does not fallow a game management system
and public hunting land boarding on the western side of the property that is open through a
ballot system. If the plan was approved and went ahead it would be devastating for our
hunting group, we would have an influx of Tress-passing and poaching because
unfortunately there are people out there that do the wrong thing, safety would become a
problem as not knowing who’s in the bush and them not wearing blaze orange clothing
opens up the opportunity for a firearm accident. Within a 2-3 years the mature bucks
would be wiped out and our Renowned herd would be Depleted. And for these reasons I
believe rut shooting should be removed from zone 1.
As for the other 2 zones particularly zone 3 I would like to see some investigation as to
how these deer have managed to get there, just this week police offered a $50,000 reward
for information on a wanted man, now I’m not Suggesting to go start throwing money out
everywhere for information on the how abouts deer have made it Into these parts but I
believe some deer farmers who are out side the Traditional zone need to be made
accountable for their Escapees, it’s probably to little to late now but I believe this has
added to the Situation we are in now.
Lastly it was only last year that the no tag system was introduced for female deer, with
everything that’s been happening in the world we live it at the moment with some farms
being closed down due to covid 19 at times. so I ask has this system been given the chance
to prove it’s self yet?

Thank you for taking the time to read my views on this subject something that means a lot
for Tasmanian hunters
Regards
Shaun cassidy
Get Outlook for iOS

CLELAND

27th November 2021
Game Services Tasmania
DPIPW&E

A brief response to the
Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan
I respond to the Draft Deer Management Plan from the position of a party interested in the topic, with
national exposure to wild animal management for over 40 years and a significant contributor when
Tasmania reviewed wild animal management, animal welfare and the specific needs and wants of the
Tasmanian community with regard wildlife and animal welfare in the 1990’s. The outcome of this work was
the implementation of an ‘innovative model for sustainable wildlife management in off reserve areas’ which
has been recognised nationally and internationally. This was the basis for the Tasmanian Game Management
Unit.
I am a long-time hunter of deer, surplus native and feral animals, duck, quail and pheasant.
My interests are predominately associated with a wholistic approach to surplus wildlife issues. The attention
to Fallow Deer in this report is one aspect of a larger realm where Government, farmers, shooters and the
public interface as part of the management of the national estate. It is indicated that public interest will
continue to increase in these matters.
On reading the Management Plan I am impressed with the statement of it goals, which are comprehensive
and well balanced. They reflect, perhaps, a move toward what I consider core values for a conservation and
land management agency; that of protecting the environment rather than the preservation of the status quo.
The proposed initiative of using management zones to concentrate effort for conservation objectives is
sound and a refreshing approach.
The mechanisms for achieving the Goals of the proposed plan are unclear. It is indicated that Property Based
Game Management Planning will forma part of the proposed management programme which I endorse.
A concept to explore
The DPIPWE’s core business should be its regulatory duties and conservation, planning, monitoring and
research.
For Deer management I propose that the agency should aim to withdraw as much as possible from the
interface with farm and shooter activity, forcing the representative bodies to seriously cooperate. At most the
agency should be a facilitator and source of expert knowledge.
At present the agency spends too much time on the mechanics of wildlife and deer management which
should be outsourced to the parties involved whom should be responsible for their actions.
I have formed the opinion that sustainable hunting of deer will only be achieved when hunters and the
managers of the Deer Range are brought together.

The agency will still require an enforcement capability sufficient to enforce the legislative components of
wildlife and game management.
A Methodology
The Whole Farm Planning model is a sound and generally accepted management tool which should include
an environmental management component and a wildlife and game management section. This could be in
the form of the well understood Property Based Game Management format.
Hunters require an input; they have a strong commitment to intergenerational access to hunting which can
not be ignored as they represent a significant portion of the community. Attention to hunter wants and needs
should be considered in each property management plan and form a proof of their inclusion. History
indicates shooters and hunters form alliances but they develop amongst trusted persons known to the
farmers. Many farmers have had poor experiences with hunters on their farms. Hunter representatives must
address these issues.
In my opinion hunters must take responsibility for their own needs and wants and bargain for hunting access
with the parties responsible for land management be they farmers, forest companies, crown lessees and the
crown. In principle I do not agree with the concept that DPIPWE is responsible to meet hunter needs and
wants, just as I don’t see the agency responsible to farmers to meet their demands per se.
Where to from here.
I propose that an independent ‘body’ be established to facilitate property-based wildlife management plans
for off reserve lands. Its governing structure should include a balanced representation of land owners such as
farmers and foresters, as well as hunters and parties of special interest and skills. The DPIPWE should be
strongly represented.
Staffing should be capable of facilitating positive out comes within the farmer and landowner sector as well
as the diverse shooting community. It could be a small body, perhaps a senior and 1 or 2 operational persons
supported by clerical staff capable of assembling game management plans. Competencies should include an
excellent understanding of deer and other animal pests, native animal management and at least one party
able to interface with the shooter community. A high level of energy and interpersonal skills will be
essential for all participants.
I envisage that the DPIPWE would sign off each plan such that the more technical matters of animal
management and the legislative issues are covered.
I consider that with up-to-date technology and a cooperative approach amongst the parties, templates could
be designed such that the assembly a plan is relatively simple.
The body would be responsible for the development of property-based wildlife management plans which
address the range of issues applicable to the site and verified to include the input from all participating
parties.
Seed funding for this body will need to be drawn from Government however a self-funding model should be
the objective drawing funds principally from the beneficiaries. A prime beneficiary would be DPIPWE
which should, over time, be able to reduce its involvement in the day-to-day management of deer.
Perhaps the TFGA would be the body that could facilitate and oversight such a body.
Malcolm Cleland

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Tasmanian Deer Hunting
Wednesday, 3 November 2021 7:23:34 PM

Hi Game Management Plan,
I would like to put forward my interest in bow hunting for wild deer in Tasmania.
As for myself and the other registered ‘Bow ‘ deer hunters we are registering our interest with respect to
Tasmanian law and Tasmanian interest.
Thank you for taking the time to read this email.
Thanks
Sent from my iPhone

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan (the Draft Plan)
Saturday, 27 November 2021 4:22:25 PM

Hello
This is a submission concerning the Draft Plan. In short in my view the Draft Plan is a
good start but does not go far enough in reducing the damage done by feral deer to farms
and the natural environment. Deer have no place in the Australian bush, and farmers
should be free to protect their property from the damage done by deer, by eliminating them
if they wish.
Elimination of deer from World Heritage areas and the Ben Lomond and Douglas Aspley
National Parks and their surrounds should be an urgent priority, to be completed as soon as
possible and in any event within 10 years.
The ‘no deer’ zones should be expanded and in the buffer zones deer should not be
protected and farmers and conservationists should not need anyone’s consent to eliminate
deer.
Generally I share and adopt the vision expressed in the Jacobs report
(https://invasives.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2021/08/Feral-Deer-Control-A-Strategy-forTasmania-2021.pdf):
By 2032 feral deer in Tasmania are confined to a population of less than 10,000,
occurring only in the Midlands Control and Containment Zone, where they are
managed to fully protect high value natural, cultural, agricultural and forestry
assets.
And I support the recommendations set out in that report.
By way of background I am a
based lawyer with a strong connection to Tasmania.
My grandmother was born there, and got married there, and I first visited family there in
1972. I have been back many times and love and value Tasmania’s natural beauty. I hate to
see the terrible damage being done by hard hoofed feral invaders, ringbarking trees,
destroying creek banks and out competing our unique and endangered native fauna.
I very much hope that the Draft Plan can be strengthened considerably.
Regards
Phillip Cornwell

My submission relates solely to Figure 3 in the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer
Management Plan (DTWFDMP), which I think has not been properly interpreted.

Figure 3 reproduced from the DTWFDMP with my blue lines added to highlight a
deer abundance doubling time of a little over 6 years.
The text for Figure 3 says that there has been a 6.2% increase between 1985 and
2020. I disagree with this because that would imply a population doubling time of
about 12 years.
As one can see from the blue lines that I have added to Figure 3, the doubling time for
the trend is a little over 6 years since the year 2000 (an annual increase of about 12%).
To put it bluntly, whatever the deer abundance is now, in 6 years it will double, and in
12 years, quadruple.

George Cresswell,

3 December 2021

Draft Wild Deer Management Plan
To whom it may concern
I wish to add my voice to other recreational deer stalkers who object to the Draft Wild Deer
management plan as presented.
•

•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

I object to the suggested use of helicopter shooting or the use of 1080/any other poisons; I
live in zone 3 near a satellite herd – there is a real danger of secondary poisoning of pets
that have strayed as well as eagles, devils etc. Many of the residences are too close together
to safely shoot from a helicopter and by all accounts is expensive and unproductive.
Many of my neighbours enjoy seeing deer on their properties and would not like to see
them removed.
Where deer are in peri rural settings, there could be the use of a limited archery season to
ease the concerns of residents who are startled by gun fire (This occurs as many city folk
make a tree chance to the country).
I object to taking of stags during the rut as it is unsporting, the meat is tainted by
testosterone and unpalatable and consequently is wasted.
Any farmer who has a problem with deer has easy access to willing hunters and there should
be no excuse not to cull deer numbers as needed.
I object to culling lactating does as the season is long enough to limit numbers. Also this
practice will leave shooters vulnerable to prosecution via Animal Welfare Act.
I am incredulous re numbers of deer in the World Heritage Area. Fallow Deer are grazers not
browsers and there is insufficient nutrition available for fallow deer in these areas. They will
never establish in these areas.
I am opposed to doing away with a tag for stags as it will encourage poaching.
Wildfires will cause immeasurably more damage than deer could ever do.
Native wildlife will consume more pasture than deer are ever likely to.
From a numerical point of view; the 2020 deer harvest resulted in a decrease of about 54%
of the population ie 30,000 out of the 54,000 counted in the DPIPWE aerial survey.
From this stand point, the Tasmanian Deer Herd is well under control.

Kind Regards
Carlo Di Falco
Vice Chair Shooters Fishers and Farmers Party

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Venison for commercial purposes
Thursday, 2 December 2021 10:50:08 AM

To whom it may concern,
I’m writing in regards to the “Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan” that is
currently under review.
On page 14, under “Deer Hunting Regulations and Policies” it’s stated that "Current
Government policy is that wild-shot fallow deer may not be sold for commercial
purposes”.
I feel like this is a terrible waste of resources, especially when there is a large demand for
deer meat from Tasmanian restaurants and butchers. Please consider reversing this policy.
Thank you,
-Chris Downes

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Feedback: Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan
Thursday, 2 December 2021 9:31:49 PM

To Whom It May Concern,
I wish to provide feedback on the draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan. I
own three deer farms in zone three which I am deeply concerned about because I have
enough trouble when you deregulate out of that area. I believe that with the lack of
traceability of the deer being deregulated the problem is going to escalate. I get very little
assistance from authorities parks and the police and catching the offenders and I waste a lot
of time trying to pursue these matters myself. Which there should be a system in place to
catch these offenders which I would class as my livestock.
Saying the deer in zone 3 have all come from escaped deer farms is not a very good look for
our industry and a few ex deer farmers which have left the industry a long time ago, the
problem should have been dealt with years ago and now the existing deer farmers are
getting their names tarnished and blame for poor farming practices which happened years
ago.
I fear the worst for our industry because they has been that much incorrect information to
the general public about the whole deer issue. I would like to have a conversation regarding
our industry and how the proposed deer management plan will negatively impact us.
Nigel Downward

The
Office acknowledges and pays respect to the original and ongoing custodians of the
land. We acknowledge the continuing connection to land, seas, air and waterways and commit ourselves to the ongoing
journey of reconciliation. We honour Elders, past, present and emerging.
This email and any files transmitted with it contain confidential information intended for the use of the individual or
entity named above. If you are not the intended recipient you are hereby notified that you must not disseminate, copy
or take action in reliance upon it. Whilst virus-scanning software is utilised by us, no responsibility is taken for the virus
damage that may originate from this transmission. If you receive this communication in error please contact the sender
immediately and delete this email and associated material from any computer.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Deer management plan submission
Tuesday, 30 November 2021 9:08:28 PM

From
Dr James Duff

I wish to submit an expression of concern about the
proposed deer management plan. I’ve had extensive
experience of the carnage caused by feral deer in NZ and
taken part in goat eradication in Fiji. As a result I wish to
warn you of the disaster taking place here in Tasmania as
the deer population spreads into parks and conservation
areas, possibly endangering the SW’s World Heritage
status.
It’s time to stop pandering to the hunting clique and get
serious about this major pest. Take a look at the NZ
experience and engage professional hunters, change deer
status to pest and Consult with land owners.
The management plan proposed is inadequate and a
recipe for a disaster.
Yours respectfully

Dr J Duff.

Game Services Tasmania
DeerManagementPlan@dpipwe.tas.gov.au
Submission on Draft Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan 2021

•

•

The Draft Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan offers some improvements on the
present situation e.g. providing increased options for farmers and land managers to
effectively control the impacts of feral deer, but fails to offer any real solutions to the
very real problem of fallow deer increasing in both numbers and range.

•

The ONLY way of dealing with this potentially disastrous situation, is to remove the
semi-protected status that Tasmania gives fallow deer and declare wild deer a pest
species. Only then can a plan be drawn up for a systematic program of measures for
both reducing existing numbers and of containing deer in the ‘Traditional Deer Zone’.

•

The 2021 Australian Senate Report on the impact of feral deer, pigs and goats, called for
all Australian jurisdictions to change their existing legislative and regulatory frameworks
to ensure that wild deer are treated as an environmental pest.

•

Feral deer are estimated to cost Tasmania $100 million annually and include negative
impacts on:o The livelihoods of Tasmanian farmers
o Reafforestation (which in turn earns landowners money from carbon credits and
environmental offsets)
o Natural values and biodiversity in the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage
Area and National Parks (including Freycinet and Ben Lomond) as well as
Conservation Reserves (including Central Plateau and Arthur-Pieman)
o Tree plantations
o Motor accidents (those that have actually been reported – there are known to
be additional ones that haven’t) attributable to deer
o Damage to cultural landscapes – a matter of great concern to Tasmania’s
Aboriginal population as cultural values and heritage are destroyed by deer
o Tasmania’s image of being a place where wild (not introduced species) nature is
protected and preserved – the number one reason why tourists visit Tasmania

The majority of Tasmanians are not deer shooters and it is remarkable that those who are
seem to matter more than the rest of us. The consultation sessions that were conducted
prior to the Draft Plan being drawn up were held only in locations with known high numbers
of deer shooters. If Tasmanians who live in Hobart and other areas where deer are not (yet)

present were made aware of the unchecked spread of wild deer, their impacts, and the cost
to Tasmania’s economy, they would not be happy.
•

Most Tasmanians would see farming as more ‘traditional’ than deer hunting – our white
forbears started farming as soon as they arrived in the early 1800’s but deer were not
introduced until the 1830’s. Wild deer are a big problem for a considerable number of
Tasmania’s farmers and threaten the viability of some farming properties.

•

Farming benefits Tasmania’s economy while protecting deer to enable hunting costs
Tasmania’s economy.

•

The Draft Management Plan makes some improvements to the current regulations but
avoids addressing ‘the elephant in the room’, which is the urgency of stopping the
uncontrolled spread of fallow deer outside the Traditional Zone.

•

There IS a win-win and that is for fallow deer to be restricted to, and effectively contained
in, the Traditional Deer Zone – but only if and where landowners in that zone are okay with
the situation.

•

Landowners must be permitted to deal with feral deer on their property just as would be
expected if, for example, they could deal with wild dogs killing livestock or a plague of mice
destroying crops.

•

What is needed is a biodiversity-based plan to reduce and contain feral deer. Biosecurity
Tasmania should be tasked with drawing up the plan and with managing its
implementation.

•

The plan must have clear goals e.g. population reduction targets by particular dates.

•

The agency must be allocated the necessary funding – and that must include recurrent
funding – to effectively carry out this program. This is in the interests of ALL Tasmanians.

Catharine Errey

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan
Wednesday, 24 November 2021 1:47:55 PM

Thank you for the opportunity to provide feedback on the Draft Tasmanian Wild
Fallow Deer Management Plan.
1. The plan should put in place a realistic policy that reduces and contains the
population of feral deer in Tasmania to 10,000 by 2032 to protect the Tasmanian
Wilderness World Heritage Area and native wildlife (flora and fauna),
2. In recognition of the outstanding biodiversity and cultural heritage values of
Tasmania, the plan must include goals and objectives specific to the protection
and conservation of natural and cultural values,
3. Support improved community involvement, education and awareness of deer
management and the threats of feral deer to Tasmania’s precious environment,
and
4. The plan should be implemented immediately, with significant additional funding
allocated to the control program to ensure the deer population is rapidly reduced.
Kind Regards,
Megan Fabian

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Deer Management Plan
Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan feedback
Thursday, 18 November 2021 1:45:37 PM

Hi,
Please find below my feedback to the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan. I am an
environmental consultant with 15+ years of experience working in agriculture as a consultant and as an
ecologist.
The Tasmanian agriculture industry, national parks and the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area
are facing the greatest risk from a pest species since European arrival. For decades deer in Tasmania have
been managed as a hunting resource, and their growing environmental and agricultural damage has been
ignored. These impacts are now growing exponentially, with some farmers losing up to a third of their
income due to deer impacting crops and grazing competition with stock. The national parks and world
heritage areas have never seen hooved animals such as this, with grazing pressures, trampling and
damage to waterways causing irreversible damage.
The result is an out-of-control feral deer herd that is growing and invading prime agricultural, residential
areas and environmentally sensitive areas like the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, the Walls
of Jerusalem and the Douglas Apsley National Park.
While there are some positives in the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan it
disappointingly does little to protect nature, farmers and the community from the destructive impacts of
deer on the environment and society. Feral deer in Tasmania are now a serious biosecurity issue for our
environment and no longer simply a game management issue.
In my submission I back calls by the Invasive Species Council for an interim plan that ensures:
There is support for Wildlife Regulations (2010) to be amended so deer are no longer considered a
partly protected species.
New deer management zones ensure the entire Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area and
other protected areas are deer free.
It sets and funds a target to reduce deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032.
Removes red tape so farmers can control feral deer on their own land as they see fit.
However, a final plan should focus on the eradication of feral deer within Tasmania. The economic benefit
that hunters bring to Tasmania does not compare to any of the industries that are impacted by feral deer.
There are farming operations in the midlands that would have the potential to provide more economic
benefit to the state if deer were removed totally, then the entire deer hunting community.
I submit that the final plan should:
1. Rescind partially protected status of deer: To enable the effective management of feral deer, the
plan must support rescinding the partially protected status of deer for game in Tasmania’s Wildlife
Regulations (2010) as part of the current review of the regulations.
2. Population & impact reduction policies: The plan needs to tackle the exploding fallow deer
population in Tasmania by putting in place clear population and impact reduction policies rather
than relying on old policies aligned with maintaining a quality feral deer herd.
3. Reduce feral deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032 and to 0 by 2050: The plan should put in place a
realistic policy that reduces and contains the population of feral deer in Tasmania to 10,000 by

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.
11.

2032, with a final aim of removing the species entirely by 2050.
Natural and cultural values: In recognition of the outstanding biodiversity and cultural heritage
values of Tasmania the plan must include goals and objectives specific to the protection and
conservation of natural and cultural values.
Wilderness World Heritage Area | Ben Lomond | Douglas-Apsley | Private covenants: To protect
the outstanding values of the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, Ben Lomond, Douglas
Apsley national parks, private covenants and private conservation reserves, these areas must be
included in the “No Deer Management Zone” and deer must be eradicated from this zone within 10
years.
Give landowners the tools to control deer: Land owners shouldn’t have to rely on agreements with
hunters or one off permits to effectively control deer on their own land in the Sustainable Hunting
Zone. They must be able to control feral deer as they see fit for their circumstances.
Professional feral deer control: The plan must re-enforce that the use of professional pest
controllers undertaking aerial and ground shooting and trapping must be part of the range of
methods utilised to eradicate feral deer from the “No Deer” zone and bring down the numbers in
other zones.
Community engagement: Support improved community involvement, education and awareness of
deer management and the threats of feral deer to Tasmania’s precious environment and economy
and to gain social licence for control methods.
Immediate implementation: The plan should be implemented immediately with significant
additional funding allocated to the control program to ensure the deer population is rapidly
reduced.
Create a special taskforce: The feral deer control program is complex and should be managed by a
task force working under Biosecurity Tasmania.
Assess the economic benefits that deer hunting provide to the state in comparison with the
industries being impacted. If the benefit is small and the number of hunters is small, provide them
with incentives to eradicate the deer so they aim to eradicate all deer rather than treating them as
a sustainable resource.

Regards,
Ryan Francis
Team Leader
Sustainable Management Solutions

|
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
FW: wild deer
Thursday, 2 December 2021 4:46:29 PM

From:
Sent: Thursday, 2 December 2021 4:01 PM
To: deermanagment@dpipwe.tas.gov.au
Subject: Fw: wild deer

Hi could you please send it to the appropriate person.
Kind Regards Michal

Wild Deer policy review
Further to my previous submission and reviewing the latest proposal I would like to
comment as follows.
There is no need for 3 zones. Problem zone needs to be identified and managed
accordingly. The latest number provided by the deer count should be used. To date we
have not been advised of deer numbers in the heritage area.
Land owners /managers are responsible for management of their properties and should
take action to limit the number of any wild species as per crop protection permit.
This should have been an ongoing action, but obviously is not the case.
The organised hunting groups should be supported and allowed to assist. Any land owner
that will not allow wild deer to be shot on their property should by obliged to fence his
farm with deer proof fencing

The continues unsubstantiated, bordering on vilification, proposed actions and comments
against the deer farmers are not correct and will not solved the issue.
There should be a moratorium on import of venison or at least correctly described as
imported wild shot, from xxx ,type of deer.
The deer farmers are part of our community and with their product support the local
economy via butchers, hotels and restaurants, taxidermy, markets etc.
We cannot agree that wild deer could be sold, as this would have negative effect not only
Tasmanian image of clean and green but also on product quality and health safety. This
could not be applied to sheep or cattle, which are raised in controlled environment, so
how can it be applied to deer being shot under unknow process
To compare shooting of wallabies to deer is naive and misunderstood and it never solved
to original issue, too many wallabies.
Kind Regards
Michal Frydrych

Clint Garrett

I write to comment on your Draft Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan.
It is very likely to be a failure because it places primary responsibility for deer
control on farmers and other land managers, largely using hunters as the
principal control method. This will not work.
My experience with Fallow Deer began 9 years ago when I moved to Adelaide and
became involved with the Waite Conservation Reserve. This is a 121 hectare
Reserve right on the edge of the city. Think of it as being analogous to a 121
hectare reserve on the foothills of Mount Wellington. Deer are a significant
problem for the Reserve. They damage the native vegetation by thrashing and
browsing. Some species of Pultenea are severely impacted by browsing. Deer
completely ringbark some species eg Golden Wattle, Allocasuarina and Exocarpos.
They import thousands of olive pits into the Reserve from olives growing on
neighbouring properties. They create erosion lines because of their hard hooves
cutting up the soil surface. There is no doubt that they are damaging.
We do use professional hunters to control their numbers, but shooting is severely
limited by our proximity to the suburbs to our west and north and the South
Eastern Freeway to our north. Shooting, has slowed the growth of deer number,
but not reduced them significantly.
We are fortunate that we have a very responsible landholder on our southern
boundary. On that property, they have shot 150 deer in the last 5 years. They
have the advantages of being open grazing country and away from the issues of
the suburbs and the freeway.
However we have 2 other neighbours – both of which are properties controlled by
the South Australian Government. No deer control and little olive control.
This is why your plan is doomed to fail. Not all land managers are responsible.
It only takes a few who don’t take their management responsibilities seriously for
the plan to fail. Their properties become reservoirs of deer to continually reinvade other properties.
Property-based wild-life management plans (PBWMP) which are agreed to by
property managers and hunter groups are unlikely to significantly reduce deer
numbers, because hunting groups have an incentive to keep deer numbers up.
For them, reducing deer numbers to a low figure reduces the possibility of
shooting a buck with a fine set of antlers.

I will pass this way just once, any good I can do or any kindness
that I can show, let me do it now, for I will pass this way just once.

Some work done on deer control in the South East of South Australia has shown
that helicopter shooting at night using night vision is significantly more effective
at controlling deer numbers than on-ground hunting. Yes it is more expensive,
but it really does work. It has the advantage of covering a large area in a short
amount of time. This is an approach worth taking.
Tasmania’s natural environment is wonderful. I have spent two extended holidays
there in the last few years. Getting deer numbers down to the lowest possible is
an investment in protecting that environment. The costs today will be offset by
tourist dollars in the future.
A start on reducing the deer problem would be to remove the partially protected
status of deer for game in Tasmania’s Wildlife Regulations (2010) as part of the
current review of the regulations. Deer are a feral pest – they should not have any
form of protection.
Associated with this move would be the changing of deer from being a “game”
species, managed by Game Services Tasmania, to a feral pest to be managed by
Biosecurity Tasmania. Be very clear. Deer are a major environmental problem.
If as your figures suggest your deer numbers are increasing at more than 6 per
year, Tasmania will have million deer problem in the not too distant future.
Think about the consequences of that number of deer for the environment.
Earlier in my career I was a member of the Eastern Eyre Animal and Plant
Control Board. I learnt from those years that putting significant resources into
tackling a problem early meant spending less money later when the problem had
accelerated.
Be brave!! Educate your politicians and your public on the need to put significant
resources into deer control. The sooner you do it the least costly it will be for
Tasmania. The bonus will be that you will have made a contribution to protecting
a unique and beautiful (revenue earning) environment.

24th November 2021

I will pass this way just once, any good I can do or any kindness
that I can show, let me do it now, for I will pass this way just once.

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Fwd: Draft deer feedback, Sandy Gibson
Thursday, 2 December 2021 5:24:03 PM

Subject: Draft deer submission


E.H.Gibson,

2/12/2021
Draft Deer Submission
management plan
following points .

impact suffered by
managers.

The future deer (wildlife )
should address the

Reduce the economic
primary producers and land

1 . If the Tasmanian Government wants agricultural
production in Tasmania to reach $10 billion by 2050
Is this achievable with the present and ever
increasing deer/wildlife numbers that primary
producers are forced to carry at their own cost ??

2. The TFGA survey clearly shows the financial
losses incurred by primary producers/land managers
, to be in the order of $9 million per annum from all
deer/wildlife in the survey (220 TFGA members
responded to the survey).
      Primary producers have shown their annual costs
associated to deer damage alone, from 10s of
thousands dollars /business to between $250,000 to
$1 million for larger businesses .

3. Deer/wildlife have dramatically increased

throughout the agricultural sector due to the increase
in water supply, irrigation technology and cropping
within all zones .
   Therefore primary production (in all zones) has
made food more abundant , significantly increasing
the deer/wildlife numbers across the state .

4. The lack of political will to address deer/wildlife
issues adequately has been helped with the demise  of
a very successful (internationally recognised ) Game
Management Unit that ended in about 2008-2010.
Therefore without political will and ownership by
politicians to adequately address these issues , we
will see nothing change (only departmental name
changes and the shuffling of bureaucrats to help
justify their position).

5. Deer have spread to many areas due to escapes
from deer farms ,and the illegal introduction of deer
to non core deer areas , thereby  increasing numbers
to be found in national parks and outlying farming
areas , outside of the zone 1 .
required
economic losses.

Management tools
to address primary producers

A . Allow primary producers/landholders to manage
economically and sustainably all deer/wildlife issues
as they deem necessary within their businesses .

B . Implement management practices that primary
producers need i.e. the legal use of suppressors by all
firearm users, thereby making shooting more
effective and reducing OH&S issues, (as previously
recommended in the alternative to 1080 report) .

C . The easy use of readily available chemicals , to
knock down deer /wildlife/bird populations where
shooting might not be effective , or in inaccessible
areas such as national parks .

D. The use of helicopters to aid the quick removal of
unwanted deer on private land , inaccessible areas,
and or national parks.

E. The ability to commercially sell harvested game
, that is surplus to a landholders/ hunters needs , ( as
“field shot game” without unnecessary government
red tape ) .

F. The important use of property based management
plans , that facilitates the economic aims and
outcomes required by the primary producers /
landholders .
These will also help facilitate recreational hunters
needs and give a clearer
direction of management required on individual
properties.

G.  Government funding to help landholders fence
deer / wildlife from private property that adjoins
national parks, and or compensation for the economic
losses incurred whilst running the crowns wildlife .

Conclusions and recommendations
1 . incorporate zones 1 & 2 together as zone 1 and zone 3 becomes
zone 2 hopefully making management easier?
2. Introduce a simple and easier to manage crop protection permits
system that addresses landholders requirements.
3.Extended doe culling to mid December and to restart again at the
beginning of the traditional stag season ,(not 2-3weeks into the stag season),
special permits should be allowed when necessary in between these dates for
does if required.
4. Stags allowed to be culled during the rut if needed,( perhaps under
crop protection permits with a tag ?? ) and all other permits to allow for any
class of deer to be harvested from the end of the stag season as required .( ie
one permit covers all deer )
5.Re - introduction of property based farm management plans as was
the case before the demise of the GMU
This would also help primary producers/recreational hunters to understand
their obligations and responsibilities to each other
6.Property based crop protection permits should be easier to operate and
comply with , without unnecessary red tape etc etc
7. Management of all these issues needs to be simplified ,workable
without onerous paper work that delivers an economic outcome to the

landholders and therefore helping facilitate recreational hunters needs where
necessary.
Yours faithfully
Sandy Gibson

Sent from my iPad Sent from my iPad
Sent from my iPad

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Feedback on the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan
Friday, 3 December 2021 2:44:59 PM

The draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Managemet Plan (TWFDMP) provides a sensible,
pragmatic and balanced high level strategy to the management of a complex and difficult
natural resource management public policy issue. It attempts to carefully consider and
balance extremely diverse and in instances highly divergent/polarised interests in
delivering a management framework that addresses the issues and risks presented by deer
herds expanding both in range and numbers within Tasmania.
Context
In providing comment on the TWFDMP a thorough understanding of the context in which
the plan has been developed is imperative.
Fallow deer were introduced into Tasmania in 1836 with a primary intention of
establishing a game species for the purpose of hunting. Accordingly, this deer species has
been a part of the landscape in the areas that it was originally introduced for up to 185
years. The species was initially protected to enable it to become established and then
managed to achieve a sustainable hunting resource. Consistent with this intent, generations
of a small section of the Tasmanian community (of the order of one percent of the
Tasmanian population currently takes out an annual deer hunting licence) have enjoyed
recreational hunting of fallow deer to the point where it is ingrained in the culture of this
group with the activity being highly valued.
To these participants, the fufillment derived from the activity is such that they advocate for
their interests with zeal and seek to advance the opportunity and quality of their
experience.
Fallow deer range extensively on privately owned productive agricultural land. They
impact negatively and significantly on this land from the perspective of the landholder
through grazing and damaging valuable crops and private forestry plantations and
competing with farmed live-stock for pasture. They negatively affect the revenue derived
from cropping and grazing operations and add to the costs of production. They add cost
and frustration to efforts of land owners attempting to advance environmental restoration
works and present a potential biosecurity risk as a vector for the spread of animal and plant
diseases. Deer are also an ongoing source of dysfunctional and unwanted nuisance for
landholders in the form of poaching and trespass by individuals seeking to take deer
illegally on private land.
Deer also range on public forestry land negatively impacting on tree plantings in their early
stages of development. This impacts productivity and adds to the cost of production.
Farmers and foresters hold a reasonable, rational and legitimate expectation that they
should to be able to effectively and efficiently manage and mitigate these negative impacts
and risks to the profitability of their businesses, unfettered by unnecessary regulation and
external interference.
Conservation interests see deer in Tasmania as a non-native species introduced into an
environment not evolved to accommodate cloven hoofed vertebrates. Scientific research
demonstrates the negative impacts of deer on sensitive and significant environments and

the threat they represent to the biodiversity of native flora and fauna. Based on this
evidence, environmentalists generally and understandably consider deer as a feral species
that should be eliminated from the Tasmanian landscape.
Government policy has enabled the establishment of deer farming in Tasmania. This has
authorised the translocation of fallow deer from the areas in which they were introduced
and naturally spread to areas distant where deer have not previously existed. This policy
has provided the basis of the establishment of businesses with operators holding a
reasonable expectation that this farming activity should be on-going. Deer farmers see that
any move to authorise the taking of wild fallow deer for commercial purposes as an
unacceptable risk to their market.
The policy to authorise deer farming has previously provided opportunity for people to
purchase deer for potential translocation and release into the wild. In addition escapes of
farm stock from deer farms into the wild at locations where wild deer have previously not
existed have provided for the establishment of wild poulations in these areas.
Within the general community, perspectives on deer range from complete lack of
awareness of their existence in Tasmania or to the risks they present, to ambivalence, to
strong approval for what is seen as a novel and charismatic animal, to strong disapproval
on account of the negative impacts individuals observe or directly experience. These views
are complicated and influenced in urban-centric populations generally unfamiliar with and
disturbed by the concept of hunting (an activity seen to be abhorent by some) and often
uncomfortable with firearms in the community.
It is in this context that concerns arising from increasing numbers and distribution of
fallow deer in Tasmania have been debated and future management considered. Given the
competing interests and divergent views, the management of deer in Tasmania has
unsurprisingly become highly poiiticised making the task of developing effective strategies
to respond to and mitigate the negative environmental, economic and social impacts of
fallow deer, problematic. It is no simple task to develop strategies that will prove effective
in addressing the issues, be sufficiently balanced to be acceptable to the divergent interests
and thus politically acceptable.
The model proposed the TWFDMP to create zones for the management of fallow deer in
Tasmania is logical and sensible. The reality is that deer have been living across the
traditional deer range for up to over 180 years on land that for a substantial part of that
range, has been highly modified by anthropogenic activities of farming and forestry. In
addition deer have been a part of the social fabiric of the communities across this range. It
is in this areas that deer population densities are highest and the likelihood of eliminating
deer over this area is unrealistic given the current available means of control.
Identifying this Zone 1 area in the TWFDMP enables a suite of appropriate management
arrangements which recognises the interests of hunters and their desire to be able to
continue with their valued recreation whilst importantly enabling private and public
landowners the flexibility to manage deer herds on their lands to effectively address issues
arising from competition for feed and crop and environmental damage. This balances the
interests of recreatiional hunters that have enjoyed a legal entitlement to hunt whilst
enabling private landholders to manage deer to levels acceptable to the individual
landholder.
Private landholders "host" herds of wild fallow deer that range across their properties
whether they want them or not - in this the landholder has no choice unless they attempt
the gigantuan task of fencing deer out. It is reasonable that landowners should be enabled

to manage herd numbers on their land to levels that they are acceptable to the landowner.
Under the TWFDMP, hunters through negotiation with landowners have the opportunity to
develop Property Based Management Plans that recognise the interests of both parties.
Where such agreement cannot be reached, the landholder can continue to manage deer
herds under default regulation.
The model would seem to enable groups of landholders in an area the potential to develop
complimentary Property Based Management Plans to achieve agreed area management
goals and objectives. This however would rely on substantial cooperation and agreement
between parties and where this cannot be achieved there will be an unavoidable likelihood
of conflict as now occurs with, say for example, the management of weeds between
properties.
The provision of Zone 3 in which the managemnt goal is for no deer is a clear policy
statement of working to exclude and remove fallow deer from outside the traditional
range. This is important as it recognises that wild fallow deer herds should not be allowed
to expand beyond the traditional range and if possible eliminated from areas of high
natural conservation values such as the TWWHA, national parks and public reserves and
where they present unacceptabe social, enviironmental and economic risk close to densely
populated areas or areas of small landholdings.
The plan provides a suite of regulations that should support this policy objective.
The provision of a Zone 2 buffer between Zone 1 where deer are to be managed
sustainably and Zone 3 where the goal is elimination, is sensible and recognises that deer
range across large areas. It acknowledges the problematic nature of having a hard
boundary separating an area where deer are to be sustainably managed from an adjoining
area where they are to be completely elimnated if possible.
Conceptually the proposed model appears sound - a difficulty will be in the detail of
precisely determining the location of boundaries for each zone given the competing
interests and potential detailed management issues. To support this process, consideration
may be given to examining the suitablity of the statutory Ministerial advisory committee
model that has been employed in fisheries management. Such a committee could comprise
of persons with expertise and experience in primary production, forestry, conservation,
environmental management, natural resource management, recreational hunting, and a
biologist and enforcement with an independent Chair, providing advice to the Minister.
The proposed management arrangements for the zones also appear logical in attempting to
provide maximum felxibility consistent with public safety and animal wellfare for the
reduction / elimination of deer from areas in Zone 3 while providing a management
framework that will support the sustainable management of a deer herd while allowing
landowners the flexibility they require to reduce numbers to desired levels in Zone 1.
The introduction of zones with differing regualtions will be problematic for the
enforcement of illegal harvesting of deer and complicate the effective prosecution of
illegal take. (For example, a person who illegally takes a deer in Zone 1 would have the
potential to legitimate that take by claming it was taken in Zone 3. The prosecution would
need to prove to the contrary). However, in the context of the objective and need to reduce
the numbers of fallow deer in Tasmania while also providing for the sustainable
management objectives in Zone 1, this would appear to be an necessary and unavoidable
risk. There may be affordable technological, real time reporting of take solutions that
may mitigate this risk.

Not declaring fallow deer as feral animals with the legal status the same as rabbits and
hares in the TWFDMP is appropriate given the policy directions being proposed. By
maintaining the regulation of hunting of fallow deer through licensing and rules, the
collection of data on take (numbers and distribution) so important to informing
management decisions is supported. In addition, it will assist enforcement and protect
landholders by retaining offences against statute for the illegal harvest of deer. In the event
that deer were to be declared a feral species, there would be no offence for the actual
taking of the deer and the landholder would be forced to rely on laws of trespass and the
Crown, potential firearms offences to effect successful prosecution of poaching activities.
The approach of TWFDMP to actively investigate and implement where appropriate novel
methods of controlling deer is consistent with the objective of managing deer numbers
down and eliminating deer from Zone 3. To support the effective control of deer numbers,
methods must be developed that are appropriate and practicable. This means that the use of
baiting and poisoning should be carefully explored (and not rejected out of hand) as these
may provide viable solutions for the reduction of deer numbers where the use of firearms
cannot be considered due to unacceptable risk. Likewise the controlled use of moderators
on high powered rifles, and low powered rifles used by skilled operators may also provide
additional options for reducing deer number in certain situations.
The success of future management of deer in Tasmania, particularly in Zone 3 will be
dependent, interalia, on strong support within the community, development and
implementation of effective control methodologies and the development and
implementation of sustained programs. The TWFDMP identifies steps that will facilitate
developing community understanding and support for deer management and the
indentification and development of effective control methodologies.
Critical to the success of any future management plan, however, will be the provision of
the necessary resources required to support it. This cannot be understated in the context of
what is envisioned in the draft plan and the magnitude of the task. In addition, there will
need to be effective processes that are inclusive and consultative of the various interests in
determining the priorities to be resourced.
Robert Gott

To whom it may concern

I write to you with regard to Draft 5 Year Plan. I would like to express some opinion on some aspects of
the plan and some personal views on deer issues not directly related to the document.

I have hunted deer since 1973 when I was 16. The herd was rather confined in its range but there was
considerable imbalance in sex ratios leading to high rates of herd growth. The problem then is as I see
today, was an overabundance of female deer in most herds. When Brian Murphy proposed a greater
emphasis on managing does in the populations to rectify sex ratios I believe he was only partially
successful. His program of education of hunters of the importance age structure as it related to Bucks
was eagerly taken up by hunters, not so much with the need to harvest does.
Today there are well over 5000
licences sold in the state. When I started there was around 1000. Number s of hunters steadily
increased over the years but the number of hunters allowed access to many of the properties in the
traditional range has in fact reduced. I see a roll of such organisations as TFGA in promoting the use of
recreational hunting as a valuable tool for farmers.
As I have mentioned in previous correspondence with respect to those landholders with substantial
tracts of holdings, one question that should be posed to them is “How many hunters do you allow on
your property to hunt deer and how has this number changed over the years?”
Where do the new hunters go under these circumstances?
There can be no justification for this but the temptation exists.
there are not enough consequences.

With respect to the plan.
I believe that Government must become more involved in hunter education, to inform the hunting
community and most importantly land managers of the sound basic principles of Quality Deer
Management. After all, these principles are mentioned within the plan as forming the basis for Property
Based Wildlife Management Plans.
The plan then goes on to suggest that deer may be “managed” through PBWMPs in such a way that
does could be taken whilst young fawns are at foot and the taking of Bucks in the rut, both scenarios are
clearly contrary to QDM. Deer farmers do not ween until the autumn, and to take the most mature

master bucks at such a critical time (which will occur irrespective of so called conscientious PBWMPs)
has the potential to severely degrade the herd’s biological heath.
I agree that the range should not be allowed to expand into high conservation areas and that
commitment to reduction and if possible eradication in certain areas outside the traditional range is
desirable. Even so fallow deer should not be confused with other species such as red deer. I believe
that the greater proportion of the high conservation areas will not support Fallow Deer populations.
Certainly not in numbers that threaten conservation values. Fanciful ideas of the “Day of the Triffids”
population growth should be dismissed. Fallow prefer to graze grasses and forbs red deer and others
rely much more on browse plants of forests. New Zealand can be seen as an example. The fallow herds
there have not been the expansive species, red deer have. This relates to their native ranges. Fallow
deer are from Mediterranean climates. Red Deer are from eastern European forests, totally different
environments. If fallow deer intrude into native forest they will need access to grazing lands. The best
grazing is on farmland. When damage occurs to forests it is because it is in close proximity to good
grazing land where high numbers of deer can be sustained.
A further aspect of the plan that is not addressed is the administration of the plan. With the three zones
and the multitude of harvesting scenarios how is any compliance to be managed (though to date
compliance has never been a high Government priority)? I am of the firm belief that all Bucks should be
tagged, irrespective of their origin and that those under permit are to remain on property for audit
purposes. Auditing of any control/management system must become a basic priority to ensure
PBWMPs are adhered to. PBWMPs must also only be approved if based on sound QDM guidelines.
Further and not surprisingly the plan reflects a low compliance priority by the use of the term “lighter
touch” . In my opinion this is just a euphemism for what could be described as “deregulation by stealth”.
Overall I see the plan is just a way to divest Government’s responsibilities for administration and
compliance to land managers.
In conclusion even though Fallow Deer are not native to the State they are until declared otherwise,
Wildlife. We should be proud of the fact that our wild Fallow Deer herd is an asset. They have not been
heavily biologically manipulated by husbandry and are true line to their original ancestors, indeed a
heritage herd.

Kerry Graham

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Submission to Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management
Tuesday, 30 November 2021 7:12:25 PM

Dear Sir/Madam,
                           Seriously guys. Deer hunting is so out of touch with today's society. A very small minority of
Australians condone feral animals in National Parks and most of them would see the problems in Tasmania. It's
just not looking to the future to allow deer to continue to be viewed as an asset. The damage they cause is
obvious and unsustainable.
Please regulate to eradicate all deer from public land in Tasmania.
Yours sincerely
Trevor Graham

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Submission to Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management
Tuesday, 30 November 2021 6:41:02 PM

To whom it may concern,
I am deeply concerned about the widespread feral deer incursions into our environment, even into our suburban
areas. I myself narrowly escaped a collision with a deer on the East Coast near Triabunna and consider they are
a danger on our roads.
For decades deer in Tasmania have been managed as a hunting resource, and their growing environmental and
agricultural damage has been ignored.
As a result, we now have an out-of-control feral deer herd that is growing and invading environmentallysensitive areas like the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, the Walls of Jerusalem and the DouglasApsley National Park. I have seen the damage done in some of these parks, and this is especially notable during
periods of dry weather. Our wonderful natural environment are significant and greatly valued by the
community and this damage cannot be allowed to contoinue.
I support the submission from the Invasive Species Council for a final plan that should:
1. Rescind partially protected status of deer: To enable the effective management of feral deer, the plan must
support rescinding the partially protected status of deer for game in Tasmania’s Wildlife Regulations (2010) as
part of the current review of the regulations.
2. Population & impact reduction policies: The plan needs to tackle the exploding fallow deer population in
Tasmania by putting in place clear population and impact reduction policies rather than relying on old policies
aligned with maintaining a quality feral deer herd.
3. Reduce feral deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032: The plan should put in place a realistic policy that reduces and
contains the population of feral deer in Tasmania to 10,000 by 2032.
4. Natural and cultural values: In recognition of the outstanding biodiversity and cultural heritage values of
Tasmania the plan must include goals and objectives specific to the protection and conservation of natural and
cultural values.
5. Wilderness World Heritage Area | Ben Lomond | Douglas-Apsley: To protect the outstanding values of the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, Ben Lomond and Douglas Apsley national parks, these areas must
be included in the “No Deer Management Zone” and deer must be eradicated from this zone within 10 years.
6. Give land owners the tools to control deer: Land owners shouldn’t have to rely on agreements with hunters or
one off permits to effectively control deer on their own land in the Sustainable Hunting Zone. They must be
able to control feral deer as they see fit for their circumstances.
7. Professional feral deer control: The plan must re-enforce that the use of professional pest controllers
undertaking aerial and ground shooting and trapping must be part of the range of methods utilised to eradicate
feral deer from the “No Deer” zone and bring down the numbers in other zones.
8. Community engagement: Support improved community involvement, education and awareness of deer
management and the threats of feral deer to Tasmania’s precious environment and economy and to gain social
licence for control methods.
9. Immediate implementation: The plan should be implemented immediately with significant additional funding
allocated to the control program to ensure the deer population is rapidly reduced.
10. Create a special taskforce: The feral deer control program is complex and should be managed by a task force
working under Biosecurity Tasmania.

Yours sincerely,
Julia Greenhill
___________________________

From:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
FW: Comment on Tasmanian Wild fallow Deer Managment Plan
Friday, 3 December 2021 12:46:56 PM

From: Penelope Greenslade
Sent: Wednesday, 1 December 2021 6:24 PM
To: gamemanagmentplan@dpipwe.tas.gov.au
Subject: Comment on Tasmanian Wild fallow Deer Managment Plan

I should first like to congratulate the department on having recognised that a plan to reduce the
number of fallow deer in Tasmania is necessary because their numbers have increased
considerably apparently over recent years and they are causing damage to agricultural crops,
home gardens as well as to conservation value of natural areas. They are also a hazard to traffic
at times. However there are a number of omissions in the report which need to be addressed
and corrected and a almost total lack of data and images of damage. I would also urge the
department to increase the areas where deer are to be controlled and reduce numbers in the
so-called traditional areas of their distribution. I list some more specific omissions below.
1. I appreciate the need to appease the recreational hunters desires to continue the sport
although there are arguments in favour of phasing out blood sports altogether or at least
not facilitating them. It owould be interesting to poll the Tasmanian population as a
whole to see how many of them are against blood sports.
2. If the revenue from the 6000 licences is needed, apart from the fact I find it hard to
believe that there are that number of hunters in the State, the document should state
how much revenue this provides to the State and on what it is spent. Also is there any
cost to the state incurred in servicing hunters.
3. I am surprised that no figures are given as to the numbers of deer shot by hunters
altogether in a year. It is important to know whether hunters have any effect on reducing
numbers. Evidence from other States is that recreational hunters have little or any effect
on reducing numbers of deer. Also what do these hunters do with the carcass? Do they
only take the trophy head and leave the rest in the place where they were shot. If this is
not known, it needs to be investigated.
4. I am not averse to the division of Tasmania into three zones but there is nothing in the
document that describes the land use and vegetation types in the three zones. We need
to know whether there is any conservation land in the so called “traditional zone” Also
are there any settlements in this zone. I assume the residential population do not coexist
particularly happily with deer.
5. Also we need to know how many vehicle collisions are recorded in each zone every year.
For instance do any deaths or injuries result?
6. I was glad to see that all methods of control are being considered including shooting from
helicopters which is known to be the most humane method of control.
7. Some of the terminology is unfortunate. For instance, the use of the adjective “wild” to
describe deer. This implies that they are native which is misleading. I suggest wild should
be replaced with “feral”.
8. In one place in the document, there is mention of escapes from deer farms. Numbers of

both deer escapes and incidents need to be given. Are the property owners from which
these escapes occur fined or is there any provision for fines to be imposed?
9. Page 6 goals are listed. I would suggest that the verb “reduce “ and “avoid” risks of this
and that be replaced by “eliminate”. For instance “public safety risk” needs to be
eliminated. I have experience of a near accident on a road near Mt Gambier, SA. Which
could have been even fatal.
10. Again p.6 what exactly does the document mean by “sustainable hunting” if we do not
know how many deer are taken by hunters each year this term means nothing to the
reader.
11. Again, I regard with a certain amount of scepticism the term “traditional range”   It is only
traditional, I suspect, to hunters. Two hundred years ago, there was no such thing.
12.
I could make more comments along the same lines but instead will send you a pdf of the
document which I have annotated. I would particularly urge that the document include a
considerable amount of hard data and photographs of damage. There is hardly any or even
none given.
Dr Penelope Greenslade

Draft deer management plan – submission
Ourinterest in the management of feral deer in Tasmania
As bushwalkers and tourists.
My husband and I regularly arrange walks to Tasmania, lasting some weeks. To be
blunt, we spend money whenever we come, as do the people who come with us.
We load up with food and stove gas and last minute gear in Devonport. We stay at
caravan parks and country pubs and cabins and motels, we buy petrol and
souvenirs, we buy meals at hotels and cafes, and between walks we do things like
the Hastings Caves tour. And we come to Tasmania because of the natural beauty.
We have been decreasing our walking holidays in the mainland alpine national
parks because of the unsightly damage by feral horses. Luckily Tasmania does not
have that problem. But the increasing deer damage in Tasmania is making us
wonder if New Zealand is looking like a better option.
Comments on the draft plan
The number of feral deer in Tasmania should be reduced as fast and as far as
possible, starting asap. The target number should be as low as is feasible – some
thousands remaining by 2030.
The reduction should be managed by Biosecurity Tasmania, and they should be
properly funded to implement the reduction program
Biosecurity Tasmania should be permitted to use a full suite of reduction methods,
so that the most efficient and humane method can be chosen according to the
circumstances. That includes aerial shooting, ground shooting and trapping, and
baiting if that is feasible.
Owners of private property should be able to cull deer on their own land. Property
owners but should not be obliged to enter into agreements with hunting
organisations before they can manage deer numbers on their own land.
Deer’s current status as partially protected game animals should be repealed.
Tourism is more important to Tasmania than hunter’s preferences. The plan should
clearly state its priorities are protection of natural values in protected areas
especially the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, Ben Lomond and
Douglas Apsley national parks.
Linda Groom and Peter Conroy

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Wild Deer Management plan
Sunday, 14 November 2021 11:49:59 AM

Good Afternoon
Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission on the proposed Deer Management Plan. I make the
following points:
Firstly the regulations need to be amended to remove feral fallow deer from the list of partly protected species
in Sch 8. Feral deer are a pest and have a significant impact on vegetation and the habitat of native species,
including threatened and endangered species. I
and have become accustomed
to feral deer being on the road (within 2 minutes drive of the West Tamar Highway), grazing in the gardens and
paddocks of the Low Residential Density Zone and in the nearby bushland. I have also seen evidence of them in
Trevallyn Reserve and every time I walk my dog at
, see either deer or their footprints. Feral
deer are becoming more and more prevalent - it is dangerous to have them crossing roads, and jumping fences
from properties adjoining roads. Removal of the part protection would mean feral deer could be included within
the definition of pest species in s 16 the Biosecurity Act 2019, so enabling effective and proper action to be
taken to address their impact. There is no justification for the partial protection. Deer should be treated as a pest
- not partly protected for the benefit of hunters.
Secondly, the deer management zones are a big step forward - but the plan falls far short of what is needed by
excluding the World Heritage Area (including the Western Tiers), Ben Lomond National Park and the DouglasApsley, from the No Deer Management Zone. I often walk in the Tiers - their proximity to the Walls of
Jerusalem and Cradle Mountain/Dove Lake National Park means that controlling the spread of deer will be
impossible unless the plan is amended to extend the area designated as No Deer Management. I strongly urge
the revision of the plan to reflect the zones suggested in the combined Invasive Species Council/Bob Brown
Foundation plan.
Thirdly, farmers within the Sustainable Hunting Zone must be allowed to put in place such measures as they see
fit; their options should not be limited to accommodate hunting.
Fourthly, the control methods need to include professional pest controllers and to include aerial culling.
Decisive action must be taken now to control the spread of deer. I do not want to see Tasmania’s landscape
incur the damage that brumbies have inflicted on Mt Kosciuszko; I do not want to hit a deer while driving
within 2 minutes of my house; I do not want to see deer or the impact of their presence while walking in
bushland near my house or while walking in the Western Tiers.
Regards
Ann Hamilton

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan
Wednesday, 24 November 2021 3:23:34 PM

Thank you for the opportunity to provide feedback on the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management
Plan.<BR><BR>1. The plan should put in place a realistic policy that reduces and contains the population of
feral deer in Tasmania to 10,000 by 2032 to protect the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area and native
wildlife (flora and fauna), <BR>2. In recognition of the outstanding biodiversity and cultural heritage values of
Tasmania, the plan must include goals and objectives specific to the protection and conservation of natural and
cultural values,<BR>3. Support improved community involvement, education and awareness of deer
management and the threats of feral deer to Tasmania’s precious environment, and<BR>4. The plan should be
implemented immediately, with significant additional funding allocated to the control program to ensure the
deer population is rapidly reduced.<BR><BR>Kind Regards,
Sent from my iPhone

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan Project
Sunday, 21 November 2021 8:09:47 AM

21 November 2021
Farmpoint
DPIPWE
PO Box 46
Kings Meadows
TAS 7249
To the Plan Manager,
As part of the public consultation process, I would like to contribute to the development of the
Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan.
I consider myself fortunate to have visited Tasmania several times and always enjoy the amazing
natural beauty, but feel dismayed at the damage allowed to be done by invasive feral deer.
One of the most disappointing aspects of the Management Plan is the description of Zone 1 as a
“traditional” deer zone where deer are an accepted part of the landscape. Australia has no
native hard-hooved animals, and unless they are contained on private property, all Australians,
and especially Tasmanians, can never accept feral deer as “part of the Tasmanian landscape",
because they are not. They were never meant to be.
With that in mind, I would like to make some suggestions to improve outcomes for the plan.
First, to reduce red-tape and streamline bureaucracy, the plan must support rescinding the
partially protected status of deer in the review of Tasmania’s Wildlife Regulations (2010), which I
understand is currently underway. Feral deer of whatever description do not deserve any special
rights or protections.
The Plan needs to fully support the 2021 Australian Senate Report on the impact of feral deer,
pigs and goats, which called for all Australian jurisdictions to change their existing legislative and
regulatory frameworks to ensure “wild” deer are treated as the environmental pest they really
are. Landholders need maximum support controlling feral deer on their own land, and park
managers need maximum support controlling feral deer in World Heritage Areas and other
national parks, instead of being undermined with needless red tape based on false definitions.
Second, the plan needs to ensure there are no more than 10,000 feral deer by 2032, and that
they be contained to the Midlands area of Tasmania. This is entirely achievable and will provide
ample opportunity for recreational hunters to pursue their activities.
Critically, when the population is being reduced, the rate of removal must exceed the rate of
reproduction by a significant margin.
Third, and this is really important, the plan must include a specific timeline for removal of all

feral deer from the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, and also Ben Lomond and
Douglas Apsley national parks. These areas must be included in the “No Deer Management
Zone”, and feral deer must be eradicated from this zone within 10 years. Anything less would run
the real risk of World Heritage status coming under threat, an absolute disaster for Tasmanian
tourism if that were to happen. There is no excuse for delaying tactics – the plan needs a 10-year
timeline with an immediate start.
Fourth, primacy must be given to the use of professional pest controllers. This means
acknowledging that aerial, ground shooting and trapping are part of the range of methods
utilised to eradicate feral deer.
In my home state of NSW, the RSPCA, our most respected animal welfare organisation, has
stated that both ground and aerial shooting can deliver better animal welfare outcomes than
trapping, especially in rugged and inaccessible environments. To that end, the plan needs to
improve community education and awareness of the economic and environmental problems
caused by feral deer, and how, if the current situation continues unabated, feral deer threaten
Tasmania’s precious environment and economy.
Fifth, landowners in the “Sustainable Hunting Zone” who wish to eradicate feral deer from their
property shouldn’t be restricted by needing to engage recreational hunters or apply for permits.
The plan needs to eliminate this sort of cumbersome requirement.
Perhaps the plan can be amended to include a property-based Wildlife Management Plan in the
“Sustainable Hunting Zone”. There certainly needs to be some kind of less-restrictive control
method for land owners.
Finally, all the points I’ve mentioned involve practical matters of implementation, but the plan
needs to be guided by an underlying ethos of respect for the natural integrity of Tasmania, with
the final goal being eradication of feral deer. Tasmania does not deserve to be defiled by such a
destructive invasive species.
Thank you for the opportunity to make a contribution.
Regards,
Scott Honeysett

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Submission to Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management
Tuesday, 30 November 2021 7:15:19 PM

To whom it may concern,
I am writing to express my deep concern about the growing numbers of feral deer in Tasmania and their impact
on the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area. Having worked in the area of deer management I have seen
first hand the impact deer has on the natural environment and agricultural productivity and the consequences of
lack of effective control.
Without decisive action on feral deer their numbers will continue to grow and invade environmentally-sensitive
areas like the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, the Walls of Jerusalem and the Douglas-Apsley
National Park.
While there are some positives in the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan it disappointingly
does little to protect nature, farmers and the community from the destructive impacts of deer on the environment
and society.
Feral deer in Tasmania are now a serious biosecurity issue for our environment and no longer simply a game
management issue.
In my submission I back calls by the Invasive Species Council for a final plan that ensures:
• There is support for Wildlife Regulations (2010) to be amended so deer are no longer considered a partly
protected species.
• New deer management zones ensure the entire Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area and other
protected areas are deer free.
• It sets and funds a target to reduce deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032.
• Removes red tape so farmers can control feral deer on their own land as they see fit.
I submit that the final plan should:
1. Rescind partially protected status of deer: To enable the effective management of feral deer, the plan must
support rescinding the partially protected status of deer for game in Tasmania’s Wildlife Regulations (2010) as
part of the current review of the regulations.
2. Population & impact reduction policies: The plan needs to tackle the exploding fallow deer population in
Tasmania by putting in place clear population and impact reduction policies rather than relying on old policies
aligned with maintaining a quality feral deer herd.
3. Reduce feral deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032: The plan should put in place a realistic policy that reduces and
contains the population of feral deer in Tasmania to 10,000 by 2032.
4. Natural and cultural values: In recognition of the outstanding biodiversity and cultural heritage values of
Tasmania the plan must include goals and objectives specific to the protection and conservation of natural and
cultural values.
5. Wilderness World Heritage Area | Ben Lomond | Douglas-Apsley: To protect the outstanding values of the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, Ben Lomond and Douglas Apsley national parks, these areas must
be included in the “No Deer Management Zone” and deer must be eradicated from this zone within 10 years.
6. Give land owners the tools to control deer: Land owners shouldn’t have to rely on agreements with hunters or
one off permits to effectively control deer on their own land in the Sustainable Hunting Zone. They must be
able to control feral deer as they see fit for their circumstances.

7. Professional feral deer control: The plan must re-enforce that the use of professional pest controllers
undertaking aerial and ground shooting and trapping must be part of the range of methods utilised to eradicate
feral deer from the “No Deer” zone and bring down the numbers in other zones.
8. Community engagement: Support improved community involvement, education and awareness of deer
management and the threats of feral deer to Tasmania’s precious environment and economy and to gain social
licence for control methods.
9. Immediate implementation: The plan should be implemented immediately with significant additional funding
allocated to the control program to ensure the deer population is rapidly reduced.
10. Create a special taskforce: The feral deer control program is complex and should be managed by a task force
working under Biosecurity Tasmania.
Yours sincerely,
Megan Ivey-Law
___________________________

Tasmania’s Draft Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan
Deer are first and foremost major pests in Tasmania ................. not recreational game animals.
They just keep breeding and feeding.
For too long the Tasmanian Government’s deer management policies have been in essence about
maintaining a quality deer herd for hunting.
•This policy has hindered effective control of feral deer in Tasmania as populations are growing
exponentially in sheer numbers and in their distribution.
Feral deer have evolved from being a resource for the enjoyment of hunters to becoming a serious
pest.
•Hunter-focused policies have seen feral deer populations explode in Tasmania from a few thousand
in the 1970s to now approaching 100,000.
“We’re sitting on a biological powder keg. These animals want to expand their range. They want to
reproduce as fast they can.”
– Professor David Bowman, UTAS
The romantic idea that hunting deer for food is (except for a very small cohort) an unobtainable,
impractical and more importantly an unrealistic approach in allowing feral deer to persist in
Tasmania at all.
Deer can be hunted by amateurs and professional pest controllers in a number of ways ......... with
dogs, or they can be stalked, and they can be eliminated from the air.
•Hunter-focused policies cannot control rapidly increasing populations. If it was possible, then we
would not be faced with this urgent problem.
Again it is an unrealistic approach in allowing feral deer to persist in Tasmania at all.
In parts of mainland Australia there is no prescribed limit, and no specific season for hunters. Certain
times of the year are favoured more than others. This approach could be included in any plan to
control, but hopefully eliminate feral deer. In this way it would or could assist in reducing numbers
a little more rapidly.
•It is a long shot to think that in a society where gun ownership in general is considered
unnecessary, and when in fact the State has rolling gun amnesties in place to remove even more
weapons out of our communities, it is a furphy to think that recreational shooting/hunting will
potentially see a growth in the numbers of hunters who will or could control the recognised and
potentially explosive growth in numbers.
Deer are a problem, especially in the sensitive high country. Deer eat plants that native marsupials
won't touch, reduce grassy earth to bare ground when they rut, and turn precious alpine wetlands to
mud heaps when they wallow. Hunters in this instance, who ordinarily are probably not regarded as
card-carrying environmentalists, could be doing these sensitive highland areas a massive ecological
service.
No doubt NPWS will, if not already be involved in control or elimination of deer with resources
which are already heavily called upon for a myriad of other purposes.
•It was a relatively simple and controllable decision to not allow horses and other hoofed animals in
National Parks, not to mention motorbikes, four wheelers etc. This is because individuals are
responsible for and accountable for any incursions of this nature.

•Numbers of feral deer will inevitably make their way into the National Parks network in Tasmania,
(that is if they have not already), and become uncontrolled simply because it is highly problematic
and most unlikely that hunters (other than NPWS sanctioned groups) would be allowed to operate
there. This might require the absolute closure of an entire park whilst such an action were to take
place.
On the other hand, having individuals responsible for the removal or control of feral pest species is
just not possible on an ad hoc random or occasional basis. Take for example the spread of rabbits,
foxes, goats, pigs, buffalo or camels in mainland Australian localities.
The best long term solution is complete elimination of feral deer whilst there is still time ! This would
still leave a space open for commercial controlled deer farming, which would then stand a chance of
returning a widely available premium product to the Tasmanian economy via local and export
consumption of a very healthy meat resource.
•One has to have confidence in the Tasmanian Government that it does not place a priority on a
single pest species (deer) for any reason over many native species and ecosystems, some of which
are found nowhere else in the world ...... let alone Australia as a whole.
•The wilful disregard, ignorance or awareness that many may have of threatened species, scientific
knowledge and research may well relegate our precious and priceless environment (not to mention
national parks) to political playthings.
To enable the effective management of feral deer in Tasmania, the plan must support rescinding the
partially protected status of deer for game in Tasmania’s Wildlife Regulations (2010) as part of the
current review of the regulations.
There may be 1 million feral deer in Tasmania and growing at up to 11.5% a year by 2050 without
significant intervention, despite hunting.
The “No Deer Management Zone” is supported in principle but it currently has no timeframe for
deer eradication. This clearly lacks commitment or ambition.
The plan sanctions the retention of feral deer in parts of the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage
Area, Ben Lomond and Douglas-Apsley national parks by proposing they be placed in the
“Sustainable Hunting Zone” or the “Mixed Management Zone”. This is an entirely unacceptable
standard.
•Quote : “I can no longer deal with the massive impact of feral deer on my property under the
current rule of one size fits all. We need a tactical approach across Tasmania that recognises feral
deer will need to be managed differently from one area to another.” –
The plan should be implemented immediately with significant additional funding allocated to the
control program to ensure the deer population is rapidly reduced.
• It is estimated the cost of effectively controlling feral deer in Tasmania would be $1.8 million
annually. This cost is just under 2% of the $100 million feral deer are already likely costing the
Tasmanian community and economy annually.
• Feral deer are now a serious biosecurity issue for Tasmania and have grown well beyond being a
game issue to be managed by Game Services Tasmania. For this reason, the deer control program
should be managed by Biosecurity Tasmania in conjunction with Game Services Tasmania.
Greg James
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Deer Management Plan
Submission for the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan
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Please find below my submission to the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management
Plan.

To enable the effective management of feral deer, the plan must change the partially
protected status of deer for game in Tasmania’s Wildlife Regulations (2010) as part of
the current review of the regulations.

The 2021 Australian Senate Report on the impact of feral deer, pigs and goats called for all
Australian jurisdictions to change their existing legislative and regulatory frameworks to
ensure wild deer are treated as an environmental pest.
Tasmania is protecting deer for hunters over protecting the unique natural values of this
State for all.

In recognition of the outstanding biodiversity and cultural heritage values of Tasmania
the plan must include goals and objectives specific to the protection and conservation
of natural and cultural values.

The plan includes social and population goals, but they are vague and not targeted at the
protection and conservation of natural and cultural values.
There needs to be specific goals to protect threatened ecological and vegetation
communities from deer.

To protect the outstanding values of the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage
Area, Ben Lomond and Douglas Apsley national parks, these areas must be included
in the “No Deer Management Zone” and deer must be eradicated from this zone
within 10 years.

The “No Deer Management Zone” is supported in principle but it needs significant
amendments to effectively alleviate the impact of feral deer on Tasmania’s biodiversity
and cultural values.
The “No Deer Zone” currently has no timeframe for deer eradication and infers that
managing down or containing deer may be all that is achieved. This clearly lacks
commitment or ambition.

The plan sanctions the retention of feral deer in parts of the Tasmanian Wilderness World
Heritage Area, Ben Lomond and Douglas-Apsley national parks by proposing they be
placed in the “Sustainable Hunting Zone” or the “Mixed Management Zone”. This is an
entirely unacceptable standard.

What is ‘sustainable hunting’? The current arrangement for deer hunting in Tasmania has
seen the relative abundance of deer increase significantly. It’s not sustainable to allow this
number to continue to trend upwards. The feral deer number needs to be reduced.
Reducing the population to 10,000 and containing feral deer to the Midlands area of
Tasmania is entirely feasible and continues to provide ample opportunity for recreational
hunting.

The plan must re-enforce that the use of professional pest controllers undertaking
aerial and ground shooting and trapping must be part of the range of methods
utilised to eradicate feral deer from the “”No Deer” zone and bring down the
numbers in other zones.

Research shows consistently that aerial culling can have the lowest negative animal
welfare impacts of all lethal control methods and is the most effective in rugged and
inaccessible environments.

The feral deer control program is complex and should be managed by a task force
working under Biosecurity Tasmania.

Feral deer are now a serious biosecurity issue for Tasmania and have grown well beyond
being a game issue to be managed by Game Services Tasmania who seem content to
protect deer for hunters.
For this reason, the deer control program should be managed by Biosecurity Tasmania
with expertise from natural values in conjunction with Game Services Tasmania.

Thank you for your consideration.

Elise Jeffery

.

Submission on the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan

Management Objective 1.
Comments -Figure 3, the boundaries of the three proposed zones are theoretical, not based on land tenure or
enforceable borders and will not be respected by deer, which move for food and breeding.
Because the proposed PBWMP's give private landowners such carte blanche over deer management or culling their
decisions will be far more important than the management zones boundaries.
I suggest the establishment of just two zones:
a), land reserved for the conservation of natural values where deer will be intermittently culled to virtually zero; and
b) all other land where the land owner or manager will manage deer hunting or culling with a PBWMP to suit their
best interests, based on current hunting seasons and rules for crop protection permits.
I do not see any need for the mixed management / buffer zone as some owners or managers may be comfortable
with traditional deer hunting and some may have a priority to minimise crop losses. Let the current rules and
PBWMP's work to permit hunting or culling to low numbers, according to the owners requirements. How can a
freehold owner not be allowed to manage feral animals on his/her land which damage valuable crops?
p12, Population growth
No reasons have been discussed for the apparent large increase in deer populations. I believe two critical land
management changes have both led to increased deer numbers and impacts a) the reduction in 1080 baiting for browsing animal control on public and private land, and
b) the rapid increase in crop areas irrigated by centre pivots. Valuable irrigated crops are heaven for deer and their
damage is hell for farmers, a major reasons for the inquiry and for these new draft plans.
Conservation interests, in my opinion, have greatly exaggerated the number of deer resident on reserved or TWWHA
land and the supposed damage caused by deer to natural areas. The habitat and food resources available in most
reserved or TWWHA areas are not suitable for fallow deer populations, in the decades since their introduction to
Tasmania they have failed to establish or maintain populations in these unsuitable areas.
No strong evidence has been provided that deer selectively eat or damage sensitive or vulnerable vegetation on
reserved or TWWHA areas - I am not convinced that their browsing habits or impact are any different to, or cause
more damage, than the two wallaby species and brushtail possums, on these areas.
I also believe the fear of deer expanding into reserves and the core of the TWWHA is greatly exaggerated. Fallow
deer have lived in or visited suitable habitat areas in some of these newly gazetted reserve areas for decades before
its status changed. However I support culling in these reserve areas, using the most effective and humane options,
without delay.

Management Objective 2.
Most of this section is vague or completely impractical. Further, the confusion around exclusions and 'light touch
policies' in Table 1 and its complexity render this whole section worthless.
In my opinion the changes proposed in Table 1 are unworkable, excessive and will be completely impractical to
administer or prosecute. Is this the new future for fallow deer management in Tasmania - Victoria's feral deer
status with a few 'light touch rules' ?!! Expect to receive very strong opposition from thousands of deer hunters,
both publicly and politically.
It would be much more practical and reasonable to allow about five years for the recently relaxed rule changes for
hunting antler-less deer on private land to show trends in deer populations and distribution, which can be measured
during the next deer survey.
Management Objective 3
Support and agree with proposed population monitoring work.
Management Objective 4
Refocussed regulatory enforcement
Nice theories and sweet words but not practical, especially if the nightmare Table 1 with its three zones and many
combinations are adopted. This proposal is far too complicated would lead to virtually no-rules hunting and culling.
Regulation and compliance of deer hunting would become much more difficult while enforcement would be limited
to firearm offences and trespass on private property.
To summarise:
The key management and hunting / culling changes proposed in this draft plan are a premature and excessive
over-reaction to the distribution and number of fallow deer in Tasmania.
Priority can and should be given to culling fallow deer in reserves and the TWHA, without creating three artifical
management zones or greatly relaxing hunting rules on private lands.
Maintain the current rules for antler-less and antlered deer hunting or culling, for at least another five years, to
allow these recent initiatives to reduce crop damage and local deer populations.
Do not change Tasmania's current balanced deer management to follow the Victorian feral deer model with a few
'light touch policies and regulation'.

Murray Jessup,
a deer hunter for meat and to assist one landowner manage deer numbers, no interest in trophy heads.
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Deer Management Plan
Comments on draft deer management plan
Sunday, 5 December 2021 6:42:56 PM

Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow
Deer Management Plan.
I attached a set of comments in a separate Word document. Also attached is that
manuscript of a soon-to-be-published paper on fallow deer in Tasmania that I refer to in
my comments and which I hope will be of value to you.
With best regards
Chris
Chris Johnson
Professor of Wildlife Conservation
ARC Centre of Excellence for Australian Biodiversity and Heritage
School of Natural Sciences
University of Tasmania

This email is confidential, and is for the intended recipient only. Access, disclosure, copying, distribution, or
reliance on any of it by anyone outside the intended recipient organisation is prohibited and may be a criminal
offence. Please delete if obtained in error and email confirmation to the sender. The views expressed in this
email are not necessarily the views of the University of Tasmania, unless clearly intended otherwise.
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27

Abstract

28

Sleeper populations of non-native species can remain at low abundance for decades before

29

irrupting. For over a century, fallow deer (Dama dama) in the island state of Tasmania, Australia,

30

remained at low abundance and close to the region in which they were released. Recently, there are

31

indications the population has increased in abundance and distribution. Here, we spatially quantify

32

the population change using a time series of annual spotlight counts from 1985 to 2019 (total of

33

5,761 counts). Next, we predict the potential for further range expansion, using global occurrences

34

to characterise the species’ climatic niche, and remote-camera surveys (n = 3,225) to model fine-

35

grained habitat suitability. Spotlight counts of fallow deer increased by 11.5% annually, resulting in a

36

40-fold increase from 1985 to 2019. The core distribution increased 2.9-fold during this 35-year

37

period, and now spans c. 27% of Tasmania’s land area. Satellite populations have established in

38

locations where farmed deer have escaped or been released, suggesting that humans have

39

facilitated some of the range expansion via new introduction events. Based on climate and habitat

40

suitability, our models predict that 56% of Tasmania is suitable under the current climate. This

41

suggests range expansion is likely to continue unless the population is actively managed, which could

42

include the eradication of satellite populations and containment of core populations. This case study

43

cautions that despite over a century of slow population growth, sleeper populations of non-native

44

species can abruptly increase.

45

Key words: fallow deer, ungulate, biological invasion, invasive species, sleeper population, irruption
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46

Introduction

47

Sleeper populations of introduced species can persist at low abundance for decades before being

48

triggered by an environmental factor to become abundant and problematic (Spear et al. 2021). Deer

49

are among the most successful biological invaders globally (Clout, Russell 2008; Davis et al. 2016),

50

and six species established wild populations in Australia in the mid-1800s (Bentley 1998; Davis et al.

51

2016). As is common among biotic invasions (Crooks 2005), these deer populations initially remained

52

small and localised in ranges reflecting the idiosyncratic pattern of release rather than optimal

53

habitat (Caley et al. 2011). During the past four decades, however, deer populations across Australia

54

have increased substantially and now pose threats to conservation and agriculture (Davis et al.

55

2016). These recent increases (e.g., Forsyth et al. 2018) are characteristic of the irruptive dynamics

56

that can occur when non-native species (Spear et al. 2021), and ungulates specifically (Caughley

57

1970; Forsyth, Caley 2006), are introduced to new areas, released from predation, or favoured by

58

environmental change.

59

Fallow deer (Dama dama) were introduced to the large island state of Tasmania, Australia (c 68,400

60

km2) in 1829 (Chapman, Chapman 1980). For the next c. 150 years, the Tasmanian population of

61

fallow deer remained at low abundance within c. 60 km of the initial release regions in the Midlands

62

and eastern regions of Tasmania. Based on field observations but no systematic surveys, Wapstra

63

(1973) conservatively estimated the population was 7-8,000 in the 1970s. Abundance has evidently

64

increased, with an aerial survey of eastern Tasmania in 2019 estimating a population size of 53,000

65

deer (Lethbridge et al. 2020a). This survey was conducted late in the 2019 hunting season, during

66

which c. 30,000 deer were killed (Lethbridge et al. 2020a), suggesting the population numbered at

67

least c. 83,000 at its 2019 peak. There is evidence of recent range expansion, with deer reported in

68

the eastern Central Plateau region of the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area (TWWHA;

69

Driessen et al. 2020; Locke 2007). Due to the high natural and cultural value of the TWWHA and

70

concerns about the damaging impact of deer, predicting their expansion into this area, and other

71

currently unoccupied areas of Tasmania, is an important management priority (Driessen et al. 2020).

72

Climate suitability has been a fundamental determinant of the spread of deer populations

73

throughout Australia (Forsyth et al. 2004). Based on estimated climate suitability, linked with a

74

conservative estimate of carrying capacity, Potts et al. (2015) suggest that Tasmania could support

75

more than one million fallow deer. Predicting habitat suitability for invading species is challenging

76

because they violate the implicit assumption of correlative species distribution models (SDMs) that

77

the species’ range is at equilibrium with its environment (Gallien et al. 2012; Guisan, Thuiller 2005).

78

Ignoring the non-equilibrium of invading species would usually result in under-predictions of habitat
3

79

suitability (Guisan, Thuiller 2005). One way to circumvent this problem is to model suitability in areas

80

where a species is at or close to equilibrium, and then project modelled suitability to areas of

81

potential expansion (Guisan, Thuiller 2005).

82

Here, we seek to quantify changes in the abundance and distribution of fallow deer in Tasmania and

83

predict the potential for continued population and range expansion. We begin by quantifying

84

population trends and changes in the distribution of fallow deer in Tasmania over the last 35 years.

85

To do this, we use a time series of annual spotlighting surveys of up to 172 transects across

86

Tasmania from 1985 to 2019, totalling 5,761 transect surveys. Next, we evaluate whether there is

87

habitat in Tasmania that is suitable for fallow deer but not yet occupied. To do this, we characterise

88

the climatic niche of fallow deer using c. 69,000 global occurrences from regions where populations

89

are closer to equilibrium (including the species’ native range in Europe). Finally, to characterise fine-

90

scale habitat suitability, we use a dataset from 3,225 camera traps across Tasmania. The habitat

91

suitability modelling extends that of Potts et al. (2015) by (i) incorporating a much larger number of

92

occurrences, (ii) developing models of suitability for populations at equilibrium and then projecting

93

those models to areas of potential expansion, and (iii) incorporating recent camera surveys to

94

delineate the current distribution and to model fine-scale habitat suitability.

95
96

Materials and methods

97

Study area

98

Tasmania is Australia’s largest island (68,400 km2). Fifty one percent of land is reserved under some

99

form of conservation classification (DPIPWE 2020), mainly in the western half of the state. The west

100

of the island has rugged and mountainous topography (Fig 1D), high annual rainfall (Fig 1C), and

101

vegetation dominated by dense wet sclerophyll forests, rainforests, alpine treeless vegetation and

102

low-productivity buttongrass moorlands (Fig 1E). Large parts of western and central Tasmania are

103

considered wilderness, with very few people, roads and limited commercial development. The

104

eastern half of the island and the northern coastal areas have gentler topography (Fig 1D), moderate

105

rainfall (Fig 1C) and drier forest types, making these areas more suitable for farming (Figs 1E) and

106

producing habitats that are more typical of the mixed forest-grassland preferences of fallow deer

107

(Apollonio et al. 1998; Chapman, Chapman 1980).

108
109

Data sources
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110

(i)

Spotlighting counts

111

The Tasmanian State Government has conducted annual spotlight surveys along 172 transects across

112

northern, eastern, and central Tasmania from 1985 to 2019. The surveys were established to

113

monitor harvested herbivore populations, while also recording all sightings of free-ranging mammal

114

species, including fallow deer (Hocking, Driessen 1992). The same transects are surveyed each year;

115

however, the number of transects increased from 132 in 1985 to 172 in 1993 (Table S1). The

116

transects do not sample large areas of western Tasmania, largely due to inaccessibility, and also

117

because wildlife are not harvested in those areas (Driessen, Hocking 1992; Driessen, Mallick 2003).

118

Each transect comprises a 10-km section of road and adjacent land. Transects are surveyed at night

119

with the aid of a spotlight from a vehicle driven at 20 km/hr (for details, see Driessen, Hocking 1992).

120

Transects are surveyed once each year during the summer months. This ensures comparability

121

between years but prevents the use of statistical techniques like occupancy modelling that require

122

repeat surveys within a year. We consider the count of fallow deer per transect as an index of

123

abundance.

124

(ii)

Remote camera surveys

125

We used camera traps to model the current distribution and habitat preferences of fallow deer in

126

Tasmania. We compiled a database of our own camera deployments between 2014 and 2020,

127

totalling 3,225 camera sites, and 315,120 camera-nights (Table S2). For each camera, we recorded

128

the number of unique detection events of fallow deer, the duration of camera deployment, and

129

environmental covariates (described below). We defined a detection event as unique if at least 30

130

min separated consecutive occurrences of fallow deer on the same camera.

131

(iii)

Global occurrences of fallow deer

132

To characterise climatic conditions suitable for fallow deer, we collated occurrence records from

133

regions where fallow deer are likely to be near to equilibrium. We used citizen-science data from

134

Europe, where fallow deer occur as both a native and long-established introduced species, and the

135

Australian mainland, where fallow deer have been widely introduced across a broader range of

136

environmental conditions than in Tasmania.

137

For Europe, we downloaded 58,381 presence-only occurrences of fallow deer from the Global

138

Biodiversity Information Facility (GBIF 2020). We selected only human-observed records (i.e.,

139

excluding fossil records). To reduce the influence of intensively sampled areas, we randomly thinned

140

records so that at least 5 km separated occurrences, leaving 4,726 occurrences (Fig 1A). Substantial

141

regional biases in survey effort were apparent across Europe, with many fewer mammals reported in
5

142

eastern than in western Europe (Fig 1A). Ignoring this survey bias would increase the likelihood of

143

misclassifying areas with low survey effort as unsuitable for fallow deer (Phillips et al. 2009). Thus, as

144

recommended (Phillips et al. 2009), we selected pseudo-absences according to the same survey bias

145

that generated the occurrences. We did this using the reported occurrences of any mammal in the

146

GBIF database as a proxy of relative survey effort across Europe. From these mammal occurrences,

147

we randomly selected 4,726 records as pseudo-absences. Distributing pseudo-absences in this way

148

helped to distinguish heavily sampled areas where fallow deer are probably absent (e.g., northern

149

Norway; Fig 1A) from areas where there is low survey effort and that could contain suitable habitat

150

(e.g., eastern Europe; Fig 1A).
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159
160
161
162

163
164
165
166
167
168
169
170

Fig 1. (A & B) Maps of fallow deer occurrences (blue) and pseudo-absences (orange) used to create
the model of climate suitability. In Europe (A), pseudo-absences were distributed according to a proxy
of survey bias, which is why eastern Europe has few pseudo-absences. Maps of some relevant
bioclimatic variables across Tasmania, including elevation (C), which ranges from 0-1617 m, and
mean annual rainfall (D), which ranges from 490-3100 mm, with blue representing lower values for
both. (E) The four main vegetation types in Tasmania, with buttongrass moorlands shown in brown,
wet eucalypt forest and rainforest in blue, agricultural or grassland in tan, and dry eucalypt forest in
green.
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172

For Australian occurrences of fallow deer, we downloaded 10,925 presence-only occurrences from

173

the Atlas of Living Australia (Atlas of Living Australia 26 August 2020). We removed three

174

unconfirmed and probably erroneous records from the South Australian desert and randomly

175

thinned records so that occurrences were separated by at least 5 km, leaving 490 occurrences (Fig

176

1B). We distributed pseudo-absences across the area we expect fallow deer have had the

177

opportunity to occupy. We also included areas around failed introduction attempts that might

178

indicate unsuitable habitat; most notably the Cobourg Peninsula, Northern Territory, where 52

179

fallow deer were introduced in 1912, but did not establish (Chapman, Chapman 1980). We randomly

180

distributed 490 pseudo-absences at least 5 km apart within a 200 km buffer around occurrences and

181

failed introductions on the Australian mainland, and within a 90% minimum convex polygon in

182

Tasmania (where deer populations are clearly expanding, and therefore not at equilibrium at the

183

current range boundary).

184
185
186

Statistical analysis
(i)

Population trends from 1985-2019 and current distribution

187

First, we fitted an exponential regression model to the spotlight counts, under the hypothesis that

188

the apparent increase in the population might be the result of exponential population growth (i.e., a

189

constant growth rate). We created this model using the log-transformed mean deer detections per

190

transect in response to survey year (1985-2019; lm function in R).

191

Next, we modelled spatial changes in the spotlight counts using an spatiotemporally autoregressive

192

model (Gómez-Rubio 2020). This approach correlates deer detections in space and time, with the

193

goal of characterising changes in the actual distribution of fallow deer. We fitted the autoregressive

194

model using integrated nested Laplace approximation (INLA) (Illian et al. 2013), which is a

195

computationally efficient option for Bayesian inference from spatial data. In INLA, spatial

196

dependence between observations is modelled using a spatially continuous correlation process

197

known as a Gaussian random field (Bachl et al. 2019). Continuous space is approximated by the

198

solution to a stochastic partial differential equation (SPDE), which is based on a discretised ‘mesh’ of

199

abutting triangles (for details, see Lindgren et al. 2011). To avoid problematic boundary effects

200

(Bakka et al. 2018), we extended the mesh beyond the boundaries of Tasmania, with maximum

201

interior edge lengths of 10 km and maximum exterior edge lengths of 30 km. We first attempted to

202

model a spatiotemporal random field using first- and second-order autoregressive models. These

203

models had convergence problems, likely because of substantial year-to-year variation in the
7

204

numbers of deer counted on some spotlight transects. Thus, to smooth some of the year-to-year

205

variability, we grouped surveys into five-year periods, and then modelled the spatio-temporal

206

random field using a first-order autoregressive model (Gómez-Rubio 2020), which correlated

207

observations in consecutive five-year periods. See Gómez-Rubio (2020) for more details of

208

spatiotemporal random fields. To account for overdispersion, we modelled the count of deer per

209

transect using a negative binomial distribution. We visualised the results by producing maps of

210

predicted deer spotlight counts in each five-year period.

211

Finally, we estimated the recent distribution of fallow deer by simultaneously incorporating the

212

camera data and recent spotlight surveys (2015-2019) into a joint-likelihood model. Joint-likelihood

213

models combine multiple sources of data into single integrated models that estimate one or more

214

shared parameters (Isaac et al. 2020; Miller et al. 2019). In this case, we used the joint model to

215

estimate a shared spatial random field (explained in previous paragraph) that describes the

216

distribution of fallow deer. The joint model was comprised of two sub-models, one for each data

217

source, and took the form of

218

log(spotlight) = β1 + random field

219

log(camera) = β2 + random field

220

where β1 and β2 denote intercepts, and random field denotes a shared spatial random field. We

221

modelled both data sources using the negative binomial distribution to account for overdispersion in

222

the count data. From this model, we predicted a map of fallow deer distribution. We note that due

223

to imperfect detection, this map inherently represents a conservative estimate of the current

224

distribution.

225

We fitted the spatiotemporal and joint-likelihood models using v2.1.13 of the inlabru R package

226

(Bachl et al. 2019; R Core Team 2019), an interface for the R-INLA package (Bakka et al. 2018; Rue

227

et al. 2009).

228

(ii)

Climate suitability

229

We constructed a species distribution model using the combined Australian and European

230

occurrence data. We modelled deer occurrences in response to explanatory variables using the

231

WorldClim global climate dataset v2.1 (Fick, Hijmans 2017), which provides global rasters of 19

232

climatic and environmental variables. Using rasters with a cell size of 2.5 minutes, we selected five

233

uncorrelated (Pearson’s r < |0.7|; Dormann et al. 2013) predictor variables that we expected would

234

influence the distribution of fallow deer: (i) terrain ruggedness index (‘ruggedness’) calculated from
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235

elevation (tri function of the spatialEco package; Riley 1999); (ii) maximum temperature of

236

the warmest month (‘maxTemp’); (iii) minimum temperature of the coolest month (‘minTemp’); (iv)

237

average annual precipitation (‘precip’), and (v) the seasonality of precipitation, measured by the

238

coefficient of variation (‘precipCV’).

239

We constructed the species distribution model as an ensemble of generalised additive, random

240

forest and boosted regression tree models. We fitted the model using five-fold cross validation with

241

10 replicates for each of the three model types, totalling 150 model runs (defaults for all other

242

settings). We fitted the SDM using v1.0-89 of the sdm package (Naimi, Araújo 2016) in R (R Core

243

Team 2020). We projected an ensemble map of climate suitability, with projections from individual

244

models weighted according to out-of-sample area under the receiver operating-characteristic curve

245

(AUC) (Marmion et al. 2009).

246

(iii)

Fine-scale habitat suitability

247

Because fallow deer have probably not yet dispersed to all suitable habitat, we modelled fine-

248

grained habitat suitability using camera data from the core distributional range in Tasmania where

249

they are likely to be closer to equilibrium. We defined the core range using a 90% minimum convex

250

polygon around the locations where fallow deer have been observed on camera (Fig 5). There were

251

674 camera sites within the core-range polygon, of which we withheld 20% as a test dataset for

252

model validation. We projected the model of habitat suitability in the core range across all of

253

Tasmania.

254

We compiled five explanatory variables that we expect would influence fallow deer abundance and

255

distribution: i) the percentage of grassy vegetation types (%grassyVeg); ii) the percentage of forest

256

cover (%forest); iii) the percentage of alpine treeless vegetation (excluding alpine grasslands); iv)

257

terrain ruggedness index and v) year of survey. For covariate details, see Table S3. We expected that

258

grassy vegetation types would positively influence fallow deer abundance (King, Forsyth 2020;

259

Nugent 1990; Putman et al. 1993; Spitzer et al. 2020). We expected that highly rugged terrain would

260

negatively affect deer abundance, and that alpine treeless vegetation – a low-productivity

261

vegetation group occurring in harsh climates – might negatively affect deer abundance. We excluded

262

%forest from model fitting because it was negatively correlated with %grassyVeg (Pearson’s r = -

263

0.76). Because these variables could have effects at different spatial scales (Connor et al. 2018), we

264

created them using a buffer of three different sizes around the camera locations: 250 m, 500 m and

265

1000 m. Because cameras were deployed for different time periods, we used the natural logarithm

266

of survey duration as an offset to scale deer detections according to the length of survey.
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267

We used generalised additive mixed models (GAMM) to investigate the effect of habitat on the daily

268

count of unique camera detections of deer. To account for overdispersion, we fitted this model using

269

a negative binomial distribution. We fitted all combinations of smooth effects of the explanatory

270

variables at different spatial scales, excluding variables that had correlations of r > |0.7| from the

271

same model. Thus, different spatial scales of the same vegetation type were not included in the

272

same model. To prevent overfitting, we a priori restricted smoothing parameters to a maximum of

273

five knots. To account for the non-independence of nearby cameras, we grouped cameras into

274

clusters (Fig S1) using hierarchical clustering (hclust function) with a cut distance of 10 km

275

(cutree function). We included cluster ID as a random effect in all models. We fitted the GAMM

276

using the mgcv package (Wood 2017) in R (R Core Team 2020).

277

We ranked models using small-sample corrected Akaike information criterion (AICc) (Burnham,

278

Anderson 2002). Because several models had similarly strong support, we produced a model-

279

averaged map of habitat suitability across Tasmania by weighting all models within five ΔAICc

280

according to their model weights. To produce the habitat suitability map, we used explanatory

281

vegetation variables at the spatial scale indicated by each model. For instance, if %grassyVeg at 1000

282

m was in the model, the raster layer for projection was the percentage cover of grassy vegetation

283

types within 2000 × 2000 m pixels (i.e., twice the buffer width because the buffer goes in all

284

directions).

285

(iv)

Combining climate and habitat suitability

286

We expected that climate would influence the broad-scale distribution of fallow deer, and that deer

287

would discriminate suitable habitat mostly from within climatically suitable areas. Nevertheless, it is

288

possible that deer could use habitat that our models suggested was in climatically unsuitable areas.

289

We therefore used a weighted product model (Tofallis 2014) to combine the maps of climate and

290

habitat suitability. We first scaled the maps of climate and habitat suitability by dividing pixel values

291

by the maximum value of each map. This constrained suitability to the range 0-1 but did not force

292

any values to zero, which is advantageous because it preserves the proportionality of the data

293

(Tofallis 2014). Next, we combined these scaled maps of climate (C) and habitat suitability (H) using a

294

weighted product model where each map is raised to the power of its weight and then the maps are

295

multiplied together. We determined the weights for each map by selecting the combination of

296

weights, constrained to sum to one, that maximised the AUC statistic for the 20% of camera data

297

that was withheld from model fitting. This resulted in a combined map that was calculated as C0.78 ×

298

H0.22 (Fig 6C). Finally, we divided the resulting map by the maximum value, constraining relative

299

suitability values to a maximum of one.
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300
301

Results

302

Population trends

303

The annual spotlight surveys revealed a steady and large increase in the spotlight counts of fallow

304

deer from 1985-2019 (Fig 2A). An exponential model fitted the data well (coefficients ± SE: Intercept

305

= -218.18 ± 23.6, βyear = 0.109 ± 0.012; adjusted R2 = 0.71). The exponential model suggests the

306

spotlight counts have increased at an approximately constant rate of 11.5% (SE: 1.2%) per year over

307

the last 35 years, representing a 40-fold increase from 1985 to 2019 (Fig 2A). The exponential model,

308

however, did not explain a large increase followed by a decline in deer detections in the mid-2000s

309

(Fig 2A). This pattern coincided with a period of above-average rainfall followed by a period of well-

310

below-average rainfall across much of the species’ Tasmanian range (Fig S2). The number of deer

311

reported as being killed under crop protection and hunting permits has increased substantially in the

312

last five years (Fig 2C), but this offtake has evidently not prevented population growth.

313

The spatiotemporal model of the spotlight surveys shows that fallow deer distribution has steadily

314

expanded (Fig 2D), with a 2.9-fold increase in the model-estimated area of ‘core’ distribution since

315

1985-1989 (Fig 2B). The joint likelihood model, which simultaneously modelled the spotlight and

316

camera datasets, conservatively estimates that fallow deer now occupy c. 27% of Tasmania’s land

317

area (Fig 3). Much of the expansion in deer distribution has occurred in areas where there are

318

anecdotal reports of farm escapes or intentional releases (Fig 2D).

319
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321
322
323
324
325
326
327
328
329
330
331
332
333
334

Fig 2. Tasmania’s growing population of fallow deer. (A) Increasing detections of fallow deer on
spotlight transects across Tasmania. The data points represent the mean number of deer detected
across all transects, and the blue line is the fit of an exponential model, which estimates a 40-fold
increase in mean deer detections from 1985 to 2019. (B) The model-estimated ‘core’ area occupied
by fallow deer, corresponding to the dark red line in the maps. (C) The total number of deer reported
killed under hunting and crop protection permits (Lethbridge et al. 2020a). (D) The expanding
distribution of fallow deer in Tasmania based on a spatiotemporal autoregressive model of the
spotlight surveys. The maps show transects where deer were (purple points) and were not (grey
crosses) detected. The dark red contour denotes the ‘core’ area where the model-estimated index of
abundance was greater than 0.1 deer per transect. The bottom right map shows the locations of
anecdotal deer farm escapes or releases (initially reported by Wildlife Management Branch 2011 and
reproduced by Lethbridge et al. 2020b). The black polygon shows the boundary of the Tasmanian
Wilderness World Heritage Area.

335
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336
337
338
339
340
341

Fig 3. The estimated distribution of fallow deer. We estimated the distribution using a jointlikelihood model that simultaneously modelled the spotlight (2015-2019) and camera datasets. This
figure shows the jointly estimated spatial random field, with the contour denoting the area occupied
by deer, as determined using a 0.025 omission threshold. This map is inherently a conservative
estimate of distribution due to imperfect detection.

342
343

Climate suitability

344

The climate suitability models revealed that large areas of Tasmania that are currently unoccupied

345

by fallow deer have climates that could support the species (Fig, 4E). Maximum temperature of the

346

warmest month and minimum temperature of the coldest month had the highest relative

347

importance (Fig 4C). The concave response curves for the temperature variables and average annual

348

precipitation suggest upper and lower constraints of climate suitability. For instance, maximum

349

temperatures of less than ~18°C in the warmest month, and minimum temperatures less than ~-7°C

350

in the coolest month, resulted in an abrupt reduction in climate suitability (Fig 4D). Highly rugged

351

terrain had a negative effect on fallow deer occurrences (Fig 4D). All models performed better than

352

random, with out-of-sample AUC values of 0.89, 0.75 and 0.76 for the random forest, GAM and

353

boosted regression tree, respectively. Based on an ensemble of these models, weighted according to

354

out-of-sample AUC (Marmion et al. 2009), much of Tasmania has a suitable climate for fallow deer,

355

with highest suitability in the east and the north and the two largest off-shore islands (Fig 4E). Due to

356

its high annual rainfall the south-west of Tasmania had relatively low climate suitability for fallow
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357

deer, and the Central Plateau and highlands in the northeast had low climate suitability due to low

358

temperatures.

359

360
361
362
363
364
365

Fig 4. Climate suitability of Europe, Australia and Tasmania for fallow deer. The climate suitability
of fallow deer, fitted to occurrence data (black dots) from Europe (A), mainland Australia (B) and
Tasmania (E). The relative variable importance (C) and response curves (D) calculated across all
model runs and weighted according to out-of-sample AUC, with error bars denoting the 95%
confidence interval across the different model runs.
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366

Fine-grained habitat suitability

367

The fine-grained habitat suitability model based on camera trap detections of fallow deer revealed

368

large areas of potentially suitable but as-yet unoccupied habitat in northern, eastern and southern

369

Tasmania (Fig 5B). All top-performing models included a positive effect (Fig 5C) of %grassyVeg within

370

1000 m of a camera (variable importance = 1; Table S4). There was strong support for topographic

371

ruggedness negatively influencing (Fig 5C) deer detections, with similar support for this variable at

372

spatial scales of 500 m and 1000 m (cumulative importance of the different spatial scales of

373

ruggedness = 0.93; Table S4). Survey year had a positive effect on deer detections (Fig 5C). Given the

374

strong positive effect of %grassyVeg, most predicted suitable habitat (Fig 5B) is in the agricultural

375

regions of Tasmania or areas with native grasslands and eucalypt woodlands with grassy

376

understories. Importantly, though, habitats without a major grass component still seem able to

377

support low deer densities (i.e., positive y-intercept; Fig 5), as do rugged areas. This suggests that

378

although much of western Tasmania has low habitat suitability, it may be capable of supporting low

379

densities of deer.

380
381
382
383
384
385
386
387

Fig 5. Fine-scale habitat suitability of Tasmania estimated from camera trap surveys. (A) The
distribution of 3,225 camera-trap sites where fallow deer have (red) and have not (blue) been
detected. The black polygon denotes the close-to-equilibrium range of fallow deer, as described by a
90% minimum convex polygon around camera locations where deer have been detected. For
visualisation purposes only, the colours show the current range of fallow deer based on a Gaussian
random field. Although we did not survey King Island (the north-western island) with remote
cameras, the island is known to have a wild deer population. (B) Habitat suitability map of fallow
15

388
389

deer using data from the equilibrium range (black polygon), and then projected across all of
Tasmania. (C) The effect of the variables in the best-performing GAM.

390
391

Combined climate-habitat suitability

392

We combined the maps of climate and habitat suitability using weights that maximised the AUC of

393

withheld test data, indicating a weight of 0.78 for habitat suitability and 0.22 for climate suitability

394

(Fig 6C). The combined map of climate-habitat suitability (Fig 6D) suggests that 56% of Tasmania is

395

suitable habitat (Fig 6E, categorized based on a threshold of 0.083, as determined by maximising the

396

true skill statistic; Allouche et al. 2006). If fully occupied (Fig 6E), this would represent a doubling of

397

the current range extent (Fig 3).
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398
399
400
401
402
403
404
405
406

Fig 6. Combined climate and habitat suitability of Tasmania for fallow deer. We combined maps of
climate (A) and habitat (B) suitability using a weighted product of the two maps. (C) We determined
relative weights by selecting the combinations of weights that produced the highest AUC value for a
portion of the remote-camera data that was withheld from model fitting, suggesting a weighting of
0.22 for climate and 0.78 for habitat. (D) The combined climate-suitability map, which when
converted to a binary map (E) of habitat suitability (threshold determined by maximising the true skill
score), suggests 56% of Tasmania is suitable for fallow deer.

407
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408

Discussion

409

Tasmania’s population of fallow deer is increasing in abundance and distribution. Much of the range

410

increase has occurred in areas currently disjunct from the main distribution, in places where there

411

have been known escapes from farms and intentional but unlawful releases of deer. Coupled with a

412

localised distribution during the previous c. 150 years, this suggests that humans assisted the recent

413

colonisation of new areas. Our models conservatively estimate that deer now occupy 27% of

414

Tasmania. Based on global occurrences of fallow deer, much of Tasmania is climatically suitable

415

under the current climate, and based on our extensive camera dataset, there also appears to be a

416

large amount of unoccupied suitable habitat. Collectively, the combined climate-habitat suitability

417

suggests 56% of Tasmania, primarily in the east and north of the state, is suitable for fallow deer,

418

which would represent more than a doubling of the current range area.

419

Population trends

420

Non-native sleeper populations can remain at low abundance for decades before irrupting (Crooks

421

2005; Spear et al. 2021). Until recent decades, fallow deer remained at relatively low abundance in

422

Tasmania (<1% of estimated carrying capacity; Potts et al. 2015). However, over the last 35 years,

423

spotlight counts of deer have increased at ~11.5% annually, suggesting the population is now in the

424

increasing phase of the irruptive dynamics that can occur when ungulates are introduced to new

425

environments lacking predators (Caughley 1970; Forsyth, Caley 2006; Spear et al. 2021). This rate of

426

increase matches the 11% annual growth of a Mediterranean population of fallow deer (Focardi et

427

al. 1996). It remains unclear why the Tasmanian deer population was relatively stable for over a

428

century preceding the current increasing phase, but this is common for exotic species, which often

429

exhibit time lags and exist at low numbers for decades before increasing rapidly (Crooks 2005; Spear

430

et al. 2021). Such irruptions need not occur as a result of a sudden change or perturbation; for

431

instance, a gradual shift in a climatic driver can lead to abrupt population dynamics if the population

432

is controlled by non-linear or threshold responses (Ratajczak et al. 2018; Spear et al. 2021). Wapstra

433

(1973) suggested that poisoning of deer prior to the 1980s might have kept the population small. It

434

is also possible that the change from relative population stability to irruption was triggered by a

435

change in environmental conditions (e.g., rainfall; Fig S2) or changes to resource availability, such as

436

increased irrigation (Romanin et al. 2015) and a decline in stocking numbers of wool sheep with

437

which deer would compete for forage (Hassall & Associates Pty Ltd 2006; Kirkpatrick, Bridle 2007).

438

Until the mid-1970’s – 150 years after the initial introduction – Tasmania’s fallow deer population

439

had remained relatively localised to within c. 60 km of the region in which deer were originally
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440

released (Wapstra 1973). This suggests range extension over the first 150 years occurred at an

441

average of c. 0.4 km/year, which is consistent with slow dispersal of the species elsewhere in their

442

invasive range. In New Zealand, distribution expanded at 0.8 km/year at Wanganui (Caughley 1963),

443

0.6 km/year at South Kaipara (Lane 1982 cited by King & Forsyth 2020), and at 0.8 km/year at

444

Paparoa (Clarke 1976 cited by King and Forsyth 2020). In Nebraska, fallow deer extended their range

445

more quickly at 5.6 km/year (Packard 1955). In the last two decades, much of the range expansion in

446

Tasmania has occurred in areas where deer have escaped from farms or were intentionally released

447

(Fig 1D), suggesting humans have played a key role in facilitating the recent range expansion.

448

Climate and habitat suitability

449

Our modelling showed that maximum and minimum temperatures had a substantial influence on

450

climate suitability. Consequently, the cold, northern part of the Tasmanian Wilderness World

451

Heritage Area (TWWHA), an area of high natural and cultural value, seems relatively unsuitable for

452

fallow deer under the current climate. Nevertheless, climate change is expected to produce more

453

favourable growing conditions in this area (Williamson et al. 2014). The response curves from our

454

models (Fig 4D) suggest that warming temperatures should make this region more climatically

455

suitable for fallow deer. Climate change is also expected to increase the extent and severity of

456

bushfires, which might create forests that are more open and herbaceous (Fairman et al. 2016) and

457

therefore more suitable for fallow deer. Even low-density populations of deer in habitats like the

458

central highlands could have significant impacts because the vegetation there is slow growing (Holz

459

et al. 2015). Our models predict that low-density populations could occur over much of the northern

460

TWWHA under current conditions. Recent large and high-severity bushfires in the central highlands

461

(Jones 2019) should be exploited as natural experiments to reveal the effect of deer on ecosystem

462

structure and function during periods of bushfire recovery.

463

Our model of habitat suitability suggested that fallow deer prefer flat areas with grassy vegetation

464

types, probably because of a dietary preference for grasses (Elliott, Barrett 1985; Nugent 1990;

465

Spitzer et al. 2020). Flatter, open areas are also favourable for gregarious behaviour and sight-based

466

anti-predator responses of ungulates (Hopewell et al. 2005; Underwood 1982). The east-central part

467

of the island, where deer first established and are currently most abundant (Fig. 3), is relatively flat

468

and was originally dominated by native grasslands and open woodlands with grassy understories

469

(Fensham 1989). This favourable vegetation type likely facilitated the establishment of the

470

population. Much of the native grassy vegetation types in the midlands have been replaced by

471

introduced grasses, which are possibly an even more palatable food source for fallow deer (Nugent

472

1990).
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473

Some patches of high montane grasslands and shrublands in the northern and north-eastern

474

TWWHA appear to be suitable habitat for fallow deer (Fig 5B). These are the most likely locations for

475

currently undetected populations and for the establishment of new populations, and could be prime

476

locations for systematic monitoring of incursions of deer into the TWWHA. For instance, deer have

477

been detected in the last decade at Skullbone Plains on the Five Rivers Reserve (Tasmanian Land

478

Conservancy 2019) and in the Walls of Jerusalem National Park (Fig 6) (personal obs. Rob Buck c.

479

2010; personal obs. C Cunningham 2021). This area has large expanses of native grasslands and

480

herbfields, but also relict stands of endemic conifers (Department of Primary Industries Parks Water

481

and Environment 2020). The habitat suitability map indicates this area has well-connected suitable

482

habitat, suggesting that the most likely route of dispersal into the northern TWWHA is from higher

483

density populations to the east and south. The map also highlights the most likely dispersal corridors

484

in other areas; for instance, the Fingal Valley (Fig 6) is the most direct corridor to the east coast. We

485

present rasters of the suitability and distribution maps in the Supplementary Material that may be

486

useful in planning management to prevent expansion of populations into areas that are currently

487

unoccupied but apparently suitable.

488

Although we characterised fine-scale habitat preferences in the high-density area of Tasmania,

489

densities across much of this area are considerably lower (mean = 2.7/km2; Lethbridge et al. 2020b)

490

than those in some similar environments on the Australian mainland (e.g., 40.9/km2, 95% CI: 29.9-

491

56.1; A.J. Bengsen & D.M. Forsyth, unpubl.). Consequently, deer might not yet occupy lower-quality

492

habitat in Tasmania, which means the fine-scale map of habitat suitability likely underestimates the

493

extent of suitable habitat. We combined the maps of climate and habitat suitability in a way that

494

maximised out-of-sample AUC, which we expect will yields a more realistic potential distribution of

495

fallow deer in Tasmania.

496

Given the deer population is likely to continue to expand into unoccupied, suitable habitat, the next

497

important research step is to develop a spatially explicit demographic-dispersal model. This model

498

could be parametrised using a pattern-oriented modelling approach, which provides a systematic,

499

data-oriented way of tuning complex simulation models by matching the simulation results with

500

independent real-world data, known as ‘targets’ (Grimm, Railsback 2012; Grimm et al. 2005). In our

501

case, Approximate Bayesian Computation (Csilléry et al. 2010) could be used to fine-tune the model

502

parameters based only on the simulation parameterisations that produce results that match the

503

‘targets’ for site occupancy, distribution and abundance (e.g., Fig 2). Once parameterised, the model

504

could forecast how deer distribution is likely to change under a suite of different management

505

scenarios and compare counterfactual scenarios that investigate the long-term effects of deer
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506

escapes and unlawful releases. This approach could also test hypotheses relating to the long lag-

507

times in range expansion, inflexion points and triggers of population growth.

508

Management suggestions

509

In light of our findings, we make several management suggestions to reduce the threats posed by

510

expanding deer populations to environmental values and the agricultural sector. First, satellite

511

populations could be assessed and prioritised with the aim of eradication. Obvious candidates for

512

eradication are populations far from the traditional range, like Bruny Island, King Island, the Arthur

513

Pieman Conservation Area (Fig 6), and perhaps the south-east of the main island. Decades of

514

invasion ecology show that early eradication is the most cost-effective, long-term management

515

strategy (Simberloff 2008; Taylor, Hastings 2004; Vander Zanden et al. 2010). The eradication of

516

fallow deer on Australia’s third largest island, Kangaroo Island (4,405 km2), demonstrates that it is

517

possible to eradicate isolated populations of fallow deer, but that community support and well-

518

resourced management agencies are essential (Masters et al. 2018; Simberloff 2008). Eradication of

519

a large population of red deer was also achieved on Secretary Island (81.4 km2), New Zealand

520

(Macdonald et al. 2019).

521

Next, we suggest that deer be prevented from expanding into protected areas, such as the

522

Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area. Habitats and pathways of likely spread could be

523

identified and prioritised for monitoring and management. Deer sub-populations most likely to

524

contribute to further spread could be identified and prioritised for management. We suggest that

525

deer be contained to the ‘traditional range’ at a population size that allows landholders to achieve

526

the outcomes desired from their land. Demographic models are needed to develop strategies to

527

achieve pre-determined outcomes.

528

Once management strategies are implemented, the population should be monitored to determine

529

the effectiveness of these strategies. Our habitat suitability maps could inform the establishment of

530

a systematic surveillance network of camera traps in areas with and without deer. Coupled with the

531

long-term spotlighting dataset analysed in this paper, a systematic camera network would be useful

532

for monitoring the deer population, as well as detecting incursions into the TWWHA, escapes from

533

farms, and unlawful releases.

534

Conclusion

535

After more than 100 years of relatively low and stable abundance and restricted distribution, the

536

Tasmanian population of fallow deer is now increasing substantially in distribution and abundance.

537

Our case study highlights that ungulate species, and invasive species more generally, can have
21

538

‘sleeper populations’ with long lag-times before the population irrupts (Caughley 1970; Crooks 2005;

539

Forsyth, Caley 2006; Spear et al. 2021). The trajectory of the Tasmanian deer population, together

540

with climate and habitat suitability modelling, indicate that the population is likely to expand

541

further, including into areas of high conservation value. Demographic scenario modelling, which can

542

be trained and validated using our population expansion and habitat suitability data, is needed to

543

inform where expansion and population irruptions are most likely. Such modelling can help inform

544

policy, frame management responses, and educate diverse stakeholders. Management interventions

545

to prevent further spread of fallow deer in Tasmania could involve the eradication of small isolated

546

populations, containment of the core population, and prevention of further escapes and

547

translocations.

548
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From:
To:
Cc:

Deer Management Plan

Subject:
Date:

Feed back
Saturday, 20 November 2021 7:52:30 PM

Increased fallow deer range and the increase of the overall population of deer in Tasmania:
Contributing factors:
1 - the regulators have never had a “handle on” deer management practices- our hunting
season for the last 40 years has varied from 4 to 5 weeks only - with varying take limits
that was obvious then a certainty now that the overall herd population was never going to
be controlled.
2 - farmers then and now classed deer as a very valuable resource for a cash injection by
charging hunters huge amounts of money to hunt on their properties.
3 - the same farmers properties were mainly grazing land, beef and sheep, and were happy
to have a huge cash injection charging hunters to hunt deer on these properties on a very
limited basis- and filling up the hunting calendar with numerous hunters hunting over 2 - 3
day periods - regulators and farmers with absolutely no management plans for population
control.
4 - farming practices - massive swing and change - water , irrigation, fodder and cash crops
- this become a smorgasbord for the deer in these regions with certainly an increase in the
deer and other grazing animal population - as well as numerous ducks and cockatoos that
never leave the area. Farmers and regulators failed to adapt and change with the increase of
food for the wildlife.
5 - farmers now and the squeaky hinge minority are calling out for drastic changes to
attempt to reduce / eradicate deer from their farms and the expanded range.
6 - these same farmers, regulators and squeaky hinge minority are also advocating
that the hunters are not the answer to control this problem.
In all of the above - how has the the Hunter been given a chance / voice and input to
control, change what was obvious to the “diehard experienced deer hunters”what the
potential was going to be with what is present today.
7- we have the best SUBJECT MATTER EXPERTS (SME’s) regarding deer management
at you the governments fingertips and you are quite content to listen to the minority.
8 - this SME group TDAC have forgot more about deer and the management of deer than
any of your regulators (especially - game management service - they are a absolute lip
service disgrace) - why in hell cant you so called vote in vote out (fly by nighter)
regulators build some history and trend with decision making via the TDAC’s
recommendations.
9 - it is obvious that the so called deer management practices from you the regulators for
countless years has certainly not worked and you still ignore the SME’s in the TDAC.
Please take advice from the experts you have on hand and that is certainly not from your
government departments or from money driven tunnel vision farmers who are only
interested in the here and now.
Would certainly appreciate some

Sent from my iPad

commonsense - but ?????

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Deer Management Plan
Friday, 3 December 2021 5:09:25 PM

In relation to the draft wild deer management plan, I would like to make a submission.
I do not agree with the plan as there are excessive numbers of deer and the land owner should reserve the right
to control them as he or she sees fit.
The cost of holding states deer on my property
has trebled in the last ten years.
We do not see the need to have a property based management plan to conduct rightful 12 month culling of deer
on my property.
At present the only cost to date that are mentioned are farm production/ crop loses.
We have significant lose in regrowth timber and native bush and reserves.
I cannot afford these loses on a annual basis and something must be done about it.
My Regards,
Tony and Rebecca Keach

We have Deer come and go.
Sent from my iPhone

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Wild deer in Tasmania must all be removed.
Tuesday, 23 November 2021 9:58:53 PM

Miss L Kelly
.
Dear reader,
I want to make my views about wild deer in Tasmania known. They are beautiful beings,
but they are invasive in Tasmania, and they damage the environment for native wildlife, so
they must be removed. They should all be removed. They should not be a resource for
hunters.
They also eat farmers' crops.
There is no reason why farmers or native wildlife should suffer for an invasive species, or
for human hunters who think others or native wildlife should suffer for them. And I say
this as an animal lover. Sadly, the wild deer should all be removed. Please remove them
all, as soon, and as humanely, as possible.
Thank you.
Lucy Kelly.
Australian, but now in the UK.

SUBMISSION ON DRAFT DEER MANAGEMENT PLAN
Linda Kendell

I have taken a keen interest in the draft deer management plan because I am a
frequent visitor to Tasmania’s magnificent National Parks. Unfortunately I have
seen first hand the damage deer can do to river banks and sensitive
landscapes.
The draft plan has a number of key flaws that need to be addressed if the feral
deer are to be effectively controlled in Tasmania.
Firstly, the plan should put in place a realistic policy that reduces and contains
the population of feral deer in Tasmania to 10,000 by 2032. While the exact
population is unknown, it is conceivably approaching 100,000 and growing at
up to 11.5% a year, despite hunting. Such growth, if not controlled, will put
intolerable pressure on Tasmania’s magnificent native fauna and flora.
A key initiative would be to rescind the partially protected status of deer for
game in Tasmania’s Wildlife Regulations (2010) as part of the current review of
the regulations. The partial protection of deer hinders the control of the animal
by farmers and other land managers. The 2021 Australian Senate Report on
the impact of feral deer, pigs and goats called for all Australian jurisdictions to
change their existing legislative and regulatory frameworks to ensure wild deer
are treated as an environmental pest.
World Heritage Areas must be protected for current and future generations.
Ben Lomond and Douglas Apsley national parks must also be included in the
“No Deer Management Zone” and deer must be eradicated from this zone
within 10 years. The proposed “No Deer Management Zone” is a good start but
it needs significant amendments to effectively alleviate the impact of feral deer
on Tasmania’s biodiversity and cultural values. The “No Deer Zone” currently
has no timeframe for deer eradication which is not conducive to driving the
effort and money required to achieve such a zone.
The plan must re-enforce that the use of professional pest controllers
undertaking aerial and ground shooting and trapping must be part of the
range of methods utilised to eradicate feral deer from the “”No Deer” zone and
bring down the numbers in other zones. Research shows consistently that
aerial culling can have the lowest negative animal welfare impacts of all lethal
control methods and is the most effective in rugged and inaccessible
environments.

The feral deer control program is complex and should be managed by a task
force working under Biosecurity Tasmania. Feral deer are now a serious
biosecurity issue for Tasmania and have grown well beyond being a game issue
to be managed by Game Services Tasmania. For this reason, the deer control
program should be managed by Biosecurity Tasmania in conjunction with
Game Services Tasmania.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Submission to Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management
Tuesday, 30 November 2021 8:44:57 PM

To whom it may concern,
Currently the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area is at a turning point. For decades feral deer in
Tasmania have been managed as a hunting resource, and their growing environmental and agricultural damage
has been ignored.
The result is an out-of-control feral deer herd that is growing and invading environmentally-sensitive areas like
the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, the Walls of Jerusalem and the Douglas-Apsley National Park.
In the Wollongong region where I live feral deer numbers have grown exponentially over many decades.
Having no natural predator there is no automatic ecological dampener to form a balance and suppress the deer
population. I have seen the damage feral deer perpetrate on the environment which is devastating for native
fauna and flora, parks and private property alike. I would not wish the Tasmanian feral deer population to
continue to have damaging impacts on the biodiversity and agriculture alike.
Now is the time for Tasmania to use the opportunity to make realistic amendments to the Draft Deer
Management Plan. I value the native natural environment and ecosystems and to me it would be a missed
opportunity if the high-value Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Areas, including Cradle Mountain and the
Walls of Jerusalem were not adequately protected against the presence of feral deer.
While there are some positives in the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan it unfortunately it is
insufficient to protect nature, farmers and the community from the destructive impacts of deer on the
environment and society.
Feral deer in Tasmania are now a serious biosecurity issue for our environment and no longer simply a game
management issue.
In my submission I back calls by the Invasive Species Council for a final plan that ensures:
• There is support for Wildlife Regulations (2010) to be amended so deer are no longer considered a partly
protected species.
• New deer management zones ensure the entire Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area and other
protected areas are deer free.
• It sets and funds a target to reduce deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032.
• Removes red tape so farmers can control feral deer on their own land as they see fit.
I submit that the final plan should:
1. Rescind partially protected status of deer: To enable the effective management of feral deer, the plan must
support rescinding the partially protected status of deer for game in Tasmania’s Wildlife Regulations (2010) as
part of the current review of the regulations.
2. Population & impact reduction policies: The plan needs to tackle the exploding fallow deer population in
Tasmania by putting in place clear population and impact reduction policies rather than relying on old policies
aligned with maintaining a quality feral deer herd.
3. Reduce feral deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032: The plan should put in place a realistic policy that reduces and
contains the population of feral deer in Tasmania to 10,000 by 2032.
4. Natural and cultural values: In recognition of the outstanding biodiversity and cultural heritage values of
Tasmania the plan must include goals and objectives specific to the protection and conservation of natural and

cultural values.
5. Wilderness World Heritage Area | Ben Lomond | Douglas-Apsley: To protect the outstanding values of the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, Ben Lomond and Douglas Apsley national parks, these areas must
be included in the “No Deer Management Zone” and deer must be eradicated from this zone within 10 years.
6. Give land owners the tools to control deer: Land owners shouldn’t have to rely on agreements with hunters or
one off permits to effectively control deer on their own land in the Sustainable Hunting Zone. They must be
able to control feral deer as they see fit for their circumstances.
7. Professional feral deer control: The plan must re-enforce that the use of professional pest controllers
undertaking aerial and ground shooting and trapping must be part of the range of methods utilised to eradicate
feral deer from the “No Deer” zone and bring down the numbers in other zones.
8. Community engagement: Support improved community involvement, education and awareness of deer
management and the threats of feral deer to Tasmania’s precious environment and economy and to gain social
licence for control methods.
9. Immediate implementation: The plan should be implemented immediately with significant additional funding
allocated to the control program to ensure the deer population is rapidly reduced.
10. Create a special taskforce: The feral deer control program is complex and should be managed by a task force
working under Biosecurity Tasmania.
Yours sincerely,
Carol Kerstholt
___________________________

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan
Wednesday, 24 November 2021 6:02:47 PM

Thank you for the opportunity to provide feedback on the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow
Deer Management Plan.
1. The plan should put in place a realistic policy that reduces and contains the population
of feral deer in Tasmania to 10,000 by 2032 to protect the Tasmanian Wilderness World
Heritage Area and native wildlife (flora and fauna),
2. In recognition of the outstanding biodiversity and cultural heritage values of Tasmania,
the plan must include goals and objectives specific to the protection and conservation of
natural and cultural values,
3. Support improved community involvement, education and awareness of deer
management and the threats of feral deer to Tasmania’s precious environment, and
4. The plan should be implemented immediately, with significant additional funding
allocated to the control program to ensure the deer population is rapidly reduced.
Kind Regards,
Joe kielniacz

Philip & Lyndal Kimpton
email:

2 December 2021

Game Services Tasmania
Department of Primary Industries,
Parks, Water and Environment
via email: gamemanagementplan@dpipwe.tas.gov.au

Response to the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan

We are writing in response to the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan released for
comment October 2021. We live in
which falls under the “traditional deer range”, we are
hunters as well as operating a small hobby farm.
We are in agreement that steps need to be taken to manage the current deer population, however
we believe that this needs to be undertaken in such a way that ensures fallow deer are treated
humanely and avoid collateral deaths, and also balances the needs of the stakeholders which include
farmers, landowners and hunters.
After reviewing the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan (draft management plan) we
have the following comments:
1. We believe there needs to be a dedicated Deer Management team within Game Services
Tasmania that is funded appropriately to ensure that the conditions set out in the final
Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan (once finalised) are adhered to by all
stakeholders and provide a resource for ongoing measurement of population densities of
fallow deer within Tasmania.
2. In the draft management plan there are different rules in relation to tagging male deer
depending on the zone the male deer is taken in. This will create confusion where
transporting carcasses and limit the ability for authorities to prosecute or police people doing
the wrong thing as there will be no way to determine which zone a male deer was taken in
when being transported through multiple zones. As a result we believe that all male deer
should be required to be tagged regardless of the zone the animal was taken in.
3. The draft management plan allows harvesting male deer during the rut in all zones under
certain circumstances. We do not believe that harvesting male deer during the rut should be
allowed in zones 1 or 2 in any circumstance. In zone 3 the entire male deer should not be able
to be removed from the property for any reason.
4. The draft management plan outlines that annual take returns will be required in all zones, we
agree that this is important, however believe that accurate take numbers should be released
in a timely manner to enable the impact that the increased Antlerless take over the last two

years to be determined. These take returns should also include any deer taken under a crop
protection permit.
5. The draft management plan allows does to be taken during the lactating period to varying
degrees depending on the zone. We believe that the antlerless season should remain closed
in all zones during the lactating period. Whilst fawns may start to forage from 3 weeks of age,
they are still dependent for a longer time. A comparison example are lambs, lambs forage
early but still suckle for a longer period of time. If a doe is taken that has a suckling three
week old fawn, the fawn will struggle and may not survive which in and of itself is a form of
cruelty and should not be allowed to occur for any reason.
6. The draft management plan alludes to the use of baiting and other use of technological or
chemical tools this point is buried at the back of the document and goes into minimal detail
in relation to the forms and types of chemical and poisonous baits. We believe that this area
requires significant further research and planning prior to implementation. Some key areas
are in relation to:
a. The welfare of the animals being baited, as a number of poisons that have been used
historically are cruel and lead to slow painful deaths;
b. The potential for collateral damage where the baits may lead to deaths of other native
non-target species or domestic animals; and
c. Wholesale baiting will not enable accurate records of the number of animals culled
and as a result cannot be used to measure the effectiveness of the protocol.
7. We are in agreement with the need for refocused regulatory enforcement and the intention
to deliver deer hunting regulation and compliance activity to avoid anti-social or unsafe
behaviours.
Although we are in agreement that there is a need for a Fallow Deer Management Plan and for some
areas of the state to be deer free, it appears that the draft document has been compiled hastily and
as a result appears to be more of a copy and pasting of various ideas and views into one. More work
is required to ensure a Fallow Deer Management Plan is agreed upon that is responsive to the needs
of all stakeholders, but is also sympathetic to the welfare of the animals and does not result in
confusion amongst the stakeholders. We do not believe that the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer
Management Plan in its current form creates clarity or will achieve the desired outcomes for all
stakeholders.

Yours faithfully

Philip & Lyndal Kimpton

Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan - Public Submission
Reference: Invited public comment on Draft Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan
Submission by email to: gamemanagementplan@dpipwe.tas.gov.au
From: Mr Doug Laing

___________________
Dear Madam/Sir
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the above draft plan.
Disclaimer:
I am writing this submission as a private citizen. I am an ordinary member of the Invasive
Species Council (ISC), an NGO primarily concerned with the impact of invasive species on
the environment, but I am not writing on behalf of the ISC or any other non-government,
business or lobby group. The ISC has encouraged its membership to contribute a submission
and has provided relevant Tasmania specific information, some of which I have used. Other
factual material in the submission has been sourced from publicly available ACT
Government and other media resources.
Preamble:
I write as a resident of the ACT. Essentially, I am concerned that Tasmania does not
squander the opportunity to deal with its feral deer problem before it is entirely beyond
control or too expensive to tackle. These are the issues we face here, the more so because
the entire Territory border is porous and control is highly dependent upon control measures
by the neighbouring state government.
I am not directly familiar with the current state of the feral deer problem in Tasmania but I
am increasingly familiar with the problem in the ACT and surrounding NSW, especially in
the surrounding national parks and state forests estate, which include the Australian Alps
and the Kosciuszko National Park. These reserves and forests are not only critical for
conservation and endangered species habitat but also for water security for the ACT and all
points downstream. Winter and summer tourism economies are also highly reliant on the
integrity of the alpine and sub-alpine environments.
As you would be aware, the NSW Government is belatedly dealing with the feral horse
problem in the Australian Alps. As they expand in numbers, feral deer, especially larger
species like Sambar, are also increasing their populations and compounding the damage
horses continue to do to sensitive alpine ecosystems and sphagnum bogs. After the 2019-20
fires, feral pig wallows have further compounded ecosystem and bog damage.

The ACT Government has zero tolerance for both horses and deer entering the Territory
through the bordering Namadgi National Park; the ACT is an island but does not have
Tasmania’s advantage in being surrounded by water.
Feral deer have been building in number in the ACT at least since the early 1980s. In 1983
the ACT Government created a deer sighting register, which recorded 240 sightings between
1983 and 2013, when it was shut down because sightings had become so common it was no
longer useful.
In April 2019 the Canberra Times reported predictions that feral deer would begin to move
into suburbia, where they could create serious traffic hazard and property damage problems,
unless a serious effort was made to control their spread.
Modelling showed the likelihood of a significant increase in the range and density of feral
deer between 2009 and 2016 and this scenario appears to have been realised. Suburban
sightings over the past two years, possibly related to the 2019-20 bushfires, have significantly
increased in number. It is anticipated feral deer could be entrenched within the Canberra
urban environment within a decade at current reproduction rates.
Fallow deer are now prevalent in the northern half of the territory, covering about 40 to 50
per cent of the ACT, while sambar deer are distributed across the western two-thirds of the
ACT, covering more than 60 per cent. Rusa deer are known to be in a large patch of bush in
the Tinderry Ranges area, about 50 kilometres to the east of the ACT, in NSW. It is expected
that this population will eventually expand into the ACT. Seven years earlier, distribution
maps showed all species of feral deer to be confined to a very small area of northern
Canberra.
The ACT Government identifies feral deer, in particular, as a major threat to already
endangered plant and animal species due to grazing, antler rubbing, trampling, trail creation
and wallowing. They can also affect the areas that are key to the ACT’s water supply – such
as the Upper Cotter Catchment of Namadgi National Park. After the National Park and
surrounds were largely destroyed by the 2020 Orroral Valley bushfire, aerial and on-ground
control of feral deer and pig became an urgent priority to stem erosion as the environment
began its slow recovery.
The ACT branch of the Sporting Shooters' Association of Australia (SSAA) had called on the
ACT Government to consider allowing private hunting in national parks to control the feral
deer. This was rejected because of manifold potential risks and because, unlike Tasmania,
deer in the ACT are not afforded any level of protection as game animals.
Comment with specific reference to the Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management
Plan:
1. Unless the Tasmanian draft plan adopts a similar approach to the ACT in relation to
game animal status, and rescinds the partially protected status of deer for game in
Tasmania’s Wildlife Regulations (2010), efforts by farmers, public and other land
managers to control feral deer to minimise impacts on agriculture, biodiversity,
ecological restoration and amenity will continue to be hindered.
I would hope the Tasmanian Government, in this review period, will reflect the
2021 Australian Senate’s Report calling for all Australian jurisdictions to change

their existing legislative and regulatory frameworks to ensure wild deer are treated
as an environmental pest. This would maximise the ability of landholders to control
feral deer on their land and for park managers to control feral deer in Tasmania’s
World Heritage Areas and national parks.
2. The current plan appears to re-enforce hunter focused policies that have seen feral
deer populations explode in Tasmania from a few thousand in the 1970s to now
approaching 100,000 and covering 27% of the state, rather than putting in place
clear population and impact reduction policies. (Research undertaken through the
University of Tasmania indicates fallow deer may already number upwards of
100,000 and occupy 56% of the state with an annual population increase of 11.5%).
Past experience across Australia shows that hunter lobbies have little or no interest
in supporting population reduction policies, despite all scientific evidence to the
contrary. There is no evidence that hunter activities substantially contribute to
population reduction policies.
3. The plan should, therefore, aim to reduce and contain the population of feral deer
in Tasmania to 10,000 by 2032, and contain the feral deer range to the Midlands
area of Tasmania. This would provide ample opportunity for recreational hunting.
This should be accompanied by an immediate injection of additional funding to
ensure a rapid and effective start to reduction of the deer population, particularly in
environmentally sensitive areas.
4. It is good that the draft plan includes social and population goals, but given the
outstanding biodiversity and cultural heritage values recognised within the ambit
of the plan, it will ultimately be sub-optimal unless it includes objectives that are
specific to the protection and conservation of natural and cultural values.
5. The “No Deer Management Zone” must include all of the Tasmanian Wilderness
World Heritage Area currently subject or likely in future to be subject to the plan, as
well as the Ben Lomond and Douglas Apsley national parks, with feral deer to be
eradicated from these zones within 10 years.
The idea of a “No Deer Management Zone” has merit, but without a clearly stated
timeframe for deer eradication the plan would be unambitious, with a low
measurement of success through managing down or containing deer numbers if and
where possible. This low benchmark can be inferred from the intention to sanction
retention of feral deer in parts of the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area,
Ben Lomond and Douglas-Apsley national parks by proposing deer be placed in a
“Sustainable Hunting” or “Mixed Management Zone”. This would be entirely
inconsistent with the stated purpose of a national park or biodiversity conservation
reserve.
6. Aside from the impact on nature conservation (point 5 above), I am also concerned
the Sustainable Hunting Zone, as currently defined, would severely restrict farmers
and landholders by imposing ‘take’ limits and seasonal exclusions for controlling
deer on their properties, without a property-based Wildlife Management Plan agreed
to by hunters. Landholders must be able to control feral deer in the Sustainable
Hunting Zone on their land as they see fit for their circumstances.

7. The plan must reinforce the primacy of professional pest controllers undertaking
aerial and ground shooting, and trapping as key parts of the methods for eradicating
feral deer from the ‘No Deer’ zone, and to bring down deer numbers in other zones.
Aerial culling has been shown to be the most humane and effective of lethal control
methods, particularly in rugged and inaccessible environments.
8. The plan must also include support for improved community involvement,
education and awareness of the rationale and necessity for deer management, and
the economic costs of failing to control these animals, and to gain community ‘buyin’ for chosen control methods.
9. In this context, a thorough cost-benefit analysis should be part of the plan, given
current estimates that the cost of effectively controlling feral deer in Tasmania
would be $1.8 million annually compared to the annual $100 million feral animal
control could already be costing the Tasmanian community and economy.
10. Feral deer are now a serious biosecurity issue for Tasmania. Numbers have grown
well beyond this being solely a game issue managed by Game Services Tasmania. It
would, therefore, make sense for bureaucratic management of the deer control
program to be given over to a task force under the guidance of Biosecurity
Tasmania in conjunction with Game Services Tasmania.
Thank you for the opportunity to make this submission. I look forward to a final plan that
will effectively protect the environment from the ravages of feral deer, uphold the rights of
landholders to control feral deer on their land free of reference to hunters, while ensuring
that genuine hunters and sporting shooters continue to be able to legitimately pursue their
recreation.

Yours sincerely
Doug Laing

26th November 2021

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Management plan
Friday, 3 December 2021 6:18:41 PM

Hello.
As a hunter I can not stand to see the proposed miss-management that is planned. The culling of deer by baiting
or Ariel culling will be inhumane and costly. Hunters generate enormous revenue for the state and small
communities. Why are we not opening more free range hunting areas without the restriction of ballots and
seasons. My personal thoughts are to remove all tag and bag limits. Also hunters without access to private
property need more options free of time and slot constraints to harvest deer and actually have some chance at
successfully achieving that goal. I suggest these options be trialled for a few years prior to the drastic and
devastating proposals being tabled.
Kind Regards
Josh Ling
Sent from my iPhone

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Feral deer
Friday, 3 December 2021 5:55:51 AM

To whom it may concern,
Feral deer are already in World Heritage area!
I live around
and deer are regularly coming from the World Heritage
Central Plateau to graze on the fields below.
They are opportunistic feeders. Contacts at UTAS, (I have a BCA with Honours), have
reported that property owners in the midlands, have had their regeneration efforts
destroyed by feral deer.
Closer to home, I have witnessed feral deer jumping fences and destroying vegetation.
They should be controlled before they affect the World Heritage Areas.
Yours faithfully,
Deborah Lynch

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Deer management plan
Tuesday, 23 November 2021 4:22:00 PM

Hello,
Can you please make it legal for restaurants to use culled deer. I think this is
environmentally friendly and will also motivate a new industry of supplying restaurants.
Thanks!
Ronan

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Submission to Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan
Thursday, 2 December 2021 10:41:09 AM

To whom it may concern,
The Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan is a significant step forward, in that it broadly
recognises the vast extent and critical nature of the problem, and the urgent need to reduce the population, in
terms both of its out-of-control-and-growing total numbers, and its disastrous incursion into some one-third of
the State and beyond.
A major causal factor to this imbroglio is that, for decades, deer in Tasmania have been managed from a
standpoint that prioritises their maintenance as a hunting resource; because of which, their growing numbers,
incursion and associated environmental and agricultural damage has apparently been largely ignored.
The result is an out-of-control feral deer herd that is growing and spreading – invading environmentallysensitive areas like the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, the Walls of Jerusalem and DouglasApsley National Park.
It is obviously essential that, as the Draft Feral Deer Management Plan recognises in principle, the total herd
numbers be reduced as rapidly and effectively as possible from the present level of some 100,000, to within the
10,000 population of decades ago, contained within one tightly managed inland area.  
This requires their total eradication from all the rest of the State – including in particular from those areas of
uniquely important environmental, cultural and historical significance.
Consequently, the further development of the Draft Plan must clearly recognise, and be shaped by, the
recognition that feral deer in Tasmania are now a critically serious biosecurity risk for all of Tasmania; no
longer simply a game management issue.
To ensure this will be achieved within the horizon set, the Plan must clearly lay out a specific array of
sequential targets and high-impact reduction strategies, plans and methods, drawing on learnings from
contemporary feral pest reduction programs conducted in other jurisdictions or countries (such as New
Zealand).
Accordingly, I advance the following specific issues or enabling actions as essential to the development of the
final Management Plan.
1. Rescind partially protected status of deer. Continuation of that status is an impediment at odds with the
purpose of the Plan; to enable the effective management of feral deer, the plan must support rescinding the
partially protected status of deer for game in Tasmania’s Wildlife Regulations (2010) as part of the current
review of the regulations.
2. Give landowners the necessary level of agency and autonomy to control deer. Landowners should not have
to rely on agreements with hunters or one-off permits to control and clear deer on their own land; particularly
those in the Sustainable Hunting Zone; or, indeed, elsewhere, for that matter . They must be able to control feral
deer as they see fit in terms of their own needs and circumstances
3. Wilderness World Heritage Area | Ben Lomond | Douglas-Apsley to be priority deer eradication areas. To
protect the outstanding values of the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, Ben Lomond and Douglas
Apsley national parks, these areas must be included in the “No Deer Management Zone” and deer must be
eradicated from this zone well within the 10-year horizon of the Plan.
4. Professional contemporary best practice feral deer eradication and control methods must be prioritised. The
plan must re-enforce that the use of professional pest controllers undertaking aerial and ground shooting and
trapping must be part of the range of methods utilised to eradicate feral deer from the “No Deer” zone and bring
down the numbers in other zones. As indicated, these action-stages should be informed by learnings from
comparable feral pest eradication programs in other jurisdictions – as a key example, the feral deer management
programs in New Zealand.
5. Create a special taskforce under Biosecurity Tasmania. The experience in other jurisdictions in relation to
feral deer and other such feral pest eradications, demonstrates that such a program is complex and, as essentially
a biosecurity threat issue, should be managed by a task force under Biosecurity Tasmania leadership.
6. Community engagement will be an essential contributor to the program’s success.   Because of the
necessarily radical change of focus in respect to feral deer, one aspect of the total complexity will necessarily be

to build improved community involvement, education and awareness of deer management and the threats of
feral deer to Tasmania’s precious environment and economy; to gain and enhance “social licence” for the more
drastic but essential control methods required to be deployed.
7. Immediate implementation; appropriate enabling year-on-year funding; and annual, reframing reviews. The
plan should be implemented immediately upon approval to its final version; necessarily with the allocation of
the significant additional funding required to achieve its purpose and objectives within the time horizons set.
Similarly, the effective implementation of the program will necessarily require comprehensive annual progress
reviews in terms of achievements against objectives in each aspect and area of operation, and thence an
essentially important recasting of programs, objectives, strategies, required target numbers, etc - for the next
year of operation.
Accordingly, it is to be applauded that the Tasmanian government has already initiated – and is already well
advanced upon - a comprehensive state-wide “stocktake,” area-by-area across the state of Tasmania - of the
numbers and distribution of the total feral deer “herd”. This provides an essential set of specific benchmark
data against which progress will be measured and confirmed at each stage.
In conclusion, my thanks for the opportunity to provide these comments; in the hope that my input may be
useful to the completion and successful implementation of this extremely important Feral Deer Eradication and
Control Plan.
Yours sincerely,
Lynden Macgregor
___________________________

Farmpoint
DPIPWE
PO Box 46
King’s Meadows
TASMANIA 7249
Dear Review Team,

Submission re Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan
Introduction
Thank you for the opportunity to respond to the Discussion Draft of this important Plan, which is essential to the
sustainment of Tasmania’s natural and indigenous heritage values, together with the unique national and global
significance of its conservation areas, recognised in its extraordinary array of listed World Heritage Areas.
It is also of critical importance to the future of the State’s high-value agriculture and rural industries; to relieve the
increasingly damaging impacts upon peri-urban areas; to community amenity, public health and well-being.
I make this Submission as a private citizen, based on appreciations gained through variously repeated visits through
the two decades of the 1980s and 1990s, and then again more intensively and extensively a decade ago.
Overall, I support the purpose and direction of the Draft Plan in terms of the urgent need to make major reductions
to both the numbers and widening geographic spread of the exploding feral deer population; to be achieved in a
sequence of structured stages, year on year, as rapidly as is practically achievable.
An excellent first step already taken is the instigation of a state-wide survey and “census” to provide a
comprehensive “benchmark” analysis, to inform implementation strategies and enable measurement of progress.
But my support is qualified, so I lead in with three over-arching issues driving my concerns.

1. The acceleration through recent decades of the scale, scope and growth potential of the feral deer
problem demonstrates that it can no longer be framed as a game-management issue, nor still about
maintaining a quality deer herd for hunting. It is now primarily about major biosecurity risk.
The inadequacy of the game-herd approach is illustrated by the trend-line analysis of populations included with the
Draft Plan. From relatively stable low numbers prior to 1985, through the next 35 years to 2020 the numbers
increased to more like 100,000, with a present natural increase potential of some 11.5% per annum.
In addition to its rapidly increasing density, the herd’s distribution has expanded from one relatively small inland
area, to now across at least 27% of the State’s total area, continuing to spread as the numbers continue to grow.
This has been achieved by the feral deer despite the reductions sought to be achieved by a primary reliance on
recreational hunting as the sole control measure.
That game-and-recreational-hunter centred policy framework through those years has demonstrably held back any
effective reduction and control of feral deer; hence the population numbers have grown out of control and the herd
has spread unhindered.
So, a significant conceptual failing of the Draft Plan as presented, is its pervasive game-herd-and-recreationalhunter-focused mindset.
Feral deer in Tasmania (as also elsewhere) now pose an overwhelmingly serious biosecurity risk – as recognised and
prioritised in the May 2021 Report of the Senate Committee Inquiry into the Impacts of Feral Deer, Pigs and Goats
in Australia and its Recommendations.
The Plan must necessarily be refocused from a biosecurity risk perspective.
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2. The Senate Committee Report Implications and the National Context.
The environmental problem of feral deer is one affecting all States of Australia to a significant degree, and, while onground mitigation programs are a matter for each State, the national implications bear upon Federal responsibilities,
legislation and associated arrangements – most obviously the Federal Environment Protection and Biodiversity
Conservation Act (1999), also the World Heritage Areas and UNESCO responsibilities.
Because the various States and Territories vary markedly in their approaches (In Victoria and New South Wales,
where the deer problem is also of major significance, their approach, as in Tasmania, is complicated by a similar
game-management and recreational-hunting basis, with some protections for deer; other jurisdictions lack that
complication) - the focus of the Senate Inquiry Report was on shaping a common, effective national approach.
Hence these relevant Recommendations; (6), (8) and (9):
[8] That all Australian jurisdictions make any necessary changes to their existing legislative and regulatory
frameworks to:
- ensure that wild deer are treated as an environmental pest,
- maximise the ability of landholders to control feral deer on their land, and
- maximise the ability of park rangers to control feral deer in World Heritage Areas and National Parks.
[9] That Commonwealth, State and Territory Governments should commit to eliminating feral deer
populations in World Heritage Areas, areas of national environmental significance and national
biodiversity hotspots.
[6] That a stand-alone Key Threatening Process listing for feral deer under the Environment Protection and
Biodiversity Conservation Act (1999) be adopted, accompanied by a Threat Abatement Plan, to elevate the
focus on controlling deer impacts.
This Report also foreshadows the completion and adoption of a proposed National Feral Deer Action Plan, a process
which will certainly interact with, and have implications, for each jurisdiction (see: https://feraldeerplan.org.au/ ).
The Report also notes the establishment of a National Deer Management Coordinator with an integrative role
between the jurisdictions, and who has been tasked with providing an Annual Report to the Commonwealth, State
and Territory Parliaments, on progress made under the proposed national action plans, as well as being an
interactive communication link between all the jurisdictions and their feral deer reduction programs.
[ The inaugural National Deer Management Coordinator is Dr Annelise Wiebkin, appointed to the position in
October 2020; based in South Australia, with a multi-disciplinary team in support]
The finalisation of this Tasmanian Wild Deer Management Plan and associated arrangements, should be informed
by, and reflect, the May 2021 Recommendations (8) and (9) of the Senate Committee, as above.
3. The Draft Plan as it stands reads as more of an assemblage of good intentions and broad, generalisatised
indicators of direction, rather than embodying a tightly focused and structured sequence of specific
sequential targets, stage by stage, within the annual time frames, which is necessarily required to meet
the vast challenges which now confront the State.
We know where we are now: with some 100,000 feral deer across some 27% of the state and spreading, with a
natural annual increase potential of 11.5%.
We know the desired result: a tightly managed herd of no more than 10,000 feral deer within a defined central area.
We surely realise that the “heavy lifting” essential to ensure we get there, must be done in the initial 3-5 years of
the program, or risk just going on chipping away in perpetuity, without ever fully achieving that desired result.
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We surely realise that (while never publicly deploying such divisive terminology in the interests of maintaining
“social licence” and public support (see Point (viii) below) that this plan is essentially driven by the urgent need to
achieve the total extermination of feral deer across all of the State except that small central area.
But we appear still to lack a specific, credible, detailed Action Implementation Plan – and such a credible, detailed
action plan is likely to be an essential requirement in securing the necessary Government Funding for the program.
Following on from these highlighted concerns, several other related or attendant aspects require attention:
(i)

The Plan must support - and achieve - the rescinding of the Partially Protected status of deer as game
in Tasmania’s Wildlife Regulations (2010), via the present review of those Regulations.

The efforts of farmers and of managers of both public and private land to minimise impacts on agriculture,
environmental protection, biodiversity conservation, ecological restoration and general amenity, will continue to be
hindered under this plan by bureaucratic processes and permits consequent on the present partially protected
status of feral deer for purposes of game hunting.
Any such Partially Protected status is inconsistent with the recommendations of the Senate Inquiry into the Impact
of Feral Deer, Pigs and Goats, highlighted above. – and totally at odds with the objectives of the Draft Plan.
(ii)

The feral deer control program is complex and multi-faceted and should most appropriately be
managed by a multi-disciplinary task force operating under the aegis of Biosecurity Tasmania

As discussed above, the feral deer problem is now vastly more than a simple game issue which can be effectively
managed by Game Services Tasmania; but is now an overwhelmingly serious biodiversity threat issue for the State.
Hence the integrated task force should be established under the overall leadership of Biosecurity Tasmania - in
conjunction with and input from Game Services Tasmania as a significant stakeholder entity.
(iii)

Recognising the unique biodiversity and cultural heritage values of Tasmania, the plan must include
and highlight goals and objectives specific to the conservation of those natural and cultural values.

While the draft plan includes mention of social and cultural goals, these are vague and not targeted at the protection
and conservation of those specific natural and cultural values: and those specific targets should be more precisely
articulated in the Plan.
(iv)

To protect the outstanding values of the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, also the Ben
Lomond and Douglas Apsley National Parks, these areas MUST be included in the “No Deer
Management Zone” and deer fully eradicated from these elements within no more five (5) years.

Consistently with the recommendation of the Senate Committee Report above, the determination of the “No Deer
Management Zone” requires significant amendment, to alleviate as soon as possible the destructive impacts of these
feral deer on such uniquely important elements of Tasmania’s biodiversity and cultural values.
The proposed “No Deer Zone” has presently no time frame for achieving total deer eradication. This could be taken
to infer that containing deer numbers at lesser levels may be all that needs to be achieved. But such a compromised
approach would clearly be inadequate from any perspective – and certainly from that of the Senate Committee
recommendations and of other relevant legislation (the EPBC Act 1999 in particular).
It is therefore of significant concern that the retention of feral deer in parts of the Tasmanian Wilderness Area, and
of the Ben Lomond and Douglas Apsley National Parks – is assumed by proposing that these elements be placed in
the “Sustainable Hunting Zone” or the “Mixed Management Zone”. That approach is entirely unacceptable.
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Each of these vitally important areas – the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, the Ben Lomond National
Park, and the Douglas Apsley National Park - MUST be ranked as high profile “No Deer” sub-areas in their entirety.
Similarly, recognizing their outstanding importance, the Plan MUST embody the objective that they be cleared of all
feral deer over a period of no more than five (5) years
(v)

Those points above apart, the “zoning approach” of reducing the population within no more than a
decade to no more than 10,000 and containing these feral deer in the Midlands area is entirely
feasible and supported as a balanced outcome, which thus continues to provide an ample ongoing
opportunity to enable the continuation of recreational hunting.

(vi)

However, landowners in the Sustainable Hunting Zone should not have to rely on agreements with
hunters or one-off permit processes to reduce and effectively control deer numbers on their own
land– they must be able to control and manage feral deer as they see fit for their circumstances

In the Sustainable Hunting Zone farmers will be severely restricted by significant “take” limits and seasonal
exclusions for controlling deer on their properties unless and until they develop a “Property-based Wildlife
Management Plan” that is agreed by hunters – as they would by the alternative of a one-off permit being sought for
a limited time for less restrictive control – which is subject to assessment by the department.
Such restrictions would be at odds with the purpose and objectives of the plan both in terms of holding the
population within a limit of 10,000 and thus the need to offset a level of natural increase estimated by the University
of Tasmania to be at some 11.5% per annum, and of freeing high-value agriculture from the impacts of feral deer.
These farmers should be enabled to maintain their properties under levels of deer control and exclusion as they
deem to be required for effective operation of their properties.
(vii)

Given the inadequacy of “recreational hunting” to achieve significant annual reductions, the Plan must
prioritise the use of professional pest controllers to undertake effective aerial and ground based
shooting, plus trapping where appropriate, as key elements to be employed - both intensively in
respect of the “No Deer” zones; to bring down the numbers to the desired minimum in the other.

The limitations and drawbacks and inadequacy to the scale of the task of recreational hunters, were explored in
detail at Pages 99-103 of the May 2021 Report of the Senate Committee inquiry into the Impacts of Feral Deer (q.v.).
Research consistently shows that aerial culling can have the lowest negative animal welfare impacts of all lethal
control methods; and is proven to be the most effective in rugged and relatively inaccessible terrain.
Similarly, as evidence presented to the Senate Inquiry attests, aerial culling can be much more effective far beyond
those areas, give the comments to the Committee (q.v.) as to the “learning and evasion” demonstrated by deer –
which are, of course, intelligent sentient beings with inherent adaptive instincts – in respect of repeated interactions
with daylight ground shooters. (Night shooting with spotlights and other technical aids is demonstrated to be a
different far more productive strategy - either in conjunction with, supplementary to, or alternative to, day shooting.

(viii)

Support for the final Plan must be built via public education and enhanced awareness of deer
management and the threats of feral deer to: Tasmania’s unique and precious environment; historical
values; indigenous heritage; and both the state’s economy and public health and wellbeing. Such a
public education and information program will assist the Plan to gain a strong “social license” and
broad community support for the program’s purpose and operations.

As with the ongoing review and update of the operational plan itself, this aspect will of course be informed by
learnings from other jurisdictions across Australia, and from those of the programs and processes in New Zealand.
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(ix)

The Plan must be resourced with significant additional funding allocated to ensure its effective
operation in all aspects, and thus fully equipped to ensure that all its objectives will be achieved.

It has been estimated that the cost of such a program to achieve effective reduction and control of feral deer across
Tasmania would be in the order of $1.8 million annually.
But the cost implications of not now taking effective action, are potentially much greater.
Indeed, a cost outlay of $1.8 million annually is just under 2% of the $100 million which the present extent of the
feral deer incursion is already likely costing the Tasmanian community and economy each year.
As that cost estimate is slightly dated and costs are presently creeping upwards, it would perhaps be most conducive
to the success of the enterprise to secure an allocation of, (say),$2.0 million a year or $10 million over a 5-year
forward period, with further funding beyond June 2027 to be subject to a full review of the then situation.
(x)

The Plan should be implemented immediately upon approval, the first year necessarily being a “test,
prove and learn” initialisation period, with the firm objective of achieving the greatest possible levels
of reduction in those areas of highest need (environmental and agricultural)

The results achieved in that first year then provides an effective “base-line” of in-depth operational data and
analysis, to fine tune and enhance the next year’s implementation strategies, and so on.
(xi)

Stoppage of any further “leakages” of deer from existing or new deer farms is also essential.

Background materials I have previously read on the subject indicate that the feral herd’s natural increase and
expansion has in the past been augmented by escapes, accidental releases, and allegedly also by intentional
releases, of stock from operating deer farms – or from unsuccessful farm enterprises going out of business and
releasing unwanted residual animals.
I note, and fully support, the comments in the plan as to separate but connected processes to ensure that
appropriately high standards of fencing and enclosure are to be mandated, to be implemented and maintained in
good condition by all present deer farms and any that may seek to be established in the future.
That is a necessary measure to prevent any future recurrence of such stock leakages, precluding new outbreak
groups of feral deer appearing in new or already fully cleared areas.
It is then essential that compliance with mandated fencing standards is verified for each deer farm which carries
deer stock, and the ongoing maintenance of that fencing assured, by a regime of periodic verifying inspections.
(A further thought: As the cost of high standard deer-proof fencing – as noted by the Senate Committee – is a
significant expense item for those farmers, perhaps the Government might consider providing an inducement to
smaller operators and hobby farmers to ensure compliance – perhaps in the nature of modest interest-free
loans…?).

(xii)

What is your disposal plan for up to 100,000 or more feral deer carcasses?

Such areas as National Parks, the Wilderness World Heritage Area, and many Local Government Areas, are going to
find themselves presented with the problem of dead deer in unprecedented numbers.
Areas which, in the past, have perhaps never been confronted with such an issue, which will affect them particularly
in the high-targeting initial year or so; and then as an ongoing concern through the successive high-impact years until
some five-ten years in the future when the desired small, localised herd is achieved, and the situation stabilises.
5

I note that this question was discussed by the Senate Committee, because of the scale of the issue in other
jurisdictions across the country, and the result of their deliberations is presented as their Recommendation (10):
(10) That all Australian jurisdictions implement frameworks to support the commercial harvesting of feral
deer as part of an overall deer management strategy.
At first glance that seems a sensible and logical approach, a commercial solution that provides offsetting benefits to
the considerable costs of an eradication and management program.
But other background material suggests that the Committee’ approach may be problematic for Tasmania.
I am aware that the Tasmanian Deer Farmers in particular, have in the past strongly - and understandably - opposed
such an approach as setting competition detrimental to their present business model and a potentially critical threat
to their operational viability.
Whether for farmed venison, or pet food, or probably more appropriately both, such an industry processing “wild
caught” feral deer meat, operating in competition, could undercut their operation and drive them out of business.
Alternatively: if operating in collaboration with those existing deer farmers and their supply chains, the dramatically
increased scales of operation and its pressures could overstretch their capacity unsustainably, unless new mainland
or overseas markets could be established.
Of course, however well-funded and extensive, a marketing campaign to secure new mainland and overseas markets
for “Wild-Sourced” deer products would be in fierce competition with similar campaigns from NSW, Victoria,
Queensland, SA, and WA; each facing similar gargantuan feral deer product clearance problems.
A complex issue requiring to be resolved between all the affected parties, locally, state-wide, and nationally.
In Conclusion
I thank you again for the opportunity to provide comments in relation to the Discussion Draft of the Tamanian Wild
Fallow Deer Management Plan, and respectfully submit my thoughts in this document, in the hope that they may be
of use in your deliberative processes and the finalisation of an effective, comprehensive Management Plan of great
long-term benefit to the State of Tasmania.
With best wishes.

Rupert Macgregor
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Deer Management Plan
FW: Submission on the Fallow Deer Management plan
Monday, 21 February 2022 11:56:44 AM

From: Neil McCormick <neil-mccormick@outlook.com>
Sent: Sunday, 7 November 2021 9:07 PM
To: Deer Management Plan <DeerManagementPlan@dpipwe.tas.gov.au>
Subject: Submission on the Fallow Deer Management plan

Please find attached my submission of the draft fallow deer management plan.
Regards
Neil McCormick

Sent from

Submission on Draft Five Year Management Plan for Fallow Deer in Tasmania

Please accept my comments on the draft.

1. I would like to see more detail on “partnerships” to avoid anti-social or
unsafe behaviour. I believe that there should be a clear statement that
there will be no reduction in compliance officers given that relaxing of
current regulations in parts of Zone 2 and all of Zone 3 is likely to result
in increased illegal activities throughout the deer range. If partnerships
are expected with private individuals, it is clear we have no legal
capacity to reduce or control the above behaviour.
2. I am concerned at the statement that deer browsing can have
significant impacts on native ecosystem structure. Deer are
predominantly grazers and almost exclusively occupy the same
landscape in Tasmania as sheep and cattle. Most of these areas cannot
be described as natural landscapes as they have been continually and
significantly altered and developed for the last 200 years. The
implication that removing deer from these landscapes will reduce the
impact on native ecosystem structures ignores the ongoing effect of
domestic stock. Where deer occupy a landscape that is natural and
native, they are likely to be in Zone 3 and should be removed as should
domestic stock.
3. A twelve-month unlimited take of deer from parts of Zone 2 and all of
Zone 3 will include culling of does with dependant fawns at foot. I do
not believe the statement that 3-week-old fawns can be weaned and
survive. Ask farmers how many calves and lambs can be effectively
weaned 3-weeks-old and survive. If this goes ahead, it will potentially
attract unwarranted attention from animal rights groups and as usual,
the hunters and landowners will become the villains even though we
completely disagree with this management practice. The statement

that “light touch policies” will continue to ensure basic animal welfare
protection will not stand close scrutiny.
4. I believe the introduction of baiting and chemical control will be
strongly opposed by the general public, as it always has in the past,
particularly where deer and native animals occupy the same
landscape. To give the Management Plan public credibility, it should
clearly state that poisoning (chemical control) will not be used to
control deer.
5. Non tagging of harvested male deer in any zones is not acceptable.
Untagged males found in vehicles will always have come from no
control areas and compliance will be impossible. This proposal will
open the entire deer range to systematic poaching and the
accompanying illegal behaviour will undermine existing Property Based
Game Management Plans, which have significant benefits for
landowners. Currently, policing of illegal behaviour concerning deer
suffers from limited resources and non-tagging of males harvested will
make control virtually impossible.
6. The Plan cites a closing date for antlerless deer of November 16th. This
date is three weeks too late as most bucks will have cast their antlers
by then and technically, they are considered antlerless. They can be
shot accidently, mistaken for does or deliberately taken. An antlerless
season that runs from the middle of March till the middle of October, a
period of seven months, is more than adequate to carry out effective
herd control.
7. I am a bit bemused that the reference material for this Management
Plan includes the Potts report which predicted outlandish deer
population growth and includes false assertions that Doe fawns can
breed at four months of age and that Does regularly produce twin
fawns and yet completely ignores the comprehensive study of the
Tasmanian Fallow deer herd by Brian Murphy. This report is likely the
most detailed study of a fallow deer herd anywhere in the world and is
the template for deer management around Australia and elsewhere in
the world.

I believe this Management Plan has the potential to be widely accepted by
hunters, landowners and the general public and to end unwarranted criticism
of deer and deer hunting in Tasmania. It will be closely scrutinised by all,
most particularly the people that want deer eradicated from Tasmania. Any
shortcomings will be exploited in the media and presented as failings of the
plan, so a fool proof design with no obvious shortcomings will be vital to its
success.
Regards
Neil McCormick

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
guy.barnett@parliament.tas.gov.au
Proposed 5 Year Management plan for Fallow Deer
Monday, 29 November 2021 2:13:29 PM

I have previously submitted my opinions of the draft proposal but after attending the
information session at Brighton, I would like to add some comments.
I have real concerns about the graph showing the population trend of Fallow deer in
Tasmania. The entire 5 Year plan is built around the premise that the population is getting
out of control and urgent action needs to be taken. The graph shows a series of widely
spread points with a neat line drawn through the middle. Statistically this graph would not
stand any reasonable scrutiny. There doesn't appear to be any explanation about why the
spotlight results vary so wildly and extreme points on the graph have been included when
the norm is to eliminate widely spread points as aberrations from the norm. Despite this
graph being put up as a centrepiece for action, it takes no account of the following;

1. The management of deer in Tasmania has altered very significantly in the last two
years with unlimited antlerless takes and increased tags for culling males,
2. The Department reports that totals of 20,000 deer and 30,000 were culled in the
last two calculated periods. For some reason the 2020 results have not been made
available. this should show a trend and needs to be released as soon as possible.
Ideally, before any decision is made on the plan, the 2021 results should also be
available. Given the comprehensive aerial census determined that the total herd
population in the survey area was approximately 54,000 deer, there seems to be a
problem with numbers that has to be resolved before any long term decisions are
made.
3. The Management Objective 3 includes the statement, "Continue to provide
evidence-based deer management". As it stands, I am finding it difficult to accept
any of the evidence supplied so far as being credible.
Whilst I agree that separating the existing herd into various management Zones has merit,
lumping the TWWHA and National Parks in with the outlying herds that have arisen from
farm escapes or deliberate releases makes no sense. The TWWHA and National Parks will
require very specific control including techniques not acceptable in the other areas
including helicopter and chemical control. This is the area that elicits the most criticism
that is then spread to the rest of the traditional deer range that is well managed and an
asset to landowners, local businesses and to hunters. At the very least, we have to have
some idea of how many deer are in the TWWHA and in National Parks. It could be dozens,
or hundreds or thousands, until we know, we don't know how difficult the problem is. I
believe there should be a Zone 4 which includes the TWWHA, National Parks and other
areas where control by traditional methods is not acceptable. If nothing else, this will take

the negative focus away from the traditional deer range and where the Department can
report progress on elimination of the herds.
The other outlying herds often occur on private land or areas like State Forest where
traditional control can be organised with recreational hunters and with unlimited seasons
and takes.
I have concerns about the very loose regulations proposed throughout the traditional
range, Zone 1 and the managed areas in Zone 2. Zone 1 has operated well for nearly 200
years and is widely agreed that populations in this zone are not a problem and easily
managed under the existing regulations. The proposal has been described as property
based deregulation with landowners choosing to either look after the herd or totally
destroy it. In drought years, rather than using the existing provisions to reduce herd size, a
total cull of all and any deer for 12 months will be allowed. This will impact surrounding
responsible property owners and their hunters and make policing all but impossible. As it
stands, a property owner who wants no or few deer can do that under the current
provisions so I see no reason to change what is working.
The proposed plan states that "three week old fawns can be weaned" which is of course,
totally ridiculous. If the Department proposes to "Continue to provide evidence-based
deer management", the plan has to provide scientifically sound information as justification
for proposed changes. Statements like that put an element of doubt into the entire
document.
Regards
Neil McCormick

Sent from

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Deer on private farming land
Wednesday, 1 December 2021 7:09:30 AM

Hello,
I have a wool growing property called
.
Deer are an increasing problem. They eat grass that reduces the number of sheep the property can.carry, they
destroy my crops and wreck my fences.
They reduce my income.
I wish to be able to control them on my own land and not be restricted by government kowtowing to hunters.
Yours faithfully
James Michael Moore
Sent a from my iPad

1 December 2021
Game Services Tasmania,
DPIPWE.
To whom it may concern
Response to Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan 2021
1. The Plan sets out Social and Deer Population Goals supported by
Management Objectives. However, the Management Objectives do not
stipulate any tangible, measurable outcomes within the five-year period of
the Plan. The Goals in themselves have merit but become only notional
without more precise supporting objectives. The wording of the
Management Objectives basically is that of sub-Goals. The adage that you
cannot manage what you do not measure is pertinent.
2. The Goals and the Strategy of the Plan suffer from significant internal
conflict. Maintaining the deer population as a hunting resource and
protecting primary production and biodiversity would seem extremely
difficult if not impossible. The evidence within the Plan essentially
supports this conclusion. The politics of the situation are understood but
the Plan is weakened by not confronting the issue.
3. The five-year Plan may have merit as a stepping stone towards the
longer-term Goal of eradication.
4. The Plan seriously lacks detail on the mechanics and responsibility for its
implementation. Other matters related to specific proposed actions within
the Plan are unexplained. There is promise of implementation strategies to
be made public after the Plan is adopted. “The Tasmanian Government
intends to prepare a rolling implementation strategy which outlines the
specific timelines, priorities, actions, resourcing requirements, and
evaluation/reporting processes to ensure that the five-year Plan is
delivered”. No indication is given as to how this implementation strategy
will be promulgated nor any suggestion that there will be further
consultation with stakeholders. Support for the Plan is surely dependent
on acceptance of the implementation strategies.
5. In summary, the document attempts to appease opposing agendas,
placating and sustaining hunting interests whilst responding to the
inescapable threats to agriculture, forestry and environmental
management. The listing of deer management changes and initiatives
since 2018 does not appear to have been effective against the increase in
the deer population. The trend line over this period shows an increase in
excess of 25%. Clearly, the attempt fails.
It was pleasing to read the acknowledgement of the Aboriginal People as the
custodians of the land. A small but important pedantic correction applies to the
use of the word “continual”. Continual means occurring at regular intervals. As
the Aboriginal People have an unbroken history of being custodians, it would be
more correct to use the word “continuing” or “continuous”.

In my research into the issue of feral deer in Tasmania, I found a very cogently
argued document, “Feral Deer Control: A Strategy for Tasmania.”, prepared by
the Invasive Species Council in August 2021.
I would urge Government to adopt the more courageous approach embodied in
this document to ensure better protection of agriculture, forestry, and the
environment from the destruction resulting from the feral deer population.
Yours sincerely,

A/Prof (retired) Alan Morgan
B. Agr.Sci. (Melb), M.Agr.Sci. (LaTrobe), B.Ed. (Melb), Dip Micro.
(Monash).
Freycinet Tourism Operator (Retired).
Member GSBC NRM Committee.

To: Farmpoint DPIPWE
Email: DeerManagementPlan@dpipwe.tas.gov.au
From:

Subject: Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management – Submission
Date: 2 December 2021
Purpose:
To contribute a solution for consideration, adding to a diverse range of tools in the toolbox to
benefit the outcomes of a successfully implemented Deer Management Plan – Tasmania.
The protection of biodiversity assets remains paramount to the Tasmanian community, balancing
recreation hunting in conjunction with the ultimate care of the incredible Tasmanian wilderness
areas particularly from the impact of invasive wild fallow deer.
Solutions to mitigate the impact of feral deer should not only be science based but be innovative
technology-based systems as well.
Introduction:
I am passionate about conservation and align closely the biodiversity value within Tasmania as that
within New Zealand.
My professional experience comes from forty years balancing livestock management systems within
sensitive environments in NZ. After decades supervising farming red deer, fallow and Wapiti animals
plus owning a deer farm myself, I know too well the destruction and impact that deer can have on
fragile environments.
So have spent considerable time protecting biodiversity assets with innovative fencing solutions.
I now work throughout Australia with Gallagher Animal Management and hold a key relationship
with Landcare Australia and as a deliberate partnership, assign our technology to protecting
biodiversity assets.
Eighty percent of my work is in conjunction with 17 Territory Managers around Australia providing
permanent electric fence systems with digital remote alert monitoring for immediate intervention.
We have testimonials from land managers experiencing how we can change the behaviour of
invasive species within Australian environs.
We provide significant options for guardians of the land to effectively control the impacts of invasive
animals on their land holdings. Our business is about animal management and offering technologybased solutions for land managers.

Existing Containment Solutions – For Biodiversity Protection

Bunyip State Park, VIC. Excluding deer to protect native flora Gallagher Westonfence 1650mm high,
which can be 24/7 remotely monitored through the mobile phone of any guardian of the land.
Note:
For consideration, this submission is not only about offering a proven fence solution for the control
of invasive animals. In addition, we have a strong opinion supporting the intent of the Wild Fallow
Deer Management Plan.
Therefore, no specifications or value proposition detail has been included.
However, the significant benefits for any mindful stakeholder are summarised as follows:
•
•
•
•

Fence material in the main is manufactured from recycled plastic drums into an unbreakable
High Density Polyethylene Insulator
Steel components make up 900kgs per Kilometre of wire and steel posts compared to
traditional legacy exclusion fences with 2900kgs of steel per Km.
Installation does not require heavy machinery hence little disturbance of flora and fauna.
Aesthetic value is an important consideration.

Key Outcomes for Tasmania Draft Deer Management Plan
•
•
•

Limit the destructive activity of invasive feral fallow deer.
Safe guard the rich biodiversity in key parts of world heritage listed assets.
With a range of best practice biosecurity solutions applied, feral deer numbers can be
curbed to prevent the trashing (or destruction) of our fragile wilderness.

•

Defined strategic containment of feral animals is possible.

We understand some of the key issues being considered by the Tasmanian Government are:
•

Review/amend the Wildlife Regulations (2010) so that deer are no longer 'partly protected’.

•

Set up new deer management zones to keep deer out of the entire Tasmanian Wilderness
World Heritage Area and other protected areas.
Remove the legal impediments that stop farmers effectively controlling deer on their own
land.
Explore more options and/or apply new tools for a holistic management approach to
manging deer. E.g. Fence solutions. These can be more strategic around the placement of
exclusion/inclusion fencing and acknowledge the benefits of remote monitoring.
o Empower farmers, foresters, and other land managers to work collaboratively with
hunters to achieve tailored deer management objectives.
o Reduce the abundance and geographic range of deer with a particular focus

•
•

Our Key Points
1. Protected status of deer
o Reviewing in part, Tasmania’s Wildlife Regulations (2010) pertinent to the Deer
Management Plan.
2. Focus on reducing the fallow deer population:
o This will require and we advocate for a total review of previous/existing plans that
actually assisted an unacceptable population increase of fallow deer.
o Solutions need to have a measurable impact on first halting the increase in the
fallow deer population, secondly, containing the spread into new environments and
thirdly the ultimate reduction in population.
3. “No Deer Management Zone”
o Is an achievable vision.
o It is an opportunity to protect defined representative specific sites of the Tasmanian
Wilderness World Heritage Area, Ben Lomond, and Douglas-Apsley national parks.
Protected areas will be important representation for future generations to capture
the natural beauty and biodiversity values without the impact of feral deer. This
benchmark in the environment is then a driver of what is possible to obtain in the
future.
o Permanent electric fencing with WiFi gateway capability monitoring the
performance of the fence remotely is very reliable and proven technology as one of
the tools to achieve this.
6. “Sustainable Hunting Zone”.
o
o

Any guardian/owner of the land, e.g. farmers, must be the key informed decision
makers through collaboration in developing any property-based Wildlife
Management Plan.
Farmers have a legal commitment in the first instance for the care and welfare of
domesticated livestock on their properties. Any impact from feral deer negatively
impacting reserved feed on hand jeopardises the farmers position regarding the

o

care of livestock. Those with ultimate care responsibilities, need to be empowered
to execute those commitments.
Hence, farmers must be able to control feral deer as they see fit for their
appropriate circumstances.

7. Professional Pest Controllers - will be key to the strategy
o
o
o

Aerial and ground shooting and trapping professionals must be part of the range of
solutions/tools available to guardians of the land. They have proven capabilities and
expertise within communities.
Strategically placed fencing can assist with focal points for professional culling
operations re placements of traps and targeted poisoning.
Essential that collaboration continues with land managers and professional cullers.

8. Community Education
o
o

o

Awareness of proactive deer management and education about the threats of feral
deer to Tasmania’s wilderness areas is very important.
So is understanding about the effectiveness of permanent electric fencing. This
fence is both a physical barrier and a psychological barrier producing a memorable
pulse. The suspension design and the use of solar energy to power the electric fence
is an important combination for humane management of animals interacting with
the fence.
Communities should be educated about any management tools introduced by
agencies.

9. Implementation Plan.
o
o
o
o

Strategically placed fencing as a management tool, focusses stakeholder energy and
optimises scarce resources.
As above, an informed stakeholder group will best determine the allocation of a fencing
solution or any introduced management tools to mitigate the impact of feral animals.
We support the collaboration of key decision makers/stakeholders tasked with the
management of this serious biosecurity challenge.
We support the deer control program being managed by Biosecurity Tasmania in
conjunction with Game Services Tasmania.

Summary
The combination of all stakeholders having an input into the plan and being part of its delivery will
create the momentum needed for success.
A range of tools in the tool box is essential and each will have relevance in different settings.
The protection and/or restoration of Tasmania’s wilderness and biodiversity is achievable at the
same time achieving the social aspirations of communities.

Graeme Mulligan

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan; gamemanageplan@dpipwe.gov.tas.au
Feral deer management
Wednesday, 10 November 2021 10:10:20 PM

Please take account that National Parks are for the conservation of native ecosystem
animals and plants, not introduced species gone feral. If people find hunting introduced
species essential, let them set up hunting reserves themselves as commercial entities.
CONSERVE NATURAL ENVIRONMENTS with the management plans of National Parks.
Adrienne Nicholson

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Submission to Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management
Tuesday, 30 November 2021 5:30:38 PM

Dear people responsible for protecting Tasmania's natural beauty...
It is distressing to learn that your World Heritage Area is under threat owing to the increase in deer population
causing much agricultural and environmental damage particularly to the Douglas-Apsley National Park.
It seems that the few positives in the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan contribute very little
to protect nature, farmers and the community from the destructive impacts of deer on the environment and
society.
Doubtless you will be receiving numerous emails expressing concern
regarding the unsustainable feral deer population effect on your environment so I will not include the long list
of points made, in this email.
However, I wish to contribute a suggestion which may border on ignorance of "deer management" but here
goes....am I correct in thinking that venison is a culinary delicacy, the product of "deer meat" for want of a
better description? Would it be possible to establish an abbatoir for the processing of meat from professionally
killed deers? This could be a new and viable industry and boost the Tasmanian economy..if ever we get the
Chinese government back on side, we could export venison for the enhancement of Chinese dinner plates!
Oh dear, perhaps my suggestion is just Pie in the Sky...or Deer in the Park!
Yours sincerely,
Linese Norrish
___________________________

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Submission to Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management
Tuesday, 30 November 2021 9:58:56 PM

To whom it may concern,
I support the sentiment from Invasive Species Council below.
As a professional ecologist I have witnessed first hand the exponential growth of deer in the Central Highlands
and the impacts to native vegetation. The increasing pressure on the Central Plateau Cons Area is evident. It's
not appropriate to limit control opportunities in this area. There should be a buffer of 50 km on the boundaries
of the TWA identified for eradication.
A landowner in Zone 1 should not have any restrictions placed on controlling deer on their property.
Right now the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area is at a crossroads. For decades deer in Tasmania
have been managed as a hunting resource, and their growing environmental and agricultural damage has been
ignored.
The result is an out-of-control feral deer herd that is growing and invading environmentally-sensitive areas like
the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, the Walls of Jerusalem and the Douglas-Apsley National Park.
While there are some positives in the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan it disappointingly
does little to protect nature, farmers and the community from the destructive impacts of deer on the environment
and society.
Feral deer in Tasmania are now a serious biosecurity issue for our environment and no longer simply a game
management issue.
In my submission I back calls by the Invasive Species Council for a final plan that ensures:
• There is support for Wildlife Regulations (2010) to be amended so deer are no longer considered a partly
protected species.
• New deer management zones ensure the entire Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area and other
protected areas are deer free.
• It sets and funds a target to reduce deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032.
• Removes red tape so farmers can control feral deer on their own land as they see fit.
I submit that the final plan should:
1. Rescind partially protected status of deer: To enable the effective management of feral deer, the plan must
support rescinding the partially protected status of deer for game in Tasmania’s Wildlife Regulations (2010) as
part of the current review of the regulations.
2. Population & impact reduction policies: The plan needs to tackle the exploding fallow deer population in
Tasmania by putting in place clear population and impact reduction policies rather than relying on old policies
aligned with maintaining a quality feral deer herd.
3. Reduce feral deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032: The plan should put in place a realistic policy that reduces and
contains the population of feral deer in Tasmania to 10,000 by 2032.
4. Natural and cultural values: In recognition of the outstanding biodiversity and cultural heritage values of
Tasmania the plan must include goals and objectives specific to the protection and conservation of natural and
cultural values.
5. Wilderness World Heritage Area | Ben Lomond | Douglas-Apsley: To protect the outstanding values of the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, Ben Lomond and Douglas Apsley national parks, these areas must
be included in the “No Deer Management Zone” and deer must be eradicated from this zone within 10 years.

6. Give land owners the tools to control deer: Land owners shouldn’t have to rely on agreements with hunters or
one off permits to effectively control deer on their own land in the Sustainable Hunting Zone. They must be
able to control feral deer as they see fit for their circumstances.
7. Professional feral deer control: The plan must re-enforce that the use of professional pest controllers
undertaking aerial and ground shooting and trapping must be part of the range of methods utilised to eradicate
feral deer from the “No Deer” zone and bring down the numbers in other zones.
8. Community engagement: Support improved community involvement, education and awareness of deer
management and the threats of feral deer to Tasmania’s precious environment and economy and to gain social
licence for control methods.
9. Immediate implementation: The plan should be implemented immediately with significant additional funding
allocated to the control program to ensure the deer population is rapidly reduced.
10. Create a special taskforce: The feral deer control program is complex and should be managed by a task force
working under Biosecurity Tasmania.
Yours sincerely,
Andrew North
___________________________

SUBMISSION 2 DRAFT WILD DEER PLAN & REGLATIONS

RESPONSE TO THE DRAFT TASMANIAN WILD FALLOW DEER MANAGEMENT PLAN
Game Services Tasmania is to be commended for the principle, Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer
Management Plan it has released for comment. The plan signals that deer are creating a wide range
of issues that urgently need to be dealt with but unfortunately doesn’t go anywhere near the real
issue at hand . Deer are becoming a major issue for the broader community as funding is required to
deal with the issues resulting from insufficient past management. In spite of this landowners are still
required to fund support for hunting.
The population growth trend line of the relative abundance of deer over the last 35 years has been
increasing about 6.2% annually in regularly surveyed areas. However, in the ten years, from 2010 to
2020 it has trebled. This confirms the need to respond decisively to halt and then reverse this trend.
The Draft Plan is in the right direction but falls very short by not allowing for all year control of deer
and dealing with the areas of greatest incursion. This means that by default the Government again
retains control and is seemingly unaware of its considerable responsibility for the severe impact of
the species on the landowners, primary industries and the environment. This burden has to be
reduced by less restrictions placed on those where most deer lie especially in Zone 1.
Do we rally need zones/ Does the hunting fraternity need 10’s of thousands of more deer to hunt?
I and most Tasmanians and researchers think NOT as it fly’s in the face of reality and the principles of
science and now defunct property-based game management of the 1980’s
The Plan does not state what the preferred population should be.
Comments on the Management objectives and amended recommendations follow.

Management Objective 1:
Effectively manage the impacts of wild fallow deer throughout the state
The zones proposed look good in principle. However, flaws are in the failure to include, for example,
all of the TWWHA in Zone 3 and to ignore other areas of high natural values such as the Midlands
Biodiversity Hotspot and Perpetual Covenants
1. It is recommended that properties in Zone 1 and Zone 2, where there is a demonstrated
commitment to biodiversity conservation through a stewardship agreement or a conservation
covenant, be treated as per Zone 3 or be given a greater level of support to reduce deer on their
land should this be their objective.
The Zone approach, as far as Zone 1 is concerned, ignores the fact that deer have been encouraged
to spread in an uncontrolled manner against the wishes of landowners. Landowners will continue to
be impacted inappropriately if the Plan proceeds in its current form.
Evaluating deer management tools
Recognition that insufficient allowance for landowners to deal with their own situation is
unfortunately not really a significant part of the draft Plan statement. Options for alternatives to
recreational hunting have not been canvassed. The initiative to look at additional methods of
control is important and strongly supported. These should be followed up as a matter of urgency.

They are relevant not just in situations where population elimination is required but also where it is
appropriate to significantly knock down the population from current high levels to numbers that are
more reasonable to manage.
One of the current deer management problems is the low productivity of hunting/shooting. If the
landowner can’t control deer in a manner than ensures a reduction of numbers one can only rely
alternate methods like commercial hunting, poisoning and or deregulation to do the job of
substantially reducing deer numbers.
The States objective afterall is to substantially reduce the number of deer

Management objective 2:
Empower farmers, foresters and other land managers to work collaboratively with hunters to
achieve tailored deer management objectives
Greater flexibility for landholders through “lighter-touch” policies and PBWMPs
The intention of the objective is, I believe, very open to interpretation and needs clarification before
it can be given any support. If, with agreement from property hunters, any level of control is
possible ie King Island permit style, then it is supported.
The use of PBWMPs has been tried previously and in the majority of cases it failed or ceased to
exist. “Compulsory” (for those seeking to maximize control they will be) PBWMPs just add an extra
layer of administration and is not needed as there are excessive deer (three time multiple) for PBGM
plans to work at all. The sex ratio of males to females as originally promoted in the original property
based game management plans some 40 years ago is way out of kilter. Full scale use of PBWMPs are
now not needed and the landowner can sort out this ratio and overall numbers directly with their
hunters. If a landowner has no organized shooter structure that He/She must be allowed to proceed
as he/she so wishes.
The Plan acknowledges the role of private landholders in hosting deer so recreational hunting exists
and makes only a general reference to the cost of deer. The costs have more than doubled in the last
five years. In spite of this any improvement in control allowed is conditional and uncertain. The
extent to which control may be undertaken per the Draft Regulations is also conditional. There is not
even certainty of something as basic as being able to take wildlife over or up to 12 months.
It is way beyond time that wildlife control, including deer, is acknowledged as an essential part of
running farming enterprises (Right to Farm) and landholders are given certainty in relation to the
tools they need to do this should they wish to use them.
2. It is recommended that PBWMPs should be optional for those landholders in Zone 1 who do not
wish to adopt them and that these landowners should still be allowed to cull to the full extent they
require should they wish to do so.
3. It is recommended that those most affected landowners in these parts of Zone 1 (including our
group) should be automatically allowed an additional permit being the special purpose permit for
those who have these Conservation Covenants /Carbon and Biodiversity for control as they see fit

Immature male deer can be controlled by crop protection permits but nowhere does it say that adult
males can. This mean that whatever is agreed between a landholder and the property’s hunters (if
applicable) should be sanctioned by the game Services Unit
4. It is recommended that the administrative documentation for deer control be a single 12-month
permit issued to the landholder to encompass the take parameters for the period.

Management objective 3:
Wildlife population monitoring
This objective is supported. Decision critical activities such as the aerial survey should be subject to
independent external review.
Improved understanding of biosecurity
This objective is supported and is considered one that needs to be addressed as a matter of urgency.

This is my submission. I am pleased to say that my two hunting groups fully endorse my actions and
have made separate submissions. I would be pleased to talk further about his submission and play
an active part in help shaping policy.

Yours Sincerely

Roderic O’Connor
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To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Submission re Deer Draft Management Plan
Tuesday, 30 November 2021 10:24:04 PM

I am writing this submission as I am gravely concerned about the impact of feral deer on
the Tasmanian natural environment, Aboriginal cultural sites and the economy.
As is recognised in the Draft Management Plan, deer are a hard hoofed animal which
destroys habitat not only by trampling but also by browsing and grazing which results in
habitat conversion from one type to another.
This is disastrous for the conservation of natural wilderness, for which Tasmania is
justifiably famous and which draws international and domestic tourists and dollars.
It is especially disastrous for the Tasmanian World Heritage listed areas and directly
threatens the continuing listing of these areas.
It is also antithetical to the purpose of National Parks.
Feral deer must removed from World Heritage areas and National Parks.
I believe that it is imperative that the “Partially Protected” status of fallow deer needs to be
lifted.
If this were done, it would still be possible for deer hunting to continue and it would make
the reduction of excess numbers by professional culling a possibility.
If extensive culling does not occur, deer numbers will continue to escalate and the damage
will be irreversible.
Aboriginal cultural heritage is a living unbroken culture which is inextricably linked to
Land, Sea and Sky.
The demonstrable impact of feral deer on biodiversity and landscape is a direct assault on
Aboriginal culture and People.
The economy is impacted in many areas including farming. forestry, carbon farming and
offsets amongst others.
Land owners need to be able to cull deer from their properties to protect their economic
interests and viability.
There needs to be a clear reduction target e.g. 10,000 deer by 2023 and only in a restricted
traditional area, with a definitive
number-reduction strategy.
As feral deer control is a complex issue, I believe it should be managed by a taskforce
working under Biosecurity Tasmania.
Laura Olsson

Submission – Tasmanian Deer Management Plan
I have holidayed in Tasmania many times. With my family and friends I have walked through Cradle
Mountain to Lake St Claire, the Walls of Jerusalem, the Tarkine Forest and the Tarkine coast. I have
walked and kayaked in the South-West Wilderness area. Recently we enjoyed kayaking on the
Tasmanian Peninsula and walked the Three Capes Walk. Tasmania’s natural environment is of great
value to us and we are pleased to spend money staying at b&bs in Tassie towns and at many
excellent restaurants.
It pains me to learn that fallow deer are now in such numbers that they have been seen in the Walls
of Jerusalem and the Wilderness World Heritage Area. The Tasmanian Government must urgently,
take action to rapidly reduce this threat to the biodiversity of its natural areas. These hard-hoofed
animals are extremely destructive to trees, shrubs and ground flora.
The Plan must be amended to include all of the Wilderness World Heritage Area, Ben Lomond and
Douglas-Apsley National Parks within the No Deer Management Zone.
The draft Tasmanian Deer Management Plan must enable a rapid reduction in the population in the
next 8 to 10 years. It is vital that a short time-frame is included in the Plan and the government
must allocate funds to implement an effective, professionally managed culling program.
I support maintaining a small deer population in the Midlands for recreational hunting provided they
are contained and do not reinvade national parks and World Heritage Areas.
To achieve this urgent reduction I support aerial culling especially in rugged country because with
expert shooters, the animals will be killed instantly. For this reason, aerial shooting of feral animals
is supported by the RSPCA.
The Plan must enable landholders to cull deer on their property provided it is done safely for people
and by accurate shooters to ensure the highest animal welfare outcomes. Managing deer on private
property must be able to be implemented by the landowner at the most effective time of year and
frequency.
Under Tasmania’s Wildlife Regulation (2010) deer have a partially protected status. To effectively
deal with the biodiversity threat of this feral species, the Plan must rescind this partial protection.

Tasmania’s natural areas attract high value visitation for extended times providing the State with
economic benefits. A rapidly growing (about 11% per year) deer population will destroy this income.
Please amend the Tasmanian Deer Management Plan to protect Tasmania’s biodiversity wealth and
include in the plan an education component so the reasons for this action can be well understood.

Nancy Pallin
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To:
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Deer Management Plan
Feedback on Draft Tasmanian Fallow Deer Management Plan
Sunday, 7 November 2021 12:57:11 PM

Good afternoon
The four Management Objectives outlined in the Draft Tasmanian Fallow Deer Management Plan
are sound. We understand the proposal for three zones in Tasmania and we note that our area,
on the Tasman Peninsula, falls in zone 3.
However, currently here at
fallow deer wander about in groups, often in broad
daylight and there is much evidence to suggest that the numbers have increased exponentially
and dramatically in recent years. We would thus support a zone 3 strategy for our area, to
immediately embark on the total eradication of this introduced species which is doing so much
damage to the environment.
Overall, the Plan does not go far enough towards total eradication for the state and the
protection of the natural environment. Specifically, we do not think that pandering to
recreational hunters is a wise strategy, neither for the relatively short five year span on the Plan,
and definitely not for the longer term.
We would also like to see much more regular reporting of the problem, acknowledgement of the
extent of the problem and raising awareness of the immediate and critical issue of the damage
the current increased numbers pose. DPIPWE needs to lead this with force and commitment and
not be seen to be appeasing recreational hunting groups.
Regards
Karmen Pemberton

From:
Subject:
Date:

Response to draft management plan
Tuesday, 2 November 2021 10:01:41 PM

Hello,
I live in SA but l have a bush block at
with a covenant placed on the 45 acres, l
have been visiting this area for about 15 years, l have noticed a marked change in the under storey vegetation,
riparian areas along the Don River from dirty mudding of water , rutting scrapes, small juvenile trees pushed
over and a general change in the landscape. I first filmed deer on the property 15 years ago and their numbers
have steadily increased, my recent trip October 2021 saw greater effects on the landscape, including crossing
over from bush into farming pastures, fence damage, banks on the Don river broken down. A large rutting scape
in a clover field really surprised me .
Their impact is effecting the true Australian flora and Fauna of the area, this area is along with other properties
approx 250 acres is the only Bush area between Sheffield and the coast that resembles what once covered much
of Tasmania.
My preference is the total removal of all deer from the area, open season all year round, they are causing
irreparable damage to a unique part of Australia.
I have used a hunter already on the property and he has removed some deer from the property but is limited by
your current legislation.
Kind Regards
Stuart Philp

Draft wild deer management plan submission
Thank you for the opportunity to make feedback on the draft plan
Environmental impacts on public and private land
It has been documented that deer were introduced in Australia in the 19th century. In
today’s society there are six species of deer roaming wild in parts of mainland Australia,
though in Tasmania this is limited to one species, the fallow deer (dama dama). First
introduced around the 1830s, the number and location has spread, raising issues for
landowners, and other interested and impacted stakeholders.
Whilst there are some environment impacts, it is questionable if the damage is significantly
greater than that imposed by domestic livestock such as cattle, sheep, goats and horses;
particularly on private land. There the greater impact is damage to fences and competition
for food for livestock and destruction of crops. The reason for the minimal impact to the
TWWHA and high conservation areas is because fallow deer are pasture-grazing animals,
the TWWHA is not suitable long-term habitat and the current explosion in wallaby and
possums are a much bigger problem, their numbers are in plague proportions. Wild fallow
deer numbers are only about 50,000, a few thousand more than Foresters, and infact the
wild deer numbers have been in decline, as indicated in DPIPWE data.
Proposed deer zones
The proposed zones 1,2 & 3 appear illogical and poorly thought out. The “light touch”
regulation will increase the likelihood of poaching and other illegal activity.
If deer are a problem in TWWHA, then these deer should be managed appropriately, this
does not justify the creation of zones, which is confusing and unnecessary.
Any impact on commercial activities on private land
It has been reported in The Mercury newspaper, 10th November 2014, The Tasmanian
Farmers and Graziers Association is calling for commercialisation of wild deer harvesting in
the face of increased numbers.
Most landowners already receive a financial return from allowing hunters onto the land to
hunt wild fallow deer. Having hunters on private land also provides the landowner free
access to teams of volunteers for other pest grazing animal control. This mobile volunteer
base can be accessed via various programs such as the recently launched SSAA Farmer
Assist 1 program and game management plans. It has been stated some land owners charge
$100 a day/per hunter during deer season, others upwards to $1,500 a year, with some
properties reportedly having 60 or so hunters on their books for the ability to hunt deer on
their private lands.
A big consideration before allowing the commercialization of wild Tasmanian fallow deer
would be the negative financial impact to small and local deer farmers, who currently supply
The SSAA Farmer Assist program has been developed to enable
with wildlife management issues to seek the assistance of
The specially designed program is run via a website, allowing a farmer to choose who they invite onto their properties from the
group of members replying to their post.

1

a small but emerging market. There may also be issues with consistency of quality and
supply, which would also have a negative impact to the free-range farmed deer industry.
Changing the rules would have dire consequences to these farmers, who have employees
and comply with costly legislative requirements.
If, and we say it’s a big if, other non-deer farmers are struggling with deer numbers, then
they are perhaps not utilising the deer permits, volunteer hunting organizations or exclusion
fencing effectively as they could.
The partly protected status of fallow deer under the Wildlife (General) Regulations 2010
The onground ground evidence on number of deer shows there are necessarily wide
spread, as many of the permits issues each year for hunting and crop protection are not fully
taken up, which suggests there is a mismatch.
It does not seem unreasonable that the landowner/farmer will be able to manage wild deer
as they see fit on their own land. For example reducing them as much as possible,
maintaining them as a resource, tolerating them or choosing to adhere to target levels set
with the relevant government agency.
However changing the status of wild deer is not supported, due to impact to the economy in
lost revenue from recreational hunters and also the financial risk it would expose the local
deer farmers to and potential loss of jobs in the local economies. If the deer were classified
as pests then this would lead to the risk of landowners using poisons, which are considered
cruel, increasing the risks of contamination to the environment, risks to other non-target
animals and a waste of government resources to administer.

Wild harvesting deer meat and recreational hunting are mutually exclusive.
Hunters pour millions of dollars into local communities, for example the Central Highlands
Bushfest 2, licence and permit fees, fuel, equipment and food, often purchased in areas off
the typical tourist routes, helping these small remote towns and rural regions.
The risk that the commercial harvest of wild shot local deer has a massive risk of displacing
the local farmed deer trade, and place at risk jobs in remote communities, where
employment opportunities are limited. It should also be noted, restaurants and other
consumers want consistent quality and all year around supply of deer meat, something
which wild harvested deer meat does not provide.
I don’t support the use of chemicals, poisons such as 1080, biological agents as these are
inherently cruel, the don’t deliver a quick death and are indiscriminate. They fail the social
licence, the fail animal welfare concerns.

2
Bushfest is an annual event held at Bothwell in November which features out pursuits of the region, fishing, hunting, camping and other
recreational and adventure activities. There will also be available sites for catering stalls and sites for showcasing produce, arts and crafts

I don’t support aerial culling, this would be an unnecessary cost to a tax payer purse and
results from overseas show the likelihood of non lethal short is unacceptably high. Ground
shooting, trapping and exclusion fencing are viable methods.
Also regulations should be changed to permit hunting deer with suppressors, and by
archery, these will assist in peri urban deer control.
Stag tags
Regardless of location, and method of animal taken, be it crop protection or during the
season the requirement for tags must be maintained, again this ensures compliance and
reduced the likelihood of illegal activity. Also if a stag is taken outside of season, under a
crop protection, property permit, the removal of antlers from the property should not be
allowed.
Any matters incidental thereto.
In a recent CSIRO publication, Predicting the future range and abundance of fallow deer, the
modeling estimate of growth rate suggests that the population could increase by 40% in 10
years (2014–2023) and exceed one million by mid-century. However, this is not realistic and
from my experience in forecasting not a reflection of reality, as wild deer are not left
unfettered to increase in population. There is one major issue, which underpins the
arguments, lack of data. There is no reliable and systematic survey of deer population in
Tasmania.
What impacts occur as a result of wild fires, does this open up areas easier to deer, what
mitigating controls are in place to prevent this.
If deer have moved into wildness areas, then perhaps allow, under permit or ballot
conditions, similar to that coordinated by DPIPWE in the Central Highlands conservation
areas, access to accredited 3 hunters to access these areas, which also provides the
potential for a large volunteer base to conduct surveys and undertake basic studies.
Kind regards
Adrian Pickin
Conservationist, traditional hunter

3

For example SSAA Farmer Assist hunters pass an accreditation shot and abide by a code of conduct
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Submission on the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan
Wednesday, 24 November 2021 3:56:46 PM

To whom it may concern
Please find below my submission on the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management
Plan.
Wild deer are a real biosecurity threat in Tasmania. Deer need to be treated as
environmental pests, not as game for hunters.
Where I live at
there are a considerable number of wild deer. These deer
are potentially already a problem in the Tasman National Park. I have seen them regularly
when I walk from Devil's Kitchen to Waterfall Bay Lookout which is on the edge of the Park.
The population presumable grew from escapees
. I have also seen
deer recently in my garden on
I believe the Plan must support rescinding the partially protected status of deer for
game in Tasmania’s Wildlife Regulations (2010) as part of the current review of the
regulations. All wild deer needs to be treated as an environmental pest- and as such
be able to be effectively controlled by farmers and Parks and Wildlife services.

The deer control program should be managed by Biosecurity Tasmania in
conjunction with Game Services Tasmania. Aerial culling is likely to be the most
effective eradication strategy. Reliance on hunters to manage the deer population is
not viable and has inherent safety risks to animal and human welfare and the
environment, especially in State Parks and World Heritage Areas that are used for
recreational pursuits such as bushwalking.The Invasive Species Council of Australia
has als

Tasmania has a unique natural biodiversity which needs urgent protection. The Plan
needs policies targeted at the protection and conservation of natural and cultural
values. The areas of the Ben Lomond and Douglas Apsley Parks need to be contained
in the “No Deer Zone" areas. Deer should be eradicated in all Tasmanian Wilderness
World Heritage Areas. I support the Tasman Peninsula being one of the No Deer
Zones with immediate efforts made to eradicate the existing population.
There needs to be a timeline in place for the eradication of deer in the No Deer
Zones. A suggested timeline is 10 years.

It is important that there is observation and aerial surveillance of areas to ensure the
zone objectives are being met. In addition Tassie Deer Spotter, an app linked to
iNaturalist, can be used by farmers and community members to record deer
sightings to help monitor numbers.

Yours sincerely,
Jill Pierce

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management
Tuesday, 30 November 2021 7:34:56 PM

To whom it may concern,
I am writing to ask that you;
•       Amend the Wildlife Regulations (2010) so that deer are no longer 'partly protected’.
•       Set up new deer management zones to keep deer out of the entire Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage
Area and other protected areas.
•       Set a target to reduce deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032 and fund the actions needed to achieve this.
•       Remove the legal impediments that stop farmers effectively controlling deer on their own land.
Yours sincerely,
Michael Plummer
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To:
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Attachments:

Deer Management Plan
Submission re deer management plan
Monday, 29 November 2021 10:11:32 AM

Dear Sir,
          Please find attached my submission to the deer management
plan,
                                                                         
   Michael Potter,

Submission re Tasmanian feral deer management
There are widespread concerns about the permanent impact
of deer on the sensitive Central Plateau vegetation. The
irreversible degredation will have disasterous effects on the
hydrology, and hence a long term effect on our own
sustainability
The Central Plateau is the most important water catchment
area in Tasmania. Aside from the obvious role in natural
ecological sustainment, it provides water for hydro electric
generation, drinking water for our homes and irrigation
water for agriculture. Importantly, vegetation in the Central
Plateau catchment stores water and slowly releases it in a
sustained level over dry summer months.
Tasmanian research has demonstrated the significant water
storage contribution standing vegetation has by harvesting
moisture from mist. The effect of deer on the density of
standing vegetation, and its inherent reduction in water
harvesting capacity,is of great concern.
The impact of deer browsing on Pencil Pine seedling
following natural regeneration after fires has already been
identified by DPIPWI. When the new generation of seedling is
removed, pencil pines become locally extinct. Recently we
have become aware of similar effects on post-fire
regeneration of Cider Gum.
The suggested positioning of the western boundary of Zone
1, currently in the Central Plateau to the west of Great Lake,
reflects the traditional range of deer, but does not reflect the

intent of the management plan to protect conservation
values of the natural landscape.
The suggested Zone 1 includes the Tasmanian World Heritage
Wilderness Area to the east of Great Lake and extending
south eastwards across the tiers to Lake Sorell in the Great
Western Tiers Conservation Area.
As early as 1972 by R R Shepherd expressed concern about
the deleterious effect of of transhumance sheep and cattle
grazing on the vegetation of the Central Plateau. The area
above, includes part of the Upper (above 910 m) to the east
of Great Lake, and Mid (730-910m) zones around Lake Sorell,
of that paper. He highlighted the damge caused by
overstocking and deliberate firing to provide fresh growth.
Effects common to livestock and deer are a reduction of the
water holding capacity of alpine moor and sedge areas due to
trampling, and erosion of tracks and waterways leading to silt
burden and flash flooding of rivers.
While summer grazing of livestock has decreased, particularly
in the Upper zone, increased natural fire frequency coupled
with deer browsing has the very real potential to cause
similar environmental degredation.
The Central Plateau, west of the Western tiers, is for the
most part outside the farmer-shooter area, and intuitively,
due to inaccessibility and remoteness, has less hunting
pressure. The plateau acts both as an unchecked breeding
area, and as a corridor for deer migrating westward from the

Midlands, where there is population pressure, towards the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Herritage Area.
The intent of the plan would be best served if the Central
Plateau had the protection of the status of Zone 3. A greater
de-regulation of the area would hopfully act as an incentive
for shooters to depopulate the area. Entry into any crown
land where the public may be present would still need to be
by ballot or registration.
To fulfil the intentions of the management proposal, I
suggest the western boundary of Zone 1 should be relocated
to the base of the Western Tiers. A possible boundary would
then be from to Bothwell to Table Mountain, and then follow
along the base of the Tiers, to the east of Dog Head Tier, to
the east of Mt Franklin, Millers Bluff, Mt Kingstone and
OÇonners Peak, (not indenting for the Lake River valley) to
Poatina, and hence to Drys Bluff.
Shepherd, R.R., 1972. Land use on the Central Plateau with special reference to the grazing industry.
In Papers and Proceedings of the Royal Society of Tasmania (pp. 161-176), available at

https://eprints.utas.edu.au/14610/1/Land_use_Shepherd.pdf
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Dear Committee,
I primarily write as a concerned resident of Tasmania, but also as a statistician who has
been involved in some of the deer population modelling in Tasmania (see [1] below).
The draft deer management plan recently released has some key areas of concern to me:
- the 2021 Australian Senate Report recommended all wild deer are treated as an
environmental pest. Why hasn’t rescinding the status of deer in Tasmania from being
‘partially protected’ occurred? This status sends mix messages about their protected status,
when when should be a pest species.
- deer are invasive and have rapidly expanded their range in recent years, and large areas
of Tasmania provide them suitable habitat (see [2] below). This plan sanctions that feral
deer can remain throughout parts of the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage. This shows appalling
judgement in not maintaining the world heritage area true to its natural values.
- land owners should have complete freedom to cull feral deer from their properties if they live within the Sustainable
Hunting Zone.
I look forward to your response to my concerns.
Kind regards,
Joanne Potts, AStat, PhD (Stats)
Director, Analytical Edge Statistical Consulting

[1] Potts et al. Predicting the future range and abundance of fallow deer in Tasmania, Australia. Wildlife Research
41(8)633-640.

et al. Dynamics and predicted distribution of an irrupting ‘sleeper’ population:
fallow deer in Tasmania. Biological Invasions. (In review)
[2] Cunningham
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SUBMISSION
The Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management
DPIPWE
Feral deer have had and continue to have a devastating impact on Tasmania’s natural areas, including the high
conservation and biodiversity value of the Tasmanian Wilderness Heritage Area.
Successive Tasmanian governments have failed in “managing deer as a hunting resource” (a concept I argue is
flawed from its beginning) with deer numbers burgeoning out of control.
The environmental damage caused by this invasive species is proving irreparable and unless government
develops a bold, well resourced and comprehensive plan to eradicate deer from both agricultural and national
parks and reserves the loss of biodiversity will be catastrophic.
Unless this species is removed from Tasmania, the browsing, grazing and trampling activities of deer will lead
to further displacement and destruction of native flora and fauna species which are already under threat of
extinction from a changing climate.
High conservation areas such as the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, the Walls of Jerusalem and
the Douglas-Apsley National Park are already impacted by deer and any increase in herd numbers will sound
the death knell for Tasmania’s unique natural heritage.
The Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan falls well short in its strategy for saving nature,
farmers and the community from the certain destructive impacts of deer on the environment and society.
Past attempts to “manage” deer as a game resource have clearly failed. It is now time to eradicate this invasive
species bring Tasmania’s precious biodiversity back from the brink of destruction.
I strongly support the Invasive Species Council’s calls for a final plan that ensures:
• There is support for Wildlife Regulations (2010) to be amended so deer are no longer considered a partly
protected species.
• New deer management zones ensure the entire Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area and other
protected areas are deer free.
• It sets and funds a target to reduce deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032.
• Removes red tape so farmers can control feral deer on their own land as they see fit.
I endorse a final plan that includes:
1. Rescind partially protected status of deer: To enable the effective management of feral deer, the plan must
support rescinding the partially protected status of deer for game in Tasmania’s Wildlife Regulations (2010) as
part of the current review of the regulations.
2. Population & impact reduction policies: The plan needs to tackle the exploding fallow deer population in
Tasmania by putting in place clear population and impact reduction policies rather than relying on old policies
aligned with maintaining a quality feral deer herd.
3. Reduce feral deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032: The plan should put in place a realistic policy that reduces and
contains the population of feral deer in Tasmania to 10,000 by 2032.

4. Natural and cultural values: In recognition of the outstanding biodiversity and cultural heritage values of
Tasmania the plan must include goals and objectives specific to the protection and conservation of natural and
cultural values.
5. Wilderness World Heritage Area | Ben Lomond | Douglas-Apsley: To protect the outstanding values of the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, Ben Lomond and Douglas Apsley national parks, these areas must
be included in the “No Deer Management Zone” and deer must be eradicated from this zone within 10 years.
6. Give land owners the tools to control deer: Land owners shouldn’t have to rely on agreements with hunters or
one off permits to effectively control deer on their own land in the Sustainable Hunting Zone. They must be
able to control feral deer as they see fit for their circumstances.
7. Professional feral deer control: The plan must re-enforce that the use of professional pest controllers
undertaking aerial and ground shooting and trapping must be part of the range of methods utilised to eradicate
feral deer from the “No Deer” zone and bring down the numbers in other zones.
8. Community engagement: Support improved community involvement, education and awareness of deer
management and the threats of feral deer to Tasmania’s precious environment and economy and to gain social
licence for control methods.
9. Immediate implementation: The plan should be implemented immediately with significant additional funding
allocated to the control program to ensure the deer population is rapidly reduced.
10. Create a special taskforce: The feral deer control program is complex and should be managed by a task force
working under Biosecurity Tasmania.
Yours etc.
Sally Pyvis
___________________________
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Submission to Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management
Wednesday, 1 December 2021 12:33:10 PM

I am very concerned about the number of deer in environmentally-sensitive areas like the Tasmanian
Wilderness World Heritage Area, the Walls of Jerusalem and the Douglas-Apsley National Park.
I live next door to Kosciuszko National Park and have seen first hand the damage caused by deer to sensitive
environments. I have also walked extensively in Tasmania and seen the damage there.
In my submission I back calls by the Invasive Species Council for a final plan that ensures:
• There is support for Wildlife Regulations (2010) to be amended so deer are no longer considered a partly
protected species.
• New deer management zones ensure the entire Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area and other
protected areas are deer free.
• It sets and funds a target to reduce deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032.
• Removes red tape so farmers can control feral deer on their own land as they see fit.
I submit that the final plan should:
1. Rescind partially protected status of deer: To enable the effective management of feral deer, the plan must
support rescinding the partially protected status of deer for game in Tasmania’s Wildlife Regulations (2010) as
part of the current review of the regulations.
2. Population & impact reduction policies: The plan needs to tackle the exploding fallow deer population in
Tasmania by putting in place clear population and impact reduction policies rather than relying on old policies
aligned with maintaining a quality feral deer herd.
3. Reduce feral deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032: The plan should put in place a realistic policy that reduces and
contains the population of feral deer in Tasmania to 10,000 by 2032.
4. Natural and cultural values: In recognition of the outstanding biodiversity and cultural heritage values of
Tasmania the plan must include goals and objectives specific to the protection and conservation of natural and
cultural values.
5. Wilderness World Heritage Area | Ben Lomond | Douglas-Apsley: To protect the outstanding values of the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, Ben Lomond and Douglas Apsley national parks, these areas must
be included in the “No Deer Management Zone” and deer must be eradicated from this zone within 10 years.
6. Give land owners the tools to control deer: Land owners shouldn’t have to rely on agreements with hunters or
one off permits to effectively control deer on their own land in the Sustainable Hunting Zone. They must be
able to control feral deer as they see fit for their circumstances.
7. Professional feral deer control: The plan must re-enforce that the use of professional pest controllers
undertaking aerial and ground shooting and trapping must be part of the range of methods utilised to eradicate
feral deer from the “No Deer” zone and bring down the numbers in other zones.
8. Community engagement: Support improved community involvement, education and awareness of deer
management and the threats of feral deer to Tasmania’s precious environment and economy and to gain social
licence for control methods.
9. Immediate implementation: The plan should be implemented immediately with significant additional funding
allocated to the control program to ensure the deer population is rapidly reduced.

10. Create a special taskforce: The feral deer control program is complex and should be managed by a task force
working under Biosecurity Tasmania.
Yours sincerely,
Alison Ramsay
___________________________

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Response to Wild Fallow Deer management Plan
Monday, 15 November 2021 5:18:47 PM

To Whom it May Concern:
This response relates solely to King Island.
The escape of fallow deer into the natural environment of King Island 12 or so years ago, has added another
layer of a destructive pest species utilising the island.
King Island already has 3 critically endangered bird species which alone strongly indicate a loss of overall
biodiversity. Other threatened species include plants, snails, frogs etc. The remaining natural vegetation is
being reduced by on-going clearing with degradation of what remains occurring due to a lack of fencing
allowing cattle to graze and/or other pest species such as an over abundance of Bennett’s Wallabies, to prevent
natural regrowth and damage the understory. Browsing Fallow Deer adds to this degradation as well as
breaking down existing fencing in some instances.
I strongly urge your Fallow Deer Management plan to aim for complete eradication on King Island and that
suitable contractors are sent to the island to ensure this occurs.
Yours sincerely,
Kate Ravich

Submission on Draft Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan
Tasmania’s unique landscape is being severely damaged by the unfettered growth of deer
which must now be recognised as a feral pest.
Although I welcome the Tasmanian government’s plan to reduce the deer population, I
believe there are some improvements that can be made to the plan that will protect not
only the habitats of native fauna and flora but will also protect farms.
1. The number of deer is rising rapidly, so it is imperative that the plan ensures the
population is contained at 10,000 by 2032. It is apparent that the hunter-based focus to
control the population has failed. Clear population and impact reduction policies need to be
put into place. The proposed plan’s social and population goals are vague and are
ineffective.
2. Goals and objectives need to be included in the plan if the natural and cultural values of

Tasmania are to be protected. The Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, Ben
Lomond and Douglas Apsley national parks must be included in the “No Deer Management
Zone” and deer must be eradicated from these areas within 10 years. The plan suggests
these areas be put in the “Sustainable Hunting Zone” or the “Mixed Management Zone” –
these options are unacceptable if these unique natural areas are to be protected and
preserved.
3. It is unclear to me why it is farmers have to seek agreement with hunters to control deer
on their own land.
4. The “No Deer Management Zone” has no timeframe for the eradication of deer and
requires significant amendments if the impact of feral deer on biodiversity is to be
alleviated. The plan needs to be immediately put into place and significant funding must be
allocated.
5. Aerial and ground shooting and trapping must be carried out by professionals in all zones,
particularly in the “No Deer” zone. Aerial culling is the most effective method in difficult to
access areas.
6. Feral deer should now be considered as a biosecurity risk because of the damage they do
to the environment. Their control should be managed under Biosecurity Tasmania in
collaboration with Game Services Tasmania.
7. The partially protected status of feral deer in Tasmania’s Wildlife Regulations (2010) must
be rescinded if the population of feral deer is to be brought under control. The efforts to
minimise impacts on agriculture, biodiversity, ecological restoration and amenity cannot be
successful if the deer continue to be protected. It is time our native flora and fauna are
given priority for protection rather than a destructive, introduced species.

Pamela Reeves

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Submission to Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management
Tuesday, 30 November 2021 6:36:21 PM

To whom it may concern,
My family and I have long treasured the tasmanian wilderness, being frequent visitors to Tasmania's incredibly
beautiful and pristine parks and wild places. We love walking in the tasmanian bush and experiencing nature
like nowhere else in Australia. We dearly hope our children's children will also be able to experience this beauty
and diversity. To us, beauty and diversity do not include introduced feral and invasive species causing
irreparable destruction to pristine wild places. We strongly support and endorse the submission below.
Right now the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area is at a crossroads. For decades deer in Tasmania
have been managed as a hunting resource, and their growing environmental and agricultural damage has been
ignored.
The result is an out-of-control feral deer herd that is growing and invading environmentally-sensitive areas like
the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, the Walls of Jerusalem and the Douglas-Apsley National Park.
While there are some positives in the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan it disappointingly
does little to protect nature, farmers and the community from the destructive impacts of deer on the environment
and society.
Feral deer in Tasmania are now a serious biosecurity issue for our environment and no longer simply a game
management issue.
In my submission I back calls by the Invasive Species Council for a final plan that ensures:
• There is support for Wildlife Regulations (2010) to be amended so deer are no longer considered a partly
protected species.
• New deer management zones ensure the entire Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area and other
protected areas are deer free.
• It sets and funds a target to reduce deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032.
• Removes red tape so farmers can control feral deer on their own land as they see fit.
I submit that the final plan should:
1. Rescind partially protected status of deer: To enable the effective management of feral deer, the plan must
support rescinding the partially protected status of deer for game in Tasmania’s Wildlife Regulations (2010) as
part of the current review of the regulations.
2. Population & impact reduction policies: The plan needs to tackle the exploding fallow deer population in
Tasmania by putting in place clear population and impact reduction policies rather than relying on old policies
aligned with maintaining a quality feral deer herd.
3. Reduce feral deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032: The plan should put in place a realistic policy that reduces and
contains the population of feral deer in Tasmania to 10,000 by 2032.
4. Natural and cultural values: In recognition of the outstanding biodiversity and cultural heritage values of
Tasmania the plan must include goals and objectives specific to the protection and conservation of natural and
cultural values.
5. Wilderness World Heritage Area | Ben Lomond | Douglas-Apsley: To protect the outstanding values of the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, Ben Lomond and Douglas Apsley national parks, these areas must
be included in the “No Deer Management Zone” and deer must be eradicated from this zone within 10 years.

6. Give land owners the tools to control deer: Land owners shouldn’t have to rely on agreements with hunters or
one off permits to effectively control deer on their own land in the Sustainable Hunting Zone. They must be
able to control feral deer as they see fit for their circumstances.
7. Professional feral deer control: The plan must re-enforce that the use of professional pest controllers
undertaking aerial and ground shooting and trapping must be part of the range of methods utilised to eradicate
feral deer from the “No Deer” zone and bring down the numbers in other zones.
8. Community engagement: Support improved community involvement, education and awareness of deer
management and the threats of feral deer to Tasmania’s precious environment and economy and to gain social
licence for control methods.
9. Immediate implementation: The plan should be implemented immediately with significant additional funding
allocated to the control program to ensure the deer population is rapidly reduced.
10. Create a special taskforce: The feral deer control program is complex and should be managed by a task force
working under Biosecurity Tasmania.
Yours sincerely,
Kimberley Rose
___________________________

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Fwd: Deer management submission
Thursday, 2 December 2021 7:29:39 PM

Subject: Deer management submission


I Don Schreuder do not support the proposal for changes to the management
of deer in Tasmania.
Tasmania does not require 3 zones. I believe recreational hunters and
coordinated volunteer hunting organisations have the ability to help remove
them to the point where their impact is negotiable.
Recreational hunters & hunting organisations have been denied access for
generations, yet man countries around the world have practice this
successfully, Tasmania has a chance to use their proven models and reap the
rewards and generate chase instead of wasting it. Better management
of remote satellite deer populations, with financial gain makes more sense.
I do not support and find it disgusting that the use of chemicals, poisons,
biological agents would ever be considered over ethical hunting or mass
indiscriminate slaughter by helicopter, where you completely overlook the
willingness of ethical hunters.
I would suggest a change in regulations for the use of suppressors by ethical
hunting and or trapping deer from the TWWHA would be beneficial as would
an all year round open season with the exception of closing of Doe season in
line with the existing ethical legislation.
Based on the available data the current methods of deer management should
remain in place, exclusion fencing, permits and recreational tags although an
increase in the length of the open season for male deer should also be
considered as beneficial in reducing numbers
As deer numbers have decline. Based on factual figures announced by
DPIPWE. It blows away the 6% natural increase per year of the total deer
population when under the current 1 stag and unlimited antlerless harvests this
has been so effective.
The social, cultural and economic injection into regional and rural
communities from deer hunters is considerable and many farmers receive
significant direct and indirect support from hunters and volunteer hunting
organisations.
Recreational hunting is a healthy, normal activity which contributes
significantly to the Tasmanian economy.
Tasmania also has some of the best free range managed deer herds and we
don’t support the commercialisation of wild Tasmanian fallow deer.
Please consider my formal submission that promotes conservation,
commonsense and ethical recreational hunting.
Don. Schreuder

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Deer and native fauna and flora
Saturday, 27 November 2021 7:56:45 AM

Dear Tasmanian Government,
As the founder of four sanctuaries, I know only too well the disastrous effect wild deer have on native habitats.
I am hoping you will follow through with measures needed to control or even eliminate the problem.
With many thanks,
Alexandra Seddon

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management
Friday, 12 November 2021 4:39:56 PM

Dear Sirs,
With an estimated 100,000 fallow deer in Tasmania, you islanders have
created a massive environmental problem that can only become worse until
drastic action is taken to rid your island of large numbers of fallow deer
from both the native forests and the feedstock farming of such animals.
Your above draft falls far short of the needed action and is the usual
abatement plan which has failed to deal with burgeoning invasive species
problem besetting Australia's massive problems with invasive species.
Policies may suit the bureaucrats and politicians but it wont cut the
mustard.
You need to have a real plan, as opposed to a political plan, that calls on the
federal government to provide sufficient military assets to rid the island of
all feral deer, and to assist the police in confiscating large numbers of
farmed fallow deet for slaughter.
Naturally compensation will be needed to be provided from Tasmanian
government sources and well as calling on the Federal government to cough
up from the funds set aside for dealing with invasive species.
Current Tasmanian legislation providing legal protection which may
interfere with or prohibit the above actions will need to be repealed and
confiscatory legislation approved to achieved the above necessary actions.
The rest of the plan should be simple logistics, so good luck with the above
and I wait for the day a State Government just might surprise me and
actually achieve something other than issuing long winded plans.
Regards
John Seddon
PS: New South Wales Government is worse than you at this kind of thing.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Submission on draft fallow deer management plan.
Tuesday, 30 November 2021 5:15:27 PM

Hello. Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission on the draft deer management
plan for Tasmania.
If it were a deer management plan for Turkey, where this species in native, my submission
would be very different. As it is, it's simple. Kill them all.
Tasmania is special, but it's getting smelly and muddy and impoverished because of these
pests. Kill 'em. As humanely and quick as you can please.
Thanks again
Charlie Sherwin.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Submission to Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management
Wednesday, 1 December 2021 4:55:43 PM

G’day;
I am an immigrant from the US arriving Expo year, 1988. In this time I’ve noticed Australia can rectify some of
these environmental problems where America can’t- it’s too late for them. Most of their ecosystems have been
overtaken, altered and/or destroyed. And that’s forever- they won’t come back.
Young Australia is in a unique position in this sense. It can recover such ecosystems as those in Tasmania. With
smart human intervention, such as recommended by Invasive Species Council, I believe the feral deer problem
would deliver maximum benefit to the most.
Thank you,
Mark Smith
Yours sincerely,
Mark Smith
___________________________

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Submission to Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan
Wednesday, 15 December 2021 4:22:51 PM

Hello
We joined the GST - St Marys orientation session this morning and
would like to make the following submission.
Living on the East Coast adjacent to Douglas Apsley National Park we
have witnessed the rapid deer increase over the past years. They are
now on the beach and on our property at
.
In the plan there is no mention of deer fencing control. "Escaped" or
released farmed deer are the root of the problem, thus fencing needs to
be addressed right down to the hobby farm deer keepers of only a few
deer.
The fact that this plan has no statutory backing, renders it just another
plan in the row of unsuccessful management attempts over the years.
No National Park or Forest Reserve should ever be resigned to
accommodating the feral deer and thus needs to be at least in Zone 3.
On the east Coast the Zone boundaries are so close together that
effective control as proposed is impossible to achieve.
For the above reasons I support the following approach by the Feral
Animals Council in all its points as described:
The Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan disappointingly
does little to protect nature, farmers and the community from the
destructive impacts of deer on the environment and society.
Feral deer in Tasmania are now a serious biosecurity issue for our
environment and no longer simply a game management issue.
In my submission I back calls by the Invasive Species Council for a final
plan that ensures:
• There is support for Wildlife Regulations (2010) to be amended so
deer are no longer considered a partly protected species.
• New deer management zones ensure the entire Tasmanian Wilderness
World Heritage Area and other protected areas are deer free.
• It sets and funds a target to reduce deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032.

• Removal of red tape so farmers can control feral deer on their own
land as they see fit.
We submit that the final plan should:
1. Rescind partially protected status of deer: To enable the effective
management of feral deer, the plan must support rescinding the
partially protected status of deer for game in Tasmania’s Wildlife
Regulations (2010) as part of the current review of the regulations.
2. Population & impact reduction policies: The plan needs to tackle the
exploding fallow deer population in Tasmania by putting in place clear
population and impact reduction policies rather than relying on old
policies aligned with maintaining a quality feral deer herd.
3. Reduce feral deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032: The plan should put
in place a realistic policy that reduces and contains the population of
feral deer in Tasmania to 10,000 by 2032.
4. Natural and cultural values: In recognition of the outstanding
biodiversity and cultural heritage values of Tasmania the plan must
include goals and objectives specific to the protection and conservation
of natural and cultural values.
5. Wilderness World Heritage Area | Ben Lomond | Douglas-Apsley: To
protect the outstanding values of the Tasmanian Wilderness World
Heritage Area, Ben Lomond and Douglas Apsley national parks, these
areas must be included in the “No Deer Management Zone” and deer
must be eradicated from this zone within 10 years.
6. Give land owners the tools to control deer: Land owners shouldn’t
have to rely on agreements with hunters or one off permits to
effectively control deer on their own land in the Sustainable Hunting
Zone. They must be able to control feral deer as they see fit for their
circumstances.
7. Professional feral deer control: The plan must re-enforce that the use
of professional pest controllers undertaking aerial and ground shooting
and trapping must be part of the range of methods utilised to eradicate
feral deer from the “No Deer” zone and bring down the numbers in
other zones.
8. Community engagement: Support improved community involvement,
education and awareness of deer management and the threats of feral
deer to Tasmania’s precious environment and economy and to gain
social licence for control methods.
9. Immediate implementation: The plan should be implemented
immediately with significant additional funding allocated to the control
program to ensure the deer population is rapidly reduced.

10. Create a special taskforce: The feral deer control program is
complex and should be managed by a task force working under
Biosecurity Tasmania.
Thank you for your consideration and the opportunity of make a
submission.
Kind regards
Daniel Steiner and Melissa Manton

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Submission to Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management
Tuesday, 30 November 2021 8:29:19 PM

Feral deer have no place in a National Park or protected area, no matter how vociferous the lobby of
recreational hunters etc. Remember WHY these areas are protected; they are special, and they will simply be
destroyed by feral deer crunching their way through the undergrowth.
They need to be removed by aerial shooting, using a specialist team of shooters.
Yours sincerely,
Dr Helen Stevens
___________________________

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Deer management Plan
Wednesday, 17 November 2021 3:07:50 AM

Hello
My name is Stephen Stone and I am writing this e-mail in response to the proposed deer management plan for
Tasmania.
I am an active deer hunter of the state and after much consideration have come up with some solutions that I
believe will benefit everyone including farmers, hunters and also Governments sections that are involved and
also align ourselves with better managed deer population, plus minimise any potential wastage of a fantastic
resource of the state.
My proposal is amending the current Game licence for Deer take. As it stands hunters are aloud to take one
Male deer per season, we can give game licence holder the option to increase there bag limit for Male deer of a
maximum of five animals, the bigger the bag limit selected the great the charge $ for the game licence. Also
increase the season time frame for male deer to align with the current doe season.
Next step, open up a take limit to young male deer (spikes) to 3 animals per season with tags provided for these
also, allow hunters to select this option on the game licence applications/renewals.
It is my belief that with these measures in place the government side of game management will benefit from and
increase in revenue from added options to the game licence. Also aligning with deer population reduction
targets.
Hunters Benefit from increase of available meats/animals throughout the season.
Finally farmers benefit from a decrease in deer numbers also farmers will not have to apply for additional crop
protection tags leaving more money in their pocket.
I think that this will help bring the Deer population back under control, stop the spread and reduce the Deer
population foot print, I do not agree with culling or poisoning of deer as it is such a waste of a great resource
when there are so many responsible hunters willing to take the resource home with them.
If we concentrate all the deer population to just one area of the state (Zone 1and Zone 2) we may be leaving
ourselves more vulnerable to poaching or unsafe acts as not all hunters have access to these areas and rely on
the current deer population being more wide spread.
I hope you will take my proposal into consideration.
Regards
Stephen Stone

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Submission to Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management
Friday, 3 December 2021 4:58:28 PM

To whom it may concern,
I am forwarding to you the points for amendment (of the draft plan) made by the Invasive Species Council as I
agree with all of them.
Before those points I am adding my own advice on the matter. Thank you.
The wild beauty of the unique Tasmanian bushland belongs to all people of Australia and, indeed, the world.
We all know now that we must, for our survival on Earth, allow the Earth to take care of us without taking away
the capacity of the Earth to do so. We all know that the Earth is presently straining to supply. Assemblages of
species—plant, animal, fungi—as they co-evolved in webs of dependence must be preserved. These webs can
only take so much alteration over short time (as opposed to evolutionary time) before they fail. Tasmania’s
webs of dependence were altered by the loss of the Tasmanian Tiger, and perhaps a species or more went
extinct because of this loss—we do not know. Any species introduced by humans into environments that have
established themselves over evolutionary time will upset that environment—that is unavoidable. That is the case
of fallow deer that have been introduced to Tasmania. They have altered Tasmania’s webs of dependence—we
cannot
know how much. How do we know that that mistake of introduction did not lead eventually to the Facial
Tumour Disease of the Tasmanian Devils? or even to the mange of Tasmania’s wombats? We will never know,
but what we do know is that we are playing with fire when we introduce. This is why all wild deer need to be
removed from Tasmania.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Right now the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area is at a crossroads. For decades deer in Tasmania
have been managed as a hunting resource, and their growing environmental and agricultural damage has been
ignored.
The result is an out-of-control feral deer herd that is growing and invading environmentally-sensitive areas like
the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, the Walls of Jerusalem and the Douglas-Apsley National Park.
While there are some positives in the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan it disappointingly
does little to protect nature, farmers and the community from the destructive impacts of deer on the environment
and society.
Feral deer in Tasmania are now a serious biosecurity issue for our environment and no longer simply a game
management issue.
In my submission I back calls by the Invasive Species Council for a final plan that ensures:
• There is support for Wildlife Regulations (2010) to be amended so deer are no longer considered a partly
protected species.
• New deer management zones ensure the entire Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area and other
protected areas are deer free.
• It sets and funds a target to reduce deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032.
• Removes red tape so farmers can control feral deer on their own land as they see fit.
I submit that the final plan should:
1. Rescind partially protected status of deer: To enable the effective management of feral deer, the plan must

support rescinding the partially protected status of deer for game in Tasmania’s Wildlife Regulations (2010) as
part of the current review of the regulations.
2. Population & impact reduction policies: The plan needs to tackle the exploding fallow deer population in
Tasmania by putting in place clear population and impact reduction policies rather than relying on old policies
aligned with maintaining a quality feral deer herd.
3. Reduce feral deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032: The plan should put in place a realistic policy that reduces and
contains the population of feral deer in Tasmania to 10,000 by 2032.
4. Natural and cultural values: In recognition of the outstanding biodiversity and cultural heritage values of
Tasmania the plan must include goals and objectives specific to the protection and conservation of natural and
cultural values.
5. Wilderness World Heritage Area | Ben Lomond | Douglas-Apsley: To protect the outstanding values of the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, Ben Lomond and Douglas Apsley national parks, these areas must
be included in the “No Deer Management Zone” and deer must be eradicated from this zone within 10 years.
6. Give land owners the tools to control deer: Land owners shouldn’t have to rely on agreements with hunters or
one off permits to effectively control deer on their own land in the Sustainable Hunting Zone. They must be
able to control feral deer as they see fit for their circumstances.
7. Professional feral deer control: The plan must re-enforce that the use of professional pest controllers
undertaking aerial and ground shooting and trapping must be part of the range of methods utilised to eradicate
feral deer from the “No Deer” zone and bring down the numbers in other zones.
8. Community engagement: Support improved community involvement, education and awareness of deer
management and the threats of feral deer to Tasmania’s precious environment and economy and to gain social
licence for control methods.
9. Immediate implementation: The plan should be implemented immediately with significant additional funding
allocated to the control program to ensure the deer population is rapidly reduced.
10. Create a special taskforce: The wild deer control program is complex and should be managed by a task force
working under Biosecurity Tasmania.
Yours sincerely,
Robyn Stout
___________________________

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Draft Management Plan for Tasmanian wild deer.
Wednesday, 1 December 2021 2:33:24 AM



To whom it may concern,
Thank you for the opportunity to publicly comment to you in regards to the proposed draft
Tasmanian wild deer management plan.
As a keen hunter, land owner and conservationist and outdoorsmen so I have a vested
interest in the outcome of this plan. I hunt on all types of public and private land in all
proposed zones. Im given permission to access these properties thru working duties,
payment and also ballot conditions. I’m a member of the Australian Deer Association. I
also spend a lot of time, effort and money to have the opportunity to hunt our magnificent
wild fallow deer.
I do acknowledge that deer populations in the both traditional and non traditional areas of
Tasmania have risen in recent years and the general public opinion is that we need to have
something done regarding their management in these areas. I welcomed the opportunity to
join the public forum in Ulverstone run by game services and learnt more on the subject.
In my opinion there needs to be a lot more work done on this draft management plan
before it’s anywhere near ready to roll out. I can understand there is pressure from the
Agriculture sector in regards to browsing deer on crops and improved pasture but I also
know as part of being involved in a game management group myself that there are more
than enough avenues currently for farmers and their groups to protect their livelihood.
Many recreational hunters are available to help out with crop protection in all corners of
the state given the chance. Game services have the power to provide these permits under
current regulations. I would welcome access to more public land hunting opportunities
without the hoops of having to go thru continually applying for ballots and picking hunting
trips months in advance.
I do not think that the deregulation of fallow deer in the way proposed is a good fit for
Tasmania.
More consultation with groups like the Tasmanian Deer Advisory Committee and the
Australian Deer Association is needed to ensure there is the correct balance.
Key points that I disagree with are the lack of requirements for tagging of male deer
in any capacity. This leaves to much scope for those to do the wrong thing when taking
advantage of an opportunity to flaunt the rules of zones.
Similarly I do not yet support the idea of hunting deer during the rutting period as we have
arguably the best quality herd in Australia as a result of the current regulations. This is
quite simply against Quality deer management principles.
I believe that the shooting of a female deer during a period of the year when they have
fawns at foot to have animal welfare conflict. Something we all need to be responsible of.
We have not yet seen the advantages of having the recreational antlerless take limit being
opened and a lot of people were unable to hunt as much as usual thru the covid epidemic.

I never support the idea of poisoning animals even in world heritage areas.
Shooting from a helicopter in these areas will only spread deer further out to area that deer
aren’t populated as yet. It will also push them into those hard to deal with peri urban areas.
Finally, for a consultation and submission period to be as little as 5 weeks for a draft plan
that has been worked on for 18 months by game services is absurd. This is obviously a
very complex and contentious issue. The people that have so much knowledge of deer in
Tasmania deserve to be heard and given time to reply properly to this draft management
plan. These people are also more often than not working long hours at work, have other
commitments or interests and do not have endless hours at short notice to spend on
collaborating and putting toward their recommendations. I admit my submission is ill
prepared and lacks recommendations but my views align with those that are recommended
by the ADA and The TDAC. I suggest that you work with, embrace and give the
appropriate organisation’s time and courtesy to help find a solution that fits all
stakeholders. This way the game services unit may find that there is some trust regained in
its organisation.
Thank you for your time and I look forward to any further correspondence.
Kind regards
Josh Sutton

To The Department
As a recreational deer hunter for over forty years and a member on a game
management property, I would like to express my concerns to part of the proposed
deer management plan tabled for comment.
The proposed non regulated shooting of stags outside the current season, during the
sensitive and vulnerable rut period in Zone 1 with no tags, regulation or little
accountability is against what all ethical and moral recreational hunters have strived
to preserve and protect for many years.
Under this proposal the number of mature quality stags on many properties would
soon be depleted leaving poor quality animals to breed and having no real impact on
the overall decline of the deer population.
There may be individual properties outside the current deer season that require to
be able to control deer impacting on crops and pasture, but under the current
regulated extended Doe – antlerless deer season (with an unlimited bag limit), the
issuing of spot lighting permits and the availability of male cull tags if required, has
allowed property owners much more freedom than in the past to manage deer
numbers on their properties.
Members of hunting groups such as ours spend a great deal of time, effort and at
considerable cost controlling deer, wallaby and possum for the privilege to hunt for a
trophy animal in the gazetted regulated deer season. Because of the trophy status
value of fallow deer some farmers fail to recognise they also charge hunters
considerable fees for this privilege.
Without clear regulations and clarification of zone boundaries and allowing rut
hunting, the exploitation of this part of the plan is real. Making policing difficult to
enforce and concerns that incidences of poaching, property security and safety issues
would increase are real.
It was clear to many that attended the forum meetings at Ulverstone and Ross that
and
have very little knowledge on deer
management and the hunters concerns of the ramifications that shooting in the rut
period will cause.
was asked “why is shooting stags in the rut part of the plan”, his answer
was “can’t see a problem when they do it in other parts of the world” and quoted a
paragraph from an ADA article saying the rut period is a good time to hunt fallow
deer and some hunters should try it, they might like it.
One of the main reasons Tasmania is recognised for its quality fallow deer herd is
because of the protection and respect of the rut period that must be continually
protected.
Allowing rut shooting in Zone 1 is not addressing the population of deer in certain
areas and should be removed from the plan as the losses will out way any so called
predicted gains.
Yours sincerely
Scott Thompson

Comment on Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer
5 Year Management Plan
Submitted By John G Toohey
3 December 2021
General
It should be very clearly understood that the opportunity to take deer is a significant incentive
for hunters on private land to pay access fees and to control wallaby, possum and feral cat
populations without the use of poisons. The 5-year management plan should enhance this
relationship.
A simple explanation is needed in the preliminaries that the 5-year plan forms a part of the
overall tiered and staged development of a wild deer plan commencing with the Government’s
response to the Legislative Council report followed by the 5-year plan and then a detailed
operational plan is the next to be developed.
The graph Figure 3 at page 12 should be removed. It gives a false impression that the statewide deer herd is increasing rather exponentially with dramatic increases and falls from year
to year. Sufficient would be a simple, plain English narrative description of the spotlight survey
methodology and how it is used to establish a trend and population growth rate of 6% in the
spotlighted area (which is then extrapolated to state-wide in the traditional range ?) along with
the aerial survey estimates.
Differentiate the pre 2013 TWWHA boundary from the 2013 additions, principally
Conservation Area status lands – the Central Plateau Conservation Area.
Comments on Proposals – Draft DNR Position (formerly DPIPWE) in bold italics
MANAGEMENT OBJECTIVE 1
Effectively manage the impacts of wild fallow deer throughout the State
Create three (3) distinct management zones to reflect management goals varying with
location.
The concept of differing management zones with differing management objectives is
supported.
The purpose of a DNR zone 2 as presented, a buffer zone, is appreciated but the proposed
management regime is similar to DNR zone 1 and they really only overlap. It should be up
to the landowners whether or not they manage their deer population down. I propose that a
new zone 1 incorporates the current DNR zones 1 & 2; that the new zone 2 be the remainder
of the State less the TWWHA & National Parks, and new zone 3 the TWWHA & National
Parks.
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Zone 1 – traditional deer range – continue current management regime for sustainable
hunting.
Supported.
Provide landholders with greater flexibility in reducing the impact of deer through
PBWMPs.
Supported concept subject to detail as mentioned later.
Zone 2 – surrounds the traditional deer range zone 1 – a buffer zone (buffer to zone 3)
Combine this DNR proposed zone 2 with DNR zone 1. The concept is supported provided
the deer management mechanics are in place e.g., tagging of harvested male deer continues
State-wide & only taken in regulated season as per DNR zone 1. Tags might be replaced
with a mobile application.
Manage down the population to limit impacts on primary production, the environment &
public safety
To minimise population pressure pushing deer into the adjacent zone 3.
Concept is supported for a “buffer zone” effect but managing down is a matter for the
landowners. Landowners, particularly those adjoining zone 3 (TWWHA, SRs & NPs) should
be encouraged to eliminate deer with stag cull permits freely available for outside the rut and
the fawning seasons.
It is not desirable that deer be pushed into DNR zones 2 and 3. It’s a problematic situation if
DNR proposed zone 2 private landowners do not control their deer numbers. DNR needs to
work with such owners to convince them to reduce deer numbers
Offering the possibility of property-specific management goals through PBWMPs where
there is an existing hunter group i.e., owner can continue with a PBWMP as previously.
PBWMPs supported.
Alternatively, if a landholder wishes to manage down the deer they can as they see fit
within broader regulatory setting of the zone.
See later comment.
Zone 3 – the remainder of the State where deer presence only recent or should not be
allowed to establish – TWWHA
Broad objective is no deer. Either eradicating or managing down existing populations.
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Re-number to zone 2. Totally supported but TWWHA, State Reserves & National Parks
should be a separate zone with higher eradication project priority.
There should be an active program to remove wild deer from DNR proposed zone 3.
Immediate funded program to remove deer from the TWWHA, State Reserves & National
Parks and on-going funding to ensure no future encroachment.
Consider recreational hunting as the management tool for Conservation Area land added to
the TWWHA after 2013.
Wild deer prohibited in peri-urban areas
Agreed
Wild deer prohibited in areas with high natural & cultural values.
Within my proposed zone 2, TWWHA, State Reserves & National Parks agreed.
These values can occur in DNR proposed zones 1 & 2 where control is a matter for the
landowners and could be incorporated in PBWMPs supported by DNR.

Evaluating deer management tools

Deer control methods will be evaluated and adopted in a manner that facilitates the
appropriate strategy for each specific situation & desired outcome.
Supported where inappropriate to use high powered rifles.
Preferred options determined from research & experience in specific settings. Available
tools as diverse as possible.
Agreed as above.
Recreational hunting not an appropriate control in peri-urban areas.
Agreed not appropriate to use high powered rifles. Develop creative alternatives.
Recreational hunting is not a sufficient means of eradication or controlling the spread of
deer particularly in zone 3 & parts of zone 2.
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Recreational hunting should be the preferred method except in the TWWHA pre-2013
extension, State Reserves & National Parks where deer control should be performed by
professional shooters under PWS supervision. Professionals under DNR supervision might
also be utilised in the extremities of zone 3 where private landowners agree to deer being
exterminated.
In some settings (environments) there is a role for contract shooters in coordinated &
professional operations when managed & monitored .in such a way as to exert sustained
control pressure over well-defined landscapes.
Agreed for the pre-2013 TWWHA, State Reserves & National Parks and far-flung areas
where landowners agree with eradication.
Initiate reviews and trials of available and potential (control) options to assess their utility
as future management tools. This may include shooting, baiting and any appropriate
technological or chemical tools.
Agreed. Need to explore possible alternatives to shooting in people sensitive environments.
Where appropriate seek opportunities to collaborate on research with interstate & national
bodies.
Agreed provided such bodies are scientifically creditable. Not the Invasive Species Council.
Aerial (helicopter-based) operations utilising specialist shooters and with thermal
technologies subject to consultation.
Agreed helicopters for professional shooter access in the TWWHA, State Reserves &
National Parks. Shooting from helicopters has animal welfare ramifications. Tasmanian deer
are smaller & largely in different environments to the open hill tops in New Zealand where
red deer have been shot from the air.
Other non-firearm-based (control) approaches including fencing, trapping, baiting with
sedatives or baiting with poisons.
Agreed to get the zone 3 eradication job done.
Fencing can be problematic with wombats smashing holes through fences for deer to then
utilise thus escaping to the wild.
Seeking feedback for the Implementation Strategy
Prefer to see this broader 5-year strategy plan agreed first.
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Implementation needs clearly detailed projects, funded with timelines and KPIs. Particularly
deer removal from the TWWHA and National Parks.
I make the point that PWS rangers should have been undertaking this work in the TWWHA,
State Reserves and National Parks as a matter of course over the last 20+ years.

Enhanced deer farming regulation

New regulations to support farmers and minimise the risk of escapees being a source of
seed stock to establish wild herds in new locations.
Supported.
Damage to deer farm fencing by wombats is problematic and needs to be overcome to
prevent escapes.
A managed process for disposal of animals when farmer exiting the business.
Supported. Will require stiff penalties and policing.
Responsible keeping of deer as a farmed animal will be enabled while minimising the risk
of deer escapees creating satellite herds in the environment surrounding deer farms.
Supported as above.

MANAGEMENT OBJECTIVE 2
Empower farmers, foresters and other land managers to work collaboratively with hunters
to achieve tailored deer management objectives.

Greater flexibility for landholders through “lighter touch” policies and PBWMPs
What are the current policies that need a “lighter touch”?
PBWMPs are supported as a tool for landowners to manage pest wildlife on their properties.
Apart from some basics around actual wildlife control that NRE must oversight, landowners
should be free to tailor the PBWMP template to their own requirements.
The partially protected status of deer will be maintained.
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Totally supported. There is no perceived real benefit in deregulating deer hunting. It would
cause considerable conflict for landowners, hunters and the government. Deer are a
traditional hunting resource back to the 1840s. The opportunity to hunt deer provides a major
incentive for hunters to control wallaby, possum, vermin, feral cats etc. without landowners
resorting to 1080 poison.
Greater flexibility to take deer based on sex age or the season dependent on zone will be
provided through the use of PBWMPs and light touch regulation.
Supported in principle subject to detail.
Current state-wide settings – e.g., take limits, tagging & seasonal exclusions based on age
& sex will continue to apply in zone 1.
Supported but must continue to apply state-wide in all zones except under a project
supervised by DNR using professional shooters.
No limit on antlerless deer.
If the mechanics can be devised to mitigate consequential poaching of male deer in DNR
zones 1 & 2 it might be acceptable to increase season take of males in DNR zone 3.
However, if (zone 1) landowners develop a PBWMP with an organised hunting group
there is the option to set alternative take arrangements that permit more flexible deer
control.
Concept is supported. Main issue is impact on adjoining properties where a landowner
wishes take male deer out of season and under permit. Once stags back in bachelor herds
severe culling could destroy adjoining property hunting experience for many years.
Owners in zone 1 who do not have a PBWMP but who need to be able to control deer, a
one-off permit with conditions similar to those that might be specified in a PBWMP may
be granted for a limited time based on an assessment by the Dept.
Does “not having a PBWMP” mean not having hunters from the public ?
I understand some landowners may not want public hunters only employees. If this is the
case then perhaps a one-off permit is acceptable. Wallaby & possum cull permits only via a
PBWMP. Not having public hunters should not preclude a landowner from having a
PBWMP.
In DNR zones 2 & 3 a “light touch” regulatory environment is proposed reflecting the
“mixed management” and “no deer” objectives of these zones respectively.
Not supported.
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As part of this light touch approach, it is proposed that the current exclusions on taking
stags during the ‘rut’, and immature males (spikies) at any time be modified to facilitate
deer controls.
Not supported. No rut shooting in Tasmania unless part of a DNR project with professional
shooters or rangers in zone 3.
In zone 2, landholders who have the property management goals of promoting a
sustainable hunting population to ensure the availability of trophy males may choose to
enforce these exclusions on their property through a PBWMP, providing the property has
an existing relationship with a hunter group.
“Hunter group” might be only employees. See notes above.
Currently an antlerless exclusion applies 16 November to 14 March.
Proposed that this exclusion is removed from zone 3.
Exclusion to remain in zone 1 unless an exemption is granted under permit.
Exclusion to remain state-wide on animal welfare grounds unless part of a DNR project with
professional shooters or rangers in zone 3.
Ethical hunters in zone 3 or under permit in zone 1 or 2 can negate welfare risk with
lactating does with fawns by taking both animals.
Taking both animals does eliminate a welfare issue but risk of fawns escaping is high. May
be acceptable as part of a DNR project with professional shooters or rangers in zone 3.
From about three weeks of age fawns start to forage for food and become less dependent.
Does not mitigate welfare issue under 6 to 12 weeks. Needs deer biology analysis and input.
These light touch policies will continue to ensure basic animal welfare protections and
enable monitoring and oversight of the deer hunting resource by Game Services Tasmania
(GST).
Only acceptable where part of a DNR project with professional shooters or rangers in DNR
zone 3.
Annual take returns under permits and game licences will still be required to provide
population monitoring data that will enable effective herd management and evaluation of
management strategies.
Supported.
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Majority of deer on private rural land. Private landholders carry the costs and benefits
associated with managing deer and hunting.
Use of PBWMPs in zones 1 & 2 will enable farmers & foresters to work together with
hunters to set clear and understood deer management objectives for their individual
property within the broader objectives of these zones, giving greater flexibility to manage
deer and associated hunting on their land.
Use of PBWMPs supported and including wallaby, possum etc.
This may include Quality Deer Management (QDM) if considered appropriate at the
property level.
The Government has stated that it supports a QDM approach.
There needs to be more promotion of QDM and education of landowners and hunters on
what QDM means. For example, a former CEO of TFGA on ABC radio on many occasions
expressed belief that it meant big numbers of deer!
While a contemporary statement has been produced it does not explain QDM in simple terms
for landowners and hunters. This should be a simple exercise in consultation with hunters
who had direct and continuing exposure to wildlife biologist Brian Murphy or alternatively
retain Mr Murphy to write a simple explanation.
It should be very clearly noted that the opportunity to take quality deer is a significant
incentive for hunters to pay access fees and to control wallaby, possum and feral cat
populations without the use of poisons.

New or updated PBWMPs which take into account the new management options will be
lodged with GST.
The review of PBWMPs is a matter for landowners and GST.
In DNR zone 3 where the goal is managing down and eradication of deer, landowners will
be encouraged to work with GST to achieve this outcome.
Supported.
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Table 1 Summary of how the proposed system of light touch policies would apply in the
protected zones
The detail in the Table is not acceptable.
State-wide the stag season should remain at 29 February to 5 April or thereabouts. No
shooting of male deer during the rut.
Stag tagging via a hunting licence to continue state-wide.
Where a PBWMP in place there may be an opportunity to increase the male deer take in a
project approved by DNR (and applying different colour tags?)
There may be an opportunity to increase male deer take in DNR zone 3 with different
coloured tags and a regulation that requires the taken deer to be transported direct to principal
place of residence within say 24 hours.
Widespread in the Central Highlands many stags drop their antlers from mid-October. Period
of the antlerless deer season to be mid-March to 30 October (mid-October strongly preferred.
30 October only suggested as a compromise). Under QDM as supported by the Government,
the risk of aged stags being taken by mistake increases once antlers dropped.
Antlerless deer tags not required at all State-wide.
Annual take returns continue to be required.

MANAGEMENT OBJECTIVE 3
Continue to provide evidence-based deer management

Targeted wildlife population monitoring will be undertaken to help refine deer and
browsing animal management over time. Annual take returns will be maintained to
complement population monitoring.
Scientific management is encouraged and supported.
A key objective of the plan is that all control techniques and management strategies are
informed by scientifically rigorous data.
Wholly supported.
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The wild fallow deer herd will be monitored to estimate abundance and geographic
distribution.
Supported.
DPIPWE spotlight surveys and the major wild fallow deer census (comprising aerial
survey, citizen science and camera trapping components) represent important sources of
baseline data which may be used as a reference point for deer management in Tasmania.
Agreed and supported to continue.
Work is underway to correlate results of the aerial survey with data from spotlight surveys,
with the goal of developing an efficient methodology for the ongoing targeted monitoring
of populations using spotlight surveys, combined with the continued routine use of citizen
science (using DeerScan) and on-going roll out of camera traps. The next arial survey will
be conducted in 2023.
Agreed and supported. Outcomes should be reported publicly.
This monitoring will provide essential data for developing and prioritising deer control
strategies; making accurate risk assessments; targeting strategic areas; and for evaluating
the effectiveness of measures to manage down populations relative to baseline levels,
particularly in areas that are subject to commercial, environmental and public impacts.
Agreed and supported.

Improved understanding of biosecurity

Research will be conducted to improve our understanding of deer biosecurity issues
Supported. An issue that has been explored at a national & state levels previously over the
years. A study funded by the Centre for Invasive Species Solutions (CISS) recently
concluded that deer do not play any significant role in the transmission of key agricultural
diseases. See doi.org/10.1016/j.ijppaw.2021.06.006
A greater understanding of the potential biosecurity impact of deer populations is needed
in order to help prioritise management strategies.
Agreed.
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Deer are potential transmission vectors for some important diseases of livestock and
plants. More research is required to understand the relationship.
Research supported however the CISS study should be reviewed first.
Knowledge gained through the monitoring approaches listed above will help to prioritise
control methods based on biosecurity risks.
Only an issue if proposed “control methods” are found to be biosecurity risks ?

MANAGEMENT OBJECTIVE 4
Improve community involvement, education and awareness of deer management

Control of peri-urban deer
Partnerships and collaborative approaches will be developed to reduce deer abundance in
peri-urban and conservation areas.
Supported.
Deer in peri-urban areas pose significant risks to pubic safety due to the potential for
property damage, injury and death from vehicle collisions, collision avoidance, illegal and
unsafe firearms use (from poaching activity) as well as causing damage to private and
public infrastructure.
Significant risk ? Agreed there is risk but what level ?
Deer can flourish in peri-urban environments and very hard and expensive to control.
Agreed but is an area to be explored for creative solutions.
High densities of deer result in a higher likelihood of negative interactions occurring
between deer and people, particularly with stags during the rut.
In peri-urban areas, yes. Elsewhere little risk.
Outlying and peri-urban populations of wild fallow deer are undesirable and will need to
be managed through prioritised, coordinated eradication and containment programs as a
management priority.
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Agreed. Eradication projects with funding, milestones, KPIs should be detailed in the next
stage of plan development. As mentioned previously, utilise knowledgeable hunters as a
reference group for testing creative ideas.

Community engagement and education

Community & local government to be informed and engaged as collaborating partners
with the deer management strategies.
Agreed.
DNR should publicly explain its research, strategies etc. and refute exaggerated and false
claims that bring DNR, landowners and hunters into disrepute.
Deer management is a ‘whole of community’ issue with complexity and often competing
and conflicting interests.
Yes, but need not be so if sufficiently knowledgeable and skilled staff involved.
Spurious claims like 100,000 deer, exponential expansion, deer plague etc. should be
publicly refuted. Should be done once reasonable data know from DeerScan & camera traps.
The Government will work with key stakeholders to ensure the balance of community
needs and interests and that the benefits and risks are accepted and understood by the
general community.
Supported. See above.
Effective management requires cooperative partnerships and community engagement.
Educations and awareness campaigns will be developed.
Supported. Knowledgeable and skilled staff required.
A community education and engagement strategy will be developed and implemented.
Supported provided hunters and landowners are consulted during the process.
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Refocussed regulatory enforcement

Deer hunting regulation and compliance activity will be delivered through partnerships to
avoid anti-social or unsafe behaviour.
Needs explanation. Policing must continue. Cooperation between enforcement agencies is
critical.
Effective regulatory enforcement places competing demands on limited resources. Antisocial, unsafe, illegal activities remain an issue in many areas where deer occur.
True.
Given the public safety issues, partnerships and collaboration will be strengthened to
support enforcement activities with a focus on anti-social and unsafe behaviours.
Supported assuming the statement means cooperation between enforcement agencies,
landowners and legitimate hunters.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Deer Management plan
Thursday, 2 December 2021 4:35:06 PM

To Whom it may concern,
I attended the St Marys public meeting this week and would like to comment on how well it was presented,
despite a bit of ‘off stage‘ noise coming from the kitchen. I appreciated the skill involved in presenting a topic
that could easily become polarised, in a non confrontational way. With so many sometimes bizarrely, polarised
positions about almost everything, in the public arena at this time, it was refreshing to hear different viewpoints
and knowledge from presented in a respectful way.
I thoroughly enjoyed learning about the complex situation of deer management and the importance of arriving
at a series of interacting and overlapping ‘simple’ solutions under clear overarching aims.
I personally think that limiting deer populations is an urgent problem and needs a lot more resources allocated
to it. However I believe that the current approach ascertain the extent of the problem and encouraging existing
alliances of hunters and farmers and other stakeholders is the right approach especially from such an under
resourced area.
With the gathering of further data and refining aims of the management plan hopefully the deer population can
be contained whilst keeping all (or the majority) of stakeholders on side.
My main worry is that will there be enough resources allocated to enable the work to be done in time to prevent
a disastrous increase in numbers.
I would like to add that I am writing this on behalf of a friend who also attended but didn’t have time to put in a
submission.
Many thanks for your work.
Jo Trevelyan

Subject: Tasmania Proposed New Wild Deer Management Plan
Dear Minister,
I am corresponding to you with reference to feedback requested from Tasmania
Recreational Deer Hunters after perusal of the recently released Wild Deer
Management Plan.
I have consulted widely with Wild Deer hunters that I associate with and attended
the recent TDAC public meeting held at Ross on 19th Nov.
Without exemption I can say the current plan as proposed by the Department
is seen as seriously flawed, contradictory to previous
commitments made and devoid of actual information as to how some basic
objectives are to be achieved.
Some of the concerns raised by recreational Wild Deer Hunters to me personally are
as follows:
1. No mention or reference was ever made about the ecommerce generated by
Recreational Deer Hunting to the Tasmania, especially to the rural business that are
widely supported during and by hunters.... I know this firsthand having had a
business supported by recreational hunters for many years.
This contribution to rural Community businesses is significant and this should not be
forgotten and has been recognised by other jurisdictions including Victoria.
2. To encourage higher Deer harvest by hunters (inexperienced or without facilities)
why isn’t there concession for a facility to process recreational harvested venison for
private consumption, or to have processed venison DONATED to welfare and similar
organisations?
This is a widely used practice in the USA. Venison is in mince (hamburger) and
stewing steak only and therefor does NOT undermine Tasmanian Commercial Deer
Farmers.
This encourages hunters to take more and retrieve meat, particularly with today’s
prices and the Covid Impact on food supply. Most hunters simply do not have the
cooler/ refrigerator, butchering space to process multiple deer, which in turn
reduces harvest in the field.
It creates employment and value adds to our wild deer for PRIVATE use only,
encourages healthy eating and puts our Community in touch of where their food
really comes from.

3. No way will I or any or my Hunters support the use of chemicals, poisons or
Helicopter shooting. NO WAY. The use of poisons puts at real risk other wildlife
such as Wedge tail Eagles, Devils, Quolls ect who may access baits or contaminated
carcasses. How does the use of poison fit with Tasmania tourism image? If DPIPWE
is contemplating these measures why are they not implementing an Archery Harvest
opportunity?
No way can you sustain an argument that poisoning a deer or shooting one from an
unstable Heli platform is “more Humane“ than archery... we all know the chances
of poorly shot animal escaping are high. This is inhuman practice. I personally
have done this in New Zealand many years ago and know how difficult it is to cleanly
harvest a deer.
Helicopter shooting was used in New Zealand primarily due to the inaccessibility of
the terrain to access and harvest deer and to RETRIEVE carcasses for the
overseas venison market. The traditional Wild Deer Range in Tasmania IS accessible
by foot travelled hunters, this is classic overreach by the Department.
What is the financial cost estimates of this type of program and who is going to pay
for it? Without question it will be extremely expensive. It is expected that
Department will relocate funds generated by Recreational hunters and redirected to
this policy implementation rather than use raised Hunter funds for the correct
purpose. This will never be agreed to.
Current property owners who are complaining of high deer numbers should review
their past harvest practices and Recreational hunter numbers. Wild deer haven’t
just “appeared” in recent times.... it is in our view a reflection of poor or ineffectual
game management by property owners/ managers of recent years.
We doubt the Tasmania tax payer would be content with paying these large costs for
a service that over 6, 000 Recreational hunters are paying to undertake and
supporting other associated business in doing so.
If this practice is to be pursued the landowner should bear the TOTAL cost of its
implementation. In no way should the Tasmanian Public purse be used to fund this
proposal to control Wild Deer or any other browsing animal on private land.
4. An Archery Harvest option should be pursued for hunters, particularly in areas
close to urban areas where deer need to removed.
5. Consideration should be given to an additional male tag / spikie tag to every
hunter who purchases a licence. (i.e. one mature male tag and an additional male or
spikie tag). This would put immediate pressure on the numbers of male deer
particularly as young immature males, spikies are relatively easy to locate and
harvest and the carcass excellent table fare.

Statements of shooting male deer in the “rut “ period by members of the Dept
recently , shows ignorance as any hunter can tell you the carcass is unpalatable and
cannot be eaten due to the high levels of testosterone and rutting activity, fighting
mating ect. The smell of these males is overpowering also at this time and the meat
is impregnated with this smell which pollutes it.
6. It is stated that “Deer May be in the TWWHA”. Well are they or aren’t they? Is
so what are the numbers? I live nearby one and have done so for 25 years and have
never seen one there, the habitat does not support a viable population in my view.
Just this past July, I personally walked the Overland Track from Dove Lake to
Narcissis Bay with a companion, over 6 days. Both he and I are experienced hunters,
and we did not see any evidence whatsoever along the entire route indicating the
presence of deer, I also enquired with a few other hikers I encountered on the track,
not one confirmed a deer sighting.
The recently conducted survey should tell us if there is a problem or not... a lot of
assumptions are being made on the claim they are there ready to seriously impact
the Wilderness! What does the evidence tell us? Is this once again grandstanding
by the extremists?
7. No way will Recreational hunters support the take of Male deer without the use
of a tag / record. Regardless of where it is.
We all know this means clandestine killing of deer within the range that we have
been promised to grow future herds. The cost of tags is minimal, paid for by Licence
buyers and assists in recording harvests for data collection.... and isn’t that what we
are supposed to be doing to form a scientific, evidence-based program to better
manage our pristine environment and future management policy?

8. This idea of modifying a season, to increase harvest or extend a season, in Zone 1
and claiming that is still fits with QDM is a ridiculous proposition. The recognised
Wild Deer herd should be regulated in the Traditional Deer Range as promised with
an emphasis on Quality Deer Management for future generations AS PROMISED BY
THIS GOVERNMENT, not the whim of some extremists who happen to own land
there.
Also, they have the option of using recreational hunters as a management tool if
required.
9. How do DPIPWE plan to educate hunters and enforce this Zone practice? I am in
favour of it, in general, as I have previous said but how is this going to work? The

report talks about the “risks to public safety re Poaching and road hunting”, we fail
to understand how this plan addresses this, also what stops an individual shooting
illegally in Zone 1 then driving to Zone 3 where their take is legal, without the carcass
being tagged?
10. Harvest of locating female deer (does) Mid November to Feb. it is well known
that taking does during this time-period will commit the fawn at foot to starve to
death. Fawns are generally secreted by their mothers during this period and difficult
to locate. How does this comply with the Animal Welfare Act? Will hunters be made
exempt from this Act?
The possibility of fawn carcasses being located by the Green extremists and used as
propaganda to turn public sentiment against hunters is very real with regard to their
recent activities of farm invasions and duck hunting. Is this simply playing into their
hands?
11. Satellite Wild Deer herd reduction. We FULLY endorse this. Wild deer should
be removed from areas where they have no place (includingTWWHA) BUT
remember this problem has occurred because of poor, illogical decisions by previous
Government Departments who AGAINST the advice of recreational hunters gave
licence to proponents. Hunters previously strongly advised against the location of
Deer Pens outside of the traditional deer range for the reason of possible escapees
but were ignored.
Exactly HOW is this to be achieved? Are Licensed Recreational Hunters going to be
used as a primary tool? Is Deer removal to be mandated against Property owners
wishes?
12. Again the report mentions “risks to public safety by Deer and road collisions “.
What is the evidence? Risks by Forester, Wombats, Bennett’s wallaby ect are much
more prevalent. My wife and I live in the middle of the deer range, here in the
Central Highlands, drive 40,000 km a year (each) for the past. 27 years and can
honestly say we have never hit one, nor has the individuals I have discussed this
with.
13. Estimated Environmental damage by deer - well have a look at the destruction
created the wild-fire of 2019 in the Highlands here which was allowed to burn in an
area badly managed for fuel reduction programs.
The hypocrisy here is the
Conservationists who refused to allow fuel
reduction in our areas for years, have now created these new huge areas of new
graze and browse for animal species post fire.
Is there evidence to support these claims about widespread damage by Wild Deer?
A dozen rubbed trees in a forest of 1,000 is a non-event.... trees falling on trees
damage more.

14. The use of pointing dogs for deer hunting. Change to regulations to allow this
which greatly enchanted chances of harvest. This practice is widely used in Victoria
and is a very successful tool for the recreational hunter.
Explore the possibility of using dogs for the hunting of deer with shotguns in areas of
thick cover to control numbers. This is a widely used practice in the USA and a very
effective management tool.
15. Noise suppression for firearms in areas close to public infrastructure to
maximise harvest. Self-explanatory.
16. The concessions that we all made a couple of years ago to make sensible
changes to harvest and anterless take without tags, 5-year permits, male cull tags
widely available ect, simply have not been given a chance to work.
The previous Wild Fallow Deer season of 2020 was terminated early due to Covid
restrictions and harvest suspended, there has only been one recently completed
season 2021 in which these new practices have been utilised and the harvest data
not even been collated yet! Why isn’t the Govt and DPIPWE giving time for these
new liberal harvest practices time to be evaluated?
This report deliberately downplays the effects of recreational Hunters and doesn’t
report on it because either it doesn’t have the data, hasn’t had sufficient time to see
its impact in the field, or is bias and doesn’t what to.
17. Support was tabled for the educational instruction for new hunters, ie some
type of course or instructional skills should be given to educate the new generation
in game harvest, retrieval, field care ect to be able to carry the practice of Wild Deer
Management into the future of this State.
Hunter numbers are growing with female participants in shooting sports featuring
highly, this is a fact.
For the future of responsible Wild Deer Management to continue successfully we
should insist on providing some educational tools so the new Plan can be
implemented and understood, paid for by DPIPWE. Education is sadly lacking in this
area in my view, as experience in Hunting has generally been handed down
generationally, as these new hunters are to be the ones who donate their time and
resources to keeping deer numbers in check in the future, a basic course of
instruction would be financial beneficial for the future Game Management of
browsing animals. Isn’t that what we should be looking to.... the future?
18. Farmers within the Traditional deer range who claim to have excessive deer
number should have to be accountable and have some pro rata system for the

recreational hunter numbers to allow access. Sure, it’s their land, but if they claim
excessive deer and refuse access, it is a responsibility they must bear, it is not a
failure by any other means than theIr Property owner/ manager Game Browsing
Management practice.
I sincerely hope you take these matters into consideration and form a significant part
of the deliberations in forming the Management Plan. A failure to do so would
reflect poorly on you by the many Tasmanian Recreational Hunters and their families
who value this activity so highly.
Tasmania has an opportunity here to take the lead on Game Management and
environmental responsibility, not just in this Country but show how public and
Government can work together to achieve the desired outcome without overreach
and wanton waste on the Public purse which is seen so often when “poorly thought
out knee jerk reactionary policies“ are implemented.
Recreational Hunting is a healthy, social, engaging and fulfilling activity which has
proven benefits to many, including positive Mental Health and financial
outcomes. The recent Covid crisis has shown this without doubt.

Regards,
W. Turale

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Zones
Friday, 3 December 2021 5:00:19 PM

To whom it may concern,
Not sure if I'm writing this in the right spot but...
-Managing deer and eradicating deer are 2 different things.
-the proposed plans seem ideal for poachers.
-a lot of rifle owners have no access to just one area and won't have the required reasons
for the centre fire rifles.
-when deerseason opens do all the hunters go to same zone at the same and play happy
families?
-is opening the world heritage more often a better idea? like the ballots they are already
doing.
- I have noticed that the invasive species groups advertise online and get a lot of overseas
responses, do we need to include the rest of the world in our decisions?.
Excuse my nightshift brain doing overtime as I've missed the Ulverstone session.
Is there an option for guided hunts in the heritage areas?
Regards
Matt van Dijke

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Re: Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan
Friday, 3 December 2021 5:01:57 PM

Feed Back to the Draft Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan:
The Minister and his department are to be commended for looking at the current spread of
Fallow deer in both numbers and range throughout Tasmania.
Our family manage farmland at
in Tasmania. We have had a
long and continued association with fallow deer and recreational hunting.
The Government need to have the courage to realize that deer have a considerable economic
impact on agricultural viability where numbers are large. We have enormous reduction in yield
of planted crops, competition for grazing with our sheep and beef. Large areas of our farms
where pasture improvement is unviable and considerable damage to infrastructure like fences.
In addition to this, the cost of managing a hunter group is considerable. Access to private land
for recreational hunting has large regulatory implications, human safety and animal welfare
issues and considerable management implications.
Perhaps of greater consequence is the damage done environmentally. We are struggling to get
Eucalyptus recruitment. The understorey of our open woodland is over grazed and their “runs”
create erosion and introduce biosecurity challenges.
Your draft plan is a step in the right direction. But I fear it is not enough.
The Government should be encouraged to simplify the regulations. Access to the hunting
community could be increased. Less red tape and paperwork. 12-month access to hunting.
As a community we need to eliminate deer in high conservation areas like National Parks,
Reserves, World Heritage Areas.
In the traditional range deer numbers could be reduced significantly and still recreational
hunters would enjoy all the current benefits.
Farmers need to have access to more technology to control deer.
I encourage you to simplify the plan. Focus on the science and show leadership in reducing deer
numbers considerable for future generations of Tasmanians.
Regards
Julian von Bibra

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Fallow management plan
Tuesday, 2 November 2021 8:34:28 AM

Thankyou for the opportunity to comment on the draft fallow deer management plan
I am 59 years old this year and have been hunting since
first took me at about 8
I had access to private property 30 years ago for hunting fallow but changes in life meant I let it go .
Access to private property is now extremely difficult and as a farmer myself I can understand the reasons why
I have thought that there is the possibility of a government run hunters register for property owners and hunters
to use ,so that there are some controls and guidance as to who are responsible hunters that farmers / property
owners can alllow access .
I think that it could run alongside the game licence required
Also it could operate on a demerit points basis so that property owners can report unsuitable behaviour thus
giving others the chance to exclude those with history of such .
It could also be run with priorities given to eg. SSAA members with insurance, WWVP holders etc.
The SSAA Also have the farmers assist program
I realise that this digresses from the main points in the draft, however I hope that you can give some real
consideration to my thoughts and assist many people who would love to access areas other than public land for
hunting , recreation and harvesting of our premium game animals
Kind regards
Roger Webb

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Dear management plan
Friday, 12 November 2021 12:45:18 PM

Hi I’m Brent Willott
I have noticed that Tasmania doesn’t allow bow hunting which excludes a lot of hunters
from even thinking of travelling from other states.
Lots of us do shoot firearms as well but prefer the stalking challenge so tempted us with a
bow hunt then ask for some cull animals
Cheers

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Submission to Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management. You have got to be joking !
Wednesday, 1 December 2021 7:11:18 AM

To whom it may concern,

An out-of-control feral deer herd that is growing and invading environmentally-sensitive as like the Tasmanian
Wilderness World Heritage Area, the Walls of Jerusalem and the Douglas-Apsley National Park.
Feral deer in Tasmania are now a serious biosecurity issue for our environment and no longer simply a game
management issue.
In my submission I back calls by the Invasive Species Council for a final plan that ensures:
• There is support for Wildlife Regulations (2010) to be amended so deer are no longer considered a partly
protected species.
• New deer management zones ensure the entire Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area and other
protected areas are deer free.
• It sets and funds a target to reduce deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032.
• Removes red tape so farmers can control feral deer on their own land as they see fit.
I submit that the final plan should:
Be total eradication of an invasive animal.
They have reached our area here and have already become a blasted nuisance to add to the weeds, birds, dogs,
cats and other northern hemisphere imports.
Thank you

Yours sincerely,
Paul Wilson
___________________________

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Fallow plan draft
Wednesday, 3 November 2021 4:02:20 PM

Hi there
I am writing to give my feedback on the fallow management plan.
I would love to see bow hunting as an option.
Man has been using a bow and arrow for centuries.
Minimum bow poundage, arrow weight and 2 blades broad heads and a few other things
will help keep things ethical.
Even introduce a license and registration system if you feel the need.
Or an annual certificate from a local range to prove competency.
I’m happy to help out further with my opinion on the specifics if you would like. Just ask.
Thanks
Brent

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Submission to Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management
Wednesday, 1 December 2021 3:32:15 AM

To whom it may concern,
Right now the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area is at a crossroads. For decades deer in Tasmania
have been managed as a hunting resource, and their growing environmental and agricultural damage has been
ignored.
The result is an out-of-control feral deer herd that is growing and invading environmentally-sensitive areas like
the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, the Walls of Jerusalem and the Douglas-Apsley National Park.
While there are some positives in the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan it disappointingly
does little to protect nature, farmers and the community from the destructive impacts of deer on the environment
and society.
Feral deer in Tasmania are now a serious biosecurity issue for our environment and no longer simply a game
management issue.
In my submission I back calls by the Invasive Species Council for a final plan that ensures:
• There is support for Wildlife Regulations (2010) to be amended so deer are no longer considered a partly
protected species.
• New deer management zones ensure the entire Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area and other
protected areas are deer free.
• It sets and funds a target to reduce deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032.
• Removes red tape so farmers can control feral deer on their own land as they see fit.
I submit that the final plan should:
1. Rescind partially protected status of deer: To enable the effective management of feral deer, the plan must
support rescinding the partially protected status of deer for game in Tasmania’s Wildlife Regulations (2010) as
part of the current review of the regulations.
2. Population & impact reduction policies: The plan needs to tackle the exploding fallow deer population in
Tasmania by putting in place clear population and impact reduction policies rather than relying on old policies
aligned with maintaining a quality feral deer herd.
3. Reduce feral deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032: The plan should put in place a realistic policy that reduces and
contains the population of feral deer in Tasmania to 10,000 by 2032.
4. Natural and cultural values: In recognition of the outstanding biodiversity and cultural heritage values of
Tasmania the plan must include goals and objectives specific to the protection and conservation of natural and
cultural values.
5. Wilderness World Heritage Area | Ben Lomond | Douglas-Apsley: To protect the outstanding values of the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, Ben Lomond and Douglas Apsley national parks, these areas must
be included in the “No Deer Management Zone” and deer must be eradicated from this zone within 10 years.
6. Give land owners the tools to control deer: Land owners shouldn’t have to rely on agreements with hunters or
one off permits to effectively control deer on their own land in the Sustainable Hunting Zone. They must be
able to control feral deer as they see fit for their circumstances.
7. Professional feral deer control: The plan must re-enforce that the use of professional pest controllers

undertaking aerial and ground shooting and trapping must be part of the range of methods utilised to eradicate
feral deer from the “No Deer” zone and bring down the numbers in other zones.
8. Community engagement: Support improved community involvement, education and awareness of deer
management and the threats of feral deer to Tasmania’s precious environment and economy and to gain social
licence for control methods.
9. Immediate implementation: The plan should be implemented immediately with significant additional funding
allocated to the control program to ensure the deer population is rapidly reduced.
10. Create a special taskforce: The feral deer control program is complex and should be managed by a task force
working under Biosecurity Tasmania.
Yours sincerely,
Gary Aisbitt
___________________________

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Submission to Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management
Tuesday, 30 November 2021 6:12:53 PM

To whom it may concern,
Right now the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area is at a crossroads. For decades deer in Tasmania
have been managed as a hunting resource, and their growing environmental and agricultural damage has been
ignored.
The result is an out-of-control feral deer herd that is growing and invading environmentally-sensitive areas like
the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, the Walls of Jerusalem and the Douglas-Apsley National Park.
While there are some positives in the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan it disappointingly
does little to protect nature, farmers and the community from the destructive impacts of deer on the environment
and society.
Feral deer in Tasmania are now a serious biosecurity issue for our environment and no longer simply a game
management issue.
In my submission I back calls by the Invasive Species Council for a final plan that ensures:
• There is support for Wildlife Regulations (2010) to be amended so deer are no longer considered a partly
protected species.
• New deer management zones ensure the entire Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area and other
protected areas are deer free.
• It sets and funds a target to reduce deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032.
• Removes red tape so farmers can control feral deer on their own land as they see fit.
I submit that the final plan should:
1. Rescind partially protected status of deer: To enable the effective management of feral deer, the plan must
support rescinding the partially protected status of deer for game in Tasmania’s Wildlife Regulations (2010) as
part of the current review of the regulations.
2. Population & impact reduction policies: The plan needs to tackle the exploding fallow deer population in
Tasmania by putting in place clear population and impact reduction policies rather than relying on old policies
aligned with maintaining a quality feral deer herd.
3. Reduce feral deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032: The plan should put in place a realistic policy that reduces and
contains the population of feral deer in Tasmania to 10,000 by 2032.
4. Natural and cultural values: In recognition of the outstanding biodiversity and cultural heritage values of
Tasmania the plan must include goals and objectives specific to the protection and conservation of natural and
cultural values.
5. Wilderness World Heritage Area | Ben Lomond | Douglas-Apsley: To protect the outstanding values of the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, Ben Lomond and Douglas Apsley national parks, these areas must
be included in the “No Deer Management Zone” and deer must be eradicated from this zone within 10 years.
6. Give land owners the tools to control deer: Land owners shouldn’t have to rely on agreements with hunters or
one off permits to effectively control deer on their own land in the Sustainable Hunting Zone. They must be
able to control feral deer as they see fit for their circumstances.
7. Professional feral deer control: The plan must re-enforce that the use of professional pest controllers

undertaking aerial and ground shooting and trapping must be part of the range of methods utilised to eradicate
feral deer from the “No Deer” zone and bring down the numbers in other zones.
8. Community engagement: Support improved community involvement, education and awareness of deer
management and the threats of feral deer to Tasmania’s precious environment and economy and to gain social
licence for control methods.
9. Immediate implementation: The plan should be implemented immediately with significant additional funding
allocated to the control program to ensure the deer population is rapidly reduced.
10. Create a special taskforce: The feral deer control program is complex and should be managed by a task force
working under Biosecurity Tasmania.
Yours sincerely,
Janne Anderberg
___________________________

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Submission to Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management
Tuesday, 30 November 2021 6:14:01 PM

To whom it may concern,
Deer oh dear ... Right now the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area is at a crossroads. For decades deer
in Tasmania have been managed as a hunting resource, and their growing environmental and agricultural
damage has been ignored.
The result is an out-of-control feral deer herd that is growing and invading environmentally-sensitive areas like
the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, the Walls of Jerusalem and the Douglas-Apsley National Park.
While there are some positives in the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan it disappointingly
does little to protect nature, farmers and the community from the destructive impacts of deer on the environment
and society.
Feral deer in Tasmania are now a serious biosecurity issue for our environment and no longer simply a game
management issue.
In my submission I back calls by the Invasive Species Council for a final plan that ensures:
• There is support for Wildlife Regulations (2010) to be amended so deer are no longer considered a partly
protected species.
• New deer management zones ensure the entire Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area and other
protected areas are deer free.
• It sets and funds a target to reduce deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032.
• Removes red tape so farmers can control feral deer on their own land as they see fit.
I submit that the final plan should:
1. Rescind partially protected status of deer: To enable the effective management of feral deer, the plan must
support rescinding the partially protected status of deer for game in Tasmania’s Wildlife Regulations (2010) as
part of the current review of the regulations.
2. Population & impact reduction policies: The plan needs to tackle the exploding fallow deer population in
Tasmania by putting in place clear population and impact reduction policies rather than relying on old policies
aligned with maintaining a quality feral deer herd.
3. Reduce feral deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032: The plan should put in place a realistic policy that reduces and
contains the population of feral deer in Tasmania to 10,000 by 2032.
4. Natural and cultural values: In recognition of the outstanding biodiversity and cultural heritage values of
Tasmania the plan must include goals and objectives specific to the protection and conservation of natural and
cultural values.
5. Wilderness World Heritage Area | Ben Lomond | Douglas-Apsley: To protect the outstanding values of the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, Ben Lomond and Douglas Apsley national parks, these areas must
be included in the “No Deer Management Zone” and deer must be eradicated from this zone within 10 years.
6. Give land owners the tools to control deer: Land owners shouldn’t have to rely on agreements with hunters or
one off permits to effectively control deer on their own land in the Sustainable Hunting Zone. They must be
able to control feral deer as they see fit for their circumstances.
7. Professional feral deer control: The plan must re-enforce that the use of professional pest controllers

undertaking aerial and ground shooting and trapping must be part of the range of methods utilised to eradicate
feral deer from the “No Deer” zone and bring down the numbers in other zones.
8. Community engagement: Support improved community involvement, education and awareness of deer
management and the threats of feral deer to Tasmania’s precious environment and economy and to gain social
licence for control methods.
9. Immediate implementation: The plan should be implemented immediately with significant additional funding
allocated to the control program to ensure the deer population is rapidly reduced.
10. Create a special taskforce: The feral deer control program is complex and should be managed by a task force
working under Biosecurity Tasmania.
Yours sincerely,
Paul Anderson
___________________________

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Submission to Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management
Thursday, 2 December 2021 9:31:49 PM

To whom it may concern,
Right now the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area is at a tipping point. For decades deer in Tasmania
have been considered to be a hunting resource and managed as such. As a result, their growing environmental
and agricultural damage has been ignored.
The result is an out-of-control feral deer herd that is growing and invading environmentally-sensitive areas like
the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, the Walls of Jerusalem and the Douglas-Apsley National Park.
While there are some positives in the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan it disappointingly
does little to protect nature, farmers and the community from the destructive impacts of deer on the environment
and society.
Feral deer in Tasmania are now a serious biosecurity issue for our environment and no longer simply a game
management issue.
In my submission I back calls by the Invasive Species Council for a final plan that ensures:
• There is support for Wildlife Regulations (2010) to be amended so deer are no longer considered a partly
protected species.
• New deer management zones ensure the entire Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area and other
protected areas are deer free.
• It sets and funds a target to reduce deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032.
• Removes red tape so farmers can control feral deer on their own land as they see fit.
I submit that the final plan should:
1. Rescind partially protected status of deer: To enable the effective management of feral deer, the plan must
support rescinding the partially protected status of deer for game in Tasmania’s Wildlife Regulations (2010) as
part of the current review of the regulations.
2. Population & impact reduction policies: The plan needs to tackle the exploding fallow deer population in
Tasmania by putting in place clear population and impact reduction policies rather than relying on old policies
aligned with maintaining a quality feral deer herd.
3. Reduce feral deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032: The plan should put in place a realistic policy that reduces and
contains the population of feral deer in Tasmania to 10,000 by 2032.
4. Natural and cultural values: In recognition of the outstanding biodiversity and cultural heritage values of
Tasmania the plan must include goals and objectives specific to the protection and conservation of natural and
cultural values.
5. Wilderness World Heritage Area | Ben Lomond | Douglas-Apsley: To protect the outstanding values of the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, Ben Lomond and Douglas Apsley national parks, these areas must
be included in the “No Deer Management Zone” and deer must be eradicated from this zone within 10 years.
6. Give land owners the tools to control deer: Land owners shouldn’t have to rely on agreements with hunters or
one off permits to effectively control deer on their own land in the Sustainable Hunting Zone. They must be
able to control feral deer as they see fit for their circumstances.
7. Professional feral deer control: The plan must re-enforce that the use of professional pest controllers

undertaking aerial and ground shooting and trapping must be part of the range of methods utilised to eradicate
feral deer from the “No Deer” zone and bring down the numbers in other zones.
8. Community engagement: Support improved community involvement, education and awareness of deer
management and the threats of feral deer to Tasmania’s precious environment and economy and to gain social
licence for control methods.
9. Immediate implementation: The plan should be implemented immediately with significant additional funding
allocated to the control program to ensure the deer population is rapidly reduced.
10. Create a special taskforce: The feral deer control program is complex and should be managed by a task force
working under Biosecurity Tasmania.
Yours sincerely,
Darren Baguley

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Submission to Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management
Wednesday, 1 December 2021 9:23:39 AM

To whom it may concern,
Right now the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area is at a crossroads. For decades deer in Tasmania
have been managed as a hunting resource, and their growing environmental and agricultural damage has been
ignored.
The result is an out-of-control feral deer herd that is growing and invading environmentally-sensitive areas like
the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, the Walls of Jerusalem and the Douglas-Apsley National Park.
While there are some positives in the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan it disappointingly
does little to protect nature, farmers and the community from the destructive impacts of deer on the environment
and society.
Feral deer in Tasmania are now a serious biosecurity issue for our environment and no longer simply a game
management issue.
In my submission I back calls by the Invasive Species Council for a final plan that ensures:
• There is support for Wildlife Regulations (2010) to be amended so deer are no longer considered a partly
protected species.
• New deer management zones ensure the entire Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area and other
protected areas are deer free.
• It sets and funds a target to reduce deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032.
• Removes red tape so farmers can control feral deer on their own land as they see fit.
I submit that the final plan should:
1. Rescind partially protected status of deer: To enable the effective management of feral deer, the plan must
support rescinding the partially protected status of deer for game in Tasmania’s Wildlife Regulations (2010) as
part of the current review of the regulations.
2. Population & impact reduction policies: The plan needs to tackle the exploding fallow deer population in
Tasmania by putting in place clear population and impact reduction policies rather than relying on old policies
aligned with maintaining a quality feral deer herd.
3. Reduce feral deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032: The plan should put in place a realistic policy that reduces and
contains the population of feral deer in Tasmania to 10,000 by 2032.
4. Natural and cultural values: In recognition of the outstanding biodiversity and cultural heritage values of
Tasmania the plan must include goals and objectives specific to the protection and conservation of natural and
cultural values.
5. Wilderness World Heritage Area | Ben Lomond | Douglas-Apsley: To protect the outstanding values of the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, Ben Lomond and Douglas Apsley national parks, these areas must
be included in the “No Deer Management Zone” and deer must be eradicated from this zone within 10 years.
6. Give land owners the tools to control deer: Land owners shouldn’t have to rely on agreements with hunters or
one off permits to effectively control deer on their own land in the Sustainable Hunting Zone. They must be
able to control feral deer as they see fit for their circumstances.
7. Professional feral deer control: The plan must re-enforce that the use of professional pest controllers

undertaking aerial and ground shooting and trapping must be part of the range of methods utilised to eradicate
feral deer from the “No Deer” zone and bring down the numbers in other zones.
8. Community engagement: Support improved community involvement, education and awareness of deer
management and the threats of feral deer to Tasmania’s precious environment and economy and to gain social
licence for control methods.
9. Immediate implementation: The plan should be implemented immediately with significant additional funding
allocated to the control program to ensure the deer population is rapidly reduced.
10. Create a special taskforce: The feral deer control program is complex and should be managed by a task force
working under Biosecurity Tasmania.
Yours sincerely,
Chris / Ballantyne
___________________________

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Feral deer in Wilson"s Prom as well as Tassie, that"s terrible!
Tuesday, 30 November 2021 7:03:43 PM

To whom it may concern,
Right now the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area is at a crossroads. For decades deer in Tasmania
have been managed as a hunting resource, and their growing environmental and agricultural damage has been
ignored.
The result is an out-of-control feral deer herd that is growing and invading environmentally-sensitive areas like
the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, the Walls of Jerusalem and the Douglas-Apsley National Park.
While there are some positives in the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan it disappointingly
does little to protect nature, farmers and the community from the destructive impacts of deer on the environment
and society.
Feral deer in Tasmania are now a serious biosecurity issue for our environment and no longer simply a game
management issue.
In my submission I back calls by the Invasive Species Council for a final plan that ensures:
• There is support for Wildlife Regulations (2010) to be amended so deer are no longer considered a partly
protected species.
• New deer management zones ensure the entire Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area and other
protected areas are deer free; what about the South - West Walk, an area as pure as nothing I've ever
experienced?
• It sets and funds a target to reduce deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032.
• Removes red tape so farmers can control feral deer on their own land as they see fit. YES!!
I submit that the final plan should:
1. Rescind partially protected status of deer: To enable the effective management of feral deer, the plan must
support rescinding the partially protected status of deer for game in Tasmania’s Wildlife Regulations (2010) as
part of the current review of the regulations.
2. Population & impact reduction policies: The plan needs to tackle the exploding fallow deer population in
Tasmania by putting in place clear population and impact reduction policies rather than relying on old policies
aligned with maintaining a quality feral deer herd.
3. Reduce feral deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032: The plan should put in place a realistic policy that reduces and
contains the population of feral deer in Tasmania to 10,000 by 2032.
4. Natural and cultural values: In recognition of the outstanding biodiversity and cultural heritage values of
Tasmania the plan must include goals and objectives specific to the protection and conservation of natural and
cultural values.
5. Wilderness World Heritage Area | Ben Lomond | Douglas-Apsley: To protect the outstanding values of the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, Ben Lomond and Douglas Apsley national parks, these areas must
be included in the “No Deer Management Zone” and deer must be eradicated from this zone within 10 years.
6. Give land owners the tools to control deer: Land owners shouldn’t have to rely on agreements with hunters or
one off permits to effectively control deer on their own land in the Sustainable Hunting Zone. They must be
able to control feral deer as they see fit for their circumstances.

7. Professional feral deer control: The plan must re-enforce that the use of professional pest controllers
undertaking aerial and ground shooting and trapping must be part of the range of methods utilised to eradicate
feral deer from the “No Deer” zone and bring down the numbers in other zones.
8. Community engagement: Support improved community involvement, education and awareness of deer
management and the threats of feral deer to Tasmania’s precious environment and economy and to gain social
licence for control methods.
9. Immediate implementation: The plan should be implemented immediately with significant additional funding
allocated to the control program to ensure the deer population is rapidly reduced.
10. Create a special taskforce: The feral deer control program is complex and should be managed by a task force
working under Biosecurity Tasmania.
Yours sincerely,
Claudia Barduhn

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Submission to Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management
Tuesday, 30 November 2021 6:50:18 PM

To whom it may concern,
Right now the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area is at a crossroads. For decades deer in Tasmania
have been managed as a hunting resource, and their growing environmental and agricultural damage has been
ignored.
The result is an out-of-control feral deer herd that is growing and invading environmentally-sensitive areas like
the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, the Walls of Jerusalem and the Douglas-Apsley National Park.
While there are some positives in the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan it disappointingly
does little to protect nature, farmers and the community from the destructive impacts of deer on the environment
and society.
Feral deer in Tasmania are now a serious biosecurity issue for our environment and no longer simply a game
management issue.
In my submission I back calls by the Invasive Species Council for a final plan that ensures:
• There is support for Wildlife Regulations (2010) to be amended so deer are no longer considered a partly
protected species.
• New deer management zones ensure the entire Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area and other
protected areas are deer free.
• It sets and funds a target to reduce deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032.
• Removes red tape so farmers can control feral deer on their own land as they see fit.
I submit that the final plan should:
1. Rescind partially protected status of deer: To enable the effective management of feral deer, the plan must
support rescinding the partially protected status of deer for game in Tasmania’s Wildlife Regulations (2010) as
part of the current review of the regulations.
2. Population & impact reduction policies: The plan needs to tackle the exploding fallow deer population in
Tasmania by putting in place clear population and impact reduction policies rather than relying on old policies
aligned with maintaining a quality feral deer herd.
3. Reduce feral deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032: The plan should put in place a realistic policy that reduces and
contains the population of feral deer in Tasmania to 10,000 by 2032.
4. Natural and cultural values: In recognition of the outstanding biodiversity and cultural heritage values of
Tasmania the plan must include goals and objectives specific to the protection and conservation of natural and
cultural values.
5. Wilderness World Heritage Area | Ben Lomond | Douglas-Apsley: To protect the outstanding values of the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, Ben Lomond and Douglas Apsley national parks, these areas must
be included in the “No Deer Management Zone” and deer must be eradicated from this zone within 10 years.
6. Give land owners the tools to control deer: Land owners shouldn’t have to rely on agreements with hunters or
one off permits to effectively control deer on their own land in the Sustainable Hunting Zone. They must be
able to control feral deer as they see fit for their circumstances.
7. Professional feral deer control: The plan must re-enforce that the use of professional pest controllers

undertaking aerial and ground shooting and trapping must be part of the range of methods utilised to eradicate
feral deer from the “No Deer” zone and bring down the numbers in other zones.
8. Community engagement: Support improved community involvement, education and awareness of deer
management and the threats of feral deer to Tasmania’s precious environment and economy and to gain social
licence for control methods.
9. Immediate implementation: The plan should be implemented immediately with significant additional funding
allocated to the control program to ensure the deer population is rapidly reduced.
10. Create a special taskforce: The feral deer control program is complex and should be managed by a task force
working under Biosecurity Tasmania.
Yours sincerely,
Lewis Barrass

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Submission to Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management
Tuesday, 30 November 2021 7:08:23 PM

To whom it may concern,
Right now the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area is at a crossroads. For decades deer in Tasmania
have been managed as a hunting resource, and their growing environmental and agricultural damage has been
ignored.
The result is an out-of-control feral deer herd that is growing and invading environmentally-sensitive areas like
the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, the Walls of Jerusalem and the Douglas-Apsley National Park.
While there are some positives in the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan it disappointingly
does little to protect nature, farmers and the community from the destructive impacts of deer on the environment
and society.
Feral deer in Tasmania are now a serious biosecurity issue for our environment and no longer simply a game
management issue.
In my submission I back calls by the Invasive Species Council for a final plan that ensures:
• There is support for Wildlife Regulations (2010) to be amended so deer are no longer considered a partly
protected species.
• New deer management zones ensure the entire Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area and other
protected areas are deer free.
• It sets and funds a target to reduce deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032.
• Removes red tape so farmers can control feral deer on their own land as they see fit.
I submit that the final plan should:
1. Rescind partially protected status of deer: To enable the effective management of feral deer, the plan must
support rescinding the partially protected status of deer for game in Tasmania’s Wildlife Regulations (2010) as
part of the current review of the regulations.
2. Population & impact reduction policies: The plan needs to tackle the exploding fallow deer population in
Tasmania by putting in place clear population and impact reduction policies rather than relying on old policies
aligned with maintaining a quality feral deer herd.
3. Reduce feral deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032: The plan should put in place a realistic policy that reduces and
contains the population of feral deer in Tasmania to 10,000 by 2032.
4. Natural and cultural values: In recognition of the outstanding biodiversity and cultural heritage values of
Tasmania the plan must include goals and objectives specific to the protection and conservation of natural and
cultural values.
5. Wilderness World Heritage Area | Ben Lomond | Douglas-Apsley: To protect the outstanding values of the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, Ben Lomond and Douglas Apsley national parks, these areas must
be included in the “No Deer Management Zone” and deer must be eradicated from this zone within 10 years.
6. Give land owners the tools to control deer: Land owners shouldn’t have to rely on agreements with hunters or
one off permits to effectively control deer on their own land in the Sustainable Hunting Zone. They must be
able to control feral deer as they see fit for their circumstances.
7. Professional feral deer control: The plan must re-enforce that the use of professional pest controllers

undertaking aerial and ground shooting and trapping must be part of the range of methods utilised to eradicate
feral deer from the “No Deer” zone and bring down the numbers in other zones.
8. Community engagement: Support improved community involvement, education and awareness of deer
management and the threats of feral deer to Tasmania’s precious environment and economy and to gain social
licence for control methods.
9. Immediate implementation: The plan should be implemented immediately with significant additional funding
allocated to the control program to ensure the deer population is rapidly reduced.
10. Create a special taskforce: The feral deer control program is complex and should be managed by a task force
working under Biosecurity Tasmania.
Also I'm over run with them here in Forster, the damage to native habitat and aggression plus desecration of the
mangroves resulting in contaminated waters and loss of carbon intact. It is a major issue and problem.
Yours sincerely,
James Barrett
___________________________

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Submission to Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management
Tuesday, 30 November 2021 10:03:51 PM

To whom it may concern,
Right now the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area is at a crossroads. For decades deer in Tasmania
have been managed as a hunting resource, and their growing environmental and agricultural damage has been
ignored.
The result is an out-of-control feral deer herd that is growing and invading environmentally-sensitive areas like
the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, the Walls of Jerusalem and the Douglas-Apsley National Park.
While there are some positives in the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan it disappointingly
does little to protect nature, farmers and the community from the destructive impacts of deer on the environment
and society.
Feral deer in Tasmania are now a serious biosecurity issue for our environment and no longer simply a game
management issue.
In my submission I back calls by the Invasive Species Council for a final plan that ensures:
• There is support for Wildlife Regulations (2010) to be amended so deer are no longer considered a partly
protected species.
• New deer management zones ensure the entire Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area and other
protected areas are deer free.
• It sets and funds a target to reduce deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032.
• Removes red tape so farmers and all land owners can control feral deer on their own land as they see fit.
I submit that the final plan should:
1. Rescind partially protected status of deer: To enable the effective management of feral deer, the plan must
support rescinding the partially protected status of deer for game in Tasmania’s Wildlife Regulations (2010) as
part of the current review of the regulations.
2. Population & impact reduction policies: The plan needs to tackle the exploding fallow deer population in
Tasmania by putting in place clear population and impact reduction policies rather than relying on old policies
aligned with maintaining a quality feral deer herd.
3. Reduce feral deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032: The plan should put in place a realistic policy that reduces and
contains the population of feral deer in Tasmania to 10,000 by 2032.
4. Natural and cultural values: In recognition of the outstanding biodiversity and cultural heritage values of
Tasmania the plan must include goals and objectives specific to the protection and conservation of natural and
cultural values.
5. Wilderness World Heritage Area | Ben Lomond | Douglas-Apsley: To protect the outstanding values of the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, Ben Lomond and Douglas Apsley national parks, these areas must
be included in the “No Deer Management Zone” and deer must be eradicated from this zone within 10 years.
6. Give land owners the tools to control deer: Land owners shouldn’t have to rely on agreements with hunters or
one off permits to effectively control deer on their own land in the Sustainable Hunting Zone. They must be
able to control feral deer as they see fit for their circumstances.
7. Professional feral deer control: The plan must re-enforce that the use of professional pest controllers

undertaking aerial and ground shooting and trapping must be part of the range of methods utilised to eradicate
feral deer from the “No Deer” zone and bring down the numbers in other zones.
8. Community engagement: Support improved community involvement, education and awareness of deer
management and the threats of feral deer to Tasmania’s precious environment and economy and to gain social
licence for control methods.
9. Immediate implementation: The plan should be implemented immediately with significant additional funding
allocated to the control program to ensure the deer population is rapidly reduced.
10. Create a special taskforce: The feral deer control program is complex and should be managed by a task force
working under Biosecurity Tasmania.
Yours sincerely,
Mathew Bartlett
___________________________

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Submission to Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management
Tuesday, 30 November 2021 1:14:31 PM

To whom it may concern,
Right now the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area is at a crossroads. For decades deer in Tasmania
have been managed as a hunting resource, and their growing environmental and agricultural damage has been
ignored.
The result is an out-of-control feral deer herd that is growing and invading environmentally-sensitive areas like
the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, the Walls of Jerusalem and the Douglas-Apsley National Park.
While there are some positives in the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan it disappointingly
does little to protect nature, farmers and the community from the destructive impacts of deer on the environment
and society.
Feral deer in Tasmania are now a serious biosecurity issue for our environment and no longer simply a game
management issue.
In my submission I back calls by the Invasive Species Council for a final plan that ensures:
• There is support for Wildlife Regulations (2010) to be amended so deer are no longer considered a partly
protected species.
• New deer management zones ensure the entire Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area and other
protected areas are deer free.
• It sets and funds a target to reduce deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032.
• Removes red tape so farmers can control feral deer on their own land as they see fit.
I submit that the final plan should:
1. Rescind partially protected status of deer: To enable the effective management of feral deer, the plan must
support rescinding the partially protected status of deer for game in Tasmania’s Wildlife Regulations (2010) as
part of the current review of the regulations.
2. Population & impact reduction policies: The plan needs to tackle the exploding fallow deer population in
Tasmania by putting in place clear population and impact reduction policies rather than relying on old policies
aligned with maintaining a quality feral deer herd.
3. Reduce feral deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032: The plan should put in place a realistic policy that reduces and
contains the population of feral deer in Tasmania to 10,000 by 2032.
4. Natural and cultural values: In recognition of the outstanding biodiversity and cultural heritage values of
Tasmania the plan must include goals and objectives specific to the protection and conservation of natural and
cultural values.
5. Wilderness World Heritage Area | Ben Lomond | Douglas-Apsley: To protect the outstanding values of the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, Ben Lomond and Douglas Apsley national parks, these areas must
be included in the “No Deer Management Zone” and deer must be eradicated from this zone within 10 years.
6. Give land owners the tools to control deer: Land owners shouldn’t have to rely on agreements with hunters or
one off permits to effectively control deer on their own land in the Sustainable Hunting Zone. They must be
able to control feral deer as they see fit for their circumstances.
7. Professional feral deer control: The plan must re-enforce that the use of professional pest controllers

undertaking aerial and ground shooting and trapping must be part of the range of methods utilised to eradicate
feral deer from the “No Deer” zone and bring down the numbers in other zones.
8. Community engagement: Support improved community involvement, education and awareness of deer
management and the threats of feral deer to Tasmania’s precious environment and economy and to gain social
licence for control methods.
9. Immediate implementation: The plan should be implemented immediately with significant additional funding
allocated to the control program to ensure the deer population is rapidly reduced.
10. Create a special taskforce: The feral deer control program is complex and should be managed by a task force
working under Biosecurity Tasmania.
Yours sincerely,
Michele Belford
___________________________

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Submission to Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management
Wednesday, 1 December 2021 1:01:34 PM

To whom it may concern,
Right now the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area is at a crossroads. For decades deer in Tasmania
have been managed as a hunting resource, and their growing environmental and agricultural damage has been
ignored.
The result is an out-of-control feral deer herd that is growing and invading environmentally-sensitive areas like
the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, the Walls of Jerusalem and the Douglas-Apsley National Park.
While there are some positives in the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan it disappointingly
does little to protect nature, farmers and the community from the destructive impacts of deer on the environment
and society.
Feral deer in Tasmania are now a serious biosecurity issue for our environment and no longer simply a game
management issue. In Victoria where I live deer are in huge numbers, very hard to cull by shooting as they can't
be found when culls are planned, in Yarra Ranges for example. Tasmanian wilderness is unique and
magnificent; it must be preserved.
I support the Invasive Species Council for a final plan that ensures:
• There is support for Wildlife Regulations (2010) to be amended so deer are no longer considered a partly
protected species.
• New deer management zones ensure the entire Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area and other
protected areas are deer free.
• It sets and funds a target to reduce deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032.
• Removes red tape so farmers can control feral deer on their own land as they see fit.
I submit that the final plan should:
1. Rescind partially protected status of deer: To enable the effective management of feral deer, the plan must
support rescinding the partially protected status of deer for game in Tasmania’s Wildlife Regulations (2010) as
part of the current review of the regulations.
2. Population & impact reduction policies: The plan needs to tackle the exploding fallow deer population in
Tasmania by putting in place clear population and impact reduction policies rather than relying on old policies
aligned with maintaining a quality feral deer herd.
3. Reduce feral deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032: The plan should put in place a realistic policy that reduces and
contains the population of feral deer in Tasmania to 10,000 by 2032.
4. Natural and cultural values: In recognition of the outstanding biodiversity and cultural heritage values of
Tasmania the plan must include goals and objectives specific to the protection and conservation of natural and
cultural values.
5. Wilderness World Heritage Area | Ben Lomond | Douglas-Apsley: To protect the outstanding values of the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, Ben Lomond and Douglas Apsley national parks, these areas must
be included in the “No Deer Management Zone” and deer must be eradicated from this zone within 10 years.
6. Give land owners the tools to control deer: Land owners shouldn’t have to rely on agreements with hunters or
one off permits to effectively control deer on their own land in the Sustainable Hunting Zone. They must be
able to control feral deer as they see fit for their circumstances.

7. Professional feral deer control: The plan must re-enforce that the use of professional pest controllers
undertaking aerial and ground shooting and trapping must be part of the range of methods utilised to eradicate
feral deer from the “No Deer” zone and bring down the numbers in other zones.
8. Community engagement: Support improved community involvement, education and awareness of deer
management and the threats of feral deer to Tasmania’s precious environment and economy and to gain social
licence for control methods.
9. Immediate implementation: The plan should be implemented immediately with significant additional funding
allocated to the control program to ensure the deer population is rapidly reduced.
10. Create a special taskforce: The feral deer control program is complex and should be managed by a task force
working under Biosecurity Tasmania.
Yours sincerely,
Elise Biggs

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Submission to Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management
Wednesday, 1 December 2021 6:53:06 AM

To whom it may concern,
Hey mates, this is pretty rubbish. Feral deer numbers need to be aggressively reduced.
Right now the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area is at a crossroads. For decades deer in Tasmania
have been managed as a hunting resource, and their growing environmental and agricultural damage has been
ignored.
The result is an out-of-control feral deer herd that is growing and invading environmentally-sensitive areas like
the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, the Walls of Jerusalem and the Douglas-Apsley National Park.
While there are some positives in the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan it disappointingly
does little to protect nature, farmers and the community from the destructive impacts of deer on the environment
and society.
Feral deer in Tasmania are now a serious biosecurity issue for our environment and no longer simply a game
management issue.
In my submission I back calls by the Invasive Species Council for a final plan that ensures:
• There is support for Wildlife Regulations (2010) to be amended so deer are no longer considered a partly
protected species.
• New deer management zones ensure the entire Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area and other
protected areas are deer free.
• It sets and funds a target to reduce deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032.
• Removes red tape so farmers can control feral deer on their own land as they see fit.
I submit that the final plan should:
1. Rescind partially protected status of deer: To enable the effective management of feral deer, the plan must
support rescinding the partially protected status of deer for game in Tasmania’s Wildlife Regulations (2010) as
part of the current review of the regulations.
2. Population & impact reduction policies: The plan needs to tackle the exploding fallow deer population in
Tasmania by putting in place clear population and impact reduction policies rather than relying on old policies
aligned with maintaining a quality feral deer herd.
3. Reduce feral deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032: The plan should put in place a realistic policy that reduces and
contains the population of feral deer in Tasmania to 10,000 by 2032.
4. Natural and cultural values: In recognition of the outstanding biodiversity and cultural heritage values of
Tasmania the plan must include goals and objectives specific to the protection and conservation of natural and
cultural values.
5. Wilderness World Heritage Area | Ben Lomond | Douglas-Apsley: To protect the outstanding values of the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, Ben Lomond and Douglas Apsley national parks, these areas must
be included in the “No Deer Management Zone” and deer must be eradicated from this zone within 10 years.
6. Give land owners the tools to control deer: Land owners shouldn’t have to rely on agreements with hunters or
one off permits to effectively control deer on their own land in the Sustainable Hunting Zone. They must be
able to control feral deer as they see fit for their circumstances.

7. Professional feral deer control: The plan must re-enforce that the use of professional pest controllers
undertaking aerial and ground shooting and trapping must be part of the range of methods utilised to eradicate
feral deer from the “No Deer” zone and bring down the numbers in other zones.
8. Community engagement: Support improved community involvement, education and awareness of deer
management and the threats of feral deer to Tasmania’s precious environment and economy and to gain social
licence for control methods.
9. Immediate implementation: The plan should be implemented immediately with significant additional funding
allocated to the control program to ensure the deer population is rapidly reduced.
10. Create a special taskforce: The feral deer control program is complex and should be managed by a task force
working under Biosecurity Tasmania.
Yours sincerely,
Olivia Blair-Holt
___________________________

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Submission to Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management
Tuesday, 30 November 2021 5:54:49 PM

To whom it may concern,
Right now the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area is at a crossroads. For decades deer in Tasmania
have been managed as a hunting resource, and their growing environmental and agricultural damage has been
ignored.
The result is an out-of-control feral deer herd that is growing and invading environmentally-sensitive areas like
the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, the Walls of Jerusalem and the Douglas-Apsley National Park.
While there are some positives in the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan it disappointingly
does little to protect nature, farmers and the community from the destructive impacts of deer on the environment
and society.
Feral deer in Tasmania are now a serious biosecurity issue for our environment and no longer simply a game
management issue.
PLEASE HEED THE Invasive Species Council's CONCERNS & CHANGE THE LAWS REGARDING
DEER IN TASMANIA.
SURELY TASMANIA COULD DEVELOP ANOTHER NICHE INDUSTRY by reducing deer numbers and
DEVELOPING A VENISON INDUSTRY so that the culled deer can be respectfully utilised as food as they
would have been in their countries of origin.
In my submission I back calls by the Invasive Species Council for a final plan that ensures:
• There is support for Wildlife Regulations (2010) to be amended so deer are no longer considered a partly
protected species.
• New deer management zones ensure the entire Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area and other
protected areas are deer free.
• It sets and funds a target to reduce deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032.
• Removes red tape so farmers can control feral deer on their own land as they see fit.
I submit that the final plan should:
1. Rescind partially protected status of deer: To enable the effective management of feral deer, the plan must
support rescinding the partially protected status of deer for game in Tasmania’s Wildlife Regulations (2010) as
part of the current review of the regulations.
2. Population & impact reduction policies: The plan needs to tackle the exploding fallow deer population in
Tasmania by putting in place clear population and impact reduction policies rather than relying on old policies
aligned with maintaining a quality feral deer herd.
3. Reduce feral deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032: The plan should put in place a realistic policy that reduces and
contains the population of feral deer in Tasmania to 10,000 by 2032.
4. Natural and cultural values: In recognition of the outstanding biodiversity and cultural heritage values of
Tasmania the plan must include goals and objectives specific to the protection and conservation of natural and
cultural values.
5. Wilderness World Heritage Area | Ben Lomond | Douglas-Apsley: To protect the outstanding values of the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, Ben Lomond and Douglas Apsley national parks, these areas must
be included in the “No Deer Management Zone” and deer must be eradicated from this zone within 10 years.

6. Give land owners the tools to control deer: Land owners shouldn’t have to rely on agreements with hunters or
one off permits to effectively control deer on their own land in the Sustainable Hunting Zone. They must be
able to control feral deer as they see fit for their circumstances.
7. Professional feral deer control: The plan must re-enforce that the use of professional pest controllers
undertaking aerial and ground shooting and trapping must be part of the range of methods utilised to eradicate
feral deer from the “No Deer” zone and bring down the numbers in other zones.
8. Community engagement: Support improved community involvement, education and awareness of deer
management and the threats of feral deer to Tasmania’s precious environment and economy and to gain social
licence for control methods.
9. Immediate implementation: The plan should be implemented immediately with significant additional funding
allocated to the control program to ensure the deer population is rapidly reduced.
10. Create a special taskforce: The feral deer control program is complex and should be managed by a task force
working under Biosecurity Tasmania.
Yours sincerely,
RosemaryDA Blemings
___________________________

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Submission to Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management
Tuesday, 30 November 2021 7:09:35 PM

To whom it may concern,
Right now the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area is at a crossroads. For decades deer in Tasmania
have been managed as a hunting resource, and their growing environmental and agricultural damage has been
ignored.
The result is an out-of-control feral deer herd that is growing and invading environmentally-sensitive areas like
the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, the Walls of Jerusalem and the Douglas-Apsley National Park.
While there are some positives in the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan it disappointingly
does little to protect nature, farmers and the community from the destructive impacts of deer on the environment
and society.
Feral deer in Tasmania are now a serious biosecurity issue for our environment and no longer simply a game
management issue.
In my submission I back calls by the Invasive Species Council for a final plan that ensures:
• There is support for Wildlife Regulations (2010) to be amended so deer are no longer considered a partly
protected species.
• New deer management zones ensure the entire Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area and other
protected areas are deer free.
• It sets and funds a target to reduce deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032.
• Removes red tape so farmers can control feral deer on their own land as they see fit.
I submit that the final plan should:
1. Rescind partially protected status of deer: To enable the effective management of feral deer, the plan must
support rescinding the partially protected status of deer for game in Tasmania’s Wildlife Regulations (2010) as
part of the current review of the regulations.
2. Population & impact reduction policies: The plan needs to tackle the exploding fallow deer population in
Tasmania by putting in place clear population and impact reduction policies rather than relying on old policies
aligned with maintaining a quality feral deer herd.
3. Reduce feral deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032: The plan should put in place a realistic policy that reduces and
contains the population of feral deer in Tasmania to 10,000 by 2032.
4. Natural and cultural values: In recognition of the outstanding biodiversity and cultural heritage values of
Tasmania the plan must include goals and objectives specific to the protection and conservation of natural and
cultural values.
5. Wilderness World Heritage Area | Ben Lomond | Douglas-Apsley: To protect the outstanding values of the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, Ben Lomond and Douglas Apsley national parks, these areas must
be included in the “No Deer Management Zone” and deer must be eradicated from this zone within 10 years.
6. Give land owners the tools to control deer: Land owners shouldn’t have to rely on agreements with hunters or
one off permits to effectively control deer on their own land in the Sustainable Hunting Zone. They must be
able to control feral deer as they see fit for their circumstances.
7. Professional feral deer control: The plan must re-enforce that the use of professional pest controllers

undertaking aerial and ground shooting and trapping must be part of the range of methods utilised to eradicate
feral deer from the “No Deer” zone and bring down the numbers in other zones.
8. Community engagement: Support improved community involvement, education and awareness of deer
management and the threats of feral deer to Tasmania’s precious environment and economy and to gain social
licence for control methods.
9. Immediate implementation: The plan should be implemented immediately with significant additional funding
allocated to the control program to ensure the deer population is rapidly reduced.
10. Create a special taskforce: The feral deer control program is complex and should be managed by a task force
working under Biosecurity Tasmania.
Yours sincerely,
Neville Bofinger

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Submission to Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management
Wednesday, 1 December 2021 11:06:21 PM

To whom it may concern,
Right now the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area is at a crossroads. For decades deer in Tasmania
have been managed as a hunting resource, and their growing environmental and agricultural damage has been
ignored.
The result is an out-of-control feral deer herd that is growing and invading environmentally-sensitive areas like
the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, the Walls of Jerusalem and the Douglas-Apsley National Park.
While there are some positives in the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan it disappointingly
does little to protect nature, farmers and the community from the destructive impacts of deer on the environment
and society.
Feral deer in Tasmania are now a serious biosecurity issue for our environment and no longer simply a game
management issue.
In my submission I back calls by the Invasive Species Council for a final plan that ensures:
• There is support for Wildlife Regulations (2010) to be amended so deer are no longer considered a partly
protected species.
• New deer management zones ensure the entire Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area and other
protected areas are deer free.
• It sets and funds a target to reduce deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032.
• Removes red tape so farmers can control feral deer on their own land as they see fit.
I submit that the final plan should:
1. Rescind partially protected status of deer: To enable the effective management of feral deer, the plan must
support rescinding the partially protected status of deer for game in Tasmania’s Wildlife Regulations (2010) as
part of the current review of the regulations.
2. Population & impact reduction policies: The plan needs to tackle the exploding fallow deer population in
Tasmania by putting in place clear population and impact reduction policies rather than relying on old policies
aligned with maintaining a quality feral deer herd.
3. Reduce feral deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032: The plan should put in place a realistic policy that reduces and
contains the population of feral deer in Tasmania to 10,000 by 2032.
4. Natural and cultural values: In recognition of the outstanding biodiversity and cultural heritage values of
Tasmania the plan must include goals and objectives specific to the protection and conservation of natural and
cultural values.
5. Wilderness World Heritage Area | Ben Lomond | Douglas-Apsley: To protect the outstanding values of the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, Ben Lomond and Douglas Apsley national parks, these areas must
be included in the “No Deer Management Zone” and deer must be eradicated from this zone within 10 years.
6. Give land owners the tools to control deer: Land owners shouldn’t have to rely on agreements with hunters or
one off permits to effectively control deer on their own land in the Sustainable Hunting Zone. They must be
able to control feral deer as they see fit for their circumstances.
7. Professional feral deer control: The plan must re-enforce that the use of professional pest controllers

undertaking aerial and ground shooting and trapping must be part of the range of methods utilised to eradicate
feral deer from the “No Deer” zone and bring down the numbers in other zones.
8. Community engagement: Support improved community involvement, education and awareness of deer
management and the threats of feral deer to Tasmania’s precious environment and economy and to gain social
licence for control methods.
9. Immediate implementation: The plan should be implemented immediately with significant additional funding
allocated to the control program to ensure the deer population is rapidly reduced.
10. Create a special taskforce: The feral deer control program is complex and should be managed by a task force
working under Biosecurity Tasmania.
Yours sincerely,
George Bouk

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Submission to Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management
Wednesday, 1 December 2021 9:32:16 AM

To whom it may concern,
Right now the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area is at a crossroads. For decades deer in Tasmania
have been managed as a hunting resource, and their growing environmental and agricultural damage has been
ignored.
The result is an out-of-control feral deer herd that is growing and invading environmentally-sensitive areas like
the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, the Walls of Jerusalem and the Douglas-Apsley National Park.
While there are some positives in the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan it disappointingly
does little to protect nature, farmers and the community from the destructive impacts of deer on the environment
and society.
Feral deer in Tasmania are now a serious biosecurity issue for our environment and no longer simply a game
management issue.
In my submission I back calls by the Invasive Species Council for a final plan that ensures:
• There is support for Wildlife Regulations (2010) to be amended so deer are no longer considered a partly
protected species.
• New deer management zones ensure the entire Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area and other
protected areas are deer free.
• It sets and funds a target to reduce deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032.
• Removes red tape so farmers can control feral deer on their own land as they see fit.
I submit that the final plan should:
1. Rescind partially protected status of deer: To enable the effective management of feral deer, the plan must
support rescinding the partially protected status of deer for game in Tasmania’s Wildlife Regulations (2010) as
part of the current review of the regulations.
2. Population & impact reduction policies: The plan needs to tackle the exploding fallow deer population in
Tasmania by putting in place clear population and impact reduction policies rather than relying on old policies
aligned with maintaining a quality feral deer herd.
3. Reduce feral deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032: The plan should put in place a realistic policy that reduces and
contains the population of feral deer in Tasmania to 10,000 by 2032.
4. Natural and cultural values: In recognition of the outstanding biodiversity and cultural heritage values of
Tasmania the plan must include goals and objectives specific to the protection and conservation of natural and
cultural values.
5. Wilderness World Heritage Area | Ben Lomond | Douglas-Apsley: To protect the outstanding values of the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, Ben Lomond and Douglas Apsley national parks, these areas must
be included in the “No Deer Management Zone” and deer must be eradicated from this zone within 10 years.
6. Give land owners the tools to control deer: Land owners shouldn’t have to rely on agreements with hunters or
one off permits to effectively control deer on their own land in the Sustainable Hunting Zone. They must be
able to control feral deer as they see fit for their circumstances.
7. Professional feral deer control: The plan must re-enforce that the use of professional pest controllers

undertaking aerial and ground shooting and trapping must be part of the range of methods utilised to eradicate
feral deer from the “No Deer” zone and bring down the numbers in other zones.
8. Community engagement: Support improved community involvement, education and awareness of deer
management and the threats of feral deer to Tasmania’s precious environment and economy and to gain social
licence for control methods.
9. Immediate implementation: The plan should be implemented immediately with significant additional funding
allocated to the control program to ensure the deer population is rapidly reduced.
10. Create a special taskforce: The feral deer control program is complex and should be managed by a task force
working under Biosecurity Tasmania.
Yours sincerely,
Michelle Boulle

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Submission to Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management
Tuesday, 30 November 2021 10:26:50 PM

To whom it may concern,
Right now the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area is at a crossroads. For decades deer in Tasmania
have been managed as a hunting resource, and their growing environmental and agricultural damage has been
ignored.
The result is an out-of-control feral deer herd that is growing and invading environmentally-sensitive areas like
the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, the Walls of Jerusalem and the Douglas-Apsley National Park.
While there are some positives in the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan it disappointingly
does little to protect nature, farmers and the community from the destructive impacts of deer on the environment
and society.
Feral deer in Tasmania are now a serious biosecurity issue for our environment and no longer simply a game
management issue.
In my submission I back calls by the Invasive Species Council for a final plan that ensures:
• There is support for Wildlife Regulations (2010) to be amended so deer are no longer considered a partly
protected species.
• New deer management zones ensure the entire Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area and other
protected areas are deer free.
• It sets and funds a target to reduce deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032.
• Removes red tape so farmers can control feral deer on their own land as they see fit.
I submit that the final plan should:
1. Rescind partially protected status of deer: To enable the effective management of feral deer, the plan must
support rescinding the partially protected status of deer for game in Tasmania’s Wildlife Regulations (2010) as
part of the current review of the regulations.
2. Population & impact reduction policies: The plan needs to tackle the exploding fallow deer population in
Tasmania by putting in place clear population and impact reduction policies rather than relying on old policies
aligned with maintaining a quality feral deer herd.
3. Reduce feral deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032: The plan should put in place a realistic policy that reduces and
contains the population of feral deer in Tasmania to 10,000 by 2032.
4. Natural and cultural values: In recognition of the outstanding biodiversity and cultural heritage values of
Tasmania the plan must include goals and objectives specific to the protection and conservation of natural and
cultural values.
5. Wilderness World Heritage Area | Ben Lomond | Douglas-Apsley: To protect the outstanding values of the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, Ben Lomond and Douglas Apsley national parks, these areas must
be included in the “No Deer Management Zone” and deer must be eradicated from this zone within 10 years.
6. Give land owners the tools to control deer: Land owners shouldn’t have to rely on agreements with hunters or
one off permits to effectively control deer on their own land in the Sustainable Hunting Zone. They must be
able to control feral deer as they see fit for their circumstances.
7. Professional feral deer control: The plan must re-enforce that the use of professional pest controllers

undertaking aerial and ground shooting and trapping must be part of the range of methods utilised to eradicate
feral deer from the “No Deer” zone and bring down the numbers in other zones.
8. Community engagement: Support improved community involvement, education and awareness of deer
management and the threats of feral deer to Tasmania’s precious environment and economy and to gain social
licence for control methods.
9. Immediate implementation: The plan should be implemented immediately with significant additional funding
allocated to the control program to ensure the deer population is rapidly reduced.
10. Create a special taskforce: The feral deer control program is complex and should be managed by a task force
working under Biosecurity Tasmania.
Yours sincerely,
Ken Brash
___________________________

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Submission to Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management
Tuesday, 30 November 2021 4:48:55 PM

To whom it may concern,
Right now the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area is at a crossroads. For decades deer in Tasmania
have been managed as a hunting resource, and their growing environmental and agricultural damage has been
ignored.
The result is an out-of-control feral deer herd that is growing and invading environmentally-sensitive areas like
the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, the Walls of Jerusalem and the Douglas-Apsley National Park.
While there are some positives in the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan it disappointingly
does little to protect nature, farmers and the community from the destructive impacts of deer on the environment
and society.
Feral deer in Tasmania are now a serious biosecurity issue for our environment and no longer simply a game
management issue.
In my submission I back calls by the Invasive Species Council for a final plan that ensures:
• There is support for Wildlife Regulations (2010) to be amended so deer are no longer considered a partly
protected species.
• New deer management zones ensure the entire Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area and other
protected areas are deer free.
• It sets and funds a target to reduce deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032.
• Removes red tape so farmers can control feral deer on their own land as they see fit.
I submit that the final plan should:
1. Rescind partially protected status of deer: To enable the effective management of feral deer, the plan must
support rescinding the partially protected status of deer for game in Tasmania’s Wildlife Regulations (2010) as
part of the current review of the regulations.
2. Population & impact reduction policies: The plan needs to tackle the exploding fallow deer population in
Tasmania by putting in place clear population and impact reduction policies rather than relying on old policies
aligned with maintaining a quality feral deer herd.
3. Reduce feral deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032: The plan should put in place a realistic policy that reduces and
contains the population of feral deer in Tasmania to 10,000 by 2032.
4. Natural and cultural values: In recognition of the outstanding biodiversity and cultural heritage values of
Tasmania the plan must include goals and objectives specific to the protection and conservation of natural and
cultural values.
5. Wilderness World Heritage Area | Ben Lomond | Douglas-Apsley: To protect the outstanding values of the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, Ben Lomond and Douglas Apsley national parks, these areas must
be included in the “No Deer Management Zone” and deer must be eradicated from this zone within 10 years.
6. Give land owners the tools to control deer: Land owners shouldn’t have to rely on agreements with hunters or
one off permits to effectively control deer on their own land in the Sustainable Hunting Zone. They must be
able to control feral deer as they see fit for their circumstances.
7. Professional feral deer control: The plan must re-enforce that the use of professional pest controllers

undertaking aerial and ground shooting and trapping must be part of the range of methods utilised to eradicate
feral deer from the “No Deer” zone and bring down the numbers in other zones.
8. Community engagement: Support improved community involvement, education and awareness of deer
management and the threats of feral deer to Tasmania’s precious environment and economy and to gain social
licence for control methods.
9. Immediate implementation: The plan should be implemented immediately with significant additional funding
allocated to the control program to ensure the deer population is rapidly reduced.
10. Create a special taskforce: The feral deer control program is complex and should be managed by a task force
working under Biosecurity Tasmania.
Yours sincerely,
Sally Brown
___________________________

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Submission to Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management
Tuesday, 30 November 2021 6:22:26 PM

To whom it may concern,
Right now the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area is at a crossroads. For decades deer in Tasmania
have been managed as a hunting resource, and their growing environmental and agricultural damage has been
ignored.
The result is an out-of-control feral deer herd that is growing and invading environmentally-sensitive areas like
the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, the Walls of Jerusalem and the Douglas-Apsley National Park.
While there are some positives in the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan it disappointingly
does little to protect nature, farmers and the community from the destructive impacts of deer on the environment
and society.
Feral deer in Tasmania are now a serious biosecurity issue for our environment and no longer simply a game
management issue.
In my submission I back calls by the Invasive Species Council for a final plan that ensures:
• There is support for Wildlife Regulations (2010) to be amended so deer are no longer considered a partly
protected species.
• New deer management zones ensure the entire Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area and other
protected areas are deer free.
• It sets and funds a target to reduce deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032.
• Removes red tape so farmers can control feral deer on their own land as they see fit.
I submit that the final plan should:
1. Rescind partially protected status of deer: To enable the effective management of feral deer, the plan must
support rescinding the partially protected status of deer for game in Tasmania’s Wildlife Regulations (2010) as
part of the current review of the regulations.
2. Population & impact reduction policies: The plan needs to tackle the exploding fallow deer population in
Tasmania by putting in place clear population and impact reduction policies rather than relying on old policies
aligned with maintaining a quality feral deer herd.
3. Reduce feral deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032: The plan should put in place a realistic policy that reduces and
contains the population of feral deer in Tasmania to 10,000 by 2032.
4. Natural and cultural values: In recognition of the outstanding biodiversity and cultural heritage values of
Tasmania the plan must include goals and objectives specific to the protection and conservation of natural and
cultural values.
5. Wilderness World Heritage Area | Ben Lomond | Douglas-Apsley: To protect the outstanding values of the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, Ben Lomond and Douglas Apsley national parks, these areas must
be included in the “No Deer Management Zone” and deer must be eradicated from this zone within 10 years.
6. Give land owners the tools to control deer: Land owners shouldn’t have to rely on agreements with hunters or
one off permits to effectively control deer on their own land in the Sustainable Hunting Zone. They must be
able to control feral deer as they see fit for their circumstances.
7. Professional feral deer control: The plan must re-enforce that the use of professional pest controllers

undertaking aerial and ground shooting and trapping must be part of the range of methods utilised to eradicate
feral deer from the “No Deer” zone and bring down the numbers in other zones.
8. Community engagement: Support improved community involvement, education and awareness of deer
management and the threats of feral deer to Tasmania’s precious environment and economy and to gain social
licence for control methods.
9. Immediate implementation: The plan should be implemented immediately with significant additional funding
allocated to the control program to ensure the deer population is rapidly reduced.
10. Create a special taskforce: The feral deer control program is complex and should be managed by a task force
working under Biosecurity Tasmania.
Yours sincerely,
Patty Bruniges
___________________________

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Submission to Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management
Wednesday, 1 December 2021 8:59:50 AM

To whom it may concern,
Right now the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area is at a crossroads. For decades deer in Tasmania
have been managed as a hunting resource, and their growing environmental and agricultural damage has been
ignored.
The result is an out-of-control feral deer herd that is growing and invading environmentally-sensitive areas like
the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, the Walls of Jerusalem and the Douglas-Apsley National Park.
While there are some positives in the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan it disappointingly
does little to protect nature, farmers and the community from the destructive impacts of deer on the environment
and society.
Feral deer in Tasmania are now a serious biosecurity issue for our environment and no longer simply a game
management issue.
In my submission I back calls by the Invasive Species Council for a final plan that ensures:
• There is support for Wildlife Regulations (2010) to be amended so deer are no longer considered a partly
protected species.
• New deer management zones ensure the entire Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area and other
protected areas are deer free.
• It sets and funds a target to reduce deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032.
• Removes red tape so farmers can control feral deer on their own land as they see fit.
I submit that the final plan should:
1. Rescind partially protected status of deer: To enable the effective management of feral deer, the plan must
support rescinding the partially protected status of deer for game in Tasmania’s Wildlife Regulations (2010) as
part of the current review of the regulations.
2. Population & impact reduction policies: The plan needs to tackle the exploding fallow deer population in
Tasmania by putting in place clear population and impact reduction policies rather than relying on old policies
aligned with maintaining a quality feral deer herd.
3. Reduce feral deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032: The plan should put in place a realistic policy that reduces and
contains the population of feral deer in Tasmania to 10,000 by 2032.
4. Natural and cultural values: In recognition of the outstanding biodiversity and cultural heritage values of
Tasmania the plan must include goals and objectives specific to the protection and conservation of natural and
cultural values.
5. Wilderness World Heritage Area | Ben Lomond | Douglas-Apsley: To protect the outstanding values of the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, Ben Lomond and Douglas Apsley national parks, these areas must
be included in the “No Deer Management Zone” and deer must be eradicated from this zone within 10 years.
6. Give land owners the tools to control deer: Land owners shouldn’t have to rely on agreements with hunters or
one off permits to effectively control deer on their own land in the Sustainable Hunting Zone. They must be
able to control feral deer as they see fit for their circumstances.
7. Professional feral deer control: The plan must re-enforce that the use of professional pest controllers

undertaking aerial and ground shooting and trapping must be part of the range of methods utilised to eradicate
feral deer from the “No Deer” zone and bring down the numbers in other zones.
8. Community engagement: Support improved community involvement, education and awareness of deer
management and the threats of feral deer to Tasmania’s precious environment and economy and to gain social
licence for control methods.
9. Immediate implementation: The plan should be implemented immediately with significant additional funding
allocated to the control program to ensure the deer population is rapidly reduced.
10. Create a special taskforce: The feral deer control program is complex and should be managed by a task force
working under Biosecurity Tasmania.
Yours sincerely,
Emily Bullock
___________________________

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Submission to Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management
Tuesday, 30 November 2021 8:03:18 PM

To whom it may concern,
Right now the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area is at a crossroads. For decades deer in Tasmania
have been managed as a hunting resource, and their growing environmental and agricultural damage has been
ignored.
The result is an out-of-control feral deer herd that is growing and invading environmentally-sensitive areas like
the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, the Walls of Jerusalem and the Douglas-Apsley National Park.
While there are some positives in the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan it disappointingly
does little to protect nature, farmers and the community from the destructive impacts of deer on the environment
and society.
Feral deer in Tasmania are now a serious biosecurity issue for our environment and no longer simply a game
management issue.
In my submission I back calls by the Invasive Species Council for a final plan that ensures:
• There is support for Wildlife Regulations (2010) to be amended so deer are no longer considered a partly
protected species.
• New deer management zones ensure the entire Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area and other
protected areas are deer free.
• It sets and funds a target to reduce deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032.
• Removes red tape so farmers can control feral deer on their own land as they see fit.
I submit that the final plan should:
1. Rescind partially protected status of deer: To enable the effective management of feral deer, the plan must
support rescinding the partially protected status of deer for game in Tasmania’s Wildlife Regulations (2010) as
part of the current review of the regulations.
2. Population & impact reduction policies: The plan needs to tackle the exploding fallow deer population in
Tasmania by putting in place clear population and impact reduction policies rather than relying on old policies
aligned with maintaining a quality feral deer herd.
3. Reduce feral deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032: The plan should put in place a realistic policy that reduces and
contains the population of feral deer in Tasmania to 10,000 by 2032.
4. Natural and cultural values: In recognition of the outstanding biodiversity and cultural heritage values of
Tasmania the plan must include goals and objectives specific to the protection and conservation of natural and
cultural values.
5. Wilderness World Heritage Area | Ben Lomond | Douglas-Apsley: To protect the outstanding values of the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, Ben Lomond and Douglas Apsley national parks, these areas must
be included in the “No Deer Management Zone” and deer must be eradicated from this zone within 10 years.
6. Give land owners the tools to control deer: Land owners shouldn’t have to rely on agreements with hunters or
one off permits to effectively control deer on their own land in the Sustainable Hunting Zone. They must be
able to control feral deer as they see fit for their circumstances.
7. Professional feral deer control: The plan must re-enforce that the use of professional pest controllers

undertaking aerial and ground shooting and trapping must be part of the range of methods utilised to eradicate
feral deer from the “No Deer” zone and bring down the numbers in other zones.
8. Community engagement: Support improved community involvement, education and awareness of deer
management and the threats of feral deer to Tasmania’s precious environment and economy and to gain social
licence for control methods.
9. Immediate implementation: The plan should be implemented immediately with significant additional funding
allocated to the control program to ensure the deer population is rapidly reduced.
10. Create a special taskforce: The feral deer control program is complex and should be managed by a task force
working under Biosecurity Tasmania.
Yours sincerely,
Reuben Burrough

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Submission to Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management
Tuesday, 30 November 2021 7:16:48 PM

To whom it may concern,
Right now the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area is at a crossroads. For decades deer in Tasmania
have been managed as a hunting resource, and their growing environmental and agricultural damage has been
ignored.
The result is an out-of-control feral deer herd that is growing and invading environmentally-sensitive areas like
the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, the Walls of Jerusalem and the Douglas-Apsley National Park.
While there are some positives in the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan it disappointingly
does little to protect nature, farmers and the community from the destructive impacts of deer on the environment
and society.
Feral deer in Tasmania are now a serious biosecurity issue for our environment and no longer simply a game
management issue.
In my submission I back calls by the Invasive Species Council for a final plan that ensures:
• There is support for Wildlife Regulations (2010) to be amended so deer are no longer considered a partly
protected species.
• New deer management zones ensure the entire Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area and other
protected areas are deer free.
• It sets and funds a target to reduce deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032.
• Removes red tape so farmers can control feral deer on their own land as they see fit.
I submit that the final plan should:
1. Rescind partially protected status of deer: To enable the effective management of feral deer, the plan must
support rescinding the partially protected status of deer for game in Tasmania’s Wildlife Regulations (2010) as
part of the current review of the regulations.
2. Population & impact reduction policies: The plan needs to tackle the exploding fallow deer population in
Tasmania by putting in place clear population and impact reduction policies rather than relying on old policies
aligned with maintaining a quality feral deer herd.
3. Reduce feral deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032: The plan should put in place a realistic policy that reduces and
contains the population of feral deer in Tasmania to 10,000 by 2032.
4. Natural and cultural values: In recognition of the outstanding biodiversity and cultural heritage values of
Tasmania the plan must include goals and objectives specific to the protection and conservation of natural and
cultural values.
5. Wilderness World Heritage Area | Ben Lomond | Douglas-Apsley: To protect the outstanding values of the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, Ben Lomond and Douglas Apsley national parks, these areas must
be included in the “No Deer Management Zone” and deer must be eradicated from this zone within 10 years.
6. Give land owners the tools to control deer: Land owners shouldn’t have to rely on agreements with hunters or
one off permits to effectively control deer on their own land in the Sustainable Hunting Zone. They must be
able to control feral deer as they see fit for their circumstances.
7. Professional feral deer control: The plan must re-enforce that the use of professional pest controllers

undertaking aerial and ground shooting and trapping must be part of the range of methods utilised to eradicate
feral deer from the “No Deer” zone and bring down the numbers in other zones.
8. Community engagement: Support improved community involvement, education and awareness of deer
management and the threats of feral deer to Tasmania’s precious environment and economy and to gain social
licence for control methods.
9. Immediate implementation: The plan should be implemented immediately with significant additional funding
allocated to the control program to ensure the deer population is rapidly reduced.
10. Create a special taskforce: The feral deer control program is complex and should be managed by a task force
working under Biosecurity Tasmania.
Yours sincerely,
John Byrne

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Submission to Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management
Wednesday, 1 December 2021 8:35:01 AM

To whom it may concern,
Right now the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area is at a crossroads. For decades deer in Tasmania
have been managed as a hunting resource, and their growing environmental and agricultural damage has been
ignored.
The result is an out-of-control feral deer herd that is growing and invading environmentally-sensitive areas like
the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, the Walls of Jerusalem and the Douglas-Apsley National Park.
While there are some positives in the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan it disappointingly
does little to protect nature, farmers and the community from the destructive impacts of deer on the environment
and society.
Feral deer in Tasmania are now a serious biosecurity issue for our environment and no longer simply a game
management issue.
In my submission I back calls by the Invasive Species Council for a final plan that ensures:
• There is support for Wildlife Regulations (2010) to be amended so deer are no longer considered a partly
protected species.
• New deer management zones ensure the entire Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area and other
protected areas are deer free.
• It sets and funds a target to reduce deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032.
• Removes red tape so farmers can control feral deer on their own land as they see fit.
I submit that the final plan should:
1. Rescind partially protected status of deer: To enable the effective management of feral deer, the plan must
support rescinding the partially protected status of deer for game in Tasmania’s Wildlife Regulations (2010) as
part of the current review of the regulations.
2. Population & impact reduction policies: The plan needs to tackle the exploding fallow deer population in
Tasmania by putting in place clear population and impact reduction policies rather than relying on old policies
aligned with maintaining a quality feral deer herd.
3. Reduce feral deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032: The plan should put in place a realistic policy that reduces and
contains the population of feral deer in Tasmania to 10,000 by 2032.
4. Natural and cultural values: In recognition of the outstanding biodiversity and cultural heritage values of
Tasmania the plan must include goals and objectives specific to the protection and conservation of natural and
cultural values.
5. Wilderness World Heritage Area | Ben Lomond | Douglas-Apsley: To protect the outstanding values of the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, Ben Lomond and Douglas Apsley national parks, these areas must
be included in the “No Deer Management Zone” and deer must be eradicated from this zone within 10 years.
6. Give land owners the tools to control deer: Land owners shouldn’t have to rely on agreements with hunters or
one off permits to effectively control deer on their own land in the Sustainable Hunting Zone. They must be
able to control feral deer as they see fit for their circumstances.
7. Professional feral deer control: The plan must re-enforce that the use of professional pest controllers

undertaking aerial and ground shooting and trapping must be part of the range of methods utilised to eradicate
feral deer from the “No Deer” zone and bring down the numbers in other zones.
8. Community engagement: Support improved community involvement, education and awareness of deer
management and the threats of feral deer to Tasmania’s precious environment and economy and to gain social
licence for control methods.
9. Immediate implementation: The plan should be implemented immediately with significant additional funding
allocated to the control program to ensure the deer population is rapidly reduced.
10. Create a special taskforce: The feral deer control program is complex and should be managed by a task force
working under Biosecurity Tasmania.
Yours sincerely,
Jane Roe
___________________________
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To:
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Deer Management Plan
Submission to Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management
Tuesday, 30 November 2021 6:01:03 PM

To whom it may concern,
Right now the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area is at a crossroads. For decades deer in Tasmania
have been managed as a hunting resource, and their growing environmental and agricultural damage has been
ignored.
The result is an out-of-control feral deer herd that is growing and invading environmentally-sensitive areas like
the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, the Walls of Jerusalem and the Douglas-Apsley National Park.
While there are some positives in the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan it disappointingly
does little to protect nature, farmers and the community from the destructive impacts of deer on the environment
and society.
Feral deer in Tasmania are now a serious biosecurity issue for our environment and no longer simply a game
management issue.
In my submission I back calls by the Invasive Species Council for a final plan that ensures:
• There is support for Wildlife Regulations (2010) to be amended so deer are no longer considered a partly
protected species.
• New deer management zones ensure the entire Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area and other
protected areas are deer free.
• It sets and funds a target to reduce deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032.
• Removes red tape so farmers can control feral deer on their own land as they see fit.
I submit that the final plan should:
1. Rescind partially protected status of deer: To enable the effective management of feral deer, the plan must
support rescinding the partially protected status of deer for game in Tasmania’s Wildlife Regulations (2010) as
part of the current review of the regulations.
2. Population & impact reduction policies: The plan needs to tackle the exploding fallow deer population in
Tasmania by putting in place clear population and impact reduction policies rather than relying on old policies
aligned with maintaining a quality feral deer herd.
3. Reduce feral deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032: The plan should put in place a realistic policy that reduces and
contains the population of feral deer in Tasmania to 10,000 by 2032.
4. Natural and cultural values: In recognition of the outstanding biodiversity and cultural heritage values of
Tasmania the plan must include goals and objectives specific to the protection and conservation of natural and
cultural values.
5. Wilderness World Heritage Area | Ben Lomond | Douglas-Apsley: To protect the outstanding values of the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, Ben Lomond and Douglas Apsley national parks, these areas must
be included in the “No Deer Management Zone” and deer must be eradicated from this zone within 10 years.
6. Give land owners the tools to control deer: Land owners shouldn’t have to rely on agreements with hunters or
one off permits to effectively control deer on their own land in the Sustainable Hunting Zone. They must be
able to control feral deer as they see fit for their circumstances.
7. Professional feral deer control: The plan must re-enforce that the use of professional pest controllers

undertaking aerial and ground shooting and trapping must be part of the range of methods utilised to eradicate
feral deer from the “No Deer” zone and bring down the numbers in other zones.
8. Community engagement: Support improved community involvement, education and awareness of deer
management and the threats of feral deer to Tasmania’s precious environment and economy and to gain social
licence for control methods.
9. Immediate implementation: The plan should be implemented immediately with significant additional funding
allocated to the control program to ensure the deer population is rapidly reduced.
10. Create a special taskforce: The feral deer control program is complex and should be managed by a task force
working under Biosecurity Tasmania.
Yours sincerely,
Fern Cadman
___________________________
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To:
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Deer Management Plan
Submission to Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management
Tuesday, 30 November 2021 10:06:22 PM

To whom it may concern,
Right now the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area is at a crossroads. For decades deer in Tasmania
have been managed as a hunting resource, and their growing environmental and agricultural damage has been
ignored.
The result is an out-of-control feral deer herd that is growing and invading environmentally-sensitive areas like
the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, the Walls of Jerusalem and the Douglas-Apsley National Park.
While there are some positives in the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan it disappointingly
does little to protect nature, farmers and the community from the destructive impacts of deer on the environment
and society.
Feral deer in Tasmania are now a serious biosecurity issue for our environment and no longer simply a game
management issue.
In my submission I back calls by the Invasive Species Council for a final plan that ensures:
• There is support for Wildlife Regulations (2010) to be amended so deer are no longer considered a partly
protected species.
• New deer management zones ensure the entire Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area and other
protected areas are deer free.
• It sets and funds a target to reduce deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032.
• Removes red tape so farmers can control feral deer on their own land as they see fit.
I submit that the final plan should:
1. Rescind partially protected status of deer: To enable the effective management of feral deer, the plan must
support rescinding the partially protected status of deer for game in Tasmania’s Wildlife Regulations (2010) as
part of the current review of the regulations.
2. Population & impact reduction policies: The plan needs to tackle the exploding fallow deer population in
Tasmania by putting in place clear population and impact reduction policies rather than relying on old policies
aligned with maintaining a quality feral deer herd.
3. Reduce feral deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032: The plan should put in place a realistic policy that reduces and
contains the population of feral deer in Tasmania to 10,000 by 2032.
4. Natural and cultural values: In recognition of the outstanding biodiversity and cultural heritage values of
Tasmania the plan must include goals and objectives specific to the protection and conservation of natural and
cultural values.
5. Wilderness World Heritage Area | Ben Lomond | Douglas-Apsley: To protect the outstanding values of the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, Ben Lomond and Douglas Apsley national parks, these areas must
be included in the “No Deer Management Zone” and deer must be eradicated from this zone within 10 years.
6. Give land owners the tools to control deer: Land owners shouldn’t have to rely on agreements with hunters or
one off permits to effectively control deer on their own land in the Sustainable Hunting Zone. They must be
able to control feral deer as they see fit for their circumstances.
7. Professional feral deer control: The plan must re-enforce that the use of professional pest controllers

undertaking aerial and ground shooting and trapping must be part of the range of methods utilised to eradicate
feral deer from the “No Deer” zone and bring down the numbers in other zones.
8. Community engagement: Support improved community involvement, education and awareness of deer
management and the threats of feral deer to Tasmania’s precious environment and economy and to gain social
licence for control methods.
9. Immediate implementation: The plan should be implemented immediately with significant additional funding
allocated to the control program to ensure the deer population is rapidly reduced.
10. Create a special taskforce: The feral deer control program is complex and should be managed by a task force
working under Biosecurity Tasmania.
Yours sincerely,
Noelene Carr

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Submission to Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management
Wednesday, 1 December 2021 10:44:00 AM

To whom it may concern,
I am a frequent vistor to Tassie - with my son living in the Huon Valley. Right now the Tasmanian Wilderness
World Heritage Area is at a crossroads. For decades deer in Tasmania have been managed as a hunting
resource, and their growing environmental and agricultural damage has been ignored.
The result is an out-of-control feral deer herd that is growing and invading environmentally-sensitive areas like
the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, the Walls of Jerusalem and the Douglas-Apsley National Park.
While there are some positives in the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan it disappointingly
does little to protect nature, farmers and the community from the destructive impacts of deer on the environment
and society.
Feral deer in Tasmania are now a serious biosecurity issue for our environment and no longer simply a game
management issue.
In my submission I back calls by the Invasive Species Council for a final plan that ensures:
• There is support for Wildlife Regulations (2010) to be amended so deer are no longer considered a partly
protected species.
• New deer management zones ensure the entire Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area and other
protected areas are deer free.
• It sets and funds a target to reduce deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032.
• Removes red tape so farmers can control feral deer on their own land as they see fit.
I submit that the final plan should:
1. Rescind partially protected status of deer: To enable the effective management of feral deer, the plan must
support rescinding the partially protected status of deer for game in Tasmania’s Wildlife Regulations (2010) as
part of the current review of the regulations.
2. Population & impact reduction policies: The plan needs to tackle the exploding fallow deer population in
Tasmania by putting in place clear population and impact reduction policies rather than relying on old policies
aligned with maintaining a quality feral deer herd.
3. Reduce feral deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032: The plan should put in place a realistic policy that reduces and
contains the population of feral deer in Tasmania to 10,000 by 2032.
4. Natural and cultural values: In recognition of the outstanding biodiversity and cultural heritage values of
Tasmania the plan must include goals and objectives specific to the protection and conservation of natural and
cultural values.
5. Wilderness World Heritage Area | Ben Lomond | Douglas-Apsley: To protect the outstanding values of the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, Ben Lomond and Douglas Apsley national parks, these areas must
be included in the “No Deer Management Zone” and deer must be eradicated from this zone within 10 years.
6. Give land owners the tools to control deer: Land owners shouldn’t have to rely on agreements with hunters or
one off permits to effectively control deer on their own land in the Sustainable Hunting Zone. They must be
able to control feral deer as they see fit for their circumstances.
7. Professional feral deer control: The plan must re-enforce that the use of professional pest controllers

undertaking aerial and ground shooting and trapping must be part of the range of methods utilised to eradicate
feral deer from the “No Deer” zone and bring down the numbers in other zones.
8. Community engagement: Support improved community involvement, education and awareness of deer
management and the threats of feral deer to Tasmania’s precious environment and economy and to gain social
licence for control methods.
9. Immediate implementation: The plan should be implemented immediately with significant additional funding
allocated to the control program to ensure the deer population is rapidly reduced.
10. Create a special taskforce: The feral deer control program is complex and should be managed by a task force
working under Biosecurity Tasmania.
Yours sincerely,
Tim Carroll
___________________________

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Submission to Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management
Wednesday, 1 December 2021 1:23:19 PM

To whom it may concern,
Right now the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area is at a crossroads. For decades deer in Tasmania
have been managed as a hunting resource, and their growing environmental and agricultural damage has been
ignored.
The result is an out-of-control feral deer herd that is growing and invading environmentally-sensitive areas like
the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, the Walls of Jerusalem and the Douglas-Apsley National Park.
While there are some positives in the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan it disappointingly
does little to protect nature, farmers and the community from the destructive impacts of deer on the environment
and society.
Feral deer in Tasmania are now a serious biosecurity issue for our environment and no longer simply a game
management issue.
In my submission I back calls by the Invasive Species Council for a final plan that ensures:
• There is support for Wildlife Regulations (2010) to be amended so deer are no longer considered a partly
protected species.
• New deer management zones ensure the entire Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area and other
protected areas are deer free.
• It sets and funds a target to reduce deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032.
• Removes red tape so farmers can control feral deer on their own land as they see fit.
I submit that the final plan should:
1. Rescind partially protected status of deer: To enable the effective management of feral deer, the plan must
support rescinding the partially protected status of deer for game in Tasmania’s Wildlife Regulations (2010) as
part of the current review of the regulations.
2. Population & impact reduction policies: The plan needs to tackle the exploding fallow deer population in
Tasmania by putting in place clear population and impact reduction policies rather than relying on old policies
aligned with maintaining a quality feral deer herd.
3. Reduce feral deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032: The plan should put in place a realistic policy that reduces and
contains the population of feral deer in Tasmania to 10,000 by 2032.
4. Natural and cultural values: In recognition of the outstanding biodiversity and cultural heritage values of
Tasmania the plan must include goals and objectives specific to the protection and conservation of natural and
cultural values.
5. Wilderness World Heritage Area | Ben Lomond | Douglas-Apsley: To protect the outstanding values of the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, Ben Lomond and Douglas Apsley national parks, these areas must
be included in the “No Deer Management Zone” and deer must be eradicated from this zone within 10 years.
6. Give land owners the tools to control deer: Land owners shouldn’t have to rely on agreements with hunters or
one off permits to effectively control deer on their own land in the Sustainable Hunting Zone. They must be
able to control feral deer as they see fit for their circumstances.
7. Professional feral deer control: The plan must re-enforce that the use of professional pest controllers

undertaking aerial and ground shooting and trapping must be part of the range of methods utilised to eradicate
feral deer from the “No Deer” zone and bring down the numbers in other zones.
8. Community engagement: Support improved community involvement, education and awareness of deer
management and the threats of feral deer to Tasmania’s precious environment and economy and to gain social
licence for control methods.
9. Immediate implementation: The plan should be implemented immediately with significant additional funding
allocated to the control program to ensure the deer population is rapidly reduced.
10. Create a special taskforce: The feral deer control program is complex and should be managed by a task force
working under Biosecurity Tasmania.
you must recognize humans are FERAL PLAGUE
Yours sincerely,
Anna Charlton
___________________________

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Submission to Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management
Tuesday, 30 November 2021 9:03:08 PM

To whom it may concern,
Right now the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area is at a crossroads. For decades deer in Tasmania
have been managed as a hunting resource, and their growing environmental and agricultural damage has been
ignored.
The result is an out-of-control feral deer herd that is growing and invading environmentally-sensitive areas like
the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, the Walls of Jerusalem and the Douglas-Apsley National Park.
While there are some positives in the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan it disappointingly
does little to protect nature, farmers and the community from the destructive impacts of deer on the environment
and society.
Feral deer in Tasmania are now a serious biosecurity issue for our environment and no longer simply a game
management issue.
In my submission I back calls by the Invasive Species Council for a final plan that ensures:
• There is support for Wildlife Regulations (2010) to be amended so deer are no longer considered a partly
protected species.
• New deer management zones ensure the entire Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area and other
protected areas are deer free.
• It sets and funds a target to reduce deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032.
• Removes red tape so farmers can control feral deer on their own land as they see fit.
I submit that the final plan should:
1. Rescind partially protected status of deer: To enable the effective management of feral deer, the plan must
support rescinding the partially protected status of deer for game in Tasmania’s Wildlife Regulations (2010) as
part of the current review of the regulations.
2. Population & impact reduction policies: The plan needs to tackle the exploding fallow deer population in
Tasmania by putting in place clear population and impact reduction policies rather than relying on old policies
aligned with maintaining a quality feral deer herd.
3. Reduce feral deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032: The plan should put in place a realistic policy that reduces and
contains the population of feral deer in Tasmania to 10,000 by 2032.
4. Natural and cultural values: In recognition of the outstanding biodiversity and cultural heritage values of
Tasmania the plan must include goals and objectives specific to the protection and conservation of natural and
cultural values.
5. Wilderness World Heritage Area | Ben Lomond | Douglas-Apsley: To protect the outstanding values of the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, Ben Lomond and Douglas Apsley national parks, these areas must
be included in the “No Deer Management Zone” and deer must be eradicated from this zone within 10 years.
6. Give land owners the tools to control deer: Land owners shouldn’t have to rely on agreements with hunters or
one off permits to effectively control deer on their own land in the Sustainable Hunting Zone. They must be
able to control feral deer as they see fit for their circumstances.
7. Professional feral deer control: The plan must re-enforce that the use of professional pest controllers

undertaking aerial and ground shooting and trapping must be part of the range of methods utilised to eradicate
feral deer from the “No Deer” zone and bring down the numbers in other zones.
8. Community engagement: Support improved community involvement, education and awareness of deer
management and the threats of feral deer to Tasmania’s precious environment and economy and to gain social
licence for control methods.
9. Immediate implementation: The plan should be implemented immediately with significant additional funding
allocated to the control program to ensure the deer population is rapidly reduced.
10. Create a special taskforce: The feral deer control program is complex and should be managed by a task force
working under Biosecurity Tasmania.
Yours sincerely,
Joan Chen

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Submission to Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management
Monday, 29 November 2021 9:55:42 PM

To whom it may concern,
Right now the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area is at a crossroads. For decades deer in Tasmania
have been managed as a hunting resource, and their growing environmental and agricultural damage has been
ignored.
The result is an out-of-control feral deer herd that is growing and invading environmentally-sensitive areas like
the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, the Walls of Jerusalem and the Douglas-Apsley National Park.
While there are some positives in the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan it disappointingly
does little to protect nature, farmers and the community from the destructive impacts of deer on the environment
and society.
Feral deer in Tasmania are now a serious biosecurity issue for our environment and no longer simply a game
management issue.
In my submission I back calls by the Invasive Species Council for a final plan that ensures:
• There is support for Wildlife Regulations (2010) to be amended so deer are no longer considered a partly
protected species.
• New deer management zones ensure the entire Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area and other
protected areas are deer free.
• It sets and funds a target to reduce deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032.
• Removes red tape so farmers can control feral deer on their own land as they see fit.
I submit that the final plan should:
1. Rescind partially protected status of deer: To enable the effective management of feral deer, the plan must
support rescinding the partially protected status of deer for game in Tasmania’s Wildlife Regulations (2010) as
part of the current review of the regulations.
2. Population & impact reduction policies: The plan needs to tackle the exploding fallow deer population in
Tasmania by putting in place clear population and impact reduction policies rather than relying on old policies
aligned with maintaining a quality feral deer herd.
3. Reduce feral deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032: The plan should put in place a realistic policy that reduces and
contains the population of feral deer in Tasmania to 10,000 by 2032.
4. Natural and cultural values: In recognition of the outstanding biodiversity and cultural heritage values of
Tasmania the plan must include goals and objectives specific to the protection and conservation of natural and
cultural values.
5. Wilderness World Heritage Area | Ben Lomond | Douglas-Apsley: To protect the outstanding values of the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, Ben Lomond and Douglas Apsley national parks, these areas must
be included in the “No Deer Management Zone” and deer must be eradicated from this zone within 10 years.
6. Give land owners the tools to control deer: Land owners shouldn’t have to rely on agreements with hunters or
one off permits to effectively control deer on their own land in the Sustainable Hunting Zone. They must be
able to control feral deer as they see fit for their circumstances.
7. Professional feral deer control: The plan must re-enforce that the use of professional pest controllers

undertaking aerial and ground shooting and trapping must be part of the range of methods utilised to eradicate
feral deer from the “No Deer” zone and bring down the numbers in other zones.
8. Community engagement: Support improved community involvement, education and awareness of deer
management and the threats of feral deer to Tasmania’s precious environment and economy and to gain social
licence for control methods.
9. Immediate implementation: The plan should be implemented immediately with significant additional funding
allocated to the control program to ensure the deer population is rapidly reduced.
10. Create a special taskforce: The feral deer control program is complex and should be managed by a task force
working under Biosecurity Tasmania.
Yours sincerely,
Greg Choat
___________________________

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Submission to Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management
Wednesday, 1 December 2021 3:43:35 PM

To whom it may concern,
I have spent many weeks and more kilometers walking in the Tasmanian Wilderness (and in other cool
temperate climate areas elsewhere in the world) and I fully appreciate just how special the Tasmanian
Wilderness World Heritage Area is. We have a duty to protect it for our children, grandchildren and posterity.
It must not be surrendered to feral pests in the name of sport or to appease destructive narrow interests. If
people want to hunt deer, let them do so in areas where deer are endemic, not where they will destroy the
habitat..
Right now the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area is at a crossroads. For decades deer in Tasmania
have been managed as a hunting resource, and their growing environmental and agricultural damage has been
ignored.
The result is an out-of-control feral deer herd that is growing and invading environmentally-sensitive areas like
the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, the Walls of Jerusalem and the Douglas-Apsley National Park.
While there are some positives in the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan it disappointingly
does little to protect nature, farmers and the community from the destructive impacts of deer on the environment
and society.
Feral deer in Tasmania are now a serious biosecurity issue for our environment and no longer simply a game
management issue.
In my submission I back calls by the Invasive Species Council for a final plan that ensures:
• There is support for Wildlife Regulations (2010) to be amended so deer are no longer considered a partly
protected species.
• New deer management zones ensure the entire Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area and other
protected areas are free from deer.
• It sets and funds a target to reduce deer numbers to 5,000 by 2032 with the goal of eventual elimination.
• Removes red tape so farmers can control feral deer on their own land as they see fit.
I submit that the final plan should:
1. Rescind partially protected status of deer: To enable the effective management of feral deer, the plan must
support rescinding the partially protected status of deer for game in Tasmania’s Wildlife Regulations (2010) as
part of the current review of the regulations.
2. Population & impact reduction policies: The plan needs to tackle the exploding fallow deer population in
Tasmania by putting in place clear population and impact reduction policies rather than relying on old policies
aligned with maintaining a quality feral deer herd.
3. Reduce feral deer numbers to 5,000 by 2032: The plan should put in place a realistic policy that reduces and
contains the population of feral deer in Tasmania to 5,000 by 2032 with the goal of eventual elimination.
4. Natural and cultural values: In recognition of the outstanding biodiversity and cultural heritage values of
Tasmania the plan must include goals and objectives specific to the protection and conservation of natural and
cultural values.
5. Wilderness World Heritage Area | Ben Lomond | Douglas-Apsley: To protect the outstanding values of the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, Ben Lomond and Douglas Apsley national parks, these areas must

be included in the “No Deer Management Zone” and deer must be eradicated from this zone within 10 years.
6. Give land owners the tools to control deer: Land owners shouldn’t have to rely on agreements with hunters or
one off permits to effectively control deer on their own land in the Sustainable Hunting Zone. They must be
able to control feral deer as they see fit for their circumstances.
7. Professional feral deer control: The plan must re-enforce that the use of professional pest controllers
undertaking aerial and ground shooting and trapping must be part of the range of methods utilised to eradicate
feral deer from the “No Deer” zone and bring down the numbers in other zones.
8. Community engagement: Support improved community involvement, education and awareness of deer
management and the threats of feral deer to Tasmania’s precious environment and economy and to gain social
licence for control methods.
9. Immediate implementation: The plan should be implemented immediately with significant additional funding
allocated to the control program to ensure the deer population is rapidly reduced.
10. Create a special taskforce: The feral deer control program is complex and should be managed by a task force
working under Biosecurity Tasmania.
Yours sincerely,
Kenn Clacher

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Submission to Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management
Wednesday, 1 December 2021 7:16:16 AM

To whom it may concern,
Right now the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area is at a crossroads. For decades deer in Tasmania
have been managed as a hunting resource, and their growing environmental and agricultural damage has been
ignored.
The result is an out-of-control feral deer herd that is growing and invading environmentally-sensitive areas like
the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, the Walls of Jerusalem and the Douglas-Apsley National Park.
While there are some positives in the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan it disappointingly
does little to protect nature, farmers and the community from the destructive impacts of deer on the environment
and society.
Feral deer in Tasmania are now a serious biosecurity issue for our environment and no longer simply a game
management issue.
In my submission I back calls by the Invasive Species Council for a final plan that ensures:
• There is support for Wildlife Regulations (2010) to be amended so deer are no longer considered a partly
protected species.
• New deer management zones ensure the entire Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area and other
protected areas are deer free.
• It sets and funds a target to reduce deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032.
• Removes red tape so farmers can control feral deer on their own land as they see fit.
I submit that the final plan should:
1. Rescind partially protected status of deer: To enable the effective management of feral deer, the plan must
support rescinding the partially protected status of deer for game in Tasmania’s Wildlife Regulations (2010) as
part of the current review of the regulations.
2. Population & impact reduction policies: The plan needs to tackle the exploding fallow deer population in
Tasmania by putting in place clear population and impact reduction policies rather than relying on old policies
aligned with maintaining a quality feral deer herd.
3. Reduce feral deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032: The plan should put in place a realistic policy that reduces and
contains the population of feral deer in Tasmania to 10,000 by 2032.
4. Natural and cultural values: In recognition of the outstanding biodiversity and cultural heritage values of
Tasmania the plan must include goals and objectives specific to the protection and conservation of natural and
cultural values.
5. Wilderness World Heritage Area | Ben Lomond | Douglas-Apsley: To protect the outstanding values of the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, Ben Lomond and Douglas Apsley national parks, these areas must
be included in the “No Deer Management Zone” and deer must be eradicated from this zone within 10 years.
6. Give land owners the tools to control deer: Land owners shouldn’t have to rely on agreements with hunters or
one off permits to effectively control deer on their own land in the Sustainable Hunting Zone. They must be
able to control feral deer as they see fit for their circumstances.
7. Professional feral deer control: The plan must re-enforce that the use of professional pest controllers

undertaking aerial and ground shooting and trapping must be part of the range of methods utilised to eradicate
feral deer from the “No Deer” zone and bring down the numbers in other zones.
8. Community engagement: Support improved community involvement, education and awareness of deer
management and the threats of feral deer to Tasmania’s precious environment and economy and to gain social
licence for control methods.
9. Immediate implementation: The plan should be implemented immediately with significant additional funding
allocated to the control program to ensure the deer population is rapidly reduced.
10. Create a special taskforce: The feral deer control program is complex and should be managed by a task force
working under Biosecurity Tasmania.
___________________________

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Submission to Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management
Tuesday, 30 November 2021 8:50:27 PM

To whom it may concern,
Right now the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area is at a crossroads. For decades deer in Tasmania
have been managed as a hunting resource, and their growing environmental and agricultural damage has been
ignored.
The result is an out-of-control feral deer herd that is growing and invading environmentally-sensitive areas like
the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, the Walls of Jerusalem and the Douglas-Apsley National Park.
While there are some positives in the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan it disappointingly
does little to protect nature, farmers and the community from the destructive impacts of deer on the environment
and society.
Feral deer in Tasmania are now a serious biosecurity issue for our environment and no longer simply a game
management issue.
In my submission I back calls by the Invasive Species Council for a final plan that ensures:
• There is support for Wildlife Regulations (2010) to be amended so deer are no longer considered a partly
protected species.
• New deer management zones ensure the entire Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area and other
protected areas are deer free.
• It sets and funds a target to reduce deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032.
• Removes red tape so farmers can control feral deer on their own land as they see fit.
I submit that the final plan should:
1. Rescind partially protected status of deer: To enable the effective management of feral deer, the plan must
support rescinding the partially protected status of deer for game in Tasmania’s Wildlife Regulations (2010) as
part of the current review of the regulations.
2. Population & impact reduction policies: The plan needs to tackle the exploding fallow deer population in
Tasmania by putting in place clear population and impact reduction policies rather than relying on old policies
aligned with maintaining a quality feral deer herd.
3. Reduce feral deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032: The plan should put in place a realistic policy that reduces and
contains the population of feral deer in Tasmania to 10,000 by 2032.
4. Natural and cultural values: In recognition of the outstanding biodiversity and cultural heritage values of
Tasmania the plan must include goals and objectives specific to the protection and conservation of natural and
cultural values.
5. Wilderness World Heritage Area | Ben Lomond | Douglas-Apsley: To protect the outstanding values of the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, Ben Lomond and Douglas Apsley national parks, these areas must
be included in the “No Deer Management Zone” and deer must be eradicated from this zone within 10 years.
6. Give land owners the tools to control deer: Land owners shouldn’t have to rely on agreements with hunters or
one off permits to effectively control deer on their own land in the Sustainable Hunting Zone. They must be
able to control feral deer as they see fit for their circumstances.
7. Professional feral deer control: The plan must re-enforce that the use of professional pest controllers

undertaking aerial and ground shooting and trapping must be part of the range of methods utilised to eradicate
feral deer from the “No Deer” zone and bring down the numbers in other zones.
8. Community engagement: Support improved community involvement, education and awareness of deer
management and the threats of feral deer to Tasmania’s precious environment and economy and to gain social
licence for control methods.
9. Immediate implementation: The plan should be implemented immediately with significant additional funding
allocated to the control program to ensure the deer population is rapidly reduced.
10. Create a special taskforce: The feral deer control program is complex and should be managed by a task force
working under Biosecurity Tasmania.
Yours sincerely,
Christine Conlon

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Submission to Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management
Tuesday, 30 November 2021 9:34:55 AM

To whom it may concern,
Right now the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area is at a crossroads. For decades deer in Tasmania
have been managed as a hunting resource, and their growing environmental and agricultural damage has been
ignored.
The result is an out-of-control feral deer herd that is growing and invading environmentally-sensitive areas like
the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, the Walls of Jerusalem and the Douglas-Apsley National Park.
While there are some positives in the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan it disappointingly
does little to protect nature, farmers and the community from the destructive impacts of deer on the environment
and society.
Feral deer in Tasmania are now a serious biosecurity issue for our environment and no longer simply a game
management issue.
In my submission I back calls by the Invasive Species Council for a final plan that ensures:
• There is support for Wildlife Regulations (2010) to be amended so deer are no longer considered a partly
protected species.
• New deer management zones ensure the entire Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area and other
protected areas are deer free.
• It sets and funds a target to reduce deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032.
• Removes red tape so farmers can control feral deer on their own land as they see fit.
I submit that the final plan should:
1. Rescind partially protected status of deer: To enable the effective management of feral deer, the plan must
support rescinding the partially protected status of deer for game in Tasmania’s Wildlife Regulations (2010) as
part of the current review of the regulations.
2. Population & impact reduction policies: The plan needs to tackle the exploding fallow deer population in
Tasmania by putting in place clear population and impact reduction policies rather than relying on old policies
aligned with maintaining a quality feral deer herd.
3. Reduce feral deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032: The plan should put in place a realistic policy that reduces and
contains the population of feral deer in Tasmania to 10,000 by 2032.
4. Natural and cultural values: In recognition of the outstanding biodiversity and cultural heritage values of
Tasmania the plan must include goals and objectives specific to the protection and conservation of natural and
cultural values.
5. Wilderness World Heritage Area | Ben Lomond | Douglas-Apsley: To protect the outstanding values of the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, Ben Lomond and Douglas Apsley national parks, these areas must
be included in the “No Deer Management Zone” and deer must be eradicated from this zone within 10 years.
6. Give land owners the tools to control deer: Land owners shouldn’t have to rely on agreements with hunters or
one off permits to effectively control deer on their own land in the Sustainable Hunting Zone. They must be
able to control feral deer as they see fit for their circumstances.
7. Professional feral deer control: The plan must re-enforce that the use of professional pest controllers

undertaking aerial and ground shooting and trapping must be part of the range of methods utilised to eradicate
feral deer from the “No Deer” zone and bring down the numbers in other zones.
8. Community engagement: Support improved community involvement, education and awareness of deer
management and the threats of feral deer to Tasmania’s precious environment and economy and to gain social
licence for control methods.
9. Immediate implementation: The plan should be implemented immediately with significant additional funding
allocated to the control program to ensure the deer population is rapidly reduced.
10. Create a special taskforce: The feral deer control program is complex and should be managed by a task force
working under Biosecurity Tasmania.
Yours sincerely,
Darcy Coughlan

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Submission to Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management
Wednesday, 1 December 2021 9:33:21 AM

To whom it may concern,
Right now the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area is at a crossroads. For decades deer in Tasmania
have been managed as a hunting resource, and their growing environmental and agricultural damage has been
ignored.
The result is an out-of-control feral deer herd that is growing and invading environmentally-sensitive areas like
the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, the Walls of Jerusalem and the Douglas-Apsley National Park.
While there are some positives in the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan it disappointingly
does little to protect nature, farmers and the community from the destructive impacts of deer on the environment
and society.
Feral deer in Tasmania are now a serious biosecurity issue for our environment and no longer simply a game
management issue.
In my submission I back calls by the Invasive Species Council for a final plan that ensures:
• There is support for Wildlife Regulations (2010) to be amended so deer are no longer considered a partly
protected species.
• New deer management zones ensure the entire Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area and other
protected areas are deer free.
• It sets and funds a target to reduce deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032.
• Removes red tape so farmers can control feral deer on their own land as they see fit.
I submit that the final plan should:
1. Rescind partially protected status of deer: To enable the effective management of feral deer, the plan must
support rescinding the partially protected status of deer for game in Tasmania’s Wildlife Regulations (2010) as
part of the current review of the regulations.
2. Population & impact reduction policies: The plan needs to tackle the exploding fallow deer population in
Tasmania by putting in place clear population and impact reduction policies rather than relying on old policies
aligned with maintaining a quality feral deer herd.
3. Reduce feral deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032: The plan should put in place a realistic policy that reduces and
contains the population of feral deer in Tasmania to 10,000 by 2032.
4. Natural and cultural values: In recognition of the outstanding biodiversity and cultural heritage values of
Tasmania the plan must include goals and objectives specific to the protection and conservation of natural and
cultural values.
5. Wilderness World Heritage Area | Ben Lomond | Douglas-Apsley: To protect the outstanding values of the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, Ben Lomond and Douglas Apsley national parks, these areas must
be included in the “No Deer Management Zone” and deer must be eradicated from this zone within 10 years.
6. Give land owners the tools to control deer: Land owners shouldn’t have to rely on agreements with hunters or
one off permits to effectively control deer on their own land in the Sustainable Hunting Zone. They must be
able to control feral deer as they see fit for their circumstances.
7. Professional feral deer control: The plan must re-enforce that the use of professional pest controllers

undertaking aerial and ground shooting and trapping must be part of the range of methods utilised to eradicate
feral deer from the “No Deer” zone and bring down the numbers in other zones.
8. Community engagement: Support improved community involvement, education and awareness of deer
management and the threats of feral deer to Tasmania’s precious environment and economy and to gain social
licence for control methods.
9. Immediate implementation: The plan should be implemented immediately with significant additional funding
allocated to the control program to ensure the deer population is rapidly reduced.
10. Create a special taskforce: The feral deer control program is complex and should be managed by a task force
working under Biosecurity Tasmania.
Yours sincerely,
janike couse

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Submission to Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management
Wednesday, 1 December 2021 9:32:06 AM

To whom it may concern,
Right now the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area is at a crossroads. For decades deer in Tasmania
have been managed as a hunting resource, and their growing environmental and agricultural damage has been
ignored.
The result is an out-of-control feral deer herd that is growing and invading environmentally-sensitive areas like
the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, the Walls of Jerusalem and the Douglas-Apsley National Park.
While there are some positives in the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan it disappointingly
does little to protect nature, farmers and the community from the destructive impacts of deer on the environment
and society.
Feral deer in Tasmania are now a serious biosecurity issue for our environment and no longer simply a game
management issue.
In my submission I back calls by the Invasive Species Council for a final plan that ensures:
• There is support for Wildlife Regulations (2010) to be amended so deer are no longer considered a partly
protected species.
• New deer management zones ensure the entire Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area and other
protected areas are deer free.
• It sets and funds a target to reduce deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032.
• Removes red tape so farmers can control feral deer on their own land as they see fit.
I submit that the final plan should:
1. Rescind partially protected status of deer: To enable the effective management of feral deer, the plan must
support rescinding the partially protected status of deer for game in Tasmania’s Wildlife Regulations (2010) as
part of the current review of the regulations.
2. Population & impact reduction policies: The plan needs to tackle the exploding fallow deer population in
Tasmania by putting in place clear population and impact reduction policies rather than relying on old policies
aligned with maintaining a quality feral deer herd.
3. Reduce feral deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032: The plan should put in place a realistic policy that reduces and
contains the population of feral deer in Tasmania to 10,000 by 2032.
4. Natural and cultural values: In recognition of the outstanding biodiversity and cultural heritage values of
Tasmania the plan must include goals and objectives specific to the protection and conservation of natural and
cultural values.
5. Wilderness World Heritage Area | Ben Lomond | Douglas-Apsley: To protect the outstanding values of the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, Ben Lomond and Douglas Apsley national parks, these areas must
be included in the “No Deer Management Zone” and deer must be eradicated from this zone within 10 years.
6. Give land owners the tools to control deer: Land owners shouldn’t have to rely on agreements with hunters or
one off permits to effectively control deer on their own land in the Sustainable Hunting Zone. They must be
able to control feral deer as they see fit for their circumstances.
7. Professional feral deer control: The plan must re-enforce that the use of professional pest controllers

undertaking aerial and ground shooting and trapping must be part of the range of methods utilised to eradicate
feral deer from the “No Deer” zone and bring down the numbers in other zones.
8. Community engagement: Support improved community involvement, education and awareness of deer
management and the threats of feral deer to Tasmania’s precious environment and economy and to gain social
licence for control methods.
9. Immediate implementation: The plan should be implemented immediately with significant additional funding
allocated to the control program to ensure the deer population is rapidly reduced.
10. Create a special taskforce: The feral deer control program is complex and should be managed by a task force
working under Biosecurity Tasmania.
Yours sincerely,
Ian Daly
___________________________

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Submission to Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management
Saturday, 4 December 2021 12:49:24 PM

To whom it may concern,
Right now the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area is at a crossroads. For decades deer in Tasmania
have been managed as a hunting resource, and their growing environmental and agricultural damage has been
ignored.
The result is an out-of-control feral deer herd that is growing and invading environmentally-sensitive areas like
the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, the Walls of Jerusalem and the Douglas-Apsley National Park.
While there are some positives in the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan it disappointingly
does little to protect nature, farmers and the community from the destructive impacts of deer on the environment
and society.
Feral deer in Tasmania are now a serious biosecurity issue for our environment and no longer simply a game
management issue.
In my submission I back calls by the Invasive Species Council for a final plan that ensures:
• There is support for Wildlife Regulations (2010) to be amended so deer are no longer considered a partly
protected species.
• New deer management zones ensure the entire Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area and other
protected areas are deer free.
• It sets and funds a target to reduce deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032.
• Removes red tape so farmers can control feral deer on their own land as they see fit.
I submit that the final plan should:
1. Rescind partially protected status of deer: To enable the effective management of feral deer, the plan must
support rescinding the partially protected status of deer for game in Tasmania’s Wildlife Regulations (2010) as
part of the current review of the regulations.
2. Population & impact reduction policies: The plan needs to tackle the exploding fallow deer population in
Tasmania by putting in place clear population and impact reduction policies rather than relying on old policies
aligned with maintaining a quality feral deer herd.
3. Reduce feral deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032: The plan should put in place a realistic policy that reduces and
contains the population of feral deer in Tasmania to 10,000 by 2032.
4. Natural and cultural values: In recognition of the outstanding biodiversity and cultural heritage values of
Tasmania the plan must include goals and objectives specific to the protection and conservation of natural and
cultural values.
5. Wilderness World Heritage Area | Ben Lomond | Douglas-Apsley: To protect the outstanding values of the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, Ben Lomond and Douglas Apsley national parks, these areas must
be included in the “No Deer Management Zone” and deer must be eradicated from this zone within 10 years.
6. Give land owners the tools to control deer: Land owners shouldn’t have to rely on agreements with hunters or
one off permits to effectively control deer on their own land in the Sustainable Hunting Zone. They must be
able to control feral deer as they see fit for their circumstances.
7. Professional feral deer control: The plan must re-enforce that the use of professional pest controllers

undertaking aerial and ground shooting and trapping must be part of the range of methods utilised to eradicate
feral deer from the “No Deer” zone and bring down the numbers in other zones.
8. Community engagement: Support improved community involvement, education and awareness of deer
management and the threats of feral deer to Tasmania’s precious environment and economy and to gain social
licence for control methods.
9. Immediate implementation: The plan should be implemented immediately with significant additional funding
allocated to the control program to ensure the deer population is rapidly reduced.
10. Create a special taskforce: The feral deer control program is complex and should be managed by a task force
working under Biosecurity Tasmania.
Yours sincerely,
J Dalziel

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Submission to Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management
Wednesday, 1 December 2021 4:22:41 PM

To whom it may concern,
Right now the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area is at a crossroads. For decades deer in Tasmania
have been managed as a hunting resource, and their growing environmental and agricultural damage has been
ignored.
The result is an out-of-control feral deer herd that is growing and invading environmentally-sensitive areas like
the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, the Walls of Jerusalem and the Douglas-Apsley National Park.
While there are some positives in the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan it disappointingly
does little to protect nature, farmers and the community from the destructive impacts of deer on the environment
and society.
Feral deer in Tasmania are now a serious biosecurity issue for our environment and no longer simply a game
management issue.
In my submission I back calls by the Invasive Species Council for a final plan that ensures:
• There is support for Wildlife Regulations (2010) to be amended so deer are no longer considered a partly
protected species.
• New deer management zones ensure the entire Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area and other
protected areas are deer free.
• It sets and funds a target to reduce deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032.
• Removes red tape so farmers can control feral deer on their own land as they see fit.
I submit that the final plan should:
1. Rescind partially protected status of deer: To enable the effective management of feral deer, the plan must
support rescinding the partially protected status of deer for game in Tasmania’s Wildlife Regulations (2010) as
part of the current review of the regulations.
2. Population & impact reduction policies: The plan needs to tackle the exploding fallow deer population in
Tasmania by putting in place clear population and impact reduction policies rather than relying on old policies
aligned with maintaining a quality feral deer herd.
3. Reduce feral deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032: The plan should put in place a realistic policy that reduces and
contains the population of feral deer in Tasmania to 10,000 by 2032.
4. Natural and cultural values: In recognition of the outstanding biodiversity and cultural heritage values of
Tasmania the plan must include goals and objectives specific to the protection and conservation of natural and
cultural values.
5. Wilderness World Heritage Area | Ben Lomond | Douglas-Apsley: To protect the outstanding values of the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, Ben Lomond and Douglas Apsley national parks, these areas must
be included in the “No Deer Management Zone” and deer must be eradicated from this zone within 10 years.
6. Give land owners the tools to control deer: Land owners shouldn’t have to rely on agreements with hunters or
one off permits to effectively control deer on their own land in the Sustainable Hunting Zone. They must be
able to control feral deer as they see fit for their circumstances.
7. Professional feral deer control: The plan must re-enforce that the use of professional pest controllers

undertaking aerial and ground shooting and trapping must be part of the range of methods utilised to eradicate
feral deer from the “No Deer” zone and bring down the numbers in other zones.
8. Community engagement: Support improved community involvement, education and awareness of deer
management and the threats of feral deer to Tasmania’s precious environment and economy and to gain social
licence for control methods.
9. Immediate implementation: The plan should be implemented immediately with significant additional funding
allocated to the control program to ensure the deer population is rapidly reduced.
10. Create a special taskforce: The feral deer control program is complex and should be managed by a task force
working under Biosecurity Tasmania.
Yours sincerely,
Sushila Desai

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Submission to Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management
Tuesday, 30 November 2021 9:30:03 PM

To whom it may concern,
Right now the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area is at a crossroads. For decades deer in Tasmania
have been managed as a hunting resource, and their growing environmental and agricultural damage has been
ignored.
The result is an out-of-control feral deer herd that is growing and invading environmentally-sensitive areas like
the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, the Walls of Jerusalem and the Douglas-Apsley National Park.
While there are some positives in the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan it disappointingly
does little to protect nature, farmers and the community from the destructive impacts of deer on the environment
and society.
Feral deer in Tasmania are now a serious biosecurity issue for our environment and no longer simply a game
management issue.
In my submission I back calls by the Invasive Species Council for a final plan that ensures:
• There is support for Wildlife Regulations (2010) to be amended so deer are no longer considered a partly
protected species.
• New deer management zones ensure the entire Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area and other
protected areas are deer free.
• It sets and funds a target to reduce deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032.
• Removes red tape so farmers can control feral deer on their own land as they see fit.
I submit that the final plan should:
1. Rescind partially protected status of deer: To enable the effective management of feral deer, the plan must
support rescinding the partially protected status of deer for game in Tasmania’s Wildlife Regulations (2010) as
part of the current review of the regulations.
2. Population & impact reduction policies: The plan needs to tackle the exploding fallow deer population in
Tasmania by putting in place clear population and impact reduction policies rather than relying on old policies
aligned with maintaining a quality feral deer herd.
3. Reduce feral deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032: The plan should put in place a realistic policy that reduces and
contains the population of feral deer in Tasmania to 10,000 by 2032.
4. Natural and cultural values: In recognition of the outstanding biodiversity and cultural heritage values of
Tasmania the plan must include goals and objectives specific to the protection and conservation of natural and
cultural values.
5. Wilderness World Heritage Area | Ben Lomond | Douglas-Apsley: To protect the outstanding values of the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, Ben Lomond and Douglas Apsley national parks, these areas must
be included in the “No Deer Management Zone” and deer must be eradicated from this zone within 10 years.
6. Give land owners the tools to control deer: Land owners shouldn’t have to rely on agreements with hunters or
one off permits to effectively control deer on their own land in the Sustainable Hunting Zone. They must be
able to control feral deer as they see fit for their circumstances.
7. Professional feral deer control: The plan must re-enforce that the use of professional pest controllers

undertaking aerial and ground shooting and trapping must be part of the range of methods utilised to eradicate
feral deer from the “No Deer” zone and bring down the numbers in other zones.
8. Community engagement: Support improved community involvement, education and awareness of deer
management and the threats of feral deer to Tasmania’s precious environment and economy and to gain social
licence for control methods.
9. Immediate implementation: The plan should be implemented immediately with significant additional funding
allocated to the control program to ensure the deer population is rapidly reduced.
10. Create a special taskforce: The feral deer control program is complex and should be managed by a task force
working under Biosecurity Tasmania.
Yours sincerely,
Roma Dix
___________________________

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Submission to Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management
Tuesday, 30 November 2021 7:47:49 PM

To whom it may concern,
So long as the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area has feral deer in it the Tasmanian and Federal
governments are failing in their duty to Tasmania, Australia, and the World to properly manage and protect this
precious and unique treasure.
In my submission I back calls by the Invasive Species Council for a final plan that ensures:
• There is support for Wildlife Regulations (2010) to be amended so deer are no longer considered a partly
protected species.
• New deer management zones ensure the entire Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area and other
protected areas are deer free.
• It sets and funds a target to reduce deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032.
• Removes red tape so farmers can control feral deer on their own land as they see fit.
I submit that the final plan should:
1. Rescind partially protected status of deer: To enable the effective management of feral deer, the plan must
support rescinding the partially protected status of deer for game in Tasmania’s Wildlife Regulations (2010) as
part of the current review of the regulations.
2. Population & impact reduction policies: The plan needs to tackle the exploding fallow deer population in
Tasmania by putting in place clear population and impact reduction policies rather than relying on old policies
aligned with maintaining a quality feral deer herd.
3. Reduce feral deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032: The plan should put in place a realistic policy that reduces and
contains the population of feral deer in Tasmania to 10,000 by 2032.
4. Natural and cultural values: In recognition of the outstanding biodiversity and cultural heritage values of
Tasmania the plan must include goals and objectives specific to the protection and conservation of natural and
cultural values.
5. Wilderness World Heritage Area | Ben Lomond | Douglas-Apsley: To protect the outstanding values of the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, Ben Lomond and Douglas Apsley national parks, these areas must
be included in the “No Deer Management Zone” and deer must be eradicated from this zone within 10 years.
6. Give land owners the tools to control deer: Land owners shouldn’t have to rely on agreements with hunters or
one off permits to effectively control deer on their own land in the Sustainable Hunting Zone. They must be
able to control feral deer as they see fit for their circumstances.
7. Professional feral deer control: The plan must re-enforce that the use of professional pest controllers
undertaking aerial and ground shooting and trapping must be part of the range of methods utilised to eradicate
feral deer from the “No Deer” zone and bring down the numbers in other zones.
8. Community engagement: Support improved community involvement, education and awareness of deer
management and the threats of feral deer to Tasmania’s precious environment and economy and to gain social
licence for control methods.
9. Immediate implementation: The plan should be implemented immediately with significant additional funding
allocated to the control program to ensure the deer population is rapidly reduced.

10. Create a special taskforce: The feral deer control program is complex and should be managed by a task force
working under Biosecurity Tasmania.
Yours sincerely,
Ian Dixon

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Submission to Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management
Tuesday, 30 November 2021 5:13:18 PM

To whom it may concern,
Right now the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area is at a crossroads. For decades deer in Tasmania
have been managed as a hunting resource, and their growing environmental and agricultural damage has sadly
been ignored.
The result is an out-of-control feral deer herd that is growing and invading environmentally-sensitive areas like
the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, the Walls of Jerusalem and the Douglas-Apsley National
Park. This needs urgent action.
While there are some positives in the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan, it disappointingly
does little to protect nature, farmers and the general community from the destructive impacts of deer on the
environment and society's enjoyment of natural areas.
Feral deer in Tasmania are now a serious biosecurity issue for our environment and no longer simply a game
management issue.
In my submission I strongly back calls by the Invasive Species Council for a final plan that ensures:
• There is support for Wildlife Regulations (2010) to be amended so deer are no longer considered a partly
protected species.
• New deer management zones ensure the entire Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area and other
protected areas are deer free.
• It sets and funds a target to reduce deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032.
• Removes red tape so farmers can control feral deer on their own land as they see fit.
I submit that the final plan should:
1. Rescind partially protected status of deer: To enable the effective management of feral deer, the plan must
support rescinding the partially protected status of deer for game in Tasmania’s Wildlife Regulations (2010) as
part of the current review of the regulations.
2. Population & impact reduction policies: The plan needs to tackle the exploding fallow deer population in
Tasmania by putting in place clear population and impact reduction policies rather than relying on old policies
aligned with maintaining a quality feral deer herd.
3. Reduce feral deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032: The plan should put in place a realistic policy that reduces and
contains the population of feral deer in Tasmania to 10,000 by 2032.
4. Natural and cultural values: In recognition of the outstanding biodiversity and cultural heritage values of
Tasmania the plan must include goals and objectives specific to the protection and conservation of natural and
cultural values.
5. Wilderness World Heritage Area | Ben Lomond | Douglas-Apsley: To protect the outstanding values of the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, Ben Lomond and Douglas Apsley national parks, these areas must
be included in the “No Deer Management Zone” and deer must be eradicated from this zone within 10 years.
6. Give land owners the tools to control deer: Land owners shouldn’t have to rely on agreements with hunters or
one-off permits to effectively control deer on their own land in the Sustainable Hunting Zone. They must be
able to control feral deer as they see fit for their circumstances.

7. Professional feral deer control: The plan must re-enforce that the use of professional pest controllers
undertaking aerial and ground shooting and trapping must be part of the range of methods utilised to eradicate
feral deer from the “No Deer” zone and bring down the numbers in other zones.
8. Community engagement: Support improved community involvement, education and awareness of deer
management and the threats of feral deer to Tasmania’s precious environment and economy and to gain social
license for control methods.
9. Immediate implementation: The plan should be implemented immediately with significant additional funding
allocated to the control program to ensure the deer population is rapidly reduced.
10. Create a special taskforce: The feral deer control program is complex and should be managed by a task force
working under Biosecurity Tasmania.
Thank you for accepting my submission on this critically important management plan and the required
amendments.
Yours sincerely,
Brigid Dowsett
___________________________

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Submission to Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management
Tuesday, 30 November 2021 7:04:29 PM

To whom it may concern,
Right now the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area is at a crossroads. For decades deer in Tasmania
have been managed as a hunting resource, and their growing environmental and agricultural damage has been
ignored.
The result is an out-of-control feral deer herd that is growing and invading environmentally-sensitive areas like
the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, the Walls of Jerusalem and the Douglas-Apsley National Park.
While there are some positives in the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan it disappointingly
does little to protect nature, farmers and the community from the destructive impacts of deer on the environment
and society.
Feral deer in Tasmania are now a serious biosecurity issue for our environment and no longer simply a game
management issue.
In my submission I back calls by the Invasive Species Council for a final plan that ensures:
• There is support for Wildlife Regulations (2010) to be amended so deer are no longer considered a partly
protected species.
• New deer management zones ensure the entire Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area and other
protected areas are deer free.
• It sets and funds a target to reduce deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032.
• Removes red tape so farmers can control feral deer on their own land as they see fit.
I submit that the final plan should:
1. Rescind partially protected status of deer: To enable the effective management of feral deer, the plan must
support rescinding the partially protected status of deer for game in Tasmania’s Wildlife Regulations (2010) as
part of the current review of the regulations.
2. Population & impact reduction policies: The plan needs to tackle the exploding fallow deer population in
Tasmania by putting in place clear population and impact reduction policies rather than relying on old policies
aligned with maintaining a quality feral deer herd.
3. Reduce feral deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032: The plan should put in place a realistic policy that reduces and
contains the population of feral deer in Tasmania to 10,000 by 2032.
4. Natural and cultural values: In recognition of the outstanding biodiversity and cultural heritage values of
Tasmania the plan must include goals and objectives specific to the protection and conservation of natural and
cultural values.
5. Wilderness World Heritage Area | Ben Lomond | Douglas-Apsley: To protect the outstanding values of the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, Ben Lomond and Douglas Apsley national parks, these areas must
be included in the “No Deer Management Zone” and deer must be eradicated from this zone within 10 years.
6. Give land owners the tools to control deer: Land owners shouldn’t have to rely on agreements with hunters or
one off permits to effectively control deer on their own land in the Sustainable Hunting Zone. They must be
able to control feral deer as they see fit for their circumstances.
7. Professional feral deer control: The plan must re-enforce that the use of professional pest controllers

undertaking aerial and ground shooting and trapping must be part of the range of methods utilised to eradicate
feral deer from the “No Deer” zone and bring down the numbers in other zones.
8. Community engagement: Support improved community involvement, education and awareness of deer
management and the threats of feral deer to Tasmania’s precious environment and economy and to gain social
licence for control methods.
9. Immediate implementation: The plan should be implemented immediately with significant additional funding
allocated to the control program to ensure the deer population is rapidly reduced.
10. Create a special taskforce: The feral deer control program is complex and should be managed by a task force
working under Biosecurity Tasmania.
Yours sincerely,
Joanna Durrant

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Submission to Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management
Wednesday, 1 December 2021 3:35:48 PM

To whom it may concern,
I heard a fascinating discussion on ABC Radio National today about the ethical balance in the murder of feral
pests in order to save unsustainable native animals.
Rubbish! The cat, camel, fox, goat, brumby and deer are unnecessary in the Australian bush, and I have no
sympathy for their supporters.
Right now the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area is at a crossroads. For decades deer in Tasmania
have been managed as a hunting resource, and their growing environmental and agricultural damage has been
ignored.
The result is an out-of-control feral deer herd that is invading environmentally-sensitive areas like the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, the Walls of Jerusalem and the Douglas-Apsley National Park.
While there are some positives in the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan, it does little to
protect nature, farmers and the community from the destructive impacts of deer on the environment and society.
Feral deer in Tasmania are now a serious biosecurity issue for our environment and no longer simply a game
management issue.
In my submission I back calls by the Invasive Species Council for a final plan that ensures:
• The Wildlife Regulations (2010) should be amended so deer are no longer considered a partly protected
species.
• New deer management zones ensure the entire Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area and other
protected areas are deer free.
• It sets and funds a target to reduce deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032.
• Removes red tape so farmers can control feral deer on their own land as they see fit.
I submit that the final plan should:
1. Population & impact reduction policies: The plan needs to tackle the exploding fallow deer population in
Tasmania by putting in place clear population and impact reduction policies rather than relying on old policies
aligned with maintaining a quality feral deer herd.
2 Reduce feral deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032:
3. Natural and cultural values: In recognition of the outstanding biodiversity and cultural heritage values of
Tasmania the plan must include goals and objectives specific to the protection and conservation of natural and
cultural values.
4. To protect the outstanding values of the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, Ben Lomond and
Douglas Apsley national parks, these areas must be included in the “No Deer Management Zone” and deer must
be eradicated from this zone within 10 years.
5. Land owners shouldn’t have to rely on agreements with hunters or one off permits to control deer effectively
on their own land in the Sustainable Hunting Zone. They must be able to control feral deer as they see fit for
their circumstances.

6. Support improved community involvement, education and awareness of deer management and the threats of
feral deer to Tasmania’s precious environment and economy in order to gain social licence for control methods.
7. The plan should be implemented immediately with significant additional funding allocated.
8. The feral deer control program is complex and should be managed by a task force working under Biosecurity
Tasmania.
Yours sincerely,
Jeremy Eccles

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Submission to Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management
Wednesday, 1 December 2021 10:21:53 PM

To whom it may concern,
Right now the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area is at a crossroads. For decades deer in Tasmania
have been managed as a hunting resource, and their growing environmental and agricultural damage has been
ignored.
The result is an out-of-control feral deer herd that is growing and invading environmentally-sensitive areas like
the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, the Walls of Jerusalem and the Douglas-Apsley National Park.
While there are some positives in the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan it disappointingly
does little to protect nature, farmers and the community from the destructive impacts of deer on the environment
and society.
Feral deer in Tasmania are now a serious biosecurity issue for our environment and no longer simply a game
management issue.
In my submission I back calls by the Invasive Species Council for a final plan that ensures:
• There is support for Wildlife Regulations (2010) to be amended so deer are no longer considered a partly
protected species.
• New deer management zones ensure the entire Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area and other
protected areas are deer free.
• It sets and funds a target to reduce deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032.
• Removes red tape so farmers can control feral deer on their own land as they see fit.
I submit that the final plan should:
1. Rescind partially protected status of deer: To enable the effective management of feral deer, the plan must
support rescinding the partially protected status of deer for game in Tasmania’s Wildlife Regulations (2010) as
part of the current review of the regulations.
2. Population & impact reduction policies: The plan needs to tackle the exploding fallow deer population in
Tasmania by putting in place clear population and impact reduction policies rather than relying on old policies
aligned with maintaining a quality feral deer herd.
3. Reduce feral deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032: The plan should put in place a realistic policy that reduces and
contains the population of feral deer in Tasmania to 10,000 by 2032.
4. Natural and cultural values: In recognition of the outstanding biodiversity and cultural heritage values of
Tasmania the plan must include goals and objectives specific to the protection and conservation of natural and
cultural values.
5. Wilderness World Heritage Area | Ben Lomond | Douglas-Apsley: To protect the outstanding values of the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, Ben Lomond and Douglas Apsley national parks, these areas must
be included in the “No Deer Management Zone” and deer must be eradicated from this zone within 10 years.
6. Give land owners the tools to control deer: Land owners shouldn’t have to rely on agreements with hunters or
one off permits to effectively control deer on their own land in the Sustainable Hunting Zone. They must be
able to control feral deer as they see fit for their circumstances.
7. Professional feral deer control: The plan must re-enforce that the use of professional pest controllers

undertaking aerial and ground shooting and trapping must be part of the range of methods utilised to eradicate
feral deer from the “No Deer” zone and bring down the numbers in other zones.
8. Community engagement: Support improved community involvement, education and awareness of deer
management and the threats of feral deer to Tasmania’s precious environment and economy and to gain social
licence for control methods.
9. Immediate implementation: The plan should be implemented immediately with significant additional funding
allocated to the control program to ensure the deer population is rapidly reduced.
10. Create a special taskforce: The feral deer control program is complex and should be managed by a task force
working under Biosecurity Tasmania.
Yours sincerely,
Mary Edwards
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Wednesday, 1 December 2021 8:12:59 AM

To whom it may concern,
Right now the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area is at a crossroads. For decades deer in Tasmania
have been managed as a hunting resource, and their growing environmental and agricultural damage has been
ignored.
The result is an out-of-control feral deer herd that is growing and invading environmentally-sensitive areas like
the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, the Walls of Jerusalem and the Douglas-Apsley National Park.
While there are some positives in the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan it disappointingly
does little to protect nature, farmers and the community from the destructive impacts of deer on the environment
and society.
Feral deer in Tasmania are now a serious biosecurity issue for our environment and no longer simply a game
management issue.
In my submission I back calls by the Invasive Species Council for a final plan that ensures:
• There is support for Wildlife Regulations (2010) to be amended so deer are no longer considered a partly
protected species.
• New deer management zones ensure the entire Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area and other
protected areas are deer free.
• It sets and funds a target to reduce deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032.
• Removes red tape so farmers can control feral deer on their own land as they see fit.
I submit that the final plan should:
1. Rescind partially protected status of deer: To enable the effective management of feral deer, the plan must
support rescinding the partially protected status of deer for game in Tasmania’s Wildlife Regulations (2010) as
part of the current review of the regulations.
2. Population & impact reduction policies: The plan needs to tackle the exploding fallow deer population in
Tasmania by putting in place clear population and impact reduction policies rather than relying on old policies
aligned with maintaining a quality feral deer herd.
3. Reduce feral deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032: The plan should put in place a realistic policy that reduces and
contains the population of feral deer in Tasmania to 10,000 by 2032.
4. Natural and cultural values: In recognition of the outstanding biodiversity and cultural heritage values of
Tasmania the plan must include goals and objectives specific to the protection and conservation of natural and
cultural values.
5. Wilderness World Heritage Area | Ben Lomond | Douglas-Apsley: To protect the outstanding values of the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, Ben Lomond and Douglas Apsley national parks, these areas must
be included in the “No Deer Management Zone” and deer must be eradicated from this zone within 10 years.
6. Give land owners the tools to control deer: Land owners shouldn’t have to rely on agreements with hunters or
one off permits to effectively control deer on their own land in the Sustainable Hunting Zone. They must be
able to control feral deer as they see fit for their circumstances.
7. Professional feral deer control: The plan must re-enforce that the use of professional pest controllers

undertaking aerial and ground shooting and trapping must be part of the range of methods utilised to eradicate
feral deer from the “No Deer” zone and bring down the numbers in other zones.
8. Community engagement: Support improved community involvement, education and awareness of deer
management and the threats of feral deer to Tasmania’s precious environment and economy and to gain social
licence for control methods.
9. Immediate implementation: The plan should be implemented immediately with significant additional funding
allocated to the control program to ensure the deer population is rapidly reduced.
10. Create a special taskforce: The feral deer control program is complex and should be managed by a task force
working under Biosecurity Tasmania.
Yours sincerely,
David Eisler
___________________________
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Deer Management Plan
Submission to Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management
Wednesday, 1 December 2021 10:54:38 AM

To whom it may concern,
Right now the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area is at a crossroads. For decades deer in Tasmania
have been managed as a hunting resource, and their growing environmental and agricultural damage has been
ignored.
The result is an out-of-control feral deer herd that is growing and invading environmentally-sensitive areas like
the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, the Walls of Jerusalem and the Douglas-Apsley National Park.
While there are some positives in the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan it disappointingly
does little to protect nature, farmers and the community from the destructive impacts of deer on the environment
and society.
Feral deer in Tasmania are now a serious biosecurity issue for our environment and no longer simply a game
management issue.
In my submission I back calls by the Invasive Species Council for a final plan that ensures:
• There is support for Wildlife Regulations (2010) to be amended so deer are no longer considered a partly
protected species.
• New deer management zones ensure the entire Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area and other
protected areas are deer free.
• It sets and funds a target to reduce deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032.
• Removes red tape so farmers can control feral deer on their own land as they see fit.
I submit that the final plan should:
1. Rescind partially protected status of deer: To enable the effective management of feral deer, the plan must
support rescinding the partially protected status of deer for game in Tasmania’s Wildlife Regulations (2010) as
part of the current review of the regulations.
2. Population & impact reduction policies: The plan needs to tackle the exploding fallow deer population in
Tasmania by putting in place clear population and impact reduction policies rather than relying on old policies
aligned with maintaining a quality feral deer herd.
3. Reduce feral deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032: The plan should put in place a realistic policy that reduces and
contains the population of feral deer in Tasmania to 10,000 by 2032.
4. Natural and cultural values: In recognition of the outstanding biodiversity and cultural heritage values of
Tasmania the plan must include goals and objectives specific to the protection and conservation of natural and
cultural values.
5. Wilderness World Heritage Area | Ben Lomond | Douglas-Apsley: To protect the outstanding values of the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, Ben Lomond and Douglas Apsley national parks, these areas must
be included in the “No Deer Management Zone” and deer must be eradicated from this zone within 10 years.
6. Give land owners the tools to control deer: Land owners shouldn’t have to rely on agreements with hunters or
one off permits to effectively control deer on their own land in the Sustainable Hunting Zone. They must be
able to control feral deer as they see fit for their circumstances.
7. Professional feral deer control: The plan must re-enforce that the use of professional pest controllers

undertaking aerial and ground shooting and trapping must be part of the range of methods utilised to eradicate
feral deer from the “No Deer” zone and bring down the numbers in other zones.
8. Community engagement: Support improved community involvement, education and awareness of deer
management and the threats of feral deer to Tasmania’s precious environment and economy and to gain social
licence for control methods.
9. Immediate implementation: The plan should be implemented immediately with significant additional funding
allocated to the control program to ensure the deer population is rapidly reduced.
10. Create a special taskforce: The feral deer control program is complex and should be managed by a task force
working under Biosecurity Tasmania.
Yours sincerely,
Jackie Elder
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Submission to Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management
Wednesday, 1 December 2021 8:13:06 AM

To whom it may concern,
Right now the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area is at a crossroads. For decades deer in Tasmania
have been managed as a hunting resource, and their growing environmental and agricultural damage has been
ignored.
The result is an out-of-control feral deer herd that is growing and invading environmentally-sensitive areas like
the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, the Walls of Jerusalem and the Douglas-Apsley National Park.
While there are some positives in the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan it disappointingly
does little to protect nature, farmers and the community from the destructive impacts of deer on the environment
and society.
Feral deer in Tasmania are now a serious biosecurity issue for our environment and no longer simply a game
management issue.
In my submission I back calls by the Invasive Species Council for a final plan that ensures:
• There is support for Wildlife Regulations (2010) to be amended so deer are no longer considered a partly
protected species.
• New deer management zones ensure the entire Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area and other
protected areas are deer free.
• It sets and funds a target to reduce deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032.
• Removes red tape so farmers can control feral deer on their own land as they see fit.
I submit that the final plan should:
1. Rescind partially protected status of deer: To enable the effective management of feral deer, the plan must
support rescinding the partially protected status of deer for game in Tasmania’s Wildlife Regulations (2010) as
part of the current review of the regulations.
2. Population & impact reduction policies: The plan needs to tackle the exploding fallow deer population in
Tasmania by putting in place clear population and impact reduction policies rather than relying on old policies
aligned with maintaining a quality feral deer herd.
3. Reduce feral deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032: The plan should put in place a realistic policy that reduces and
contains the population of feral deer in Tasmania to 10,000 by 2032.
4. Natural and cultural values: In recognition of the outstanding biodiversity and cultural heritage values of
Tasmania the plan must include goals and objectives specific to the protection and conservation of natural and
cultural values.
5. Wilderness World Heritage Area | Ben Lomond | Douglas-Apsley: To protect the outstanding values of the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, Ben Lomond and Douglas Apsley national parks, these areas must
be included in the “No Deer Management Zone” and deer must be eradicated from this zone within 10 years.
6. Give land owners the tools to control deer: Land owners shouldn’t have to rely on agreements with hunters or
one off permits to effectively control deer on their own land in the Sustainable Hunting Zone. They must be
able to control feral deer as they see fit for their circumstances.
7. Professional feral deer control: The plan must re-enforce that the use of professional pest controllers

undertaking aerial and ground shooting and trapping must be part of the range of methods utilised to eradicate
feral deer from the “No Deer” zone and bring down the numbers in other zones.
8. Community engagement: Support improved community involvement, education and awareness of deer
management and the threats of feral deer to Tasmania’s precious environment and economy and to gain social
licence for control methods.
9. Immediate implementation: The plan should be implemented immediately with significant additional funding
allocated to the control program to ensure the deer population is rapidly reduced.
10. Create a special taskforce: The feral deer control program is complex and should be managed by a task force
working under Biosecurity Tasmania.
Yours sincerely,
Jodie & Elmer
___________________________
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Deer Management Plan
Submission to Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management
Wednesday, 1 December 2021 2:34:30 PM

To whom it may concern,
Right now the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area is at a crossroads. For decades deer in Tasmania
have been managed as a hunting resource, and their growing environmental and agricultural damage has been
ignored.
The result is an out-of-control feral deer herd that is growing and invading environmentally-sensitive areas like
the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, the Walls of Jerusalem and the Douglas-Apsley National Park.
While there are some positives in the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan it disappointingly
does little to protect nature, farmers and the community from the destructive impacts of deer on the environment
and society.
Feral deer in Tasmania are now a serious biosecurity issue for our environment and no longer simply a game
management issue.
In my submission I back calls by the Invasive Species Council for a final plan that ensures:
• There is support for Wildlife Regulations (2010) to be amended so deer are no longer considered a partly
protected species.
• New deer management zones ensure the entire Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area and other
protected areas are deer free.
• It sets and funds a target to reduce deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032.
• Removes red tape so farmers can control feral deer on their own land as they see fit.
I submit that the final plan should:
1. Rescind partially protected status of deer: To enable the effective management of feral deer, the plan must
support rescinding the partially protected status of deer for game in Tasmania’s Wildlife Regulations (2010) as
part of the current review of the regulations.
2. Population & impact reduction policies: The plan needs to tackle the exploding fallow deer population in
Tasmania by putting in place clear population and impact reduction policies rather than relying on old policies
aligned with maintaining a quality feral deer herd.
3. Reduce feral deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032: The plan should put in place a realistic policy that reduces and
contains the population of feral deer in Tasmania to 10,000 by 2032.
4. Natural and cultural values: In recognition of the outstanding biodiversity and cultural heritage values of
Tasmania the plan must include goals and objectives specific to the protection and conservation of natural and
cultural values.
5. Wilderness World Heritage Area | Ben Lomond | Douglas-Apsley: To protect the outstanding values of the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, Ben Lomond and Douglas Apsley national parks, these areas must
be included in the “No Deer Management Zone” and deer must be eradicated from this zone within 10 years.
6. Give land owners the tools to control deer: Land owners shouldn’t have to rely on agreements with hunters or
one off permits to effectively control deer on their own land in the Sustainable Hunting Zone. They must be
able to control feral deer as they see fit for their circumstances.
7. Professional feral deer control: The plan must re-enforce that the use of professional pest controllers

undertaking aerial and ground shooting and trapping must be part of the range of methods utilised to eradicate
feral deer from the “No Deer” zone and bring down the numbers in other zones.
8. Community engagement: Support improved community involvement, education and awareness of deer
management and the threats of feral deer to Tasmania’s precious environment and economy and to gain social
licence for control methods.
9. Immediate implementation: The plan should be implemented immediately with significant additional funding
allocated to the control program to ensure the deer population is rapidly reduced.
10. Create a special taskforce: The feral deer control program is complex and should be managed by a task force
working under Biosecurity Tasmania.
Yours sincerely,
Amanda Evans

To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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Deer Management Plan
Submission to Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management
Tuesday, 30 November 2021 8:14:05 AM

To whom it may concern,
Deer are an introduced pest and all efforts should be made to remove as many as possible from tasmania. "I like
shooting them" is not a valid reason to leave even a single animal.
Right now the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area is at a crossroads. For decades deer in Tasmania
have been managed as a hunting resource, and their growing environmental and agricultural damage has been
ignored.
The result is an out-of-control feral deer herd that is growing and invading environmentally-sensitive areas like
the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, the Walls of Jerusalem and the Douglas-Apsley National Park.
While there are some positives in the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan it disappointingly
does little to protect nature, farmers and the community from the destructive impacts of deer on the environment
and society.
Feral deer in Tasmania are now a serious biosecurity issue for our environment and no longer simply a game
management issue.
In my submission I back calls by the Invasive Species Council for a final plan that ensures:
• There is support for Wildlife Regulations (2010) to be amended so deer are no longer considered a partly
protected species.
• New deer management zones ensure the entire Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area and other
protected areas are deer free.
• It sets and funds a target to reduce deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032.
• Removes red tape so farmers can control feral deer on their own land as they see fit.
I submit that the final plan should:
1. Rescind partially protected status of deer: To enable the effective management of feral deer, the plan must
support rescinding the partially protected status of deer for game in Tasmania’s Wildlife Regulations (2010) as
part of the current review of the regulations.
2. Population & impact reduction policies: The plan needs to tackle the exploding fallow deer population in
Tasmania by putting in place clear population and impact reduction policies rather than relying on old policies
aligned with maintaining a quality feral deer herd.
3. Reduce feral deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032: The plan should put in place a realistic policy that reduces and
contains the population of feral deer in Tasmania to 10,000 by 2032.
4. Natural and cultural values: In recognition of the outstanding biodiversity and cultural heritage values of
Tasmania the plan must include goals and objectives specific to the protection and conservation of natural and
cultural values.
5. Wilderness World Heritage Area | Ben Lomond | Douglas-Apsley: To protect the outstanding values of the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, Ben Lomond and Douglas Apsley national parks, these areas must
be included in the “No Deer Management Zone” and deer must be eradicated from this zone within 10 years.
6. Give land owners the tools to control deer: Land owners shouldn’t have to rely on agreements with hunters or
one off permits to effectively control deer on their own land in the Sustainable Hunting Zone. They must be

able to control feral deer as they see fit for their circumstances.
7. Professional feral deer control: The plan must re-enforce that the use of professional pest controllers
undertaking aerial and ground shooting and trapping must be part of the range of methods utilised to eradicate
feral deer from the “No Deer” zone and bring down the numbers in other zones.
8. Community engagement: Support improved community involvement, education and awareness of deer
management and the threats of feral deer to Tasmania’s precious environment and economy and to gain social
licence for control methods.
9. Immediate implementation: The plan should be implemented immediately with significant additional funding
allocated to the control program to ensure the deer population is rapidly reduced.
10. Create a special taskforce: The feral deer control program is complex and should be managed by a task force
working under Biosecurity Tasmania.
Yours sincerely,
James Filligri
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Deer Management Plan
Submission to Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management
Tuesday, 30 November 2021 6:20:30 PM

To whom it may concern,
Right now the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area is at a crossroads. For decades deer in Tasmania
have been managed as a hunting resource, and their growing environmental and agricultural damage has been
ignored.
The result is an out-of-control feral deer herd that is growing and invading environmentally-sensitive areas like
the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, the Walls of Jerusalem and the Douglas-Apsley National Park.
While there are some positives in the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan it disappointingly
does little to protect nature, farmers and the community from the destructive impacts of deer on the environment
and society.
Feral deer in Tasmania are now a serious biosecurity issue for our environment and no longer simply a game
management issue.
In my submission I back calls by the Invasive Species Council for a final plan that ensures:
• There is support for Wildlife Regulations (2010) to be amended so deer are no longer considered a partly
protected species.
• New deer management zones ensure the entire Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area and other
protected areas are deer free.
• It sets and funds a target to reduce deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032.
• Removes red tape so farmers can control feral deer on their own land as they see fit.
I submit that the final plan should:
1. Rescind partially protected status of deer: To enable the effective management of feral deer, the plan must
support rescinding the partially protected status of deer for game in Tasmania’s Wildlife Regulations (2010) as
part of the current review of the regulations.
2. Population & impact reduction policies: The plan needs to tackle the exploding fallow deer population in
Tasmania by putting in place clear population and impact reduction policies rather than relying on old policies
aligned with maintaining a quality feral deer herd.
3. Reduce feral deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032: The plan should put in place a realistic policy that reduces and
contains the population of feral deer in Tasmania to 10,000 by 2032.
4. Natural and cultural values: In recognition of the outstanding biodiversity and cultural heritage values of
Tasmania the plan must include goals and objectives specific to the protection and conservation of natural and
cultural values.
5. Wilderness World Heritage Area | Ben Lomond | Douglas-Apsley: To protect the outstanding values of the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, Ben Lomond and Douglas Apsley national parks, these areas must
be included in the “No Deer Management Zone” and deer must be eradicated from this zone within 10 years.
6. Give land owners the tools to control deer: Land owners shouldn’t have to rely on agreements with hunters or
one off permits to effectively control deer on their own land in the Sustainable Hunting Zone. They must be
able to control feral deer as they see fit for their circumstances.
7. Professional feral deer control: The plan must re-enforce that the use of professional pest controllers

undertaking aerial and ground shooting and trapping must be part of the range of methods utilised to eradicate
feral deer from the “No Deer” zone and bring down the numbers in other zones.
8. Community engagement: Support improved community involvement, education and awareness of deer
management and the threats of feral deer to Tasmania’s precious environment and economy and to gain social
licence for control methods.
9. Immediate implementation: The plan should be implemented immediately with significant additional funding
allocated to the control program to ensure the deer population is rapidly reduced.
10. Create a special taskforce: The feral deer control program is complex and should be managed by a task force
working under Biosecurity Tasmania.
Yours sincerely,
Peter Franklin
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Tuesday, 30 November 2021 6:36:31 PM

To whom it may concern,
Right now the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area is at a crossroads. For decades deer in Tasmania
have been managed as a hunting resource, and their growing environmental and agricultural damage has been
ignored.
The result is an out-of-control feral deer herd that is growing and invading environmentally-sensitive areas like
the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, the Walls of Jerusalem and the Douglas-Apsley National Park.
While there are some positives in the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan it disappointingly
does little to protect nature, farmers and the community from the destructive impacts of deer on the environment
and society.
Feral deer in Tasmania are now a serious biosecurity issue for our environment and no longer simply a game
management issue.
In my submission I back calls by the Invasive Species Council for a final plan that ensures:
• There is support for Wildlife Regulations (2010) to be amended so deer are no longer considered a partly
protected species.
• New deer management zones ensure the entire Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area and other
protected areas are deer free.
• It sets and funds a target to reduce deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032.
• Removes red tape so farmers can control feral deer on their own land as they see fit.
I submit that the final plan should:
1. Rescind partially protected status of deer: To enable the effective management of feral deer, the plan must
support rescinding the partially protected status of deer for game in Tasmania’s Wildlife Regulations (2010) as
part of the current review of the regulations.
2. Population & impact reduction policies: The plan needs to tackle the exploding fallow deer population in
Tasmania by putting in place clear population and impact reduction policies rather than relying on old policies
aligned with maintaining a quality feral deer herd.
3. Reduce feral deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032: The plan should put in place a realistic policy that reduces and
contains the population of feral deer in Tasmania to 10,000 by 2032.
4. Natural and cultural values: In recognition of the outstanding biodiversity and cultural heritage values of
Tasmania the plan must include goals and objectives specific to the protection and conservation of natural and
cultural values.
5. Wilderness World Heritage Area | Ben Lomond | Douglas-Apsley: To protect the outstanding values of the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, Ben Lomond and Douglas Apsley national parks, these areas must
be included in the “No Deer Management Zone” and deer must be eradicated from this zone within 10 years.
6. Give land owners the tools to control deer: Land owners shouldn’t have to rely on agreements with hunters or
one off permits to effectively control deer on their own land in the Sustainable Hunting Zone. They must be
able to control feral deer as they see fit for their circumstances.
7. Professional feral deer control: The plan must re-enforce that the use of professional pest controllers

undertaking aerial and ground shooting and trapping must be part of the range of methods utilised to eradicate
feral deer from the “No Deer” zone and bring down the numbers in other zones.
8. Community engagement: Support improved community involvement, education and awareness of deer
management and the threats of feral deer to Tasmania’s precious environment and economy and to gain social
licence for control methods.
9. Immediate implementation: The plan should be implemented immediately with significant additional funding
allocated to the control program to ensure the deer population is rapidly reduced.
10. Create a special taskforce: The feral deer control program is complex and should be managed by a task force
working under Biosecurity Tasmania.
Yours sincerely,
Ian Fuller
___________________________
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To whom it may concern,
Our environment is worth being protected!
Right now the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area is at a crossroads. For decades deer in Tasmania
have been managed as a hunting resource, and their growing environmental and agricultural damage has been
ignored.
The result is an out-of-control feral deer herd that is growing and invading environmentally-sensitive areas like
the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, the Walls of Jerusalem and the Douglas-Apsley National Park.
While there are some positives in the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan it disappointingly
does little to protect nature, farmers and the community from the destructive impacts of deer on the environment
and society.
Feral deer in Tasmania are now a serious biosecurity issue for our environment and no longer simply a game
management issue.
In my submission I back calls by the Invasive Species Council for a final plan that ensures:
• There is support for Wildlife Regulations (2010) to be amended so deer are no longer considered a partly
protected species.
• New deer management zones ensure the entire Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area and other
protected areas are deer free.
• It sets and funds a target to reduce deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032.
• Removes red tape so farmers can control feral deer on their own land as they see fit.
I submit that the final plan should:
1. Rescind partially protected status of deer: To enable the effective management of feral deer, the plan must
support rescinding the partially protected status of deer for game in Tasmania’s Wildlife Regulations (2010) as
part of the current review of the regulations.
2. Population & impact reduction policies: The plan needs to tackle the exploding fallow deer population in
Tasmania by putting in place clear population and impact reduction policies rather than relying on old policies
aligned with maintaining a quality feral deer herd.
3. Reduce feral deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032: The plan should put in place a realistic policy that reduces and
contains the population of feral deer in Tasmania to 10,000 by 2032.
4. Natural and cultural values: In recognition of the outstanding biodiversity and cultural heritage values of
Tasmania the plan must include goals and objectives specific to the protection and conservation of natural and
cultural values.
5. Wilderness World Heritage Area | Ben Lomond | Douglas-Apsley: To protect the outstanding values of the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, Ben Lomond and Douglas Apsley national parks, these areas must
be included in the “No Deer Management Zone” and deer must be eradicated from this zone within 10 years.
6. Give land owners the tools to control deer: Land owners shouldn’t have to rely on agreements with hunters or
one off permits to effectively control deer on their own land in the Sustainable Hunting Zone. They must be
able to control feral deer as they see fit for their circumstances.

7. Professional feral deer control: The plan must re-enforce that the use of professional pest controllers
undertaking aerial and ground shooting and trapping must be part of the range of methods utilised to eradicate
feral deer from the “No Deer” zone and bring down the numbers in other zones.
8. Community engagement: Support improved community involvement, education and awareness of deer
management and the threats of feral deer to Tasmania’s precious environment and economy and to gain social
licence for control methods.
9. Immediate implementation: The plan should be implemented immediately with significant additional funding
allocated to the control program to ensure the deer population is rapidly reduced.
10. Create a special taskforce: The feral deer control program is complex and should be managed by a task force
working under Biosecurity Tasmania.
Yours sincerely,
mandy gange
___________________________
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Submission to Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management
Wednesday, 1 December 2021 9:05:20 PM

To whom it may concern,
You will see from my address that I no longer live in Tasmania. I had to leave for employment. Before I left he
state and on many occasions since I have walked in and enjoyed Tasmania's unique environment. Feral deer
have no place in that environment and can only cause damage and reduce the values for which many people
visit the state. Add to that the damage done to agriculture by feral deer and I fail to understand why allowing
them to remain in the state is even considered.
Right now the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area is at a crossroads. For decades deer in Tasmania
have been managed as a hunting resource, and their growing environmental and agricultural damage has been
ignored.
The result is an out-of-control feral deer herd that is growing and invading environmentally-sensitive areas like
the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, the Walls of Jerusalem and the Douglas-Apsley National Park.
While there are some positives in the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan it disappointingly
does little to protect nature, farmers and the community from the destructive impacts of deer on the environment
and society.
Feral deer in Tasmania are now a serious biosecurity issue for our environment and no longer simply a game
management issue.
In my submission I back calls by the Invasive Species Council for a final plan that ensures:
• There is support for Wildlife Regulations (2010) to be amended so deer are no longer considered a partly
protected species.
• New deer management zones ensure the entire Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area and other
protected areas are deer free.
• It sets and funds a target to reduce deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032.
• Removes red tape so farmers can control feral deer on their own land as they see fit.
I submit that the final plan should:
1. Rescind partially protected status of deer: To enable the effective management of feral deer, the plan must
support rescinding the partially protected status of deer for game in Tasmania’s Wildlife Regulations (2010) as
part of the current review of the regulations.
2. Population & impact reduction policies: The plan needs to tackle the exploding fallow deer population in
Tasmania by putting in place clear population and impact reduction policies rather than relying on old policies
aligned with maintaining a quality feral deer herd.
3. Reduce feral deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032: The plan should put in place a realistic policy that reduces and
contains the population of feral deer in Tasmania to 10,000 by 2032.
4. Natural and cultural values: In recognition of the outstanding biodiversity and cultural heritage values of
Tasmania the plan must include goals and objectives specific to the protection and conservation of natural and
cultural values.
5. Wilderness World Heritage Area | Ben Lomond | Douglas-Apsley: To protect the outstanding values of the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, Ben Lomond and Douglas Apsley national parks, these areas must
be included in the “No Deer Management Zone” and deer must be eradicated from this zone within 10 years.

6. Give land owners the tools to control deer: Land owners shouldn’t have to rely on agreements with hunters or
one off permits to effectively control deer on their own land in the Sustainable Hunting Zone. They must be
able to control feral deer as they see fit for their circumstances.
7. Professional feral deer control: The plan must re-enforce that the use of professional pest controllers
undertaking aerial and ground shooting and trapping must be part of the range of methods utilised to eradicate
feral deer from the “No Deer” zone and bring down the numbers in other zones.
8. Community engagement: Support improved community involvement, education and awareness of deer
management and the threats of feral deer to Tasmania’s precious environment and economy and to gain social
licence for control methods.
9. Immediate implementation: The plan should be implemented immediately with significant additional funding
allocated to the control program to ensure the deer population is rapidly reduced.
10. Create a special taskforce: The feral deer control program is complex and should be managed by a task force
working under Biosecurity Tasmania.
Yours sincerely,
KEVIN GOSS
___________________________

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Submission to Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management
Tuesday, 30 November 2021 8:38:21 PM

To whom it may concern,
If feral deer are allowed to breed freely in the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area the number will get
out of control and create an environmental disaster that will be very difficult to remedy. The 14,000 wild horses
in Kosciuszko is an example of what can happen..
The out-of-control feral deer herd is growing and invading environmentally-sensitive areas like the Tasmanian
Wilderness World Heritage Area, the Walls of Jerusalem and the Douglas-Apsley National Park.
While there are some positives in the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan it disappointingly
does little to protect nature, farmers and the community from the destructive impacts of deer on the environment
and society.
Feral deer in Tasmania are now a serious biosecurity issue for our environment and no longer simply a game
management issue.
In my submission I back calls by the Invasive Species Council for a final plan that ensures:
• There is support for Wildlife Regulations (2010) to be amended so deer are no longer considered a partly
protected species.
• New deer management zones ensure the entire Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area and other
protected areas are deer free.
• It sets and funds a target to reduce deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032.
• Removes red tape so farmers can control feral deer on their own land as they see fit.
I submit that the final plan should:
1. Rescind partially protected status of deer: To enable the effective management of feral deer, the plan must
support rescinding the partially protected status of deer for game in Tasmania’s Wildlife Regulations (2010) as
part of the current review of the regulations.
2. Population & impact reduction policies: The plan needs to tackle the exploding fallow deer population in
Tasmania by putting in place clear population and impact reduction policies rather than relying on old policies
aligned with maintaining a quality feral deer herd.
3. Reduce feral deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032: The plan should put in place a realistic policy that reduces and
contains the population of feral deer in Tasmania to 10,000 by 2032.
4. Natural and cultural values: In recognition of the outstanding biodiversity and cultural heritage values of
Tasmania the plan must include goals and objectives specific to the protection and conservation of natural and
cultural values.
5. Wilderness World Heritage Area | Ben Lomond | Douglas-Apsley: To protect the outstanding values of the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, Ben Lomond and Douglas Apsley national parks, these areas must
be included in the “No Deer Management Zone” and deer must be eradicated from this zone within 10 years.
6. Give land owners the tools to control deer: Land owners shouldn’t have to rely on agreements with hunters or
one off permits to effectively control deer on their own land in the Sustainable Hunting Zone. They must be
able to control feral deer as they see fit for their circumstances.
7. Professional feral deer control: The plan must re-enforce that the use of professional pest controllers

undertaking aerial and ground shooting and trapping must be part of the range of methods utilised to eradicate
feral deer from the “No Deer” zone and bring down the numbers in other zones.
8. Community engagement: Support improved community involvement, education and awareness of deer
management and the threats of feral deer to Tasmania’s precious environment and economy and to gain social
licence for control methods.
9. Immediate implementation: The plan should be implemented immediately with significant additional funding
allocated to the control program to ensure the deer population is rapidly reduced.
10. Create a special taskforce: The feral deer control program is complex and should be managed by a task force
working under Biosecurity Tasmania.
Yours sincerely,
Jill Green

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Submission to Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management
Tuesday, 30 November 2021 5:33:49 PM

To whom it may concern,
This is of upmost importance - please take note !
Right now the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area is at a crossroads. For decades deer in Tasmania
have been managed as a hunting resource, and their growing environmental and agricultural damage has been
ignored.
The result is an out-of-control feral deer herd that is growing and invading environmentally-sensitive areas like
the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, the Walls of Jerusalem and the Douglas-Apsley National Park.
While there are some positives in the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan it disappointingly
does little to protect nature, farmers and the community from the destructive impacts of deer on the environment
and society.
Feral deer in Tasmania are now a serious biosecurity issue for our environment and no longer simply a game
management issue.
In my submission I back calls by the Invasive Species Council for a final plan that ensures:
• There is support for Wildlife Regulations (2010) to be amended so deer are no longer considered a partly
protected species.
• New deer management zones ensure the entire Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area and other
protected areas are deer free.
• It sets and funds a target to reduce deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032.
• Removes red tape so farmers can control feral deer on their own land as they see fit.
I submit that the final plan should:
1. Rescind partially protected status of deer: To enable the effective management of feral deer, the plan must
support rescinding the partially protected status of deer for game in Tasmania’s Wildlife Regulations (2010) as
part of the current review of the regulations.
2. Population & impact reduction policies: The plan needs to tackle the exploding fallow deer population in
Tasmania by putting in place clear population and impact reduction policies rather than relying on old policies
aligned with maintaining a quality feral deer herd.
3. Reduce feral deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032: The plan should put in place a realistic policy that reduces and
contains the population of feral deer in Tasmania to 10,000 by 2032.
4. Natural and cultural values: In recognition of the outstanding biodiversity and cultural heritage values of
Tasmania the plan must include goals and objectives specific to the protection and conservation of natural and
cultural values.
5. Wilderness World Heritage Area | Ben Lomond | Douglas-Apsley: To protect the outstanding values of the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, Ben Lomond and Douglas Apsley national parks, these areas must
be included in the “No Deer Management Zone” and deer must be eradicated from this zone within 10 years.
6. Give land owners the tools to control deer: Land owners shouldn’t have to rely on agreements with hunters or
one off permits to effectively control deer on their own land in the Sustainable Hunting Zone. They must be
able to control feral deer as they see fit for their circumstances.

7. Professional feral deer control: The plan must re-enforce that the use of professional pest controllers
undertaking aerial and ground shooting and trapping must be part of the range of methods utilised to eradicate
feral deer from the “No Deer” zone and bring down the numbers in other zones.
8. Community engagement: Support improved community involvement, education and awareness of deer
management and the threats of feral deer to Tasmania’s precious environment and economy and to gain social
licence for control methods.
9. Immediate implementation: The plan should be implemented immediately with significant additional funding
allocated to the control program to ensure the deer population is rapidly reduced.
10. Create a special taskforce: The feral deer control program is complex and should be managed by a task force
working under Biosecurity Tasmania.
Yours sincerely,
Belinda Gross
___________________________

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Submission to Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management
Wednesday, 1 December 2021 9:04:52 AM

To whom it may concern,
It is requested that consideration be given to reduce feral deer in Tasmania Wilderness areas in order to look
after the environment and the community. The Tasmanian wilderness is a beautiful and peaceful place. I have
conducted some bush walks in various areas of the wilderness and I appreciate the native environment.
I believe the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area is at a crossroads. For decades deer in Tasmania have
been managed as a hunting resource, and their growing environmental and agricultural damage has been
ignored.
The result is an out-of-control feral deer herd that is growing and invading environmentally-sensitive areas like
the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, the Walls of Jerusalem and the Douglas-Apsley National Park.
While there are some positives in the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan it disappointingly
does little to protect nature, farmers and the community from the destructive impacts of deer on the environment
and society.
Feral deer in Tasmania are now a serious biosecurity issue for our environment and no longer simply a game
management issue.
In my submission I back calls by the Invasive Species Council for a final plan that ensures:
• There is support for Wildlife Regulations (2010) to be amended so deer are no longer considered a partly
protected species.
• New deer management zones ensure the entire Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area and other
protected areas are deer free.
• It sets and funds a target to reduce deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032.
• Removes red tape so farmers can control feral deer on their own land as they see fit.
I submit that the final plan should:
1. Rescind partially protected status of deer: To enable the effective management of feral deer, the plan must
support rescinding the partially protected status of deer for game in Tasmania’s Wildlife Regulations (2010) as
part of the current review of the regulations.
2. Population & impact reduction policies: The plan needs to tackle the exploding fallow deer population in
Tasmania by putting in place clear population and impact reduction policies rather than relying on old policies
aligned with maintaining a quality feral deer herd.
3. Reduce feral deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032: The plan should put in place a realistic policy that reduces and
contains the population of feral deer in Tasmania to 10,000 by 2032.
4. Natural and cultural values: In recognition of the outstanding biodiversity and cultural heritage values of
Tasmania the plan must include goals and objectives specific to the protection and conservation of natural and
cultural values.
5. Wilderness World Heritage Area | Ben Lomond | Douglas-Apsley: To protect the outstanding values of the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, Ben Lomond and Douglas Apsley national parks, these areas must
be included in the “No Deer Management Zone” and deer must be eradicated from this zone within 10 years.
6. Give land owners the tools to control deer: Land owners shouldn’t have to rely on agreements with hunters or

one off permits to effectively control deer on their own land in the Sustainable Hunting Zone. They must be
able to control feral deer as they see fit for their circumstances.
7. Professional feral deer control: The plan must re-enforce that the use of professional pest controllers
undertaking aerial and ground shooting and trapping must be part of the range of methods utilised to eradicate
feral deer from the “No Deer” zone and bring down the numbers in other zones.
8. Community engagement: Support improved community involvement, education and awareness of deer
management and the threats of feral deer to Tasmania’s precious environment and economy and to gain social
licence for control methods.
9. Immediate implementation: The plan should be implemented immediately with significant additional funding
allocated to the control program to ensure the deer population is rapidly reduced.
10. Create a special taskforce: The feral deer control program is complex and should be managed by a task force
working under Biosecurity Tasmania.
Yours sincerely,
James hamilton
___________________________
This email was sent by James hamilton via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Submission — Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management plan
Wednesday, 1 December 2021 10:08:01 AM

To whom it may concern,
My family and I have travelled in Tasmania as tourists and love the outstanding native wilderness and
spectacular scenery. I write out of concern about the growing feral deer numbers and the threats this poses to
our native plants and animals.
Right now the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area is at a crossroads. For decades deer in Tasmania
have been managed as a hunting resource, and their growing environmental and agricultural damage has been
ignored.
The result is an out-of-control feral deer herd that is growing and invading environmentally-sensitive areas like
the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, the Walls of Jerusalem and the Douglas-Apsley National Park.
While there are some positives in the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan it disappointingly
does little to protect nature, farmers and the community from the destructive impacts of deer on the environment
and society.
Feral deer in Tasmania are now a serious biosecurity issue for our environment and no longer simply a game
management issue.
In my submission I back calls by the Invasive Species Council for a final plan that ensures:
• There is support for Wildlife Regulations (2010) to be amended so deer are no longer considered a partly
protected species.
• New deer management zones ensure the entire Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area and other
protected areas are deer free.
• It sets and funds a target to reduce deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032.
• Removes red tape so farmers can control feral deer on their own land as they see fit.
I submit that the final plan should:
1. Rescind partially protected status of deer: To enable the effective management of feral deer, the plan must
support rescinding the partially protected status of deer for game in Tasmania’s Wildlife Regulations (2010) as
part of the current review of the regulations.
2. Population & impact reduction policies: The plan needs to tackle the exploding fallow deer population in
Tasmania by putting in place clear population and impact reduction policies rather than relying on old policies
aligned with maintaining a quality feral deer herd.
3. Reduce feral deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032: The plan should put in place a realistic policy that reduces and
contains the population of feral deer in Tasmania to 10,000 by 2032.
4. Natural and cultural values: In recognition of the outstanding biodiversity and cultural heritage values of
Tasmania the plan must include goals and objectives specific to the protection and conservation of natural and
cultural values.
5. Wilderness World Heritage Area | Ben Lomond | Douglas-Apsley: To protect the outstanding values of the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, Ben Lomond and Douglas Apsley national parks, these areas must
be included in the “No Deer Management Zone” and deer must be eradicated from this zone within 10 years.
6. Give land owners the tools to control deer: Land owners shouldn’t have to rely on agreements with hunters or

one off permits to effectively control deer on their own land in the Sustainable Hunting Zone. They must be
able to control feral deer as they see fit for their circumstances.
7. Professional feral deer control: The plan must re-enforce that the use of professional pest controllers
undertaking aerial and ground shooting and trapping must be part of the range of methods utilised to eradicate
feral deer from the “No Deer” zone and bring down the numbers in other zones.
8. Community engagement: Support improved community involvement, education and awareness of deer
management and the threats of feral deer to Tasmania’s precious environment and economy and to gain social
licence for control methods.
9. Immediate implementation: The plan should be implemented immediately with significant additional funding
allocated to the control program to ensure the deer population is rapidly reduced.
10. Create a special taskforce: The feral deer control program is complex and should be managed by a task force
working under Biosecurity Tasmania.
Yours sincerely,
Geoffrey Heller
___________________________

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Submission to Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management
Monday, 29 November 2021 6:36:56 PM

To whom it may concern,
Right now the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area is at a crossroads. For decades deer in Tasmania
have been managed as a hunting resource, and their growing environmental and agricultural damage has been
ignored.
The result is an out-of-control feral deer herd that is growing and invading environmentally-sensitive areas like
the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, the Walls of Jerusalem and the Douglas-Apsley National Park.
While there are some positives in the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan it disappointingly
does little to protect nature, farmers and the community from the destructive impacts of deer on the environment
and society.
Feral deer in Tasmania are now a serious biosecurity issue for our environment and no longer simply a game
management issue.
In my submission I back calls by the Invasive Species Council for a final plan that ensures:
• There is support for Wildlife Regulations (2010) to be amended so deer are no longer considered a partly
protected species.
• New deer management zones ensure the entire Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area and other
protected areas are deer free.
• It sets and funds a target to reduce deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032.
• Removes red tape so farmers can control feral deer on their own land as they see fit.
I submit that the final plan should:
1. Rescind partially protected status of deer: To enable the effective management of feral deer, the plan must
support rescinding the partially protected status of deer for game in Tasmania’s Wildlife Regulations (2010) as
part of the current review of the regulations.
2. Population & impact reduction policies: The plan needs to tackle the exploding fallow deer population in
Tasmania by putting in place clear population and impact reduction policies rather than relying on old policies
aligned with maintaining a quality feral deer herd.
3. Reduce feral deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032: The plan should put in place a realistic policy that reduces and
contains the population of feral deer in Tasmania to 10,000 by 2032.
4. Natural and cultural values: In recognition of the outstanding biodiversity and cultural heritage values of
Tasmania the plan must include goals and objectives specific to the protection and conservation of natural and
cultural values.
5. Wilderness World Heritage Area | Ben Lomond | Douglas-Apsley: To protect the outstanding values of the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, Ben Lomond and Douglas Apsley national parks, these areas must
be included in the “No Deer Management Zone” and deer must be eradicated from this zone within 10 years.
6. Give land owners the tools to control deer: Land owners shouldn’t have to rely on agreements with hunters or
one off permits to effectively control deer on their own land in the Sustainable Hunting Zone. They must be
able to control feral deer as they see fit for their circumstances.
7. Professional feral deer control: The plan must re-enforce that the use of professional pest controllers

undertaking aerial and ground shooting and trapping must be part of the range of methods utilised to eradicate
feral deer from the “No Deer” zone and bring down the numbers in other zones.
8. Community engagement: Support improved community involvement, education and awareness of deer
management and the threats of feral deer to Tasmania’s precious environment and economy and to gain social
licence for control methods.
9. Immediate implementation: The plan should be implemented immediately with significant additional funding
allocated to the control program to ensure the deer population is rapidly reduced.
10. Create a special taskforce: The feral deer control program is complex and should be managed by a task force
working under Biosecurity Tasmania.
Yours sincerely,
Alison Hetherington
___________________________

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Submission to Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management
Thursday, 2 December 2021 6:20:54 AM

To whom it may concern,
I’m writing to you because I’m concerned about having better protection in place for the beautiful, unique
wilderness in Tasmania.
Right now the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area is at a crossroads. For decades deer in Tasmania
have been managed as a hunting resource, and their growing environmental and agricultural damage has been
ignored.
The result is an out-of-control feral deer herd that is growing and invading environmentally-sensitive areas like
the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, the Walls of Jerusalem and the Douglas-Apsley National Park.
While there are some positives in the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan it disappointingly
does little to protect nature, farmers and the community from the destructive impacts of deer on the environment
and society.
Feral deer in Tasmania are now a serious biosecurity issue for our environment and no longer simply a game
management issue.
In my submission I back calls by the Invasive Species Council for a final plan that ensures:
• There is support for Wildlife Regulations (2010) to be amended so deer are no longer considered a partly
protected species.
• New deer management zones ensure the entire Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area and other
protected areas are deer free.
• It sets and funds a target to reduce deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032.
• Removes red tape so farmers can control feral deer on their own land as they see fit.
I submit that the final plan should:
1. Rescind partially protected status of deer: To enable the effective management of feral deer, the plan must
support rescinding the partially protected status of deer for game in Tasmania’s Wildlife Regulations (2010) as
part of the current review of the regulations.
2. Population & impact reduction policies: The plan needs to tackle the exploding fallow deer population in
Tasmania by putting in place clear population and impact reduction policies rather than relying on old policies
aligned with maintaining a quality feral deer herd.
3. Reduce feral deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032: The plan should put in place a realistic policy that reduces and
contains the population of feral deer in Tasmania to 10,000 by 2032.
4. Natural and cultural values: In recognition of the outstanding biodiversity and cultural heritage values of
Tasmania the plan must include goals and objectives specific to the protection and conservation of natural and
cultural values.
5. Wilderness World Heritage Area | Ben Lomond | Douglas-Apsley: To protect the outstanding values of the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, Ben Lomond and Douglas Apsley national parks, these areas must
be included in the “No Deer Management Zone” and deer must be eradicated from this zone within 10 years.
6. Give land owners the tools to control deer: Land owners shouldn’t have to rely on agreements with hunters or
one off permits to effectively control deer on their own land in the Sustainable Hunting Zone. They must be

able to control feral deer as they see fit for their circumstances.
7. Professional feral deer control: The plan must re-enforce that the use of professional pest controllers
undertaking aerial and ground shooting and trapping must be part of the range of methods utilised to eradicate
feral deer from the “No Deer” zone and bring down the numbers in other zones.
8. Community engagement: Support improved community involvement, education and awareness of deer
management and the threats of feral deer to Tasmania’s precious environment and economy and to gain social
licence for control methods.
9. Immediate implementation: The plan should be implemented immediately with significant additional funding
allocated to the control program to ensure the deer population is rapidly reduced.
10. Create a special taskforce: The feral deer control program is complex and should be managed by a task force
working under Biosecurity Tasmania.
Yours sincerely,
Paula Hodge

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Submission to Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management
Tuesday, 30 November 2021 6:40:36 PM

To whom it may concern,
I was shocked to learn that Tasmanian wilderness areas are at grave risk from an introduced animal pest that is
well documented to cause significant damage to an environment that has not evolved to support such species.
To further learn that deer populations are actually protected and managed to cater for hunters is also of serious
concern.
Right now the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area is at a crossroads. For decades deer in Tasmania
have been managed as a hunting resource, and their growing environmental and agricultural damage has been
ignored.
The result is an out-of-control feral deer herd that is growing and invading environmentally-sensitive areas like
the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, the Walls of Jerusalem and the Douglas-Apsley National Park.
While there are some positives in the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan it disappointingly
does little to protect nature, farmers and the community from the destructive impacts of deer on the environment
and society.
Feral deer in Tasmania are now a serious biosecurity issue for our environment and no longer simply a game
management issue.
In my submission I back calls by the Invasive Species Council for a final plan that ensures:
• There is support for Wildlife Regulations (2010) to be amended so deer are no longer considered a partly
protected species.
• New deer management zones ensure the entire Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area and other
protected areas are deer free.
• It sets and funds a target to reduce deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032.
• Removes red tape so farmers can control feral deer on their own land as they see fit.
I submit that the final plan should:
1. Rescind partially protected status of deer: To enable the effective management of feral deer, the plan must
support rescinding the partially protected status of deer for game in Tasmania’s Wildlife Regulations (2010) as
part of the current review of the regulations.
2. Population & impact reduction policies: The plan needs to tackle the exploding fallow deer population in
Tasmania by putting in place clear population and impact reduction policies rather than relying on old policies
aligned with maintaining a quality feral deer herd.
3. Reduce feral deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032: The plan should put in place a realistic policy that reduces and
contains the population of feral deer in Tasmania to 10,000 by 2032.
4. Natural and cultural values: In recognition of the outstanding biodiversity and cultural heritage values of
Tasmania the plan must include goals and objectives specific to the protection and conservation of natural and
cultural values.
5. Wilderness World Heritage Area | Ben Lomond | Douglas-Apsley: To protect the outstanding values of the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, Ben Lomond and Douglas Apsley national parks, these areas must
be included in the “No Deer Management Zone” and deer must be eradicated from this zone within 10 years.

6. Give land owners the tools to control deer: Land owners shouldn’t have to rely on agreements with hunters or
one off permits to effectively control deer on their own land in the Sustainable Hunting Zone. They must be
able to control feral deer as they see fit for their circumstances.
7. Professional feral deer control: The plan must re-enforce that the use of professional pest controllers
undertaking aerial and ground shooting and trapping must be part of the range of methods utilised to eradicate
feral deer from the “No Deer” zone and bring down the numbers in other zones.
8. Community engagement: Support improved community involvement, education and awareness of deer
management and the threats of feral deer to Tasmania’s precious environment and economy and to gain social
licence for control methods.
9. Immediate implementation: The plan should be implemented immediately with significant additional funding
allocated to the control program to ensure the deer population is rapidly reduced.
10. Create a special taskforce: The feral deer control program is complex and should be managed by a task force
working under Biosecurity Tasmania.
Yours sincerely,
Tony Holliday

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Submission to Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management
Tuesday, 30 November 2021 6:13:20 PM

To whom it may concern,
Right now the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area is at a crossroads. For decades deer in Tasmania
have been managed as a hunting resource, and their growing environmental and agricultural damage has been
ignored.
The result is an out-of-control feral deer herd that is growing and invading environmentally-sensitive areas like
the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, the Walls of Jerusalem and the Douglas-Apsley National Park.
While there are some positives in the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan it disappointingly
does little to protect nature, farmers and the community from the destructive impacts of deer on the environment
and society.
Feral deer in Tasmania are now a serious biosecurity issue for our environment and no longer simply a game
management issue.
In my submission I back calls by the Invasive Species Council for a final plan that ensures:
• There is support for Wildlife Regulations (2010) to be amended so deer are no longer considered a partly
protected species.
• New deer management zones ensure the entire Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area and other
protected areas are deer free.
• It sets and funds a target to reduce deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032.
• Removes red tape so farmers can control feral deer on their own land as they see fit.
I submit that the final plan should:
1. Rescind partially protected status of deer: To enable the effective management of feral deer, the plan must
support rescinding the partially protected status of deer for game in Tasmania’s Wildlife Regulations (2010) as
part of the current review of the regulations.
2. Population & impact reduction policies: The plan needs to tackle the exploding fallow deer population in
Tasmania by putting in place clear population and impact reduction policies rather than relying on old policies
aligned with maintaining a quality feral deer herd.
3. Reduce feral deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032: The plan should put in place a realistic policy that reduces and
contains the population of feral deer in Tasmania to 10,000 by 2032.
4. Natural and cultural values: In recognition of the outstanding biodiversity and cultural heritage values of
Tasmania the plan must include goals and objectives specific to the protection and conservation of natural and
cultural values.
5. Wilderness World Heritage Area | Ben Lomond | Douglas-Apsley: To protect the outstanding values of the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, Ben Lomond and Douglas Apsley national parks, these areas must
be included in the “No Deer Management Zone” and deer must be eradicated from this zone within 10 years.
6. Give land owners the tools to control deer: Land owners shouldn’t have to rely on agreements with hunters or
one off permits to effectively control deer on their own land in the Sustainable Hunting Zone. They must be
able to control feral deer as they see fit for their circumstances.
7. Professional feral deer control: The plan must re-enforce that the use of professional pest controllers

undertaking aerial and ground shooting and trapping must be part of the range of methods utilised to eradicate
feral deer from the “No Deer” zone and bring down the numbers in other zones.
8. Community engagement: Support improved community involvement, education and awareness of deer
management and the threats of feral deer to Tasmania’s precious environment and economy and to gain social
licence for control methods.
9. Immediate implementation: The plan should be implemented immediately with significant additional funding
allocated to the control program to ensure the deer population is rapidly reduced.
10. Create a special taskforce: The feral deer control program is complex and should be managed by a task force
working under Biosecurity Tasmania.
Yours sincerely,
Gerry and Rae Jacobson
___________________________

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Submission to Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management
Tuesday, 30 November 2021 7:16:21 PM

To whom it may concern,
Right now the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area is at a crossroads. For decades deer in Tasmania
have been managed as a hunting resource, and their growing environmental and agricultural damage has been
ignored.
The result is an out-of-control feral deer herd that is growing and invading environmentally-sensitive areas like
the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, the Walls of Jerusalem and the Douglas-Apsley National Park.
While there are some positives in the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan it disappointingly
does little to protect nature, farmers and the community from the destructive impacts of deer on the environment
and society.
Feral deer in Tasmania are now a serious biosecurity issue for our environment and no longer simply a game
management issue.
In my submission I back calls by the Invasive Species Council for a final plan that ensures:
• There is support for Wildlife Regulations (2010) to be amended so deer are no longer considered a partly
protected species.
• New deer management zones ensure the entire Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area and other
protected areas are deer free.
• It sets and funds a target to reduce deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032.
• Removes red tape so farmers can control feral deer on their own land as they see fit.
I submit that the final plan should:
1. Rescind partially protected status of deer: To enable the effective management of feral deer, the plan must
support rescinding the partially protected status of deer for game in Tasmania’s Wildlife Regulations (2010) as
part of the current review of the regulations.
2. Population & impact reduction policies: The plan needs to tackle the exploding fallow deer population in
Tasmania by putting in place clear population and impact reduction policies rather than relying on old policies
aligned with maintaining a quality feral deer herd.
3. Reduce feral deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032: The plan should put in place a realistic policy that reduces and
contains the population of feral deer in Tasmania to 10,000 by 2032.
4. Natural and cultural values: In recognition of the outstanding biodiversity and cultural heritage values of
Tasmania the plan must include goals and objectives specific to the protection and conservation of natural and
cultural values.
5. Wilderness World Heritage Area | Ben Lomond | Douglas-Apsley: To protect the outstanding values of the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, Ben Lomond and Douglas Apsley national parks, these areas must
be included in the “No Deer Management Zone” and deer must be eradicated from this zone within 10 years.
6. Give land owners the tools to control deer: Land owners shouldn’t have to rely on agreements with hunters or
one off permits to effectively control deer on their own land in the Sustainable Hunting Zone. They must be
able to control feral deer as they see fit for their circumstances.
7. Professional feral deer control: The plan must re-enforce that the use of professional pest controllers

undertaking aerial and ground shooting and trapping must be part of the range of methods utilised to eradicate
feral deer from the “No Deer” zone and bring down the numbers in other zones.
8. Community engagement: Support improved community involvement, education and awareness of deer
management and the threats of feral deer to Tasmania’s precious environment and economy and to gain social
licence for control methods.
9. Immediate implementation: The plan should be implemented immediately with significant additional funding
allocated to the control program to ensure the deer population is rapidly reduced.
10. Create a special taskforce: The feral deer control program is complex and should be managed by a task force
working under Biosecurity Tasmania.
Yours sincerely,
Pamela and Michael Jones

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Submission to Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management
Wednesday, 1 December 2021 8:01:50 AM

To whom it may concern,
Right now the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area is at a crossroads. For decades deer in Tasmania
have been managed as a hunting resource, and their growing environmental and agricultural damage has been
ignored.
The result is an out-of-control feral deer herd that is growing and invading environmentally-sensitive areas like
the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, the Walls of Jerusalem and the Douglas-Apsley National Park.
While there are some positives in the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan it disappointingly
does little to protect nature, farmers and the community from the destructive impacts of deer on the environment
and society.
Feral deer in Tasmania are now a serious biosecurity issue for our environment and no longer simply a game
management issue.
In my submission I back calls by the Invasive Species Council for a final plan that ensures:
• There is support for Wildlife Regulations (2010) to be amended so deer are no longer considered a partly
protected species.
• New deer management zones ensure the entire Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area and other
protected areas are deer free.
• It sets and funds a target to reduce deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032.
• Removes red tape so farmers can control feral deer on their own land as they see fit.
I submit that the final plan should:
1. Rescind partially protected status of deer: To enable the effective management of feral deer, the plan must
support rescinding the partially protected status of deer for game in Tasmania’s Wildlife Regulations (2010) as
part of the current review of the regulations.
2. Population & impact reduction policies: The plan needs to tackle the exploding fallow deer population in
Tasmania by putting in place clear population and impact reduction policies rather than relying on old policies
aligned with maintaining a quality feral deer herd.
3. Reduce feral deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032: The plan should put in place a realistic policy that reduces and
contains the population of feral deer in Tasmania to 10,000 by 2032.
4. Natural and cultural values: In recognition of the outstanding biodiversity and cultural heritage values of
Tasmania the plan must include goals and objectives specific to the protection and conservation of natural and
cultural values.
5. Wilderness World Heritage Area | Ben Lomond | Douglas-Apsley: To protect the outstanding values of the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, Ben Lomond and Douglas Apsley national parks, these areas must
be included in the “No Deer Management Zone” and deer must be eradicated from this zone within 10 years.
6. Give land owners the tools to control deer: Land owners shouldn’t have to rely on agreements with hunters or
one off permits to effectively control deer on their own land in the Sustainable Hunting Zone. They must be
able to control feral deer as they see fit for their circumstances.
7. Professional feral deer control: The plan must re-enforce that the use of professional pest controllers

undertaking aerial and ground shooting and trapping must be part of the range of methods utilised to eradicate
feral deer from the “No Deer” zone and bring down the numbers in other zones.
8. Community engagement: Support improved community involvement, education and awareness of deer
management and the threats of feral deer to Tasmania’s precious environment and economy and to gain social
licence for control methods.
9. Immediate implementation: The plan should be implemented immediately with significant additional funding
allocated to the control program to ensure the deer population is rapidly reduced.
10. Create a special taskforce: The feral deer control program is complex and should be managed by a task force
working under Biosecurity Tasmania.
Yours sincerely,
David Kellett

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Submission to Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management
Monday, 29 November 2021 6:12:48 PM

To whom it may concern,
Right now the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area is at a crossroads. For decades deer in Tasmania
have been managed as a hunting resource, and their growing environmental and agricultural damage has been
ignored.
The result is an out-of-control feral deer herd that is growing and invading environmentally-sensitive areas like
the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, the Walls of Jerusalem and the Douglas-Apsley National Park.
While there are some positives in the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan it disappointingly
does little to protect nature, farmers and the community from the destructive impacts of deer on the environment
and society.
Feral deer in Tasmania are now a serious biosecurity issue for our environment and no longer simply a game
management issue.
In my submission I back calls by the Invasive Species Council for a final plan that ensures:
• There is support for Wildlife Regulations (2010) to be amended so deer are no longer considered a partly
protected species.
• New deer management zones ensure the entire Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area and other
protected areas are deer free.
• It sets and funds a target to reduce deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032.
• Removes red tape so farmers can control feral deer on their own land as they see fit.
I submit that the final plan should:
1. Rescind partially protected status of deer: To enable the effective management of feral deer, the plan must
support rescinding the partially protected status of deer for game in Tasmania’s Wildlife Regulations (2010) as
part of the current review of the regulations.
2. Population & impact reduction policies: The plan needs to tackle the exploding fallow deer population in
Tasmania by putting in place clear population and impact reduction policies rather than relying on old policies
aligned with maintaining a quality feral deer herd.
3. Reduce feral deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032: The plan should put in place a realistic policy that reduces and
contains the population of feral deer in Tasmania to 10,000 by 2032.
4. Natural and cultural values: In recognition of the outstanding biodiversity and cultural heritage values of
Tasmania the plan must include goals and objectives specific to the protection and conservation of natural and
cultural values.
5. Wilderness World Heritage Area | Ben Lomond | Douglas-Apsley: To protect the outstanding values of the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, Ben Lomond and Douglas Apsley national parks, these areas must
be included in the “No Deer Management Zone” and deer must be eradicated from this zone within 10 years.
6. Give land owners the tools to control deer: Land owners shouldn’t have to rely on agreements with hunters or
one off permits to effectively control deer on their own land in the Sustainable Hunting Zone. They must be
able to control feral deer as they see fit for their circumstances.
7. Professional feral deer control: The plan must re-enforce that the use of professional pest controllers

undertaking aerial and ground shooting and trapping must be part of the range of methods utilised to eradicate
feral deer from the “No Deer” zone and bring down the numbers in other zones.
8. Community engagement: Support improved community involvement, education and awareness of deer
management and the threats of feral deer to Tasmania’s precious environment and economy and to gain social
licence for control methods.
9. Immediate implementation: The plan should be implemented immediately with significant additional funding
allocated to the control program to ensure the deer population is rapidly reduced.
10. Create a special taskforce: The feral deer control program is complex and should be managed by a task force
working under Biosecurity Tasmania.
Yours sincerely,
Alison Kerr

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Submission to Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management
Wednesday, 1 December 2021 10:30:37 AM

To whom it may concern,
Right now the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area is at a crossroads. For decades deer in Tasmania
have been managed as a hunting resource, and their growing environmental and agricultural damage has been
ignored.
The result is an out-of-control feral deer herd that is growing and invading environmentally-sensitive areas like
the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, the Walls of Jerusalem and the Douglas-Apsley National Park.
While there are some positives in the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan it disappointingly
does little to protect nature, farmers and the community from the destructive impacts of deer on the environment
and society.
Feral deer in Tasmania are now a serious biosecurity issue for our environment and no longer simply a game
management issue.
In my submission I back calls by the Invasive Species Council for a final plan that ensures:
• There is support for Wildlife Regulations (2010) to be amended so deer are no longer considered a partly
protected species.
• New deer management zones ensure the entire Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area and other
protected areas are deer free.
• It sets and funds a target to reduce deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032.
• Removes red tape so farmers can control feral deer on their own land as they see fit.
I submit that the final plan should:
1. Rescind partially protected status of deer: To enable the effective management of feral deer, the plan must
support rescinding the partially protected status of deer for game in Tasmania’s Wildlife Regulations (2010) as
part of the current review of the regulations.
2. Population & impact reduction policies: The plan needs to tackle the exploding fallow deer population in
Tasmania by putting in place clear population and impact reduction policies rather than relying on old policies
aligned with maintaining a quality feral deer herd.
3. Reduce feral deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032: The plan should put in place a realistic policy that reduces and
contains the population of feral deer in Tasmania to 10,000 by 2032.
4. Natural and cultural values: In recognition of the outstanding biodiversity and cultural heritage values of
Tasmania the plan must include goals and objectives specific to the protection and conservation of natural and
cultural values.
5. Wilderness World Heritage Area | Ben Lomond | Douglas-Apsley: To protect the outstanding values of the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, Ben Lomond and Douglas Apsley national parks, these areas must
be included in the “No Deer Management Zone” and deer must be eradicated from this zone within 10 years.
6. Give land owners the tools to control deer: Land owners shouldn’t have to rely on agreements with hunters or
one off permits to effectively control deer on their own land in the Sustainable Hunting Zone. They must be
able to control feral deer as they see fit for their circumstances.
7. Professional feral deer control: The plan must re-enforce that the use of professional pest controllers

undertaking aerial and ground shooting and trapping must be part of the range of methods utilised to eradicate
feral deer from the “No Deer” zone and bring down the numbers in other zones.
8. Community engagement: Support improved community involvement, education and awareness of deer
management and the threats of feral deer to Tasmania’s precious environment and economy and to gain social
licence for control methods.
9. Immediate implementation: The plan should be implemented immediately with significant additional funding
allocated to the control program to ensure the deer population is rapidly reduced.
10. Create a special taskforce: The feral deer control program is complex and should be managed by a task force
working under Biosecurity Tasmania.
You do not want to end up like the Snowy Mountains in NSW overrun and unique habitat damaged by feral
horses.
Yours sincerely,
Mitch Kirkman

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Submission to Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management
Tuesday, 30 November 2021 6:25:21 PM

To whom it may concern,
Right now the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area is at a crossroads. For decades deer in Tasmania
have been managed as a hunting resource, and their growing environmental and agricultural damage has been
ignored.
The result is an out-of-control feral deer herd that is growing and invading environmentally-sensitive areas like
the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, the Walls of Jerusalem and the Douglas-Apsley National Park.
While there are some positives in the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan it disappointingly
does little to protect nature, farmers and the community from the destructive impacts of deer on the environment
and society.
Feral deer in Tasmania are now a serious biosecurity issue for our environment and no longer simply a game
management issue.
In my submission I back calls by the Invasive Species Council for a final plan that ensures:
• There is support for Wildlife Regulations (2010) to be amended so deer are no longer considered a partly
protected species.
• New deer management zones ensure the entire Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area and other
protected areas are deer free.
• It sets and funds a target to reduce deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032.
• Removes red tape so farmers can control feral deer on their own land as they see fit.
I submit that the final plan should:
1. Rescind partially protected status of deer: To enable the effective management of feral deer, the plan must
support rescinding the partially protected status of deer for game in Tasmania’s Wildlife Regulations (2010) as
part of the current review of the regulations.
2. Population & impact reduction policies: The plan needs to tackle the exploding fallow deer population in
Tasmania by putting in place clear population and impact reduction policies rather than relying on old policies
aligned with maintaining a quality feral deer herd.
3. Reduce feral deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032: The plan should put in place a realistic policy that reduces and
contains the population of feral deer in Tasmania to 10,000 by 2032.
4. Natural and cultural values: In recognition of the outstanding biodiversity and cultural heritage values of
Tasmania the plan must include goals and objectives specific to the protection and conservation of natural and
cultural values.
5. Wilderness World Heritage Area | Ben Lomond | Douglas-Apsley: To protect the outstanding values of the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, Ben Lomond and Douglas Apsley national parks, these areas must
be included in the “No Deer Management Zone” and deer must be eradicated from this zone within 10 years.
6. Give land owners the tools to control deer: Land owners shouldn’t have to rely on agreements with hunters or
one off permits to effectively control deer on their own land in the Sustainable Hunting Zone. They must be
able to control feral deer as they see fit for their circumstances.
7. Professional feral deer control: The plan must re-enforce that the use of professional pest controllers

undertaking aerial and ground shooting and trapping must be part of the range of methods utilised to eradicate
feral deer from the “No Deer” zone and bring down the numbers in other zones.
8. Community engagement: Support improved community involvement, education and awareness of deer
management and the threats of feral deer to Tasmania’s precious environment and economy and to gain social
licence for control methods.
9. Immediate implementation: The plan should be implemented immediately with significant additional funding
allocated to the control program to ensure the deer population is rapidly reduced.
10. Create a special taskforce: The feral deer control program is complex and should be managed by a task force
working under Biosecurity Tasmania.
Yours sincerely,
Stephen Kuschert MSc Zoology Uni Syd 1986
___________________________

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Submission to Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management
Tuesday, 7 December 2021 6:05:38 PM

To whom it may concern,
I have done several trips to Tasmania to do conservation work.
Right now the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area is at a crossroads. For decades deer in Tasmania
have been managed as a hunting resource, and their growing environmental and agricultural damage has been
ignored.
The result is an out-of-control feral deer herd that is growing and invading environmentally-sensitive areas like
the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, the Walls of Jerusalem and the Douglas-Apsley National Park.
While there are some positives in the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan it disappointingly
does little to protect nature, farmers and the community from the destructive impacts of deer on the environment
and society.
Feral deer in Tasmania are now a serious biosecurity issue for our environment and no longer simply a game
management issue.
In my submission I back calls by the Invasive Species Council for a final plan that ensures:
• There is support for Wildlife Regulations (2010) to be amended so deer are no longer considered a partly
protected species.
• New deer management zones ensure the entire Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area and other
protected areas are deer free.
• It sets and funds a target to reduce deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032.
• Removes red tape so farmers can control feral deer on their own land as they see fit.
I submit that the final plan should:
1. Rescind partially protected status of deer: To enable the effective management of feral deer, the plan must
support rescinding the partially protected status of deer for game in Tasmania’s Wildlife Regulations (2010) as
part of the current review of the regulations.
2. Population & impact reduction policies: The plan needs to tackle the exploding fallow deer population in
Tasmania by putting in place clear population and impact reduction policies rather than relying on old policies
aligned with maintaining a quality feral deer herd.
3. Reduce feral deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032: The plan should put in place a realistic policy that reduces and
contains the population of feral deer in Tasmania to 10,000 by 2032.
4. Natural and cultural values: In recognition of the outstanding biodiversity and cultural heritage values of
Tasmania the plan must include goals and objectives specific to the protection and conservation of natural and
cultural values.
5. Wilderness World Heritage Area | Ben Lomond | Douglas-Apsley: To protect the outstanding values of the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, Ben Lomond and Douglas Apsley national parks, these areas must
be included in the “No Deer Management Zone” and deer must be eradicated from this zone within 10 years.
6. Give land owners the tools to control deer: Land owners shouldn’t have to rely on agreements with hunters or
one off permits to effectively control deer on their own land in the Sustainable Hunting Zone. They must be
able to control feral deer as they see fit for their circumstances.

7. Professional feral deer control: The plan must re-enforce that the use of professional pest controllers
undertaking aerial and ground shooting and trapping must be part of the range of methods utilised to eradicate
feral deer from the “No Deer” zone and bring down the numbers in other zones.
8. Community engagement: Support improved community involvement, education and awareness of deer
management and the threats of feral deer to Tasmania’s precious environment and economy and to gain social
licence for control methods.
9. Immediate implementation: The plan should be implemented immediately with significant additional funding
allocated to the control program to ensure the deer population is rapidly reduced.
10. Create a special taskforce: The feral deer control program is complex and should be managed by a task force
working under Biosecurity Tasmania.
Yours sincerely,
Pam La Brooy

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Submission to Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management
Tuesday, 30 November 2021 7:14:25 PM

To whom it may concern,
Right now the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area is at a crossroads. For decades deer in Tasmania
have been managed as a hunting resource, and their growing environmental and agricultural damage has been
ignored.
The result is an out-of-control feral deer herd that is growing and invading environmentally-sensitive areas like
the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, the Walls of Jerusalem and the Douglas-Apsley National Park.
While there are some positives in the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan it disappointingly
does little to protect nature, farmers and the community from the destructive impacts of deer on the environment
and society.
Feral deer in Tasmania are now a serious biosecurity issue for our environment and no longer simply a game
management issue.
In my submission I back calls by the Invasive Species Council for a final plan that ensures:
• There is support for Wildlife Regulations (2010) to be amended so deer are no longer considered a partly
protected species.
• New deer management zones ensure the entire Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area and other
protected areas are deer free.
• It sets and funds a target to reduce deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032.
• Removes red tape so farmers can control feral deer on their own land as they see fit.
I submit that the final plan should:
1. Rescind partially protected status of deer: To enable the effective management of feral deer, the plan must
support rescinding the partially protected status of deer for game in Tasmania’s Wildlife Regulations (2010) as
part of the current review of the regulations.
2. Population & impact reduction policies: The plan needs to tackle the exploding fallow deer population in
Tasmania by putting in place clear population and impact reduction policies rather than relying on old policies
aligned with maintaining a quality feral deer herd.
3. Reduce feral deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032: The plan should put in place a realistic policy that reduces and
contains the population of feral deer in Tasmania to 10,000 by 2032.
4. Natural and cultural values: In recognition of the outstanding biodiversity and cultural heritage values of
Tasmania the plan must include goals and objectives specific to the protection and conservation of natural and
cultural values.
5. Wilderness World Heritage Area | Ben Lomond | Douglas-Apsley: To protect the outstanding values of the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, Ben Lomond and Douglas Apsley national parks, these areas must
be included in the “No Deer Management Zone” and deer must be eradicated from this zone within 10 years.
6. Give land owners the tools to control deer: Land owners shouldn’t have to rely on agreements with hunters or
one off permits to effectively control deer on their own land in the Sustainable Hunting Zone. They must be
able to control feral deer as they see fit for their circumstances.
7. Professional feral deer control: The plan must re-enforce that the use of professional pest controllers

undertaking aerial and ground shooting and trapping must be part of the range of methods utilised to eradicate
feral deer from the “No Deer” zone and bring down the numbers in other zones.
8. Community engagement: Support improved community involvement, education and awareness of deer
management and the threats of feral deer to Tasmania’s precious environment and economy and to gain social
licence for control methods.
9. Immediate implementation: The plan should be implemented immediately with significant additional funding
allocated to the control program to ensure the deer population is rapidly reduced.
10. Create a special taskforce: The feral deer control program is complex and should be managed by a task force
working under Biosecurity Tasmania.
Yours sincerely,
Stefan Lacombe
___________________________

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Submission to Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management
Wednesday, 1 December 2021 6:49:06 AM

To whom it may concern,
Right now the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area is at a crossroads. For decades deer in Tasmania
have been managed as a hunting resource, and their growing environmental and agricultural damage has been
ignored.
The result is an out-of-control feral deer herd that is growing and invading environmentally-sensitive areas like
the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, the Walls of Jerusalem and the Douglas-Apsley National Park.
While there are some positives in the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan it disappointingly
does little to protect nature, farmers and the community from the destructive impacts of deer on the environment
and society.
Feral deer in Tasmania are now a serious biosecurity issue for our environment and no longer simply a game
management issue.
In my submission I back calls by the Invasive Species Council for a final plan that ensures:
• There is support for Wildlife Regulations (2010) to be amended so deer are no longer considered a partly
protected species.
• New deer management zones ensure the entire Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area and other
protected areas are deer free.
• It sets and funds a target to reduce deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032.
• Removes red tape so farmers can control feral deer on their own land as they see fit.
I submit that the final plan should:
1. Rescind partially protected status of deer: To enable the effective management of feral deer, the plan must
support rescinding the partially protected status of deer for game in Tasmania’s Wildlife Regulations (2010) as
part of the current review of the regulations.
2. Population & impact reduction policies: The plan needs to tackle the exploding fallow deer population in
Tasmania by putting in place clear population and impact reduction policies rather than relying on old policies
aligned with maintaining a quality feral deer herd.
3. Reduce feral deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032: The plan should put in place a realistic policy that reduces and
contains the population of feral deer in Tasmania to 10,000 by 2032.
4. Natural and cultural values: In recognition of the outstanding biodiversity and cultural heritage values of
Tasmania the plan must include goals and objectives specific to the protection and conservation of natural and
cultural values.
5. Wilderness World Heritage Area | Ben Lomond | Douglas-Apsley: To protect the outstanding values of the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, Ben Lomond and Douglas Apsley national parks, these areas must
be included in the “No Deer Management Zone” and deer must be eradicated from this zone within 10 years.
6. Give land owners the tools to control deer: Land owners shouldn’t have to rely on agreements with hunters or
one off permits to effectively control deer on their own land in the Sustainable Hunting Zone. They must be
able to control feral deer as they see fit for their circumstances.
7. Professional feral deer control: The plan must re-enforce that the use of professional pest controllers

undertaking aerial and ground shooting and trapping must be part of the range of methods utilised to eradicate
feral deer from the “No Deer” zone and bring down the numbers in other zones.
8. Community engagement: Support improved community involvement, education and awareness of deer
management and the threats of feral deer to Tasmania’s precious environment and economy and to gain social
licence for control methods.
9. Immediate implementation: The plan should be implemented immediately with significant additional funding
allocated to the control program to ensure the deer population is rapidly reduced.
10. Create a special taskforce: The feral deer control program is complex and should be managed by a task force
working under Biosecurity Tasmania.
Yours sincerely,
Tara Larby
___________________________

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Submission to Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management
Thursday, 2 December 2021 9:38:55 AM

To whom it may concern,
Right now the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area is at a crossroads. For decades deer in Tasmania
have been managed as a hunting resource, and their growing environmental and agricultural damage has been
ignored.
The result is an out-of-control feral deer herd that is growing and invading environmentally-sensitive areas like
the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, the Walls of Jerusalem and the Douglas-Apsley National Park.
While there are some positives in the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan it disappointingly
does little to protect nature, farmers and the community from the destructive impacts of deer on the environment
and society.
Feral deer in Tasmania are now a serious biosecurity issue for our environment and no longer simply a game
management issue.
In my submission I back calls by the Invasive Species Council for a final plan that ensures:
• There is support for Wildlife Regulations (2010) to be amended so deer are no longer considered a partly
protected species.
• New deer management zones ensure the entire Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area and other
protected areas are deer free.
• It sets and funds a target to reduce deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032.
• Removes red tape so farmers can control feral deer on their own land as they see fit.
I submit that the final plan should:
1. Rescind partially protected status of deer: To enable the effective management of feral deer, the plan must
support rescinding the partially protected status of deer for game in Tasmania’s Wildlife Regulations (2010) as
part of the current review of the regulations.
2. Population & impact reduction policies: The plan needs to tackle the exploding fallow deer population in
Tasmania by putting in place clear population and impact reduction policies rather than relying on old policies
aligned with maintaining a quality feral deer herd.
3. Reduce feral deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032: The plan should put in place a realistic policy that reduces and
contains the population of feral deer in Tasmania to 10,000 by 2032.
4. Natural and cultural values: In recognition of the outstanding biodiversity and cultural heritage values of
Tasmania the plan must include goals and objectives specific to the protection and conservation of natural and
cultural values.
5. Wilderness World Heritage Area | Ben Lomond | Douglas-Apsley: To protect the outstanding values of the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, Ben Lomond and Douglas Apsley national parks, these areas must
be included in the “No Deer Management Zone” and deer must be eradicated from this zone within 10 years.
6. Give land owners the tools to control deer: Land owners shouldn’t have to rely on agreements with hunters or
one off permits to effectively control deer on their own land in the Sustainable Hunting Zone. They must be
able to control feral deer as they see fit for their circumstances.
7. Professional feral deer control: The plan must re-enforce that the use of professional pest controllers

undertaking aerial and ground shooting and trapping must be part of the range of methods utilised to eradicate
feral deer from the “No Deer” zone and bring down the numbers in other zones.
8. Community engagement: Support improved community involvement, education and awareness of deer
management and the threats of feral deer to Tasmania’s precious environment and economy and to gain social
licence for control methods.
9. Immediate implementation: The plan should be implemented immediately with significant additional funding
allocated to the control program to ensure the deer population is rapidly reduced.
10. Create a special taskforce: The feral deer control program is complex and should be managed by a task force
working under Biosecurity Tasmania.
Yours sincerely,
Heidi Laugesen
___________________________

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Submission to Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management
Saturday, 20 November 2021 11:01:40 AM

To whom it may concern,
Right now the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area is at a crossroads. For decades deer in Tasmania
have been managed as a hunting resource, and their growing environmental and agricultural damage has been
ignored.
The result is an out-of-control feral deer herd that is growing and invading environmentally-sensitive areas like
the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, the Walls of Jerusalem and the Douglas-Apsley National Park.
While there are some positives in the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan it disappointingly
does little to protect nature, farmers and the community from the destructive impacts of deer on the environment
and society.
Feral deer in Tasmania are now a serious biosecurity issue for our environment and no longer simply a game
management issue.
In my submission I back calls by the Invasive Species Council for a final plan that ensures:
• There is support for Wildlife Regulations (2010) to be amended so deer are no longer considered a partly
protected species.
• New deer management zones ensure the entire Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area and other
protected areas are deer free.
• It sets and funds a target to reduce deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032.
• Removes red tape so farmers can control feral deer on their own land as they see fit.
I submit that the final plan should:
1. Rescind partially protected status of deer: To enable the effective management of feral deer, the plan must
support rescinding the partially protected status of deer for game in Tasmania’s Wildlife Regulations (2010) as
part of the current review of the regulations.
2. Population & impact reduction policies: The plan needs to tackle the exploding fallow deer population in
Tasmania by putting in place clear population and impact reduction policies rather than relying on old policies
aligned with maintaining a quality feral deer herd.
3. Reduce feral deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032: The plan should put in place a realistic policy that reduces and
contains the population of feral deer in Tasmania to 10,000 by 2032.
4. Natural and cultural values: In recognition of the outstanding biodiversity and cultural heritage values of
Tasmania the plan must include goals and objectives specific to the protection and conservation of natural and
cultural values.
5. Wilderness World Heritage Area | Ben Lomond | Douglas-Apsley: To protect the outstanding values of the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, Ben Lomond and Douglas Apsley national parks, these areas must
be included in the “No Deer Management Zone” and deer must be eradicated from this zone within 10 years.
6. Give land owners the tools to control deer: Land owners shouldn’t have to rely on agreements with hunters or
one off permits to effectively control deer on their own land in the Sustainable Hunting Zone. They must be
able to control feral deer as they see fit for their circumstances.
7. Professional feral deer control: The plan must re-enforce that the use of professional pest controllers

undertaking aerial and ground shooting and trapping must be part of the range of methods utilised to eradicate
feral deer from the “No Deer” zone and bring down the numbers in other zones.
8. Community engagement: Support improved community involvement, education and awareness of deer
management and the threats of feral deer to Tasmania’s precious environment and economy and to gain social
licence for control methods.
9. Immediate implementation: The plan should be implemented immediately with significant additional funding
allocated to the control program to ensure the deer population is rapidly reduced.
10. Create a special taskforce: The feral deer control program is complex and should be managed by a task force
working under Biosecurity Tasmania.
Yours sincerely,
Peter Lawrence

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Submission to Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management
Wednesday, 1 December 2021 4:19:34 PM

To whom it may concern,
Right now the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area is at a crossroads. For decades deer in Tasmania
have been managed as a hunting resource, and their growing environmental and agricultural damage has been
ignored.
The result is an out-of-control feral deer herd that is growing and invading environmentally-sensitive areas like
the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, the Walls of Jerusalem and the Douglas-Apsley National Park.
While there are some positives in the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan it disappointingly
does little to protect nature, farmers and the community from the destructive impacts of deer on the environment
and society.
Feral deer in Tasmania are now a serious biosecurity issue for our environment and no longer simply a game
management issue.
In my submission I back calls by the Invasive Species Council for a final plan that ensures:
• There is support for Wildlife Regulations (2010) to be amended so deer are no longer considered a partly
protected species.
• New deer management zones ensure the entire Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area and other
protected areas are deer free.
• It sets and funds a target to reduce deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032.
• Removes red tape so farmers can control feral deer on their own land as they see fit.
I submit that the final plan should:
1. Rescind partially protected status of deer: To enable the effective management of feral deer, the plan must
support rescinding the partially protected status of deer for game in Tasmania’s Wildlife Regulations (2010) as
part of the current review of the regulations.
2. Population & impact reduction policies: The plan needs to tackle the exploding fallow deer population in
Tasmania by putting in place clear population and impact reduction policies rather than relying on old policies
aligned with maintaining a quality feral deer herd.
3. Reduce feral deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032: The plan should put in place a realistic policy that reduces and
contains the population of feral deer in Tasmania to 10,000 by 2032.
4. Natural and cultural values: In recognition of the outstanding biodiversity and cultural heritage values of
Tasmania the plan must include goals and objectives specific to the protection and conservation of natural and
cultural values.
5. Wilderness World Heritage Area | Ben Lomond | Douglas-Apsley: To protect the outstanding values of the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, Ben Lomond and Douglas Apsley national parks, these areas must
be included in the “No Deer Management Zone” and deer must be eradicated from this zone within 10 years.
6. Give land owners the tools to control deer: Land owners shouldn’t have to rely on agreements with hunters or
one off permits to effectively control deer on their own land in the Sustainable Hunting Zone. They must be
able to control feral deer as they see fit for their circumstances.
7. Professional feral deer control: The plan must re-enforce that the use of professional pest controllers

undertaking aerial and ground shooting and trapping must be part of the range of methods utilised to eradicate
feral deer from the “No Deer” zone and bring down the numbers in other zones.
8. Community engagement: Support improved community involvement, education and awareness of deer
management and the threats of feral deer to Tasmania’s precious environment and economy and to gain social
licence for control methods.
9. Immediate implementation: The plan should be implemented immediately with significant additional funding
allocated to the control program to ensure the deer population is rapidly reduced.
10. Create a special taskforce: The feral deer control program is complex and should be managed by a task force
working under Biosecurity Tasmania.
Yours sincerely,
Sushila Desai

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Submission to Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management
Wednesday, 1 December 2021 8:14:50 AM

To whom it may concern,
Right now the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area is at a crossroads. For decades deer in Tasmania
have been managed as a hunting resource, and their growing environmental and agricultural damage has been
ignored.
The result is an out-of-control feral deer herd that is growing and invading environmentally-sensitive areas like
the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, the Walls of Jerusalem and the Douglas-Apsley National Park.
While there are some positives in the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan it disappointingly
does little to protect nature, farmers and the community from the destructive impacts of deer on the environment
and society.
Feral deer in Tasmania are now a serious biosecurity issue for our environment and no longer simply a game
management issue.
In my submission I back calls by the Invasive Species Council for a final plan that ensures:
• There is support for Wildlife Regulations (2010) to be amended so deer are no longer considered a partly
protected species.
• New deer management zones ensure the entire Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area and other
protected areas are deer free.
• It sets and funds a target to reduce deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032.
• Removes red tape so farmers can control feral deer on their own land as they see fit.
I submit that the final plan should:
1. Rescind partially protected status of deer: To enable the effective management of feral deer, the plan must
support rescinding the partially protected status of deer for game in Tasmania’s Wildlife Regulations (2010) as
part of the current review of the regulations.
2. Population & impact reduction policies: The plan needs to tackle the exploding fallow deer population in
Tasmania by putting in place clear population and impact reduction policies rather than relying on old policies
aligned with maintaining a quality feral deer herd.
3. Reduce feral deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032: The plan should put in place a realistic policy that reduces and
contains the population of feral deer in Tasmania to 10,000 by 2032.
4. Natural and cultural values: In recognition of the outstanding biodiversity and cultural heritage values of
Tasmania the plan must include goals and objectives specific to the protection and conservation of natural and
cultural values.
5. Wilderness World Heritage Area | Ben Lomond | Douglas-Apsley: To protect the outstanding values of the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, Ben Lomond and Douglas Apsley national parks, these areas must
be included in the “No Deer Management Zone” and deer must be eradicated from this zone within 10 years.
6. Give land owners the tools to control deer: Land owners shouldn’t have to rely on agreements with hunters or
one off permits to effectively control deer on their own land in the Sustainable Hunting Zone. They must be
able to control feral deer as they see fit for their circumstances.
7. Professional feral deer control: The plan must re-enforce that the use of professional pest controllers

undertaking aerial and ground shooting and trapping must be part of the range of methods utilised to eradicate
feral deer from the “No Deer” zone and bring down the numbers in other zones.
8. Community engagement: Support improved community involvement, education and awareness of deer
management and the threats of feral deer to Tasmania’s precious environment and economy and to gain social
licence for control methods.
9. Immediate implementation: The plan should be implemented immediately with significant additional funding
allocated to the control program to ensure the deer population is rapidly reduced.
10. Create a special taskforce: The feral deer control program is complex and should be managed by a task force
working under Biosecurity Tasmania.
Yours sincerely,
Nicolas Leikvold

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Submission to Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management
Wednesday, 1 December 2021 8:37:57 AM

To whom it may concern,
Right now the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area is at a crossroads. For decades deer in Tasmania
have been managed as a hunting resource, and their growing environmental and agricultural damage has been
ignored.
The result is an out-of-control feral deer herd that is growing and invading environmentally-sensitive areas like
the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, the Walls of Jerusalem and the Douglas-Apsley National Park.
While there are some positives in the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan it disappointingly
does little to protect nature, farmers and the community from the destructive impacts of deer on the environment
and society.
Feral deer in Tasmania are now a serious biosecurity issue for our environment and no longer simply a game
management issue.
In my submission I back calls by the Invasive Species Council for a final plan that ensures:
• There is support for Wildlife Regulations (2010) to be amended so deer are no longer considered a partly
protected species.
• New deer management zones ensure the entire Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area and other
protected areas are deer free.
• It sets and funds a target to reduce deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032.
• Removes red tape so farmers can control feral deer on their own land as they see fit.
I submit that the final plan should:
1. Rescind partially protected status of deer: To enable the effective management of feral deer, the plan must
support rescinding the partially protected status of deer for game in Tasmania’s Wildlife Regulations (2010) as
part of the current review of the regulations.
2. Population & impact reduction policies: The plan needs to tackle the exploding fallow deer population in
Tasmania by putting in place clear population and impact reduction policies rather than relying on old policies
aligned with maintaining a quality feral deer herd.
3. Reduce feral deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032: The plan should put in place a realistic policy that reduces and
contains the population of feral deer in Tasmania to 10,000 by 2032.
4. Natural and cultural values: In recognition of the outstanding biodiversity and cultural heritage values of
Tasmania the plan must include goals and objectives specific to the protection and conservation of natural and
cultural values.
5. Wilderness World Heritage Area | Ben Lomond | Douglas-Apsley: To protect the outstanding values of the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, Ben Lomond and Douglas Apsley national parks, these areas must
be included in the “No Deer Management Zone” and deer must be eradicated from this zone within 10 years.
6. Give land owners the tools to control deer: Land owners shouldn’t have to rely on agreements with hunters or
one off permits to effectively control deer on their own land in the Sustainable Hunting Zone. They must be
able to control feral deer as they see fit for their circumstances.
7. Professional feral deer control: The plan must re-enforce that the use of professional pest controllers

undertaking aerial and ground shooting and trapping must be part of the range of methods utilised to eradicate
feral deer from the “No Deer” zone and bring down the numbers in other zones.
8. Community engagement: Support improved community involvement, education and awareness of deer
management and the threats of feral deer to Tasmania’s precious environment and economy and to gain social
licence for control methods.
9. Immediate implementation: The plan should be implemented immediately with significant additional funding
allocated to the control program to ensure the deer population is rapidly reduced.
10. Create a special taskforce: The feral deer control program is complex and should be managed by a task force
working under Biosecurity Tasmania.
There is also the danger to walkers. Some years ago my husband was attacked by a deer on our property and if
not for my prompt action could have been killed.
Yours sincerely,
Sue LIDDEN

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Submission to Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management
Wednesday, 1 December 2021 10:54:59 AM

To whom it may concern,
Right now the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area is at a crossroads. For decades deer in Tasmania
have been managed as a hunting resource, and their growing environmental and agricultural damage has been
ignored.
The result is an out-of-control feral deer herd that is growing and invading environmentally-sensitive areas like
the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, the Walls of Jerusalem and the Douglas-Apsley National Park.
While there are some positives in the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan it disappointingly
does little to protect nature, farmers and the community from the destructive impacts of deer on the environment
and society.
Feral deer in Tasmania are now a serious biosecurity issue for our environment and no longer simply a game
management issue.
In my submission I back calls by the Invasive Species Council for a final plan that ensures:
• There is support for Wildlife Regulations (2010) to be amended so deer are no longer considered a partly
protected species.
• New deer management zones ensure the entire Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area and other
protected areas are deer free.
• It sets and funds a target to reduce deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032.
• Removes red tape so farmers can control feral deer on their own land as they see fit.
I submit that the final plan should:
1. Rescind partially protected status of deer: To enable the effective management of feral deer, the plan must
support rescinding the partially protected status of deer for game in Tasmania’s Wildlife Regulations (2010) as
part of the current review of the regulations.
2. Population & impact reduction policies: The plan needs to tackle the exploding fallow deer population in
Tasmania by putting in place clear population and impact reduction policies rather than relying on old policies
aligned with maintaining a quality feral deer herd.
3. Reduce feral deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032: The plan should put in place a realistic policy that reduces and
contains the population of feral deer in Tasmania to 10,000 by 2032.
4. Natural and cultural values: In recognition of the outstanding biodiversity and cultural heritage values of
Tasmania the plan must include goals and objectives specific to the protection and conservation of natural and
cultural values.
5. Wilderness World Heritage Area | Ben Lomond | Douglas-Apsley: To protect the outstanding values of the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, Ben Lomond and Douglas Apsley national parks, these areas must
be included in the “No Deer Management Zone” and deer must be eradicated from this zone within 10 years.
6. Give land owners the tools to control deer: Land owners shouldn’t have to rely on agreements with hunters or
one off permits to effectively control deer on their own land in the Sustainable Hunting Zone. They must be
able to control feral deer as they see fit for their circumstances.
7. Professional feral deer control: The plan must re-enforce that the use of professional pest controllers

undertaking aerial and ground shooting and trapping must be part of the range of methods utilised to eradicate
feral deer from the “No Deer” zone and bring down the numbers in other zones.
8. Community engagement: Support improved community involvement, education and awareness of deer
management and the threats of feral deer to Tasmania’s precious environment and economy and to gain social
licence for control methods.
9. Immediate implementation: The plan should be implemented immediately with significant additional funding
allocated to the control program to ensure the deer population is rapidly reduced.
10. Create a special taskforce: The feral deer control program is complex and should be managed by a task force
working under Biosecurity Tasmania.
Yours sincerely,
Yvonne Lollback
___________________________

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Submission to Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management
Thursday, 2 December 2021 11:02:36 AM

To whom it may concern,
Right now the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area is at a crossroads. For decades deer in Tasmania
have been managed as a hunting resource, and their growing environmental and agricultural damage has been
ignored.
The result is an out-of-control feral deer herd that is growing and invading environmentally-sensitive areas like
the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, the Walls of Jerusalem and the Douglas-Apsley National Park.
While there are some positives in the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan it disappointingly
does little to protect nature, farmers and the community from the destructive impacts of deer on the environment
and society.
Feral deer in Tasmania are now a serious biosecurity issue for our environment and no longer simply a game
management issue.
In my submission I back calls by the Invasive Species Council for a final plan that ensures:
• There is support for Wildlife Regulations (2010) to be amended so deer are no longer considered a partly
protected species.
• New deer management zones ensure the entire Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area and other
protected areas are deer free.
• It sets and funds a target to reduce deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032.
• Removes red tape so farmers can control feral deer on their own land as they see fit.
I submit that the final plan should:
1. Rescind partially protected status of deer: To enable the effective management of feral deer, the plan must
support rescinding the partially protected status of deer for game in Tasmania’s Wildlife Regulations (2010) as
part of the current review of the regulations.
2. Population & impact reduction policies: The plan needs to tackle the exploding fallow deer population in
Tasmania by putting in place clear population and impact reduction policies rather than relying on old policies
aligned with maintaining a quality feral deer herd.
3. Reduce feral deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032: The plan should put in place a realistic policy that reduces and
contains the population of feral deer in Tasmania to 10,000 by 2032.
4. Natural and cultural values: In recognition of the outstanding biodiversity and cultural heritage values of
Tasmania the plan must include goals and objectives specific to the protection and conservation of natural and
cultural values.
5. Wilderness World Heritage Area | Ben Lomond | Douglas-Apsley: To protect the outstanding values of the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, Ben Lomond and Douglas Apsley national parks, these areas must
be included in the “No Deer Management Zone” and deer must be eradicated from this zone within 10 years.
6. Give land owners the tools to control deer: Land owners shouldn’t have to rely on agreements with hunters or
one off permits to effectively control deer on their own land in the Sustainable Hunting Zone. They must be
able to control feral deer as they see fit for their circumstances.
7. Professional feral deer control: The plan must re-enforce that the use of professional pest controllers

undertaking aerial and ground shooting and trapping must be part of the range of methods utilised to eradicate
feral deer from the “No Deer” zone and bring down the numbers in other zones.
8. Community engagement: Support improved community involvement, education and awareness of deer
management and the threats of feral deer to Tasmania’s precious environment and economy and to gain social
licence for control methods.
9. Immediate implementation: The plan should be implemented immediately with significant additional funding
allocated to the control program to ensure the deer population is rapidly reduced.
10. Create a special taskforce: The feral deer control program is complex and should be managed by a task force
working under Biosecurity Tasmania.
Yours sincerely,
Pascale Maitrepierre

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Submission to Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management
Tuesday, 30 November 2021 4:47:49 PM

To whom it may concern,
Right now the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area is at a crossroads. For decades deer in Tasmania
have been managed as a hunting resource, and their growing environmental and agricultural damage has been
ignored.
The result is an out-of-control feral deer herd that is growing and invading environmentally-sensitive areas like
the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, the Walls of Jerusalem and the Douglas-Apsley National Park.
While there are some positives in the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan it disappointingly
does little to protect nature, farmers and the community from the destructive impacts of deer on the environment
and society.
Feral deer in Tasmania are now a serious biosecurity issue for our environment and no longer simply a game
management issue.
In my submission I back calls by the Invasive Species Council for a final plan that ensures:
• There is support for Wildlife Regulations (2010) to be amended so deer are no longer considered a partly
protected species.
• New deer management zones ensure the entire Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area and other
protected areas are deer free.
• It sets and funds a target to reduce deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032.
• Removes red tape so farmers can control feral deer on their own land as they see fit.
I submit that the final plan should:
1. Rescind partially protected status of deer: To enable the effective management of feral deer, the plan must
support rescinding the partially protected status of deer for game in Tasmania’s Wildlife Regulations (2010) as
part of the current review of the regulations.
2. Population & impact reduction policies: The plan needs to tackle the exploding fallow deer population in
Tasmania by putting in place clear population and impact reduction policies rather than relying on old policies
aligned with maintaining a quality feral deer herd.
3. Reduce feral deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032: The plan should put in place a realistic policy that reduces and
contains the population of feral deer in Tasmania to 10,000 by 2032.
4. Natural and cultural values: In recognition of the outstanding biodiversity and cultural heritage values of
Tasmania the plan must include goals and objectives specific to the protection and conservation of natural and
cultural values.
5. Wilderness World Heritage Area | Ben Lomond | Douglas-Apsley: To protect the outstanding values of the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, Ben Lomond and Douglas Apsley national parks, these areas must
be included in the “No Deer Management Zone” and deer must be eradicated from this zone within 10 years.
6. Give land owners the tools to control deer: Land owners shouldn’t have to rely on agreements with hunters or
one off permits to effectively control deer on their own land in the Sustainable Hunting Zone. They must be
able to control feral deer as they see fit for their circumstances.
7. Professional feral deer control: The plan must re-enforce that the use of professional pest controllers

undertaking aerial and ground shooting and trapping must be part of the range of methods utilised to eradicate
feral deer from the “No Deer” zone and bring down the numbers in other zones.
8. Community engagement: Support improved community involvement, education and awareness of deer
management and the threats of feral deer to Tasmania’s precious environment and economy and to gain social
licence for control methods.
9. Immediate implementation: The plan should be implemented immediately with significant additional funding
allocated to the control program to ensure the deer population is rapidly reduced.
10. Create a special taskforce: The feral deer control program is complex and should be managed by a task force
working under Biosecurity Tasmania.
Yours sincerely,
Peter Marsh

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Submission to Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management
Wednesday, 1 December 2021 1:33:17 PM

To whom it may concern,
Right now the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area is at a crossroads. For decades deer in Tasmania
have been managed as a hunting resource, and their growing environmental and agricultural damage has been
ignored.
The result is an out-of-control feral deer herd that is growing and invading environmentally-sensitive areas like
the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, the Walls of Jerusalem and the Douglas-Apsley National Park.
While there are some positives in the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan it disappointingly
does little to protect nature, farmers and the community from the destructive impacts of deer on the environment
and society.
Feral deer in Tasmania are now a serious biosecurity issue for our environment and no longer simply a game
management issue.
In my submission I back calls by the Invasive Species Council for a final plan that ensures:
• There is support for Wildlife Regulations (2010) to be amended so deer are no longer considered a partly
protected species.
• New deer management zones ensure the entire Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area and other
protected areas are deer free.
• It sets and funds a target to reduce deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032.
• Removes red tape so farmers can control feral deer on their own land as they see fit.
I submit that the final plan should:
1. Rescind partially protected status of deer: To enable the effective management of feral deer, the plan must
support rescinding the partially protected status of deer for game in Tasmania’s Wildlife Regulations (2010) as
part of the current review of the regulations.
2. Population & impact reduction policies: The plan needs to tackle the exploding fallow deer population in
Tasmania by putting in place clear population and impact reduction policies rather than relying on old policies
aligned with maintaining a quality feral deer herd.
3. Reduce feral deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032: The plan should put in place a realistic policy that reduces and
contains the population of feral deer in Tasmania to 10,000 by 2032.
4. Natural and cultural values: In recognition of the outstanding biodiversity and cultural heritage values of
Tasmania the plan must include goals and objectives specific to the protection and conservation of natural and
cultural values.
5. Wilderness World Heritage Area | Ben Lomond | Douglas-Apsley: To protect the outstanding values of the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, Ben Lomond and Douglas Apsley national parks, these areas must
be included in the “No Deer Management Zone” and deer must be eradicated from this zone within 10 years.
6. Give land owners the tools to control deer: Land owners shouldn’t have to rely on agreements with hunters or
one off permits to effectively control deer on their own land in the Sustainable Hunting Zone. They must be
able to control feral deer as they see fit for their circumstances.
7. Professional feral deer control: The plan must re-enforce that the use of professional pest controllers

undertaking aerial and ground shooting and trapping must be part of the range of methods utilised to eradicate
feral deer from the “No Deer” zone and bring down the numbers in other zones.
8. Community engagement: Support improved community involvement, education and awareness of deer
management and the threats of feral deer to Tasmania’s precious environment and economy and to gain social
licence for control methods.
9. Immediate implementation: The plan should be implemented immediately with significant additional funding
allocated to the control program to ensure the deer population is rapidly reduced.
10. Create a special taskforce: The feral deer control program is complex and should be managed by a task force
working under Biosecurity Tasmania.
Yours sincerely,
Michael Marshall

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Submission to Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management
Wednesday, 1 December 2021 11:36:14 AM

To whom it may concern,
Right now the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area is at a crossroads. For decades deer in Tasmania
have been managed as a hunting resource, and their growing environmental and agricultural damage has been
ignored.
The result is an out-of-control feral deer herd that is growing and invading environmentally-sensitive areas like
the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, the Walls of Jerusalem and the Douglas-Apsley National Park.
While there are some positives in the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan it disappointingly
does little to protect nature, farmers and the community from the destructive impacts of deer on the environment
and society.
Feral deer in Tasmania are now a serious biosecurity issue for our environment and no longer simply a game
management issue.
In my submission I back calls by the Invasive Species Council for a final plan that ensures:
• There is support for Wildlife Regulations (2010) to be amended so deer are no longer considered a partly
protected species.
• New deer management zones ensure the entire Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area and other
protected areas are deer free.
• It sets and funds a target to reduce deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032.
• Removes red tape so farmers can control feral deer on their own land as they see fit.
I submit that the final plan should:
1. Rescind partially protected status of deer: To enable the effective management of feral deer, the plan must
support rescinding the partially protected status of deer for game in Tasmania’s Wildlife Regulations (2010) as
part of the current review of the regulations.
2. Population & impact reduction policies: The plan needs to tackle the exploding fallow deer population in
Tasmania by putting in place clear population and impact reduction policies rather than relying on old policies
aligned with maintaining a quality feral deer herd.
3. Reduce feral deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032: The plan should put in place a realistic policy that reduces and
contains the population of feral deer in Tasmania to 10,000 by 2032.
4. Natural and cultural values: In recognition of the outstanding biodiversity and cultural heritage values of
Tasmania the plan must include goals and objectives specific to the protection and conservation of natural and
cultural values.
5. Wilderness World Heritage Area | Ben Lomond | Douglas-Apsley: To protect the outstanding values of the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, Ben Lomond and Douglas Apsley national parks, these areas must
be included in the “No Deer Management Zone” and deer must be eradicated from this zone within 10 years.
6. Give land owners the tools to control deer: Land owners shouldn’t have to rely on agreements with hunters or
one off permits to effectively control deer on their own land in the Sustainable Hunting Zone. They must be
able to control feral deer as they see fit for their circumstances.
7. Professional feral deer control: The plan must re-enforce that the use of professional pest controllers

undertaking aerial and ground shooting and trapping must be part of the range of methods utilised to eradicate
feral deer from the “No Deer” zone and bring down the numbers in other zones.
8. Community engagement: Support improved community involvement, education and awareness of deer
management and the threats of feral deer to Tasmania’s precious environment and economy and to gain social
licence for control methods.
9. Immediate implementation: The plan should be implemented immediately with significant additional funding
allocated to the control program to ensure the deer population is rapidly reduced.
10. Create a special taskforce: The feral deer control program is complex and should be managed by a task force
working under Biosecurity Tasmania.
Yours sincerely,
linda mcclelland
___________________________

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Submission to Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management
Tuesday, 30 November 2021 9:07:27 PM

To whom it may concern,
Right now the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area is at a crossroads. For decades deer in Tasmania
have been managed as a hunting resource, and their growing environmental and agricultural damage has been
ignored.
The result is an out-of-control feral deer herd that is growing and invading environmentally-sensitive areas like
the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, the Walls of Jerusalem and the Douglas-Apsley National Park.
While there are some positives in the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan it disappointingly
does little to protect nature, farmers and the community from the destructive impacts of deer on the environment
and society.
Feral deer in Tasmania are now a serious biosecurity issue for our environment and no longer simply a game
management issue.
In my submission I back calls by the Invasive Species Council for a final plan that ensures:
• There is support for Wildlife Regulations (2010) to be amended so deer are no longer considered a partly
protected species.
• New deer management zones ensure the entire Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area and other
protected areas are deer free.
• It sets and funds a target to reduce deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032.
• Removes red tape so farmers can control feral deer on their own land as they see fit.
I submit that the final plan should:
1. Rescind partially protected status of deer: To enable the effective management of feral deer, the plan must
support rescinding the partially protected status of deer for game in Tasmania’s Wildlife Regulations (2010) as
part of the current review of the regulations.
2. Population & impact reduction policies: The plan needs to tackle the exploding fallow deer population in
Tasmania by putting in place clear population and impact reduction policies rather than relying on old policies
aligned with maintaining a quality feral deer herd.
3. Reduce feral deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032: The plan should put in place a realistic policy that reduces and
contains the population of feral deer in Tasmania to 10,000 by 2032.
4. Natural and cultural values: In recognition of the outstanding biodiversity and cultural heritage values of
Tasmania the plan must include goals and objectives specific to the protection and conservation of natural and
cultural values.
5. Wilderness World Heritage Area | Ben Lomond | Douglas-Apsley: To protect the outstanding values of the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, Ben Lomond and Douglas Apsley national parks, these areas must
be included in the “No Deer Management Zone” and deer must be eradicated from this zone within 10 years.
6. Give land owners the tools to control deer: Land owners shouldn’t have to rely on agreements with hunters or
one off permits to effectively control deer on their own land in the Sustainable Hunting Zone. They must be
able to control feral deer as they see fit for their circumstances.
7. Professional feral deer control: The plan must re-enforce that the use of professional pest controllers

undertaking aerial and ground shooting and trapping must be part of the range of methods utilised to eradicate
feral deer from the “No Deer” zone and bring down the numbers in other zones.
8. Community engagement: Support improved community involvement, education and awareness of deer
management and the threats of feral deer to Tasmania’s precious environment and economy and to gain social
licence for control methods.
9. Immediate implementation: The plan should be implemented immediately with significant additional funding
allocated to the control program to ensure the deer population is rapidly reduced.
10. Create a special taskforce: The feral deer control program is complex and should be managed by a task force
working under Biosecurity Tasmania.
Yours sincerely,
angus mckibbin

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Submission to Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management: action required!
Tuesday, 30 November 2021 6:37:26 PM

To whom it may concern,
Right now the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area is at a crossroads. For decades deer in Tasmania
have been managed as a hunting resource, and their growing environmental and agricultural damage has been
ignored.
The result is an out-of-control feral deer herd that is growing and invading environmentally-sensitive areas like
the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, the Walls of Jerusalem and the Douglas-Apsley National Park.
While there are some positives in the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan it disappointingly
does little to protect nature, farmers and the community from the destructive impacts of deer on the environment
and society.
Feral deer in Tasmania are now a serious biosecurity issue for our environment and no longer simply a game
management issue.
In my submission I back calls by the Invasive Species Council for a final plan that ensures:
• There is support for Wildlife Regulations (2010) to be amended so deer are no longer considered a partly
protected species.
• New deer management zones ensure the entire Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area and other
protected areas are deer free.
• It sets and funds a target to reduce deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032.
• Removes red tape so farmers can control feral deer on their own land as they see fit.
I submit that the final plan should:
1. Rescind partially protected status of deer: To enable the effective management of feral deer, the plan must
support rescinding the partially protected status of deer for game in Tasmania’s Wildlife Regulations (2010) as
part of the current review of the regulations.
2. Population & impact reduction policies: The plan needs to tackle the exploding fallow deer population in
Tasmania by putting in place clear population and impact reduction policies rather than relying on old policies
aligned with maintaining a quality feral deer herd.
3. Reduce feral deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032: The plan should put in place a realistic policy that reduces and
contains the population of feral deer in Tasmania to 10,000 by 2032.
4. Natural and cultural values: In recognition of the outstanding biodiversity and cultural heritage values of
Tasmania the plan must include goals and objectives specific to the protection and conservation of natural and
cultural values.
5. Wilderness World Heritage Area | Ben Lomond | Douglas-Apsley: To protect the outstanding values of the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, Ben Lomond and Douglas Apsley national parks, these areas must
be included in the “No Deer Management Zone” and deer must be eradicated from this zone within 10 years.
6. Give land owners the tools to control deer: Land owners shouldn’t have to rely on agreements with hunters or
one off permits to effectively control deer on their own land in the Sustainable Hunting Zone. They must be
able to control feral deer as they see fit for their circumstances.
7. Professional feral deer control: The plan must re-enforce that the use of professional pest controllers

undertaking aerial and ground shooting and trapping must be part of the range of methods utilised to eradicate
feral deer from the “No Deer” zone and bring down the numbers in other zones.
8. Community engagement: Support improved community involvement, education and awareness of deer
management and the threats of feral deer to Tasmania’s precious environment and economy and to gain social
licence for control methods.
9. Immediate implementation: The plan should be implemented immediately with significant additional funding
allocated to the control program to ensure the deer population is rapidly reduced.
10. Create a special taskforce: The feral deer control program is complex and should be managed by a task force
working under Biosecurity Tasmania.
Yours sincerely,
DAVID METZENTHEN
___________________________

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Submission to Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management
Tuesday, 30 November 2021 4:48:52 PM

To whom it may concern,
Right now the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area is at a crossroads. For decades deer in Tasmania
have been managed as a hunting resource, and their growing environmental and agricultural damage has been
ignored.
The result is an out-of-control feral deer herd that is growing and invading environmentally-sensitive areas like
the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, the Walls of Jerusalem and the Douglas-Apsley National Park.
While there are some positives in the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan it disappointingly
does little to protect nature, farmers and the community from the destructive impacts of deer on the environment
and society.
Feral deer in Tasmania are now a serious biosecurity issue for our environment and no longer simply a game
management issue.
In my submission I back calls by the Invasive Species Council for a final plan that ensures:
• There is support for Wildlife Regulations (2010) to be amended so deer are no longer considered a partly
protected species.
• New deer management zones ensure the entire Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area and other
protected areas are deer free.
• It sets and funds a target to reduce deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032.
• Removes red tape so farmers can control feral deer on their own land as they see fit.
I submit that the final plan should:
1. Rescind partially protected status of deer: To enable the effective management of feral deer, the plan must
support rescinding the partially protected status of deer for game in Tasmania’s Wildlife Regulations (2010) as
part of the current review of the regulations.
2. Population & impact reduction policies: The plan needs to tackle the exploding fallow deer population in
Tasmania by putting in place clear population and impact reduction policies rather than relying on old policies
aligned with maintaining a quality feral deer herd.
3. Reduce feral deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032: The plan should put in place a realistic policy that reduces and
contains the population of feral deer in Tasmania to 10,000 by 2032.
4. Natural and cultural values: In recognition of the outstanding biodiversity and cultural heritage values of
Tasmania the plan must include goals and objectives specific to the protection and conservation of natural and
cultural values.
5. Wilderness World Heritage Area | Ben Lomond | Douglas-Apsley: To protect the outstanding values of the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, Ben Lomond and Douglas Apsley national parks, these areas must
be included in the “No Deer Management Zone” and deer must be eradicated from this zone within 10 years.
6. Give land owners the tools to control deer: Land owners shouldn’t have to rely on agreements with hunters or
one off permits to effectively control deer on their own land in the Sustainable Hunting Zone. They must be
able to control feral deer as they see fit for their circumstances.
7. Professional feral deer control: The plan must re-enforce that the use of professional pest controllers

undertaking aerial and ground shooting and trapping must be part of the range of methods utilised to eradicate
feral deer from the “No Deer” zone and bring down the numbers in other zones.
8. Community engagement: Support improved community involvement, education and awareness of deer
management and the threats of feral deer to Tasmania’s precious environment and economy and to gain social
licence for control methods.
9. Immediate implementation: The plan should be implemented immediately with significant additional funding
allocated to the control program to ensure the deer population is rapidly reduced.
10. Create a special taskforce: The feral deer control program is complex and should be managed by a task force
working under Biosecurity Tasmania.
Yours sincerely,
Steve Morvell
___________________________

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Submission to Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management
Wednesday, 1 December 2021 8:42:29 AM

To whom it may concern,
Right now the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area is at a crossroads. For decades deer in Tasmania
have been managed as a hunting resource, and their growing environmental and agricultural damage has been
ignored.
The result is an out-of-control feral deer herd that is growing and invading environmentally-sensitive areas like
the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, the Walls of Jerusalem and the Douglas-Apsley National Park.
While there are some positives in the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan it disappointingly
does little to protect nature, farmers and the community from the destructive impacts of deer on the environment
and society.
Feral deer in Tasmania are now a serious biosecurity issue for our environment and no longer simply a game
management issue.
In my submission I back calls by the Invasive Species Council for a final plan that ensures:
• There is support for Wildlife Regulations (2010) to be amended so deer are no longer considered a partly
protected species.
• New deer management zones ensure the entire Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area and other
protected areas are deer free.
• It sets and funds a target to reduce deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032.
• Removes red tape so farmers can control feral deer on their own land as they see fit.
I submit that the final plan should:
1. Rescind partially protected status of deer: To enable the effective management of feral deer, the plan must
support rescinding the partially protected status of deer for game in Tasmania’s Wildlife Regulations (2010) as
part of the current review of the regulations.
2. Population & impact reduction policies: The plan needs to tackle the exploding fallow deer population in
Tasmania by putting in place clear population and impact reduction policies rather than relying on old policies
aligned with maintaining a quality feral deer herd.
3. Reduce feral deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032: The plan should put in place a realistic policy that reduces and
contains the population of feral deer in Tasmania to 10,000 by 2032.
4. Natural and cultural values: In recognition of the outstanding biodiversity and cultural heritage values of
Tasmania the plan must include goals and objectives specific to the protection and conservation of natural and
cultural values.
5. Wilderness World Heritage Area | Ben Lomond | Douglas-Apsley: To protect the outstanding values of the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, Ben Lomond and Douglas Apsley national parks, these areas must
be included in the “No Deer Management Zone” and deer must be eradicated from this zone within 10 years.
6. Give land owners the tools to control deer: Land owners shouldn’t have to rely on agreements with hunters or
one off permits to effectively control deer on their own land in the Sustainable Hunting Zone. They must be
able to control feral deer as they see fit for their circumstances.
7. Professional feral deer control: The plan must re-enforce that the use of professional pest controllers

undertaking aerial and ground shooting and trapping must be part of the range of methods utilised to eradicate
feral deer from the “No Deer” zone and bring down the numbers in other zones.
8. Community engagement: Support improved community involvement, education and awareness of deer
management and the threats of feral deer to Tasmania’s precious environment and economy and to gain social
licence for control methods.
9. Immediate implementation: The plan should be implemented immediately with significant additional funding
allocated to the control program to ensure the deer population is rapidly reduced.
10. Create a special taskforce: The feral deer control program is complex and should be managed by a task force
working under Biosecurity Tasmania.
Yours sincerely,
Kevin Nash

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Submission to Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management
Thursday, 2 December 2021 10:42:20 AM

To whom it may concern,
Right now the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area is at a crossroads. For decades deer in Tasmania
have been managed as a hunting resource, and their growing environmental and agricultural damage has been
ignored.
The result is an out-of-control feral deer herd that is growing and invading environmentally-sensitive areas like
the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, the Walls of Jerusalem and the Douglas-Apsley National Park.
While there are some positives in the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan it disappointingly
does little to protect nature, farmers and the community from the destructive impacts of deer on the environment
and society.
Feral deer in Tasmania are now a serious biosecurity issue for our environment and no longer simply a game
management issue.
In my submission I back calls by the Invasive Species Council for a final plan that ensures:
• There is support for Wildlife Regulations (2010) to be amended so deer are no longer considered a partly
protected species.
• New deer management zones ensure the entire Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area and other
protected areas are deer free.
• It sets and funds a target to reduce deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032.
• Removes red tape so farmers can control feral deer on their own land as they see fit.
I submit that the final plan should:
1. Rescind partially protected status of deer: To enable the effective management of feral deer, the plan must
support rescinding the partially protected status of deer for game in Tasmania’s Wildlife Regulations (2010) as
part of the current review of the regulations.
2. Population & impact reduction policies: The plan needs to tackle the exploding fallow deer population in
Tasmania by putting in place clear population and impact reduction policies rather than relying on old policies
aligned with maintaining a quality feral deer herd.
3. Reduce feral deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032: The plan should put in place a realistic policy that reduces and
contains the population of feral deer in Tasmania to 10,000 by 2032.
4. Natural and cultural values: In recognition of the outstanding biodiversity and cultural heritage values of
Tasmania the plan must include goals and objectives specific to the protection and conservation of natural and
cultural values.
5. Wilderness World Heritage Area | Ben Lomond | Douglas-Apsley: To protect the outstanding values of the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, Ben Lomond and Douglas Apsley national parks, these areas must
be included in the “No Deer Management Zone” and deer must be eradicated from this zone within 10 years.
6. Give land owners the tools to control deer: Land owners shouldn’t have to rely on agreements with hunters or
one off permits to effectively control deer on their own land in the Sustainable Hunting Zone. They must be
able to control feral deer as they see fit for their circumstances.
7. Professional feral deer control: The plan must re-enforce that the use of professional pest controllers

undertaking aerial and ground shooting and trapping must be part of the range of methods utilised to eradicate
feral deer from the “No Deer” zone and bring down the numbers in other zones.
8. Community engagement: Support improved community involvement, education and awareness of deer
management and the threats of feral deer to Tasmania’s precious environment and economy and to gain social
licence for control methods.
9. Immediate implementation: The plan should be implemented immediately with significant additional funding
allocated to the control program to ensure the deer population is rapidly reduced.
10. Create a special taskforce: The feral deer control program is complex and should be managed by a task force
working under Biosecurity Tasmania.
Yours sincerely,
Gary Neilson
___________________________

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Submission to Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management
Saturday, 4 December 2021 11:11:13 PM

To whom it may concern,
Right now the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area is at a crossroads. For decades deer in Tasmania
have been managed as a hunting resource, and their growing environmental and agricultural damage has been
ignored.
The result is an out-of-control feral deer herd that is growing and invading environmentally-sensitive areas like
the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, the Walls of Jerusalem and the Douglas-Apsley National Park.
While there are some positives in the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan it disappointingly
does little to protect nature, farmers and the community from the destructive impacts of deer on the environment
and society.
Feral deer in Tasmania are now a serious biosecurity issue for our environment and no longer simply a game
management issue.
In my submission I back calls by the Invasive Species Council for a final plan that ensures:
• There is support for Wildlife Regulations (2010) to be amended so deer are no longer considered a partly
protected species.
• New deer management zones ensure the entire Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area and other
protected areas are deer free.
• It sets and funds a target to reduce deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032.
• Removes red tape so farmers can control feral deer on their own land as they see fit.
I submit that the final plan should:
1. Rescind partially protected status of deer: To enable the effective management of feral deer, the plan must
support rescinding the partially protected status of deer for game in Tasmania’s Wildlife Regulations (2010) as
part of the current review of the regulations.
2. Population & impact reduction policies: The plan needs to tackle the exploding fallow deer population in
Tasmania by putting in place clear population and impact reduction policies rather than relying on old policies
aligned with maintaining a quality feral deer herd.
3. Reduce feral deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032: The plan should put in place a realistic policy that reduces and
contains the population of feral deer in Tasmania to 10,000 by 2032.
4. Natural and cultural values: In recognition of the outstanding biodiversity and cultural heritage values of
Tasmania the plan must include goals and objectives specific to the protection and conservation of natural and
cultural values.
5. Wilderness World Heritage Area | Ben Lomond | Douglas-Apsley: To protect the outstanding values of the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, Ben Lomond and Douglas Apsley national parks, these areas must
be included in the “No Deer Management Zone” and deer must be eradicated from this zone within 10 years.
6. Give land owners the tools to control deer: Land owners shouldn’t have to rely on agreements with hunters or
one off permits to effectively control deer on their own land in the Sustainable Hunting Zone. They must be
able to control feral deer as they see fit for their circumstances.
7. Professional feral deer control: The plan must re-enforce that the use of professional pest controllers

undertaking aerial and ground shooting and trapping must be part of the range of methods utilised to eradicate
feral deer from the “No Deer” zone and bring down the numbers in other zones.
8. Community engagement: Support improved community involvement, education and awareness of deer
management and the threats of feral deer to Tasmania’s precious environment and economy and to gain social
licence for control methods.
9. Immediate implementation: The plan should be implemented immediately with significant additional funding
allocated to the control program to ensure the deer population is rapidly reduced.
10. Create a special taskforce: The feral deer control program is complex and should be managed by a task force
working under Biosecurity Tasmania.
Yours sincerely,
Karen Neubauer

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Submission to Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management
Tuesday, 30 November 2021 6:38:59 PM

To whom it may concern,
Right now the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area is at a crossroads. For decades deer in Tasmania
have been managed as a hunting resource, and their growing environmental and agricultural damage has been
ignored.
The result is an out-of-control feral deer herd that is growing and invading environmentally-sensitive areas like
the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, the Walls of Jerusalem and the Douglas-Apsley National Park.
While there are some positives in the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan it disappointingly
does little to protect nature, farmers and the community from the destructive impacts of deer on the environment
and society.
Feral deer in Tasmania are now a serious biosecurity issue for our environment and no longer simply a game
management issue.
In my submission I back calls by the Invasive Species Council for a final plan that ensures:
• There is support for Wildlife Regulations (2010) to be amended so deer are no longer considered a partly
protected species.
• New deer management zones ensure the entire Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area and other
protected areas are deer free.
• It sets and funds a target to reduce deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032.
• Removes red tape so farmers can control feral deer on their own land as they see fit.
I submit that the final plan should:
1. Rescind partially protected status of deer: To enable the effective management of feral deer, the plan must
support rescinding the partially protected status of deer for game in Tasmania’s Wildlife Regulations (2010) as
part of the current review of the regulations.
2. Population & impact reduction policies: The plan needs to tackle the exploding fallow deer population in
Tasmania by putting in place clear population and impact reduction policies rather than relying on old policies
aligned with maintaining a quality feral deer herd.
3. Reduce feral deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032: The plan should put in place a realistic policy that reduces and
contains the population of feral deer in Tasmania to 10,000 by 2032.
4. Natural and cultural values: In recognition of the outstanding biodiversity and cultural heritage values of
Tasmania the plan must include goals and objectives specific to the protection and conservation of natural and
cultural values.
5. Wilderness World Heritage Area | Ben Lomond | Douglas-Apsley: To protect the outstanding values of the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, Ben Lomond and Douglas Apsley national parks, these areas must
be included in the “No Deer Management Zone” and deer must be eradicated from this zone within 10 years.
6. Give land owners the tools to control deer: Land owners shouldn’t have to rely on agreements with hunters or
one off permits to effectively control deer on their own land in the Sustainable Hunting Zone. They must be
able to control feral deer as they see fit for their circumstances.
7. Professional feral deer control: The plan must re-enforce that the use of professional pest controllers

undertaking aerial and ground shooting and trapping must be part of the range of methods utilised to eradicate
feral deer from the “No Deer” zone and bring down the numbers in other zones.
8. Community engagement: Support improved community involvement, education and awareness of deer
management and the threats of feral deer to Tasmania’s precious environment and economy and to gain social
licence for control methods.
9. Immediate implementation: The plan should be implemented immediately with significant additional funding
allocated to the control program to ensure the deer population is rapidly reduced.
10. Create a special taskforce: The feral deer control program is complex and should be managed by a task force
working under Biosecurity Tasmania.
Yours sincerely,
John Neve
___________________________

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Submission to Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management
Tuesday, 30 November 2021 7:13:32 PM

To whom it may concern,
Right now the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area is at a crossroads. For decades deer in Tasmania
have been managed as a hunting resource, and their growing environmental and agricultural damage has been
ignored.
The result is an out-of-control feral deer herd that is growing and invading environmentally-sensitive areas like
the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, the Walls of Jerusalem and the Douglas-Apsley National Park.
While there are some positives in the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan it disappointingly
does little to protect nature, farmers and the community from the destructive impacts of deer on the environment
and society.
Feral deer in Tasmania are now a serious biosecurity issue for our environment and no longer simply a game
management issue.
In my submission I back calls by the Invasive Species Council for a final plan that ensures:
• There is support for Wildlife Regulations (2010) to be amended so deer are no longer considered a partly
protected species.
• New deer management zones ensure the entire Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area and other
protected areas are deer free.
• It sets and funds a target to reduce deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032.
• Removes red tape so farmers can control feral deer on their own land as they see fit.
I submit that the final plan should:
1. Rescind partially protected status of deer: To enable the effective management of feral deer, the plan must
support rescinding the partially protected status of deer for game in Tasmania’s Wildlife Regulations (2010) as
part of the current review of the regulations.
2. Population & impact reduction policies: The plan needs to tackle the exploding fallow deer population in
Tasmania by putting in place clear population and impact reduction policies rather than relying on old policies
aligned with maintaining a quality feral deer herd.
3. Reduce feral deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032: The plan should put in place a realistic policy that reduces and
contains the population of feral deer in Tasmania to 10,000 by 2032.
4. Natural and cultural values: In recognition of the outstanding biodiversity and cultural heritage values of
Tasmania the plan must include goals and objectives specific to the protection and conservation of natural and
cultural values.
5. Wilderness World Heritage Area | Ben Lomond | Douglas-Apsley: To protect the outstanding values of the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, Ben Lomond and Douglas Apsley national parks, these areas must
be included in the “No Deer Management Zone” and deer must be eradicated from this zone within 10 years.
6. Give land owners the tools to control deer: Land owners shouldn’t have to rely on agreements with hunters or
one off permits to effectively control deer on their own land in the Sustainable Hunting Zone. They must be
able to control feral deer as they see fit for their circumstances.
7. Professional feral deer control: The plan must re-enforce that the use of professional pest controllers

undertaking aerial and ground shooting and trapping must be part of the range of methods utilised to eradicate
feral deer from the “No Deer” zone and bring down the numbers in other zones.
8. Community engagement: Support improved community involvement, education and awareness of deer
management and the threats of feral deer to Tasmania’s precious environment and economy and to gain social
licence for control methods.
9. Immediate implementation: The plan should be implemented immediately with significant additional funding
allocated to the control program to ensure the deer population is rapidly reduced.
10. Create a special taskforce: The feral deer control program is complex and should be managed by a task force
working under Biosecurity Tasmania.
Yours sincerely,
Rebecca Newman

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Submission to Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management
Tuesday, 30 November 2021 8:01:06 PM

To whom it may concern,
Right now the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area is at a crossroads. For decades deer in Tasmania
have been managed as a hunting resource, and their growing environmental and agricultural damage has been
ignored.
The result is an out-of-control feral deer herd that is growing and invading environmentally-sensitive areas like
the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, the Walls of Jerusalem and the Douglas-Apsley National Park.
While there are some positives in the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan it disappointingly
does little to protect nature, farmers and the community from the destructive impacts of deer on the environment
and society.
Feral deer in Tasmania are now a serious biosecurity issue for our environment and no longer simply a game
management issue.
In my submission I back calls by the Invasive Species Council for a final plan that ensures:
• There is support for Wildlife Regulations (2010) to be amended so deer are no longer considered a partly
protected species.
• New deer management zones ensure the entire Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area and other
protected areas are deer free.
• It sets and funds a target to reduce deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032.
• Removes red tape so farmers can control feral deer on their own land as they see fit.
I submit that the final plan should:
1. Rescind partially protected status of deer: To enable the effective management of feral deer, the plan must
support rescinding the partially protected status of deer for game in Tasmania’s Wildlife Regulations (2010) as
part of the current review of the regulations.
2. Population & impact reduction policies: The plan needs to tackle the exploding fallow deer population in
Tasmania by putting in place clear population and impact reduction policies rather than relying on old policies
aligned with maintaining a quality feral deer herd.
3. Reduce feral deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032: The plan should put in place a realistic policy that reduces and
contains the population of feral deer in Tasmania to 10,000 by 2032.
4. Natural and cultural values: In recognition of the outstanding biodiversity and cultural heritage values of
Tasmania the plan must include goals and objectives specific to the protection and conservation of natural and
cultural values.
5. Wilderness World Heritage Area | Ben Lomond | Douglas-Apsley: To protect the outstanding values of the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, Ben Lomond and Douglas Apsley national parks, these areas must
be included in the “No Deer Management Zone” and deer must be eradicated from this zone within 10 years.
6. Give land owners the tools to control deer: Land owners shouldn’t have to rely on agreements with hunters or
one off permits to effectively control deer on their own land in the Sustainable Hunting Zone. They must be
able to control feral deer as they see fit for their circumstances.
7. Professional feral deer control: The plan must re-enforce that the use of professional pest controllers

undertaking aerial and ground shooting and trapping must be part of the range of methods utilised to eradicate
feral deer from the “No Deer” zone and bring down the numbers in other zones.
8. Community engagement: Support improved community involvement, education and awareness of deer
management and the threats of feral deer to Tasmania’s precious environment and economy and to gain social
licence for control methods.
9. Immediate implementation: The plan should be implemented immediately with significant additional funding
allocated to the control program to ensure the deer population is rapidly reduced.
10. Create a special taskforce: The feral deer control program is complex and should be managed by a task force
working under Biosecurity Tasmania.
Yours sincerely,
Vivienne Newman
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To whom it may concern,
Right now the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area is at a crossroads. For decades deer in Tasmania
have been managed as a hunting resource, and their growing environmental and agricultural damage has been
ignored.
The result is an out-of-control feral deer herd that is growing and invading environmentally-sensitive areas like
the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, the Walls of Jerusalem and the Douglas-Apsley National Park.
While there are some positives in the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan it disappointingly
does little to protect nature, farmers and the community from the destructive impacts of deer on the environment
and society.
Feral deer in Tasmania are now a serious biosecurity issue for our environment and no longer simply a game
management issue.
In my submission I back calls by the Invasive Species Council for a final plan that ensures:
• There is support for Wildlife Regulations (2010) to be amended so deer are no longer considered a partly
protected species.
• New deer management zones ensure the entire Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area and other
protected areas are deer free.
• It sets and funds a target to reduce deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032.
• Removes red tape so farmers can control feral deer on their own land as they see fit.
I submit that the final plan should:
1. Rescind partially protected status of deer: To enable the effective management of feral deer, the plan must
support rescinding the partially protected status of deer for game in Tasmania’s Wildlife Regulations (2010) as
part of the current review of the regulations.
2. Population & impact reduction policies: The plan needs to tackle the exploding fallow deer population in
Tasmania by putting in place clear population and impact reduction policies rather than relying on old policies
aligned with maintaining a quality feral deer herd.
3. Reduce feral deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032: The plan should put in place a realistic policy that reduces and
contains the population of feral deer in Tasmania to 10,000 by 2032.
4. Natural and cultural values: In recognition of the outstanding biodiversity and cultural heritage values of
Tasmania the plan must include goals and objectives specific to the protection and conservation of natural and
cultural values.
5. Wilderness World Heritage Area | Ben Lomond | Douglas-Apsley: To protect the outstanding values of the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, Ben Lomond and Douglas Apsley national parks, these areas must
be included in the “No Deer Management Zone” and deer must be eradicated from this zone within 10 years.
6. Give land owners the tools to control deer: Land owners shouldn’t have to rely on agreements with hunters or
one off permits to effectively control deer on their own land in the Sustainable Hunting Zone. They must be
able to control feral deer as they see fit for their circumstances.
7. Professional feral deer control: The plan must re-enforce that the use of professional pest controllers

undertaking aerial and ground shooting and trapping must be part of the range of methods utilised to eradicate
feral deer from the “No Deer” zone and bring down the numbers in other zones.
8. Community engagement: Support improved community involvement, education and awareness of deer
management and the threats of feral deer to Tasmania’s precious environment and economy and to gain social
licence for control methods.
9. Immediate implementation: The plan should be implemented immediately with significant additional funding
allocated to the control program to ensure the deer population is rapidly reduced.
10. Create a special taskforce: The feral deer control program is complex and should be managed by a task force
working under Biosecurity Tasmania.
Yours sincerely,
Samuel Ohlin
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To whom it may concern,
Right now the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area is at a crossroads. For decades deer in Tasmania
have been managed as a hunting resource, and their growing environmental and agricultural damage has been
ignored.
The result is an out-of-control feral deer herd that is growing and invading environmentally-sensitive areas like
the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, the Walls of Jerusalem and the Douglas-Apsley National Park.
While there are some positives in the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan it disappointingly
does little to protect nature, farmers and the community from the destructive impacts of deer on the environment
and society.
Feral deer in Tasmania are now a serious biosecurity issue for our environment and no longer simply a game
management issue.
In my submission I back calls by the Invasive Species Council for a final plan that ensures:
• There is support for Wildlife Regulations (2010) to be amended so deer are no longer considered a partly
protected species.
• New deer management zones ensure the entire Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area and other
protected areas are deer free.
• It sets and funds a target to reduce deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032.
• Removes red tape so farmers can control feral deer on their own land as they see fit.
I submit that the final plan should:
1. Rescind partially protected status of deer: To enable the effective management of feral deer, the plan must
support rescinding the partially protected status of deer for game in Tasmania’s Wildlife Regulations (2010) as
part of the current review of the regulations.
2. Population & impact reduction policies: The plan needs to tackle the exploding fallow deer population in
Tasmania by putting in place clear population and impact reduction policies rather than relying on old policies
aligned with maintaining a quality feral deer herd.
3. Reduce feral deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032: The plan should put in place a realistic policy that reduces and
contains the population of feral deer in Tasmania to 10,000 by 2032.
4. Natural and cultural values: In recognition of the outstanding biodiversity and cultural heritage values of
Tasmania the plan must include goals and objectives specific to the protection and conservation of natural and
cultural values.
5. Wilderness World Heritage Area | Ben Lomond | Douglas-Apsley: To protect the outstanding values of the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, Ben Lomond and Douglas Apsley national parks, these areas must
be included in the “No Deer Management Zone” and deer must be eradicated from this zone within 10 years.
6. Give land owners the tools to control deer: Land owners shouldn’t have to rely on agreements with hunters or
one off permits to effectively control deer on their own land in the Sustainable Hunting Zone. They must be
able to control feral deer as they see fit for their circumstances.
7. Professional feral deer control: The plan must re-enforce that the use of professional pest controllers

undertaking aerial and ground shooting and trapping must be part of the range of methods utilised to eradicate
feral deer from the “No Deer” zone and bring down the numbers in other zones.
8. Community engagement: Support improved community involvement, education and awareness of deer
management and the threats of feral deer to Tasmania’s precious environment and economy and to gain social
licence for control methods.
9. Immediate implementation: The plan should be implemented immediately with significant additional funding
allocated to the control program to ensure the deer population is rapidly reduced.
10. Create a special taskforce: The feral deer control program is complex and should be managed by a task force
working under Biosecurity Tasmania.
Yours sincerely,
Ian Partridge
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To whom it may concern,
Right now the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area is at a crossroads. For decades deer in Tasmania
have been managed as a hunting resource, and their growing environmental and agricultural damage has been
ignored.
The result is an out-of-control feral deer herd that is growing and invading environmentally-sensitive areas like
the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, the Walls of Jerusalem and the Douglas-Apsley National Park.
While there are some positives in the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan it disappointingly
does little to protect nature, farmers and the community from the destructive impacts of deer on the environment
and society.
Feral deer in Tasmania are now a serious biosecurity issue for our environment and no longer simply a game
management issue.
In my submission I back calls by the Invasive Species Council for a final plan that ensures:
• There is support for Wildlife Regulations (2010) to be amended so deer are no longer considered a partly
protected species.
• New deer management zones ensure the entire Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area and other
protected areas are deer free.
• It sets and funds a target to reduce deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032.
• Removes red tape so farmers can control feral deer on their own land as they see fit.
I submit that the final plan should:
1. Rescind partially protected status of deer: To enable the effective management of feral deer, the plan must
support rescinding the partially protected status of deer for game in Tasmania’s Wildlife Regulations (2010) as
part of the current review of the regulations.
2. Population & impact reduction policies: The plan needs to tackle the exploding fallow deer population in
Tasmania by putting in place clear population and impact reduction policies rather than relying on old policies
aligned with maintaining a quality feral deer herd.
3. Reduce feral deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032: The plan should put in place a realistic policy that reduces and
contains the population of feral deer in Tasmania to 10,000 by 2032.
4. Natural and cultural values: In recognition of the outstanding biodiversity and cultural heritage values of
Tasmania the plan must include goals and objectives specific to the protection and conservation of natural and
cultural values.
5. Wilderness World Heritage Area | Ben Lomond | Douglas-Apsley: To protect the outstanding values of the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, Ben Lomond and Douglas Apsley national parks, these areas must
be included in the “No Deer Management Zone” and deer must be eradicated from this zone within 10 years.
6. Give land owners the tools to control deer: Land owners shouldn’t have to rely on agreements with hunters or
one off permits to effectively control deer on their own land in the Sustainable Hunting Zone. They must be
able to control feral deer as they see fit for their circumstances.
7. Professional feral deer control: The plan must re-enforce that the use of professional pest controllers

undertaking aerial and ground shooting and trapping must be part of the range of methods utilised to eradicate
feral deer from the “No Deer” zone and bring down the numbers in other zones.
8. Community engagement: Support improved community involvement, education and awareness of deer
management and the threats of feral deer to Tasmania’s precious environment and economy and to gain social
licence for control methods.
9. Immediate implementation: The plan should be implemented immediately with significant additional funding
allocated to the control program to ensure the deer population is rapidly reduced.
10. Create a special taskforce: The feral deer control program is complex and should be managed by a task force
working under Biosecurity Tasmania.
Yours sincerely,
Marion Paton
___________________________
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To Premier
Tasmania
Right now the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area is at a crossroads. For decades deer in Tasmania
have been managed as a hunting resource, and their growing environmental and agricultural damage has been
ignored.
The result is an out-of-control feral deer herd that is growing and invading environmentally-sensitive areas like
the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, the Walls of Jerusalem and the Douglas-Apsley National Park.
While there are some positives in the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan it disappointingly
does little to protect nature, farmers and the community from the destructive impacts of deer on the environment
and society.
Feral deer in Tasmania are now a serious biosecurity issue for our environment and no longer simply a game
management issue.
In my submission I back calls by the Invasive Species Council for a final plan that ensures:
• There is support for Wildlife Regulations (2010) to be amended so deer are no longer considered a partly
protected species.
• New deer management zones ensure the entire Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area and other
protected areas are deer free.
• It sets and funds a target to reduce deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032.
• Removes red tape so farmers can control feral deer on their own land as they see fit.
I submit that the final plan should:
1. Rescind partially protected status of deer: To enable the effective management of feral deer..
2. The plan needs to tackle the exploding fallow deer population in Tasmania by putting in place clear
population and impact reduction policies..
3. Reduce feral deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032: .
4. The plan must re-enforce that the use of professional pest controllers undertaking aerial and ground shooting
and trapping must be part of the range of methods to eradicate feral deer from the “No Deer” zone and bring
down the numbers in other zones.
5. Create a special taskforce: The feral deer control program is complex and should be managed by a task force
working under Biosecurity Tasmania.
Yours sincerely,
Greg Pitman
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To whom it may concern,
Right now the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area is at a crossroads. For decades deer in Tasmania
have been managed as a hunting resource, and their growing environmental and agricultural damage has been
ignored.
The result is an out-of-control feral deer herd that is growing and invading environmentally-sensitive areas like
the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, the Walls of Jerusalem and the Douglas-Apsley National Park.
While there are some positives in the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan it disappointingly
does little to protect nature, farmers and the community from the destructive impacts of deer on the environment
and society.
Feral deer in Tasmania are now a serious biosecurity issue for our environment and no longer simply a game
management issue.
In my submission I back calls by the Invasive Species Council for a final plan that ensures:
• There is support for Wildlife Regulations (2010) to be amended so deer are no longer considered a partly
protected species.
• New deer management zones ensure the entire Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area and other
protected areas are deer free.
• It sets and funds a target to reduce deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032.
• Removes red tape so farmers can control feral deer on their own land as they see fit.
I submit that the final plan should:
1. Rescind partially protected status of deer: To enable the effective management of feral deer, the plan must
support rescinding the partially protected status of deer for game in Tasmania’s Wildlife Regulations (2010) as
part of the current review of the regulations.
2. Population & impact reduction policies: The plan needs to tackle the exploding fallow deer population in
Tasmania by putting in place clear population and impact reduction policies rather than relying on old policies
aligned with maintaining a quality feral deer herd.
3. Reduce feral deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032: The plan should put in place a realistic policy that reduces and
contains the population of feral deer in Tasmania to 10,000 by 2032.
4. Natural and cultural values: In recognition of the outstanding biodiversity and cultural heritage values of
Tasmania the plan must include goals and objectives specific to the protection and conservation of natural and
cultural values.
5. Wilderness World Heritage Area | Ben Lomond | Douglas-Apsley: To protect the outstanding values of the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, Ben Lomond and Douglas Apsley national parks, these areas must
be included in the “No Deer Management Zone” and deer must be eradicated from this zone within 10 years.
6. Give land owners the tools to control deer: Land owners shouldn’t have to rely on agreements with hunters or
one off permits to effectively control deer on their own land in the Sustainable Hunting Zone. They must be
able to control feral deer as they see fit for their circumstances.
7. Professional feral deer control: The plan must re-enforce that the use of professional pest controllers

undertaking aerial and ground shooting and trapping must be part of the range of methods utilised to eradicate
feral deer from the “No Deer” zone and bring down the numbers in other zones.
8. Community engagement: Support improved community involvement, education and awareness of deer
management and the threats of feral deer to Tasmania’s precious environment and economy and to gain social
licence for control methods.
9. Immediate implementation: The plan should be implemented immediately with significant additional funding
allocated to the control program to ensure the deer population is rapidly reduced.
10. Create a special taskforce: The feral deer control program is complex and should be managed by a task force
working under Biosecurity Tasmania.
Yours sincerely,
Josh Pringle
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To whom it may concern,
Right now the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area is at a crossroads. For decades deer in Tasmania
have been managed as a hunting resource, and their growing environmental and agricultural damage has been
ignored.
The result is an out-of-control feral deer herd that is growing and invading environmentally-sensitive areas like
the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, the Walls of Jerusalem and the Douglas-Apsley National Park.
While there are some positives in the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan it disappointingly
does little to protect nature, farmers and the community from the destructive impacts of deer on the environment
and society.
Living in Victoria I have seen the huge damage that feral deer have done especially to, but not confined to, our
high country areas, and have seen the decimation caused to threatened species of frogs by ruining their habitat.
Feral deer in Tasmania are now a serious biosecurity issue for our environment and no longer simply a game
management issue.
In my submission I back calls by the Invasive Species Council for a final plan that ensures:
• There is support for Wildlife Regulations (2010) to be amended so deer are no longer considered a partly
protected species.
• New deer management zones ensure the entire Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area and other
protected areas are deer free.
• It sets and funds a target to reduce deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032.
• Removes red tape so farmers can control feral deer on their own land as they see fit.
I submit that the final plan should:
1. Rescind partially protected status of deer: To enable the effective management of feral deer, the plan must
support rescinding the partially protected status of deer for game in Tasmania’s Wildlife Regulations (2010) as
part of the current review of the regulations.
2. Population & impact reduction policies: The plan needs to tackle the exploding fallow deer population in
Tasmania by putting in place clear population and impact reduction policies rather than relying on old policies
aligned with maintaining a quality feral deer herd.
3. Reduce feral deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032: The plan should put in place a realistic policy that reduces and
contains the population of feral deer in Tasmania to 10,000 by 2032.
4. Natural and cultural values: In recognition of the outstanding biodiversity and cultural heritage values of
Tasmania the plan must include goals and objectives specific to the protection and conservation of natural and
cultural values.
5. Wilderness World Heritage Area | Ben Lomond | Douglas-Apsley: To protect the outstanding values of the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, Ben Lomond and Douglas Apsley national parks, these areas must
be included in the “No Deer Management Zone” and deer must be eradicated from this zone within 10 years.
6. Give land owners the tools to control deer: Land owners shouldn’t have to rely on agreements with hunters or
one off permits to effectively control deer on their own land in the Sustainable Hunting Zone. They must be

able to control feral deer as they see fit for their circumstances.
7. Professional feral deer control: The plan must re-enforce that the use of professional pest controllers
undertaking aerial and ground shooting and trapping must be part of the range of methods utilised to eradicate
feral deer from the “No Deer” zone and bring down the numbers in other zones.
8. Community engagement: Support improved community involvement, education and awareness of deer
management and the threats of feral deer to Tasmania’s precious environment and economy and to gain social
licence for control methods.
9. Immediate implementation: The plan should be implemented immediately with significant additional funding
allocated to the control program to ensure the deer population is rapidly reduced.
10. Create a special taskforce: The feral deer control program is complex and should be managed by a task force
working under Biosecurity Tasmania.
If these suggestions are not implemented, I hate to envisage the clean, healthy environment of the Tasmania I
used to know and love visiting.
Yours sincerely,
Kaye Proudley
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To whom it may concern,
Right now the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area is at a crossroads. For decades deer in Tasmania
have been managed as a hunting resource, and their growing environmental and agricultural damage has been
ignored.
The result is an out-of-control feral deer herd that is growing and invading environmentally-sensitive areas like
the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, the Walls of Jerusalem and the Douglas-Apsley National Park.
While there are some positives in the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan it disappointingly
does little to protect nature, farmers and the community from the destructive impacts of deer on the environment
and society.
Feral deer in Tasmania are now a serious biosecurity issue for our environment and no longer simply a game
management issue.
In my submission I back calls by the Invasive Species Council for a final plan that ensures:
• There is support for Wildlife Regulations (2010) to be amended so deer are no longer considered a partly
protected species.
• New deer management zones ensure the entire Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area and other
protected areas are deer free.
• It sets and funds a target to reduce deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032.
• Removes red tape so farmers can control feral deer on their own land as they see fit.
I submit that the final plan should:
1. Rescind partially protected status of deer: To enable the effective management of feral deer, the plan must
support rescinding the partially protected status of deer for game in Tasmania’s Wildlife Regulations (2010) as
part of the current review of the regulations.
2. Population & impact reduction policies: The plan needs to tackle the exploding fallow deer population in
Tasmania by putting in place clear population and impact reduction policies rather than relying on old policies
aligned with maintaining a quality feral deer herd.
3. Reduce feral deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032: The plan should put in place a realistic policy that reduces and
contains the population of feral deer in Tasmania to 10,000 by 2032.
4. Natural and cultural values: In recognition of the outstanding biodiversity and cultural heritage values of
Tasmania the plan must include goals and objectives specific to the protection and conservation of natural and
cultural values.
5. Wilderness World Heritage Area | Ben Lomond | Douglas-Apsley: To protect the outstanding values of the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, Ben Lomond and Douglas Apsley national parks, these areas must
be included in the “No Deer Management Zone” and deer must be eradicated from this zone within 10 years.
6. Give land owners the tools to control deer: Land owners shouldn’t have to rely on agreements with hunters or
one off permits to effectively control deer on their own land in the Sustainable Hunting Zone. They must be
able to control feral deer as they see fit for their circumstances.
7. Professional feral deer control: The plan must re-enforce that the use of professional pest controllers

undertaking aerial and ground shooting and trapping must be part of the range of methods utilised to eradicate
feral deer from the “No Deer” zone and bring down the numbers in other zones.
8. Community engagement: Support improved community involvement, education and awareness of deer
management and the threats of feral deer to Tasmania’s precious environment and economy and to gain social
licence for control methods.
9. Immediate implementation: The plan should be implemented immediately with significant additional funding
allocated to the control program to ensure the deer population is rapidly reduced.
10. Create a special taskforce: The feral deer control program is complex and should be managed by a task force
working under Biosecurity Tasmania.
Yours sincerely,
Carole Pyers
___________________________
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To whom it may concern,
Right now the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area is at a crossroads. For decades deer in Tasmania
have been managed as a hunting resource, and their growing environmental and agricultural damage has been
ignored.
The result is an out-of-control feral deer herd that is growing and invading environmentally-sensitive areas like
the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, the Walls of Jerusalem and the Douglas-Apsley National Park.
While there are some positives in the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan it disappointingly
does little to protect nature, farmers and the community from the destructive impacts of deer on the environment
and society.
Feral deer in Tasmania are now a serious biosecurity issue for our environment and no longer simply a game
management issue.
In my submission I back calls by the Invasive Species Council for a final plan that ensures:
• There is support for Wildlife Regulations (2010) to be amended so deer are no longer considered a partly
protected species.
• New deer management zones ensure the entire Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area and other
protected areas are deer free.
• It sets and funds a target to reduce deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032.
• Removes red tape so farmers can control feral deer on their own land as they see fit.
I submit that the final plan should:
1. Rescind partially protected status of deer: To enable the effective management of feral deer, the plan must
support rescinding the partially protected status of deer for game in Tasmania’s Wildlife Regulations (2010) as
part of the current review of the regulations.
2. Population & impact reduction policies: The plan needs to tackle the exploding fallow deer population in
Tasmania by putting in place clear population and impact reduction policies rather than relying on old policies
aligned with maintaining a quality feral deer herd.
3. Reduce feral deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032: The plan should put in place a realistic policy that reduces and
contains the population of feral deer in Tasmania to 10,000 by 2032.
4. Natural and cultural values: In recognition of the outstanding biodiversity and cultural heritage values of
Tasmania the plan must include goals and objectives specific to the protection and conservation of natural and
cultural values.
5. Wilderness World Heritage Area | Ben Lomond | Douglas-Apsley: To protect the outstanding values of the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, Ben Lomond and Douglas Apsley national parks, these areas must
be included in the “No Deer Management Zone” and deer must be eradicated from this zone within 10 years.
6. Give land owners the tools to control deer: Land owners shouldn’t have to rely on agreements with hunters or
one off permits to effectively control deer on their own land in the Sustainable Hunting Zone. They must be
able to control feral deer as they see fit for their circumstances.
7. Professional feral deer control: The plan must re-enforce that the use of professional pest controllers

undertaking aerial and ground shooting and trapping must be part of the range of methods utilised to eradicate
feral deer from the “No Deer” zone and bring down the numbers in other zones.
8. Community engagement: Support improved community involvement, education and awareness of deer
management and the threats of feral deer to Tasmania’s precious environment and economy and to gain social
licence for control methods.
9. Immediate implementation: The plan should be implemented immediately with significant additional funding
allocated to the control program to ensure the deer population is rapidly reduced.
10. Create a special taskforce: The feral deer control program is complex and should be managed by a task force
working under Biosecurity Tasmania.
Yours sincerely,
Henk Raanhuis
Black Mountain, New South Wales, 2365, Australia
___________________________
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To whom it may concern,
Right now the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area is at a crossroads. For decades deer in Tasmania
have been managed as a hunting resource, and their growing environmental and agricultural damage has been
ignored.
The result is an out-of-control feral deer herd that is growing and invading environmentally-sensitive areas like
the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, the Walls of Jerusalem and the Douglas-Apsley National Park.
While there are some positives in the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan it disappointingly
does little to protect nature, farmers and the community from the destructive impacts of deer on the environment
and society.
Feral deer in Tasmania are now a serious biosecurity issue for our environment and no longer simply a game
management issue.
In my submission I back calls by the Invasive Species Council for a final plan that ensures:
• There is support for Wildlife Regulations (2010) to be amended so deer are no longer considered a partly
protected species.
• New deer management zones ensure the entire Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area and other
protected areas are deer free.
• It sets and funds a target to reduce deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032.
• Removes red tape so farmers can control feral deer on their own land as they see fit.
I submit that the final plan should:
1. Rescind partially protected status of deer: To enable the effective management of feral deer, the plan must
support rescinding the partially protected status of deer for game in Tasmania’s Wildlife Regulations (2010) as
part of the current review of the regulations.
2. Population & impact reduction policies: The plan needs to tackle the exploding fallow deer population in
Tasmania by putting in place clear population and impact reduction policies rather than relying on old policies
aligned with maintaining a quality feral deer herd.
3. Reduce feral deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032: The plan should put in place a realistic policy that reduces and
contains the population of feral deer in Tasmania to 10,000 by 2032.
4. Natural and cultural values: In recognition of the outstanding biodiversity and cultural heritage values of
Tasmania the plan must include goals and objectives specific to the protection and conservation of natural and
cultural values.
5. Wilderness World Heritage Area | Ben Lomond | Douglas-Apsley: To protect the outstanding values of the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, Ben Lomond and Douglas Apsley national parks, these areas must
be included in the “No Deer Management Zone” and deer must be eradicated from this zone within 10 years.
6. Give land owners the tools to control deer: Land owners shouldn’t have to rely on agreements with hunters or
one off permits to effectively control deer on their own land in the Sustainable Hunting Zone. They must be
able to control feral deer as they see fit for their circumstances.
7. Professional feral deer control: The plan must re-enforce that the use of professional pest controllers

undertaking aerial and ground shooting and trapping must be part of the range of methods utilised to eradicate
feral deer from the “No Deer” zone and bring down the numbers in other zones.
8. Community engagement: Support improved community involvement, education and awareness of deer
management and the threats of feral deer to Tasmania’s precious environment and economy and to gain social
licence for control methods.
9. Immediate implementation: The plan should be implemented immediately with significant additional funding
allocated to the control program to ensure the deer population is rapidly reduced.
10. Create a special taskforce: The feral deer control program is complex and should be managed by a task force
working under Biosecurity Tasmania.
Yours sincerely,
lana rannson

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Submission to Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management
Tuesday, 30 November 2021 6:07:19 PM

To whom it may concern,
I hear you are considering allowing deer to continue to breed and destroy native vegetation in the Tasmanian
Wilderness World Heritage Area. This is the opposite of where Australia should be heading in terms of
protecting our beautiful country.
In my submission I back calls by the Invasive Species Council for a final plan that ensures:
• There is support for Wildlife Regulations (2010) to be amended so deer are no longer considered a partly
protected species.
• New deer management zones ensure the entire Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area and other
protected areas are deer free.
• It sets and funds a target to reduce deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032.
• Removes red tape so farmers can control feral deer on their own land as they see fit.
I submit that the final plan should:
1. Rescind partially protected status of deer: To enable the effective management of feral deer, the plan must
support rescinding the partially protected status of deer for game in Tasmania’s Wildlife Regulations (2010) as
part of the current review of the regulations.
2. Population & impact reduction policies: The plan needs to tackle the exploding fallow deer population in
Tasmania by putting in place clear population and impact reduction policies rather than relying on old policies
aligned with maintaining a quality feral deer herd.
3. Reduce feral deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032: The plan should put in place a realistic policy that reduces and
contains the population of feral deer in Tasmania to 10,000 by 2032.
4. Natural and cultural values: In recognition of the outstanding biodiversity and cultural heritage values of
Tasmania the plan must include goals and objectives specific to the protection and conservation of natural and
cultural values.
5. Wilderness World Heritage Area | Ben Lomond | Douglas-Apsley: To protect the outstanding values of the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, Ben Lomond and Douglas Apsley national parks, these areas must
be included in the “No Deer Management Zone” and deer must be eradicated from this zone within 10 years.
6. Give land owners the tools to control deer: Land owners shouldn’t have to rely on agreements with hunters or
one off permits to effectively control deer on their own land in the Sustainable Hunting Zone. They must be
able to control feral deer as they see fit for their circumstances.
7. Professional feral deer control: The plan must re-enforce that the use of professional pest controllers
undertaking aerial and ground shooting and trapping must be part of the range of methods utilised to eradicate
feral deer from the “No Deer” zone and bring down the numbers in other zones.
8. Community engagement: Support improved community involvement, education and awareness of deer
management and the threats of feral deer to Tasmania’s precious environment and economy and to gain social
licence for control methods.
9. Immediate implementation: The plan should be implemented immediately with significant additional funding
allocated to the control program to ensure the deer population is rapidly reduced.

10. Create a special taskforce: The feral deer control program is complex and should be managed by a task force
working under Biosecurity Tasmania.
Yours sincerely,
Gareth Rego

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Submission to Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management
Tuesday, 7 December 2021 6:39:48 AM

To whom it may concern,
Right now the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area is at a crossroads. For decades deer in Tasmania
have been managed as a hunting resource, and their growing environmental and agricultural damage has been
ignored.
The result is an out-of-control feral deer herd that is growing and invading environmentally-sensitive areas like
the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, the Walls of Jerusalem and the Douglas-Apsley National Park.
While there are some positives in the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan it disappointingly
does little to protect nature, farmers and the community from the destructive impacts of deer on the environment
and society.
Feral deer in Tasmania are now a serious biosecurity issue for our environment and no longer simply a game
management issue.
In my submission I back calls by the Invasive Species Council for a final plan that ensures:
• There is support for Wildlife Regulations (2010) to be amended so deer are no longer considered a partly
protected species.
• New deer management zones ensure the entire Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area and other
protected areas are deer free.
• It sets and funds a target to reduce deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032.
• Removes red tape so farmers can control feral deer on their own land as they see fit.
I submit that the final plan should:
1. Rescind partially protected status of deer: To enable the effective management of feral deer, the plan must
support rescinding the partially protected status of deer for game in Tasmania’s Wildlife Regulations (2010) as
part of the current review of the regulations.
2. Population & impact reduction policies: The plan needs to tackle the exploding fallow deer population in
Tasmania by putting in place clear population and impact reduction policies rather than relying on old policies
aligned with maintaining a quality feral deer herd.
3. Reduce feral deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032: The plan should put in place a realistic policy that reduces and
contains the population of feral deer in Tasmania to 10,000 by 2032.
4. Natural and cultural values: In recognition of the outstanding biodiversity and cultural heritage values of
Tasmania the plan must include goals and objectives specific to the protection and conservation of natural and
cultural values.
5. Wilderness World Heritage Area | Ben Lomond | Douglas-Apsley: To protect the outstanding values of the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, Ben Lomond and Douglas Apsley national parks, these areas must
be included in the “No Deer Management Zone” and deer must be eradicated from this zone within 10 years.
6. Give land owners the tools to control deer: Land owners shouldn’t have to rely on agreements with hunters or
one off permits to effectively control deer on their own land in the Sustainable Hunting Zone. They must be
able to control feral deer as they see fit for their circumstances.
7. Professional feral deer control: The plan must re-enforce that the use of professional pest controllers

undertaking aerial and ground shooting and trapping must be part of the range of methods utilised to eradicate
feral deer from the “No Deer” zone and bring down the numbers in other zones.
8. Community engagement: Support improved community involvement, education and awareness of deer
management and the threats of feral deer to Tasmania’s precious environment and economy and to gain social
licence for control methods.
9. Immediate implementation: The plan should be implemented immediately with significant additional funding
allocated to the control program to ensure the deer population is rapidly reduced.
10. Create a special taskforce: The feral deer control program is complex and should be managed by a task force
working under Biosecurity Tasmania.
Yours sincerely,
Andrew Rivett
___________________________

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Submission to Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management
Wednesday, 1 December 2021 10:09:25 PM

To whom it may concern,
Right now the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area is at a crossroads. For decades deer in Tasmania
have been managed as a hunting resource, and their growing environmental and agricultural damage has been
ignored.
The result is an out-of-control feral deer herd that is growing and invading environmentally-sensitive areas like
the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, the Walls of Jerusalem and the Douglas-Apsley National Park.
While there are some positives in the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan it disappointingly
does little to protect nature, farmers and the community from the destructive impacts of deer on the environment
and society.
Feral deer in Tasmania are now a serious biosecurity issue for our environment and no longer simply a game
management issue.
In my submission I back calls by the Invasive Species Council for a final plan that ensures:
• There is support for Wildlife Regulations (2010) to be amended so deer are no longer considered a partly
protected species.
• New deer management zones ensure the entire Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area and other
protected areas are deer free.
• It sets and funds a target to reduce deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032.
• Removes red tape so farmers can control feral deer on their own land as they see fit.
I submit that the final plan should:
1. Rescind partially protected status of deer: To enable the effective management of feral deer, the plan must
support rescinding the partially protected status of deer for game in Tasmania’s Wildlife Regulations (2010) as
part of the current review of the regulations.
2. Population & impact reduction policies: The plan needs to tackle the exploding fallow deer population in
Tasmania by putting in place clear population and impact reduction policies rather than relying on old policies
aligned with maintaining a quality feral deer herd.
3. Reduce feral deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032: The plan should put in place a realistic policy that reduces and
contains the population of feral deer in Tasmania to 10,000 by 2032.
4. Natural and cultural values: In recognition of the outstanding biodiversity and cultural heritage values of
Tasmania the plan must include goals and objectives specific to the protection and conservation of natural and
cultural values.
5. Wilderness World Heritage Area | Ben Lomond | Douglas-Apsley: To protect the outstanding values of the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, Ben Lomond and Douglas Apsley national parks, these areas must
be included in the “No Deer Management Zone” and deer must be eradicated from this zone within 10 years.
6. Give land owners the tools to control deer: Land owners shouldn’t have to rely on agreements with hunters or
one off permits to effectively control deer on their own land in the Sustainable Hunting Zone. They must be
able to control feral deer as they see fit for their circumstances.
7. Professional feral deer control: The plan must re-enforce that the use of professional pest controllers

undertaking aerial and ground shooting and trapping must be part of the range of methods utilised to eradicate
feral deer from the “No Deer” zone and bring down the numbers in other zones.
8. Community engagement: Support improved community involvement, education and awareness of deer
management and the threats of feral deer to Tasmania’s precious environment and economy and to gain social
licence for control methods.
9. Immediate implementation: The plan should be implemented immediately with significant additional funding
allocated to the control program to ensure the deer population is rapidly reduced.
10. Create a special taskforce: The feral deer control program is complex and should be managed by a task force
working under Biosecurity Tasmania.
Yours sincerely,
Garth Robinson

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Submission to Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management
Wednesday, 1 December 2021 8:35:01 AM

To whom it may concern,
Right now the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area is at a crossroads. For decades deer in Tasmania
have been managed as a hunting resource, and their growing environmental and agricultural damage has been
ignored.
The result is an out-of-control feral deer herd that is growing and invading environmentally-sensitive areas like
the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, the Walls of Jerusalem and the Douglas-Apsley National Park.
While there are some positives in the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan it disappointingly
does little to protect nature, farmers and the community from the destructive impacts of deer on the environment
and society.
Feral deer in Tasmania are now a serious biosecurity issue for our environment and no longer simply a game
management issue.
In my submission I back calls by the Invasive Species Council for a final plan that ensures:
• There is support for Wildlife Regulations (2010) to be amended so deer are no longer considered a partly
protected species.
• New deer management zones ensure the entire Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area and other
protected areas are deer free.
• It sets and funds a target to reduce deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032.
• Removes red tape so farmers can control feral deer on their own land as they see fit.
I submit that the final plan should:
1. Rescind partially protected status of deer: To enable the effective management of feral deer, the plan must
support rescinding the partially protected status of deer for game in Tasmania’s Wildlife Regulations (2010) as
part of the current review of the regulations.
2. Population & impact reduction policies: The plan needs to tackle the exploding fallow deer population in
Tasmania by putting in place clear population and impact reduction policies rather than relying on old policies
aligned with maintaining a quality feral deer herd.
3. Reduce feral deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032: The plan should put in place a realistic policy that reduces and
contains the population of feral deer in Tasmania to 10,000 by 2032.
4. Natural and cultural values: In recognition of the outstanding biodiversity and cultural heritage values of
Tasmania the plan must include goals and objectives specific to the protection and conservation of natural and
cultural values.
5. Wilderness World Heritage Area | Ben Lomond | Douglas-Apsley: To protect the outstanding values of the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, Ben Lomond and Douglas Apsley national parks, these areas must
be included in the “No Deer Management Zone” and deer must be eradicated from this zone within 10 years.
6. Give land owners the tools to control deer: Land owners shouldn’t have to rely on agreements with hunters or
one off permits to effectively control deer on their own land in the Sustainable Hunting Zone. They must be
able to control feral deer as they see fit for their circumstances.
7. Professional feral deer control: The plan must re-enforce that the use of professional pest controllers

undertaking aerial and ground shooting and trapping must be part of the range of methods utilised to eradicate
feral deer from the “No Deer” zone and bring down the numbers in other zones.
8. Community engagement: Support improved community involvement, education and awareness of deer
management and the threats of feral deer to Tasmania’s precious environment and economy and to gain social
licence for control methods.
9. Immediate implementation: The plan should be implemented immediately with significant additional funding
allocated to the control program to ensure the deer population is rapidly reduced.
10. Create a special taskforce: The feral deer control program is complex and should be managed by a task force
working under Biosecurity Tasmania.
Yours sincerely,
Jane Roe
___________________________

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Submission to Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management
Tuesday, 30 November 2021 6:15:15 PM

To whom it may concern,
Right now the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area is at a crossroads. For decades deer in Tasmania
have been managed as a hunting resource, and their growing environmental and agricultural damage has been
ignored.
The result is an out-of-control feral deer herd that is growing and invading environmentally-sensitive areas like
the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, the Walls of Jerusalem and the Douglas-Apsley National Park.
While there are some positives in the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan it disappointingly
does little to protect nature, farmers and the community from the destructive impacts of deer on the environment
and society.
Feral deer in Tasmania are now a serious biosecurity issue for our environment and no longer simply a game
management issue.
In my submission I back calls by the Invasive Species Council for a final plan that ensures:
• There is support for Wildlife Regulations (2010) to be amended so deer are no longer considered a partly
protected species.
• New deer management zones ensure the entire Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area and other
protected areas are deer free.
• It sets and funds a target to reduce deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032.
• Removes red tape so farmers can control feral deer on their own land as they see fit.
I submit that the final plan should:
1. Rescind partially protected status of deer: To enable the effective management of feral deer, the plan must
support rescinding the partially protected status of deer for game in Tasmania’s Wildlife Regulations (2010) as
part of the current review of the regulations.
2. Population & impact reduction policies: The plan needs to tackle the exploding fallow deer population in
Tasmania by putting in place clear population and impact reduction policies rather than relying on old policies
aligned with maintaining a quality feral deer herd.
3. Reduce feral deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032: The plan should put in place a realistic policy that reduces and
contains the population of feral deer in Tasmania to 10,000 by 2032.
4. Natural and cultural values: In recognition of the outstanding biodiversity and cultural heritage values of
Tasmania the plan must include goals and objectives specific to the protection and conservation of natural and
cultural values.
5. Wilderness World Heritage Area | Ben Lomond | Douglas-Apsley: To protect the outstanding values of the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, Ben Lomond and Douglas Apsley national parks, these areas must
be included in the “No Deer Management Zone” and deer must be eradicated from this zone within 10 years.
6. Give land owners the tools to control deer: Land owners shouldn’t have to rely on agreements with hunters or
one off permits to effectively control deer on their own land in the Sustainable Hunting Zone. They must be
able to control feral deer as they see fit for their circumstances.
7. Professional feral deer control: The plan must re-enforce that the use of professional pest controllers

undertaking aerial and ground shooting and trapping must be part of the range of methods utilised to eradicate
feral deer from the “No Deer” zone and bring down the numbers in other zones.
8. Community engagement: Support improved community involvement, education and awareness of deer
management and the threats of feral deer to Tasmania’s precious environment and economy and to gain social
licence for control methods.
9. Immediate implementation: The plan should be implemented immediately with significant additional funding
allocated to the control program to ensure the deer population is rapidly reduced.
10. Create a special taskforce: The feral deer control program is complex and should be managed by a task force
working under Biosecurity Tasmania.
Yours sincerely,
Alexei Rowles
___________________________

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Submission to Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management
Tuesday, 30 November 2021 6:08:22 PM

To whom it may concern,
Right now the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area is at a crossroads. For decades deer in Tasmania
have been managed as a hunting resource, and their growing environmental and agricultural damage has been
ignored.
The result is an out-of-control feral deer herd that is growing and invading environmentally-sensitive areas like
the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, the Walls of Jerusalem and the Douglas-Apsley National Park.
While there are some positives in the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan it disappointingly
does little to protect nature, farmers and the community from the destructive impacts of deer on the environment
and society.
Feral deer in Tasmania are now a serious biosecurity issue for our environment and no longer simply a game
management issue.
In my submission I back calls by the Invasive Species Council for a final plan that ensures:
• There is support for Wildlife Regulations (2010) to be amended so deer are no longer considered a partly
protected species.
• New deer management zones ensure the entire Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area and other
protected areas are deer free.
• It sets and funds a target to reduce deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032.
• Removes red tape so farmers can control feral deer on their own land as they see fit.
I submit that the final plan should:
1. Rescind partially protected status of deer: To enable the effective management of feral deer, the plan must
support rescinding the partially protected status of deer for game in Tasmania’s Wildlife Regulations (2010) as
part of the current review of the regulations.
2. Population & impact reduction policies: The plan needs to tackle the exploding fallow deer population in
Tasmania by putting in place clear population and impact reduction policies rather than relying on old policies
aligned with maintaining a quality feral deer herd.
3. Reduce feral deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032: The plan should put in place a realistic policy that reduces and
contains the population of feral deer in Tasmania to 10,000 by 2032.
4. Natural and cultural values: In recognition of the outstanding biodiversity and cultural heritage values of
Tasmania the plan must include goals and objectives specific to the protection and conservation of natural and
cultural values.
5. Wilderness World Heritage Area | Ben Lomond | Douglas-Apsley: To protect the outstanding values of the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, Ben Lomond and Douglas Apsley national parks, these areas must
be included in the “No Deer Management Zone” and deer must be eradicated from this zone within 10 years.
6. Give land owners the tools to control deer: Land owners shouldn’t have to rely on agreements with hunters or
one off permits to effectively control deer on their own land in the Sustainable Hunting Zone. They must be
able to control feral deer as they see fit for their circumstances.
7. Professional feral deer control: The plan must re-enforce that the use of professional pest controllers

undertaking aerial and ground shooting and trapping must be part of the range of methods utilised to eradicate
feral deer from the “No Deer” zone and bring down the numbers in other zones.
8. Community engagement: Support improved community involvement, education and awareness of deer
management and the threats of feral deer to Tasmania’s precious environment and economy and to gain social
licence for control methods.
9. Immediate implementation: The plan should be implemented immediately with significant additional funding
allocated to the control program to ensure the deer population is rapidly reduced.
10. Create a special taskforce: The feral deer control program is complex and should be managed by a task force
working under Biosecurity Tasmania.
Yours sincerely,
Bonny Rowles-van Rijswijk

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Submission to Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management
Tuesday, 30 November 2021 8:14:36 PM

To whom it may concern,
This is happening at my place too, fallow deer are out of control in the central tablelands north of bathurst. I sit
at my dining table and deer walk past my house. Dont make the mistakes NSW has made.
Right now the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area is at a crossroads. For decades deer in Tasmania
have been managed as a hunting resource, and their growing environmental and agricultural damage has been
ignored.
The result is an out-of-control feral deer herd that is growing and invading environmentally-sensitive areas like
the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, the Walls of Jerusalem and the Douglas-Apsley National Park.
While there are some positives in the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan it disappointingly
does little to protect nature, farmers and the community from the destructive impacts of deer on the environment
and society.
Feral deer in Tasmania are now a serious biosecurity issue for our environment and no longer simply a game
management issue.
In my submission I back calls by the Invasive Species Council for a final plan that ensures:
• There is support for Wildlife Regulations (2010) to be amended so deer are no longer considered a partly
protected species.
• New deer management zones ensure the entire Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area and other
protected areas are deer free.
• It sets and funds a target to reduce deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032.
• Removes red tape so farmers can control feral deer on their own land as they see fit.
I submit that the final plan should:
1. Rescind partially protected status of deer: To enable the effective management of feral deer, the plan must
support rescinding the partially protected status of deer for game in Tasmania’s Wildlife Regulations (2010) as
part of the current review of the regulations.
2. Population & impact reduction policies: The plan needs to tackle the exploding fallow deer population in
Tasmania by putting in place clear population and impact reduction policies rather than relying on old policies
aligned with maintaining a quality feral deer herd.
3. Reduce feral deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032: The plan should put in place a realistic policy that reduces and
contains the population of feral deer in Tasmania to 10,000 by 2032.
4. Natural and cultural values: In recognition of the outstanding biodiversity and cultural heritage values of
Tasmania the plan must include goals and objectives specific to the protection and conservation of natural and
cultural values.
5. Wilderness World Heritage Area | Ben Lomond | Douglas-Apsley: To protect the outstanding values of the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, Ben Lomond and Douglas Apsley national parks, these areas must
be included in the “No Deer Management Zone” and deer must be eradicated from this zone within 10 years.
6. Give land owners the tools to control deer: Land owners shouldn’t have to rely on agreements with hunters or
one off permits to effectively control deer on their own land in the Sustainable Hunting Zone. They must be
able to control feral deer as they see fit for their circumstances.

7. Professional feral deer control: The plan must re-enforce that the use of professional pest controllers
undertaking aerial and ground shooting and trapping must be part of the range of methods utilised to eradicate
feral deer from the “No Deer” zone and bring down the numbers in other zones.
8. Community engagement: Support improved community involvement, education and awareness of deer
management and the threats of feral deer to Tasmania’s precious environment and economy and to gain social
licence for control methods.
9. Immediate implementation: The plan should be implemented immediately with significant additional funding
allocated to the control program to ensure the deer population is rapidly reduced.
10. Create a special taskforce: The feral deer control program is complex and should be managed by a task force
working under Biosecurity Tasmania.
Yours sincerely,
David Scott

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Submission to Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management
Tuesday, 30 November 2021 4:55:15 PM

To whom it may concern,
Right now the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area is at a crossroads. For decades deer in Tasmania
have been managed as a hunting resource, and their growing environmental and agricultural damage has been
ignored.
The result is an out-of-control feral deer herd that is growing and invading environmentally-sensitive areas like
the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, the Walls of Jerusalem and the Douglas-Apsley National Park.
While there are some positives in the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan it disappointingly
does little to protect nature, farmers and the community from the destructive impacts of deer on the environment
and society.
Feral deer in Tasmania are now a serious biosecurity issue for our environment and no longer simply a game
management issue.
In my submission I back calls by the Invasive Species Council for a final plan that ensures:
• There is support for Wildlife Regulations (2010) to be amended so deer are no longer considered a partly
protected species.
• New deer management zones ensure the entire Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area and other
protected areas are deer free.
• It sets and funds a target to reduce deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032.
• Removes red tape so farmers can control feral deer on their own land as they see fit.
I submit that the final plan should:
1. Rescind partially protected status of deer: To enable the effective management of feral deer, the plan must
support rescinding the partially protected status of deer for game in Tasmania’s Wildlife Regulations (2010) as
part of the current review of the regulations.
2. Population & impact reduction policies: The plan needs to tackle the exploding fallow deer population in
Tasmania by putting in place clear population and impact reduction policies rather than relying on old policies
aligned with maintaining a quality feral deer herd.
3. Reduce feral deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032: The plan should put in place a realistic policy that reduces and
contains the population of feral deer in Tasmania to 10,000 by 2032.
4. Natural and cultural values: In recognition of the outstanding biodiversity and cultural heritage values of
Tasmania the plan must include goals and objectives specific to the protection and conservation of natural and
cultural values.
5. Wilderness World Heritage Area | Ben Lomond | Douglas-Apsley: To protect the outstanding values of the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, Ben Lomond and Douglas Apsley national parks, these areas must
be included in the “No Deer Management Zone” and deer must be eradicated from this zone within 10 years.
6. Give land owners the tools to control deer: Land owners shouldn’t have to rely on agreements with hunters or
one off permits to effectively control deer on their own land in the Sustainable Hunting Zone. They must be
able to control feral deer as they see fit for their circumstances.
7. Professional feral deer control: The plan must re-enforce that the use of professional pest controllers

undertaking aerial and ground shooting and trapping must be part of the range of methods utilised to eradicate
feral deer from the “No Deer” zone and bring down the numbers in other zones.
8. Community engagement: Support improved community involvement, education and awareness of deer
management and the threats of feral deer to Tasmania’s precious environment and economy and to gain social
licence for control methods.
9. Immediate implementation: The plan should be implemented immediately with significant additional funding
allocated to the control program to ensure the deer population is rapidly reduced.
10. Create a special taskforce: The feral deer control program is complex and should be managed by a task force
working under Biosecurity Tasmania.
Yours sincerely,
graham scully
___________________________

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Submission to Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management
Wednesday, 1 December 2021 11:17:13 AM

To whom it may concern,
Right now the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area is at a crossroads. For decades deer in Tasmania
have been managed as a hunting resource, and their growing environmental and agricultural damage has been
ignored.
The result is an out-of-control feral deer herd that is growing and invading environmentally-sensitive areas like
the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, the Walls of Jerusalem and the Douglas-Apsley National Park.
While there are some positives in the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan it disappointingly
does little to protect nature, farmers and the community from the destructive impacts of deer on the environment
and society.
Feral deer in Tasmania are now a serious biosecurity issue for our environment and no longer simply a game
management issue.
In my submission I back calls by the Invasive Species Council for a final plan that ensures:
• There is support for Wildlife Regulations (2010) to be amended so deer are no longer considered a partly
protected species.
• New deer management zones ensure the entire Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area and other
protected areas are deer free.
• It sets and funds a target to reduce deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032.
• Removes red tape so farmers can control feral deer on their own land as they see fit.
I submit that the final plan should:
1. Rescind partially protected status of deer: To enable the effective management of feral deer, the plan must
support rescinding the partially protected status of deer for game in Tasmania’s Wildlife Regulations (2010) as
part of the current review of the regulations.
2. Population & impact reduction policies: The plan needs to tackle the exploding fallow deer population in
Tasmania by putting in place clear population and impact reduction policies rather than relying on old policies
aligned with maintaining a quality feral deer herd.
3. Reduce feral deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032: The plan should put in place a realistic policy that reduces and
contains the population of feral deer in Tasmania to 10,000 by 2032.
4. Natural and cultural values: In recognition of the outstanding biodiversity and cultural heritage values of
Tasmania the plan must include goals and objectives specific to the protection and conservation of natural and
cultural values.
5. Wilderness World Heritage Area | Ben Lomond | Douglas-Apsley: To protect the outstanding values of the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, Ben Lomond and Douglas Apsley national parks, these areas must
be included in the “No Deer Management Zone” and deer must be eradicated from this zone within 10 years.
6. Give land owners the tools to control deer: Land owners shouldn’t have to rely on agreements with hunters or
one off permits to effectively control deer on their own land in the Sustainable Hunting Zone. They must be
able to control feral deer as they see fit for their circumstances.
7. Professional feral deer control: The plan must re-enforce that the use of professional pest controllers

undertaking aerial and ground shooting and trapping must be part of the range of methods utilised to eradicate
feral deer from the “No Deer” zone and bring down the numbers in other zones.
8. Community engagement: Support improved community involvement, education and awareness of deer
management and the threats of feral deer to Tasmania’s precious environment and economy and to gain social
licence for control methods.
9. Immediate implementation: The plan should be implemented immediately with significant additional funding
allocated to the control program to ensure the deer population is rapidly reduced.
10. Create a special taskforce: The feral deer control program is complex and should be managed by a task force
working under Biosecurity Tasmania.
Yours sincerely,
Joe Searl
___________________________

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Submission to Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management
Wednesday, 1 December 2021 5:30:34 PM

To whom it may concern,
Right now the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area is at a crossroads. For decades deer in Tasmania
have been managed as a hunting resource, and their growing environmental and agricultural damage has been
ignored.
The result is an out-of-control feral deer herd that is growing and invading environmentally-sensitive areas like
the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, the Walls of Jerusalem and the Douglas-Apsley National Park.
While there are some positives in the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan it disappointingly
does little to protect nature, farmers and the community from the destructive impacts of deer on the environment
and society.
Feral deer in Tasmania are now a serious biosecurity issue for our environment and no longer simply a game
management issue.
In my submission I back calls by the Invasive Species Council for a final plan that ensures:
• There is support for Wildlife Regulations (2010) to be amended so deer are no longer considered a partly
protected species.
• New deer management zones ensure the entire Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area and other
protected areas are deer free.
• It sets and funds a target to reduce deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032.
• Removes red tape so farmers can control feral deer on their own land as they see fit.
I submit that the final plan should:
1. Rescind partially protected status of deer: To enable the effective management of feral deer, the plan must
support rescinding the partially protected status of deer for game in Tasmania’s Wildlife Regulations (2010) as
part of the current review of the regulations.
2. Population & impact reduction policies: The plan needs to tackle the exploding fallow deer population in
Tasmania by putting in place clear population and impact reduction policies rather than relying on old policies
aligned with maintaining a quality feral deer herd.
3. Reduce feral deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032: The plan should put in place a realistic policy that reduces and
contains the population of feral deer in Tasmania to 10,000 by 2032.
4. Natural and cultural values: In recognition of the outstanding biodiversity and cultural heritage values of
Tasmania the plan must include goals and objectives specific to the protection and conservation of natural and
cultural values.
5. Wilderness World Heritage Area | Ben Lomond | Douglas-Apsley: To protect the outstanding values of the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, Ben Lomond and Douglas Apsley national parks, these areas must
be included in the “No Deer Management Zone” and deer must be eradicated from this zone within 10 years.
6. Give land owners the tools to control deer: Land owners shouldn’t have to rely on agreements with hunters or
one off permits to effectively control deer on their own land in the Sustainable Hunting Zone. They must be
able to control feral deer as they see fit for their circumstances.
7. Professional feral deer control: The plan must re-enforce that the use of professional pest controllers

undertaking aerial and ground shooting and trapping must be part of the range of methods utilised to eradicate
feral deer from the “No Deer” zone and bring down the numbers in other zones.
8. Community engagement: Support improved community involvement, education and awareness of deer
management and the threats of feral deer to Tasmania’s precious environment and economy and to gain social
licence for control methods.
9. Immediate implementation: The plan should be implemented immediately with significant additional funding
allocated to the control program to ensure the deer population is rapidly reduced.
10. Create a special taskforce: The feral deer control program is complex and should be managed by a task force
working under Biosecurity Tasmania.
Yours sincerely,
Kelly Marie Slater
___________________________

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Submission to Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management
Tuesday, 30 November 2021 9:43:19 PM

To whom it may concern,
I holiday frequently in Tasmania with my family. I love your state.
Right now the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area is at a crossroads. For decades deer in Tasmania
have been managed as a hunting resource, and their growing environmental and agricultural damage has been
ignored.
The result is an out-of-control feral deer herd that is growing and invading environmentally-sensitive areas like
the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, the Walls of Jerusalem and the Douglas-Apsley National Park.
While there are some positives in the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan it disappointingly
does little to protect nature, farmers and the community from the destructive impacts of deer on the environment
and society.
Feral deer in Tasmania are now a serious biosecurity issue for our environment and no longer simply a game
management issue.
In my submission I back calls by the Invasive Species Council for a final plan that ensures:
• There is support for Wildlife Regulations (2010) to be amended so deer are no longer considered a partly
protected species.
• New deer management zones ensure the entire Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area and other
protected areas are deer free.
• It sets and funds a target to reduce deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032.
• Removes red tape so farmers can control feral deer on their own land as they see fit.
I submit that the final plan should:
1. Rescind partially protected status of deer: To enable the effective management of feral deer, the plan must
support rescinding the partially protected status of deer for game in Tasmania’s Wildlife Regulations (2010) as
part of the current review of the regulations.
2. Population & impact reduction policies: The plan needs to tackle the exploding fallow deer population in
Tasmania by putting in place clear population and impact reduction policies rather than relying on old policies
aligned with maintaining a quality feral deer herd.
3. Reduce feral deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032: The plan should put in place a realistic policy that reduces and
contains the population of feral deer in Tasmania to 10,000 by 2032.
4. Natural and cultural values: In recognition of the outstanding biodiversity and cultural heritage values of
Tasmania the plan must include goals and objectives specific to the protection and conservation of natural and
cultural values.
5. Wilderness World Heritage Area | Ben Lomond | Douglas-Apsley: To protect the outstanding values of the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, Ben Lomond and Douglas Apsley national parks, these areas must
be included in the “No Deer Management Zone” and deer must be eradicated from this zone within 10 years.
6. Give land owners the tools to control deer: Land owners shouldn’t have to rely on agreements with hunters or
one off permits to effectively control deer on their own land in the Sustainable Hunting Zone. They must be
able to control feral deer as they see fit for their circumstances.

7. Professional feral deer control: The plan must re-enforce that the use of professional pest controllers
undertaking aerial and ground shooting and trapping must be part of the range of methods utilised to eradicate
feral deer from the “No Deer” zone and bring down the numbers in other zones.
8. Community engagement: Support improved community involvement, education and awareness of deer
management and the threats of feral deer to Tasmania’s precious environment and economy and to gain social
licence for control methods.
9. Immediate implementation: The plan should be implemented immediately with significant additional funding
allocated to the control program to ensure the deer population is rapidly reduced.
10. Create a special taskforce: The feral deer control program is complex and should be managed by a task force
working under Biosecurity Tasmania.
Yours sincerely,
Mark Slocum
___________________________

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Submission to Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management
Tuesday, 30 November 2021 11:21:05 PM

To whom it may concern,
The Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area is a National Treasure. Along with horses on the mainland,
deer in Tasmania are enormously destructive to our native flora and fauna, and their growing environmental and
agricultural damage has been ignored.
An out-of-control feral deer herd is growing and invading environmentally-sensitive areas like the Tasmanian
Wilderness World Heritage Area, the Walls of Jerusalem and the Douglas-Apsley National Park.
Feral deer in Tasmania are a serious biosecurity issue for our environment and not simply a game management
issue.
While there are some positives in the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan it disappointingly
does little to protect nature, farmers and the community from the destructive impacts of deer on the environment
and society.
In my submission I back calls by the Invasive Species Council for a final plan that ensures:
• There is support for Wildlife Regulations (2010) to be amended so deer are no longer considered a partly
protected species.
• New deer management zones ensure the entire Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area and other
protected areas are deer free.
• It sets and funds a target to reduce deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032.
• Removes red tape so farmers can control feral deer on their own land as they see fit.
I submit that the final plan should:
1. Rescind partially protected status of deer: To enable the effective management of feral deer, the plan must
support rescinding the partially protected status of deer for game in Tasmania’s Wildlife Regulations (2010) as
part of the current review of the regulations.
2. Population & impact reduction policies: The plan needs to tackle the exploding fallow deer population in
Tasmania by putting in place clear population and impact reduction policies rather than relying on old policies
aligned with maintaining a quality feral deer herd.
3. Reduce feral deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032: The plan should put in place a realistic policy that reduces and
contains the population of feral deer in Tasmania to 10,000 by 2032.
4. Natural and cultural values: In recognition of the outstanding biodiversity and cultural heritage values of
Tasmania the plan must include goals and objectives specific to the protection and conservation of natural and
cultural values.
5. Wilderness World Heritage Area | Ben Lomond | Douglas-Apsley: To protect the outstanding values of the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, Ben Lomond and Douglas Apsley national parks, these areas must
be included in the “No Deer Management Zone” and deer must be eradicated from this zone within 10 years.
6. Give land owners the tools to control deer: Land owners shouldn’t have to rely on agreements with hunters or
one off permits to effectively control deer on their own land in the Sustainable Hunting Zone. They must be
able to control feral deer as they see fit for their circumstances.
7. Professional feral deer control: The plan must re-enforce that the use of professional pest controllers

undertaking aerial and ground shooting and trapping must be part of the range of methods utilised to eradicate
feral deer from the “No Deer” zone and bring down the numbers in other zones.
8. Community engagement: Support improved community involvement, education and awareness of deer
management and the threats of feral deer to Tasmania’s precious environment and economy and to gain social
licence for control methods.
9. Immediate implementation: The plan should be implemented immediately with significant additional funding
allocated to the control program to ensure the deer population is rapidly reduced.
10. Create a special taskforce: The feral deer control program is complex and should be managed by a task force
working under Biosecurity Tasmania.
Yours sincerely,
Kerri-Ann Smith

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Submission to Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management
Wednesday, 1 December 2021 10:35:24 AM

To whom it may concern,
Right now the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area is at a crossroads. For decades deer in Tasmania
have been managed as a hunting resource, and their growing environmental and agricultural damage has been
ignored.
The result is an out-of-control feral deer herd that is growing and invading environmentally-sensitive areas like
the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, the Walls of Jerusalem and the Douglas-Apsley National Park.
While there are some positives in the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan it disappointingly
does little to protect nature, farmers and the community from the destructive impacts of deer on the environment
and society.
Feral deer in Tasmania are now a serious biosecurity issue for our environment and no longer simply a game
management issue.
In my submission I back calls by the Invasive Species Council for a final plan that ensures:
• There is support for Wildlife Regulations (2010) to be amended so deer are no longer considered a partly
protected species.
• New deer management zones ensure the entire Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area and other
protected areas are deer free.
• It sets and funds a target to reduce deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032.
• Removes red tape so farmers can control feral deer on their own land as they see fit.
I submit that the final plan should:
1. Rescind partially protected status of deer: To enable the effective management of feral deer, the plan must
support rescinding the partially protected status of deer for game in Tasmania’s Wildlife Regulations (2010) as
part of the current review of the regulations.
2. Population & impact reduction policies: The plan needs to tackle the exploding fallow deer population in
Tasmania by putting in place clear population and impact reduction policies rather than relying on old policies
aligned with maintaining a quality feral deer herd.
3. Reduce feral deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032: The plan should put in place a realistic policy that reduces and
contains the population of feral deer in Tasmania to 10,000 by 2032.
4. Natural and cultural values: In recognition of the outstanding biodiversity and cultural heritage values of
Tasmania the plan must include goals and objectives specific to the protection and conservation of natural and
cultural values.
5. Wilderness World Heritage Area | Ben Lomond | Douglas-Apsley: To protect the outstanding values of the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, Ben Lomond and Douglas Apsley national parks, these areas must
be included in the “No Deer Management Zone” and deer must be eradicated from this zone within 10 years.
6. Give land owners the tools to control deer: Land owners shouldn’t have to rely on agreements with hunters or
one off permits to effectively control deer on their own land in the Sustainable Hunting Zone. They must be
able to control feral deer as they see fit for their circumstances.
7. Professional feral deer control: The plan must re-enforce that the use of professional pest controllers

undertaking aerial and ground shooting and trapping must be part of the range of methods utilised to eradicate
feral deer from the “No Deer” zone and bring down the numbers in other zones.
8. Community engagement: Support improved community involvement, education and awareness of deer
management and the threats of feral deer to Tasmania’s precious environment and economy and to gain social
licence for control methods.
9. Immediate implementation: The plan should be implemented immediately with significant additional funding
allocated to the control program to ensure the deer population is rapidly reduced.
10. Create a special taskforce: The feral deer control program is complex and should be managed by a task force
working under Biosecurity Tasmania.
Yours sincerely,
David Somerfield
___________________________

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Submission to Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management
Tuesday, 30 November 2021 9:45:25 PM

To whom it may concern,
Right now the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area is at a crossroads. For decades deer in Tasmania
have been managed as a hunting resource, and their growing environmental and agricultural damage has been
ignored.
The result is an out-of-control feral deer herd that is growing and invading environmentally-sensitive areas like
the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, the Walls of Jerusalem and the Douglas-Apsley National Park.
While there are some positives in the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan it disappointingly
does little to protect nature, farmers and the community from the destructive impacts of deer on the environment
and society.
Feral deer in Tasmania are now a serious biosecurity issue for our environment and no longer simply a game
management issue.
In my submission I back calls by the Invasive Species Council for a final plan that ensures:
• There is support for Wildlife Regulations (2010) to be amended so deer are no longer considered a partly
protected species.
• New deer management zones ensure the entire Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area and other
protected areas are deer free.
• It sets and funds a target to reduce deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032.
• Removes red tape so farmers can control feral deer on their own land as they see fit.
I submit that the final plan should:
1. Rescind partially protected status of deer: To enable the effective management of feral deer, the plan must
support rescinding the partially protected status of deer for game in Tasmania’s Wildlife Regulations (2010) as
part of the current review of the regulations.
2. Population & impact reduction policies: The plan needs to tackle the exploding fallow deer population in
Tasmania by putting in place clear population and impact reduction policies rather than relying on old policies
aligned with maintaining a quality feral deer herd.
3. Reduce feral deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032: The plan should put in place a realistic policy that reduces and
contains the population of feral deer in Tasmania to 10,000 by 2032.
4. Natural and cultural values: In recognition of the outstanding biodiversity and cultural heritage values of
Tasmania the plan must include goals and objectives specific to the protection and conservation of natural and
cultural values.
5. Wilderness World Heritage Area | Ben Lomond | Douglas-Apsley: To protect the outstanding values of the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, Ben Lomond and Douglas Apsley national parks, these areas must
be included in the “No Deer Management Zone” and deer must be eradicated from this zone within 10 years.
6. Give land owners the tools to control deer: Land owners shouldn’t have to rely on agreements with hunters or
one off permits to effectively control deer on their own land in the Sustainable Hunting Zone. They must be
able to control feral deer as they see fit for their circumstances.
7. Professional feral deer control: The plan must re-enforce that the use of professional pest controllers

undertaking aerial and ground shooting and trapping must be part of the range of methods utilised to eradicate
feral deer from the “No Deer” zone and bring down the numbers in other zones.
8. Community engagement: Support improved community involvement, education and awareness of deer
management and the threats of feral deer to Tasmania’s precious environment and economy and to gain social
licence for control methods.
9. Immediate implementation: The plan should be implemented immediately with significant additional funding
allocated to the control program to ensure the deer population is rapidly reduced.
10. Create a special taskforce: The feral deer control program is complex and should be managed by a task force
working under Biosecurity Tasmania.
Yours sincerely,
jeff sowden

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Submission to Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management
Friday, 3 December 2021 7:10:28 PM

To whom it may concern,
Right now the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area is at a crossroads. For decades deer in Tasmania
have been managed as a hunting resource, and their growing environmental and agricultural damage has been
ignored.
The result is an out-of-control feral deer herd that is growing and invading environmentally-sensitive areas like
the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, the Walls of Jerusalem and the Douglas-Apsley National Park.
While there are some positives in the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan it disappointingly
does little to protect nature, farmers and the community from the destructive impacts of deer on the environment
and society.
Feral deer in Tasmania are now a serious biosecurity issue for our environment and no longer simply a game
management issue.
In my submission I back calls by the Invasive Species Council for a final plan that ensures:
• There is support for Wildlife Regulations (2010) to be amended so deer are no longer considered a partly
protected species.
• New deer management zones ensure the entire Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area and other
protected areas are deer free.
• It sets and funds a target to reduce deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032.
• Removes red tape so farmers can control feral deer on their own land as they see fit.
I submit that the final plan should:
1. Rescind partially protected status of deer: To enable the effective management of feral deer, the plan must
support rescinding the partially protected status of deer for game in Tasmania’s Wildlife Regulations (2010) as
part of the current review of the regulations.
2. Population & impact reduction policies: The plan needs to tackle the exploding fallow deer population in
Tasmania by putting in place clear population and impact reduction policies rather than relying on old policies
aligned with maintaining a quality feral deer herd.
3. Reduce feral deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032: The plan should put in place a realistic policy that reduces and
contains the population of feral deer in Tasmania to 10,000 by 2032.
4. Natural and cultural values: In recognition of the outstanding biodiversity and cultural heritage values of
Tasmania the plan must include goals and objectives specific to the protection and conservation of natural and
cultural values.
5. Wilderness World Heritage Area | Ben Lomond | Douglas-Apsley: To protect the outstanding values of the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, Ben Lomond and Douglas Apsley national parks, these areas must
be included in the “No Deer Management Zone” and deer must be eradicated from this zone within 10 years.
6. Give land owners the tools to control deer: Land owners shouldn’t have to rely on agreements with hunters or
one off permits to effectively control deer on their own land in the Sustainable Hunting Zone. They must be
able to control feral deer as they see fit for their circumstances.
7. Professional feral deer control: The plan must re-enforce that the use of professional pest controllers

undertaking aerial and ground shooting and trapping must be part of the range of methods utilised to eradicate
feral deer from the “No Deer” zone and bring down the numbers in other zones.
8. Community engagement: Support improved community involvement, education and awareness of deer
management and the threats of feral deer to Tasmania’s precious environment and economy and to gain social
licence for control methods.
9. Immediate implementation: The plan should be implemented immediately with significant additional funding
allocated to the control program to ensure the deer population is rapidly reduced.
10. Create a special taskforce: The feral deer control program is complex and should be managed by a task force
working under Biosecurity Tasmania.
Yours sincerely,
Robyn Spencer

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Submission to Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management
Wednesday, 1 December 2021 12:05:39 PM

To whom it may concern,
Right now the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area is at a crossroads. For decades deer in Tasmania
have been managed as a hunting resource, and their growing environmental and agricultural damage has been
ignored.
The result is an out-of-control feral deer herd that is growing and invading environmentally-sensitive areas like
the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, the Walls of Jerusalem and the Douglas-Apsley National Park.
While there are some positives in the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan it disappointingly
does little to protect nature, farmers and the community from the destructive impacts of deer on the environment
and society.
Feral deer in Tasmania are now a serious biosecurity issue for our environment and no longer simply a game
management issue.
In my submission I back calls by the Invasive Species Council for a final plan that ensures:
• There is support for Wildlife Regulations (2010) to be amended so deer are no longer considered a partly
protected species.
• New deer management zones ensure the entire Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area and other
protected areas are deer free.
• It sets and funds a target to reduce deer numbers to at least 10,000 by 2032.
• Removes red tape so farmers can control feral deer on their own land as they see fit.
I submit that the final plan should:
1. Rescind partially protected status of deer: To enable the effective management of feral deer, the plan must
support rescinding the partially protected status of deer for game in Tasmania’s Wildlife Regulations (2010) as
part of the current review of the regulations.
2. Population & impact reduction policies: The plan needs to tackle the exploding fallow deer population in
Tasmania by putting in place clear population and impact reduction policies rather than relying on old policies
aligned with maintaining a quality feral deer herd.
3. Reduce feral deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032: The plan should put in place a realistic policy that reduces and
contains the population of feral deer in Tasmania to 10,000 by 2032.
4. Natural and cultural values: In recognition of the outstanding biodiversity and cultural heritage values of
Tasmania the plan must include goals and objectives specific to the protection and conservation of natural and
cultural values.
5. Wilderness World Heritage Area | Ben Lomond | Douglas-Apsley: To protect the outstanding values of the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, Ben Lomond and Douglas Apsley national parks, these areas must
be included in the “No Deer Management Zone” and deer must be eradicated from this zone within 10 years.
6. Give land owners the tools to control deer: Land owners shouldn’t have to rely on agreements with hunters or
one off permits to effectively control deer on their own land in the Sustainable Hunting Zone. They must be
able to control feral deer as they see fit for their circumstances.
7. Professional feral deer control: The plan must re-enforce that the use of professional pest controllers

undertaking aerial and ground shooting and trapping must be part of the range of methods utilised to eradicate
feral deer from the “No Deer” zone and bring down the numbers in other zones.
8. Community engagement: Support improved community involvement, education and awareness of deer
management and the threats of feral deer to Tasmania’s precious environment and economy and to gain social
licence for control methods.
9. Immediate implementation: The plan should be implemented immediately with significant additional funding
allocated to the control program to ensure the deer population is rapidly reduced.
10. Create a special taskforce: The feral deer control program is complex and should be managed by a task force
working under Biosecurity Tasmania.
Yours sincerely,
Mark Stapleton

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Submission to Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management
Friday, 3 December 2021 4:20:31 PM

To whom it may concern,
We (my partner
and I) reside and manage a native plant nursery on the foot of the
.
We both make a good living from our business, and we currently employ one full time equivalent (2 persons
who live locally and find casual employment in our business).
Feral deer have been a problem for our business for many years now and the problem is getting worse because
deer numbers have increased.
Our nursery operation is designed to largely coexist with the native wildlife. We do have a game management
plan to control the Brushtail Possum population.
The cost of fencing out deer is prohibitive i.e. not attainable for our business.
We grow Tasmanian native plants for revegetation projects for farmers, Hydro Tas, DPIPWE - PWS, many
Councils, DSG, Irrigation Tas. ...
Many of our clients have experienced damage to their revegetation efforts due to feral deer. In some cases,
clients are becoming disillusioned with their efforts due to deer damage.
In my submission I want to suggest that the long-term aim should be to eradicate deer from Tasmania. We
should build on our small international reputation attained by eradicating feral species from Macquarie Island.
In the short term I back the calls by the Invasive Species Council for a final plan as set out below.
• There is support for Wildlife Regulations (2010) to be amended so deer are no longer considered a partly
protected species.
• New deer management zones ensure the entire Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area and other
protected areas are deer free.
• It sets and funds a target to reduce deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032.
• Removes red tape so farmers can control feral deer on their own land as they see fit.
I submit that the final plan should:
1. Rescind partially protected status of deer: To enable the effective management of feral deer, the plan must
support rescinding the partially protected status of deer for game in Tasmania’s Wildlife Regulations (2010) as
part of the current review of the regulations.
2. Population & impact reduction policies: The plan needs to tackle the exploding fallow deer population in
Tasmania by putting in place clear population and impact reduction policies rather than relying on old policies
aligned with maintaining a quality feral deer herd.
3. Reduce feral deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032: The plan should put in place a realistic policy that reduces and
contains the population of feral deer in Tasmania to 10,000 by 2032.
4. Natural and cultural values: In recognition of the outstanding biodiversity and cultural heritage values of
Tasmania the plan must include goals and objectives specific to the protection and conservation of natural and
cultural values.
5. Wilderness World Heritage Area | Ben Lomond | Douglas-Apsley: To protect the outstanding values of the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, Ben Lomond and Douglas Apsley national parks, these areas must
be included in the “No Deer Management Zone” and deer must be eradicated from this zone within 10 years.
6. Give land owners the tools to control deer: Land owners shouldn’t have to rely on agreements with hunters or
one off permits to effectively control deer on their own land in the Sustainable Hunting Zone. They must be

able to control feral deer as they see fit for their circumstances.
7. Professional feral deer control: The plan must re-enforce that the use of professional pest controllers
undertaking aerial and ground shooting and trapping must be part of the range of methods utilised to eradicate
feral deer from the “No Deer” zone and bring down the numbers in other zones.
8. Community engagement: Support improved community involvement, education and awareness of deer
management and the threats of feral deer to Tasmania’s precious environment and economy and to gain social
licence for control methods.
9. Immediate implementation: The plan should be implemented immediately with significant additional funding
allocated to the control program to ensure the deer population is rapidly reduced.
10. Create a special taskforce: The feral deer control program is complex and should be managed by a task force
working under Biosecurity Tasmania.
Yours sincerely,
Herbert Staubmann
___________________________

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Submission to Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management
Wednesday, 1 December 2021 4:34:30 PM

To whom it may concern,
Deer are not Australian. Please protect Australia, not the deer hunters.
Right now the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area is at a crossroads. For decades deer in Tasmania
have been managed as a hunting resource, and their growing environmental and agricultural damage has been
ignored.
The result is an out-of-control feral deer herd that is growing and invading environmentally-sensitive areas like
the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, the Walls of Jerusalem and the Douglas-Apsley National Park.
While there are some positives in the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan it disappointingly
does little to protect nature, farmers and the community from the destructive impacts of deer on the environment
and society.
Feral deer in Tasmania are now a serious biosecurity issue for our environment and no longer simply a game
management issue.
In my submission I back calls by the Invasive Species Council for a final plan that ensures:
• There is support for Wildlife Regulations (2010) to be amended so deer are no longer considered a partly
protected species.
• New deer management zones ensure the entire Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area and other
protected areas are deer free.
• It sets and funds a target to reduce deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032.
• Removes red tape so farmers can control feral deer on their own land as they see fit.
I submit that the final plan should:
1. Rescind partially protected status of deer: To enable the effective management of feral deer, the plan must
support rescinding the partially protected status of deer for game in Tasmania’s Wildlife Regulations (2010) as
part of the current review of the regulations.
2. Population & impact reduction policies: The plan needs to tackle the exploding fallow deer population in
Tasmania by putting in place clear population and impact reduction policies rather than relying on old policies
aligned with maintaining a quality feral deer herd.
3. Reduce feral deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032: The plan should put in place a realistic policy that reduces and
contains the population of feral deer in Tasmania to 10,000 by 2032.
4. Natural and cultural values: In recognition of the outstanding biodiversity and cultural heritage values of
Tasmania the plan must include goals and objectives specific to the protection and conservation of natural and
cultural values.
5. Wilderness World Heritage Area | Ben Lomond | Douglas-Apsley: To protect the outstanding values of the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, Ben Lomond and Douglas Apsley national parks, these areas must
be included in the “No Deer Management Zone” and deer must be eradicated from this zone within 10 years.
6. Give land owners the tools to control deer: Land owners shouldn’t have to rely on agreements with hunters or
one off permits to effectively control deer on their own land in the Sustainable Hunting Zone. They must be
able to control feral deer as they see fit for their circumstances.

7. Professional feral deer control: The plan must re-enforce that the use of professional pest controllers
undertaking aerial and ground shooting and trapping must be part of the range of methods utilised to eradicate
feral deer from the “No Deer” zone and bring down the numbers in other zones.
8. Community engagement: Support improved community involvement, education and awareness of deer
management and the threats of feral deer to Tasmania’s precious environment and economy and to gain social
licence for control methods.
9. Immediate implementation: The plan should be implemented immediately with significant additional funding
allocated to the control program to ensure the deer population is rapidly reduced.
10. Create a special taskforce: The feral deer control program is complex and should be managed by a task force
working under Biosecurity Tasmania.
Yours sincerely,
Lanie Stephens
___________________________

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Submission to Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management
Friday, 3 December 2021 10:39:25 AM

To whom it may concern,
Right now the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area is at a crossroads. For decades deer in Tasmania
have been managed as a hunting resource, and their growing environmental and agricultural damage has been
ignored.
The result is an out-of-control feral deer herd that is growing and invading environmentally-sensitive areas like
the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, the Walls of Jerusalem and the Douglas-Apsley National Park.
While there are some positives in the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan it disappointingly
does little to protect nature, farmers and the community from the destructive impacts of deer on the environment
and society.
Feral deer in Tasmania are now a serious biosecurity issue for our environment and no longer simply a game
management issue.
In my submission I back calls by the Invasive Species Council for a final plan that ensures:
• There is support for Wildlife Regulations (2010) to be amended so deer are no longer considered a partly
protected species.
• New deer management zones ensure the entire Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area and other
protected areas are deer free.
• It sets and funds a target to reduce deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032.
• Removes red tape so farmers can control feral deer on their own land as they see fit.
I submit that the final plan should:
1. Rescind partially protected status of deer: To enable the effective management of feral deer, the plan must
support rescinding the partially protected status of deer for game in Tasmania’s Wildlife Regulations (2010) as
part of the current review of the regulations.
2. Population & impact reduction policies: The plan needs to tackle the exploding fallow deer population in
Tasmania by putting in place clear population and impact reduction policies rather than relying on old policies
aligned with maintaining a quality feral deer herd.
3. Reduce feral deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032: The plan should put in place a realistic policy that reduces and
contains the population of feral deer in Tasmania to 10,000 by 2032.
4. Natural and cultural values: In recognition of the outstanding biodiversity and cultural heritage values of
Tasmania the plan must include goals and objectives specific to the protection and conservation of natural and
cultural values.
5. Wilderness World Heritage Area | Ben Lomond | Douglas-Apsley: To protect the outstanding values of the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, Ben Lomond and Douglas Apsley national parks, these areas must
be included in the “No Deer Management Zone” and deer must be eradicated from this zone within 10 years.
6. Give land owners the tools to control deer: Land owners shouldn’t have to rely on agreements with hunters or
one off permits to effectively control deer on their own land in the Sustainable Hunting Zone. They must be
able to control feral deer as they see fit for their circumstances.
7. Professional feral deer control: The plan must re-enforce that the use of professional pest controllers

undertaking aerial and ground shooting and trapping must be part of the range of methods utilised to eradicate
feral deer from the “No Deer” zone and bring down the numbers in other zones.
8. Community engagement: Support improved community involvement, education and awareness of deer
management and the threats of feral deer to Tasmania’s precious environment and economy and to gain social
licence for control methods.
9. Immediate implementation: The plan should be implemented immediately with significant additional funding
allocated to the control program to ensure the deer population is rapidly reduced.
10. Create a special taskforce: The feral deer control program is complex and should be managed by a task force
working under Biosecurity Tasmania.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Submission to Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management
Wednesday, 1 December 2021 12:23:38 PM

To whom it may concern,
Right now the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area is at a crossroads. For decades deer in Tasmania
have been managed as a hunting resource, and their growing environmental and agricultural damage has been
ignored.
The result is an out-of-control feral deer herd that is growing and invading environmentally-sensitive areas like
the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, the Walls of Jerusalem and the Douglas-Apsley National Park.
While there are some positives in the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan it disappointingly
does little to protect nature, farmers and the community from the destructive impacts of deer on the environment
and society.
Feral deer in Tasmania are now a serious biosecurity issue for our environment and no longer simply a game
management issue.
In my submission I back calls by the Invasive Species Council for a final plan that ensures:
• There is support for Wildlife Regulations (2010) to be amended so deer are no longer considered a partly
protected species.
• New deer management zones ensure the entire Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area and other
protected areas are deer free.
• It sets and funds a target to reduce deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032.
• Removes red tape so farmers can control feral deer on their own land as they see fit.
I submit that the final plan should:
1. Rescind partially protected status of deer: To enable the effective management of feral deer, the plan must
support rescinding the partially protected status of deer for game in Tasmania’s Wildlife Regulations (2010) as
part of the current review of the regulations.
2. Population & impact reduction policies: The plan needs to tackle the exploding fallow deer population in
Tasmania by putting in place clear population and impact reduction policies rather than relying on old policies
aligned with maintaining a quality feral deer herd.
3. Reduce feral deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032: The plan should put in place a realistic policy that reduces and
contains the population of feral deer in Tasmania to 10,000 by 2032.
4. Natural and cultural values: In recognition of the outstanding biodiversity and cultural heritage values of
Tasmania the plan must include goals and objectives specific to the protection and conservation of natural and
cultural values.
5. Wilderness World Heritage Area | Ben Lomond | Douglas-Apsley: To protect the outstanding values of the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, Ben Lomond and Douglas Apsley national parks, these areas must
be included in the “No Deer Management Zone” and deer must be eradicated from this zone within 10 years.
6. Give land owners the tools to control deer: Land owners shouldn’t have to rely on agreements with hunters or
one off permits to effectively control deer on their own land in the Sustainable Hunting Zone. They must be
able to control feral deer as they see fit for their circumstances.
7. Professional feral deer control: The plan must re-enforce that the use of professional pest controllers

undertaking aerial and ground shooting and trapping must be part of the range of methods utilised to eradicate
feral deer from the “No Deer” zone and bring down the numbers in other zones.
8. Community engagement: Support improved community involvement, education and awareness of deer
management and the threats of feral deer to Tasmania’s precious environment and economy and to gain social
licence for control methods.
9. Immediate implementation: The plan should be implemented immediately with significant additional funding
allocated to the control program to ensure the deer population is rapidly reduced.
10. Create a special taskforce: The feral deer control program is complex and should be managed by a task force
working under Biosecurity Tasmania.
Yours sincerely,
kate sullivan
___________________________

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Submission to Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management
Friday, 3 December 2021 2:01:33 PM

To whom it may concern,
Right now the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area is at a crossroads. For decades deer in Tasmania
have been managed as a hunting resource, and their growing environmental and agricultural damage has been
ignored.
The result is an out-of-control feral deer herd that is growing and invading environmentally-sensitive areas like
the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, the Walls of Jerusalem and the Douglas-Apsley National Park.
While there are some positives in the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan it disappointingly
does little to protect nature, farmers and the community from the destructive impacts of deer on the environment
and society.
Feral deer in Tasmania are now a serious biosecurity issue for our environment and no longer simply a game
management issue.
In my submission I back calls by the Invasive Species Council for a final plan that ensures:
• There is support for Wildlife Regulations (2010) to be amended so deer are no longer considered a partly
protected species.
• New deer management zones ensure the entire Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area and other
protected areas are deer free.
• It sets and funds a target to reduce deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032.
• Removes red tape so farmers can control feral deer on their own land as they see fit.
I submit that the final plan should:
1. Rescind partially protected status of deer: To enable the effective management of feral deer, the plan must
support rescinding the partially protected status of deer for game in Tasmania’s Wildlife Regulations (2010) as
part of the current review of the regulations.
2. Population & impact reduction policies: The plan needs to tackle the exploding fallow deer population in
Tasmania by putting in place clear population and impact reduction policies rather than relying on old policies
aligned with maintaining a quality feral deer herd.
3. Reduce feral deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032: The plan should put in place a realistic policy that reduces and
contains the population of feral deer in Tasmania to 10,000 by 2032.
4. Natural and cultural values: In recognition of the outstanding biodiversity and cultural heritage values of
Tasmania the plan must include goals and objectives specific to the protection and conservation of natural and
cultural values.
5. Wilderness World Heritage Area | Ben Lomond | Douglas-Apsley: To protect the outstanding values of the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, Ben Lomond and Douglas Apsley national parks, these areas must
be included in the “No Deer Management Zone” and deer must be eradicated from this zone within 10 years.
6. Give land owners the tools to control deer: Land owners shouldn’t have to rely on agreements with hunters or
one off permits to effectively control deer on their own land in the Sustainable Hunting Zone. They must be
able to control feral deer as they see fit for their circumstances.
7. Professional feral deer control: The plan must re-enforce that the use of professional pest controllers

undertaking aerial and ground shooting and trapping must be part of the range of methods utilised to eradicate
feral deer from the “No Deer” zone and bring down the numbers in other zones.
8. Community engagement: Support improved community involvement, education and awareness of deer
management and the threats of feral deer to Tasmania’s precious environment and economy and to gain social
licence for control methods.
9. Immediate implementation: The plan should be implemented immediately with significant additional funding
allocated to the control program to ensure the deer population is rapidly reduced.
10. Create a special taskforce: The feral deer control program is complex and should be managed by a task force
working under Biosecurity Tasmania.
Yours sincerely,
Jean Symes

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Submission to Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management
Tuesday, 30 November 2021 8:02:42 PM

To whom it may concern,
Deer are pests all around Australia d destroy vulnerable vegetation and  
landscapes and carry disease. Tasmania, of all places, should be protected and deer should not be protected by
hunters who also place walkers like myself, at risk in the wild
Right now the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area is at a crossroads. For decades deer in Tasmania
have been managed as a hunting resource, and their growing environmental and agricultural damage has been
ignored.
The result is an out-of-control feral deer herd that is growing and invading environmentally-sensitive areas like
the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, the Walls of Jerusalem and the Douglas-Apsley National Park.
While there are some positives in the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan it disappointingly
does little to protect nature, farmers and the community from the destructive impacts of deer on the environment
and society.
Feral deer in Tasmania are now a serious biosecurity issue for our environment and no longer simply a game
management issue.
In my submission I back calls by the Invasive Species Council for a final plan that ensures:
• There is support for Wildlife Regulations (2010) to be amended so deer are no longer considered a partly
protected species.
• New deer management zones ensure the entire Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area and other
protected areas are deer free.
• It sets and funds a target to reduce deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032.
• Removes red tape so farmers can control feral deer on their own land as they see fit.
I submit that the final plan should:
1. Rescind partially protected status of deer: To enable the effective management of feral deer, the plan must
support rescinding the partially protected status of deer for game in Tasmania’s Wildlife Regulations (2010) as
part of the current review of the regulations.
2. Population & impact reduction policies: The plan needs to tackle the exploding fallow deer population in
Tasmania by putting in place clear population and impact reduction policies rather than relying on old policies
aligned with maintaining a quality feral deer herd.
3. Reduce feral deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032: The plan should put in place a realistic policy that reduces and
contains the population of feral deer in Tasmania to 10,000 by 2032.
4. Natural and cultural values: In recognition of the outstanding biodiversity and cultural heritage values of
Tasmania the plan must include goals and objectives specific to the protection and conservation of natural and
cultural values.
5. Wilderness World Heritage Area | Ben Lomond | Douglas-Apsley: To protect the outstanding values of the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, Ben Lomond and Douglas Apsley national parks, these areas must
be included in the “No Deer Management Zone” and deer must be eradicated from this zone within 10 years.
6. Give land owners the tools to control deer: Land owners shouldn’t have to rely on agreements with hunters or

one off permits to effectively control deer on their own land in the Sustainable Hunting Zone. They must be
able to control feral deer as they see fit for their circumstances.
7. Professional feral deer control: The plan must re-enforce that the use of professional pest controllers
undertaking aerial and ground shooting and trapping must be part of the range of methods utilised to eradicate
feral deer from the “No Deer” zone and bring down the numbers in other zones.
8. Community engagement: Support improved community involvement, education and awareness of deer
management and the threats of feral deer to Tasmania’s precious environment and economy and to gain social
licence for control methods.
9. Immediate implementation: The plan should be implemented immediately with significant additional funding
allocated to the control program to ensure the deer population is rapidly reduced.
10. Create a special taskforce: The feral deer control program is complex and should be managed by a task force
working under Biosecurity Tasmania.
Yours sincerely,
vic tan

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Submission to Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management
Friday, 3 December 2021 12:11:08 PM

To whom it may concern,
Right now the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area is at a crossroads. For decades deer in Tasmania
have been managed as a hunting resource, and their growing environmental and agricultural damage has been
ignored.
The result is an out-of-control feral deer herd that is growing and invading environmentally-sensitive areas like
the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, the Walls of Jerusalem and the Douglas-Apsley National Park.
While there are some positives in the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan it disappointingly
does little to protect nature, farmers and the community from the destructive impacts of deer on the environment
and society.
Feral deer in Tasmania are now a serious biosecurity issue for our environment and no longer simply a game
management issue.
In my submission I back calls by the Invasive Species Council for a final plan that ensures:
• There is support for Wildlife Regulations (2010) to be amended so deer are no longer considered a partly
protected species.
• New deer management zones ensure the entire Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area and other
protected areas are deer free.
• It sets and funds a target to reduce deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032.
• Removes red tape so farmers can control feral deer on their own land as they see fit.
I submit that the final plan should:
1. Rescind partially protected status of deer: To enable the effective management of feral deer, the plan must
support rescinding the partially protected status of deer for game in Tasmania’s Wildlife Regulations (2010) as
part of the current review of the regulations.
2. Population & impact reduction policies: The plan needs to tackle the exploding fallow deer population in
Tasmania by putting in place clear population and impact reduction policies rather than relying on old policies
aligned with maintaining a quality feral deer herd.
3. Reduce feral deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032: The plan should put in place a realistic policy that reduces and
contains the population of feral deer in Tasmania to 10,000 by 2032.
4. Natural and cultural values: In recognition of the outstanding biodiversity and cultural heritage values of
Tasmania the plan must include goals and objectives specific to the protection and conservation of natural and
cultural values.
5. Wilderness World Heritage Area | Ben Lomond | Douglas-Apsley: To protect the outstanding values of the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, Ben Lomond and Douglas Apsley national parks, these areas must
be included in the “No Deer Management Zone” and deer must be eradicated from this zone within 10 years.
6. Give land owners the tools to control deer: Land owners shouldn’t have to rely on agreements with hunters or
one off permits to effectively control deer on their own land in the Sustainable Hunting Zone. They must be
able to control feral deer as they see fit for their circumstances.
7. Professional feral deer control: The plan must re-enforce that the use of professional pest controllers

undertaking aerial and ground shooting and trapping must be part of the range of methods utilised to eradicate
feral deer from the “No Deer” zone and bring down the numbers in other zones.
8. Community engagement: Support improved community involvement, education and awareness of deer
management and the threats of feral deer to Tasmania’s precious environment and economy and to gain social
licence for control methods.
9. Immediate implementation: The plan should be implemented immediately with significant additional funding
allocated to the control program to ensure the deer population is rapidly reduced.
10. Create a special taskforce: The feral deer control program is complex and should be managed by a task force
working under Biosecurity Tasmania.
Yours sincerely,
Marama Tarrant

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Submission to Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management
Wednesday, 1 December 2021 9:51:11 AM

To whom it may concern,
Right now the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area is at a crossroads. For decades deer in Tasmania
have been managed as a hunting resource, and their growing environmental and agricultural damage has been
ignored.
The result is an out-of-control feral deer herd that is growing and invading environmentally-sensitive areas like
the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, the Walls of Jerusalem and the Douglas-Apsley National Park.
While there are some positives in the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan it disappointingly
does little to protect nature, farmers and the community from the destructive impacts of deer on the environment
and society.
Feral deer in Tasmania are now a serious biosecurity issue for our environment and no longer simply a game
management issue.
In my submission I back calls by the Invasive Species Council for a final plan that ensures:
• There is support for Wildlife Regulations (2010) to be amended so deer are no longer considered a partly
protected species.
• New deer management zones ensure the entire Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area and other
protected areas are deer free.
• It sets and funds a target to reduce deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032.
• Removes red tape so farmers can control feral deer on their own land as they see fit.
I submit that the final plan should:
1. Rescind partially protected status of deer: To enable the effective management of feral deer, the plan must
support rescinding the partially protected status of deer for game in Tasmania’s Wildlife Regulations (2010) as
part of the current review of the regulations.
2. Population & impact reduction policies: The plan needs to tackle the exploding fallow deer population in
Tasmania by putting in place clear population and impact reduction policies rather than relying on old policies
aligned with maintaining a quality feral deer herd.
3. Reduce feral deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032: The plan should put in place a realistic policy that reduces and
contains the population of feral deer in Tasmania to 10,000 by 2032.
4. Natural and cultural values: In recognition of the outstanding biodiversity and cultural heritage values of
Tasmania the plan must include goals and objectives specific to the protection and conservation of natural and
cultural values.
5. Wilderness World Heritage Area | Ben Lomond | Douglas-Apsley: To protect the outstanding values of the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, Ben Lomond and Douglas Apsley national parks, these areas must
be included in the “No Deer Management Zone” and deer must be eradicated from this zone within 10 years.
6. Give land owners the tools to control deer: Land owners shouldn’t have to rely on agreements with hunters or
one off permits to effectively control deer on their own land in the Sustainable Hunting Zone. They must be
able to control feral deer as they see fit for their circumstances.
7. Professional feral deer control: The plan must re-enforce that the use of professional pest controllers

undertaking aerial and ground shooting and trapping must be part of the range of methods utilised to eradicate
feral deer from the “No Deer” zone and bring down the numbers in other zones.
8. Community engagement: Support improved community involvement, education and awareness of deer
management and the threats of feral deer to Tasmania’s precious environment and economy and to gain social
licence for control methods.
9. Immediate implementation: The plan should be implemented immediately with significant additional funding
allocated to the control program to ensure the deer population is rapidly reduced.
10. Create a special taskforce: The feral deer control program is complex and should be managed by a task force
working under Biosecurity Tasmania.
Yours sincerely,
Bernadette Taylor

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Submission to Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management
Tuesday, 30 November 2021 10:56:58 PM

To whom it may concern,
Right now the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area is at a crossroads. For decades deer in Tasmania
have been managed as a hunting resource, and their growing environmental and agricultural damage has been
ignored.
The result is an out-of-control feral deer herd that is growing and invading environmentally-sensitive areas like
the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, the Walls of Jerusalem and the Douglas-Apsley National Park.
While there are some positives in the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan it disappointingly
does little to protect nature, farmers and the community from the destructive impacts of deer on the environment
and society.
Feral deer in Tasmania are now a serious biosecurity issue for our environment and no longer simply a game
management issue.
In my submission I back calls by the Invasive Species Council for a final plan that ensures:
• There is support for Wildlife Regulations (2010) to be amended so deer are no longer considered a partly
protected species.
• New deer management zones ensure the entire Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area and other
protected areas are deer free.
• It sets and funds a target to reduce deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032.
• Removes red tape so farmers can control feral deer on their own land as they see fit.
I submit that the final plan should:
1. Rescind partially protected status of deer: To enable the effective management of feral deer, the plan must
support rescinding the partially protected status of deer for game in Tasmania’s Wildlife Regulations (2010) as
part of the current review of the regulations.
2. Population & impact reduction policies: The plan needs to tackle the exploding fallow deer population in
Tasmania by putting in place clear population and impact reduction policies rather than relying on old policies
aligned with maintaining a quality feral deer herd.
3. Reduce feral deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032: The plan should put in place a realistic policy that reduces and
contains the population of feral deer in Tasmania to 10,000 by 2032.
4. Natural and cultural values: In recognition of the outstanding biodiversity and cultural heritage values of
Tasmania the plan must include goals and objectives specific to the protection and conservation of natural and
cultural values.
5. Wilderness World Heritage Area | Ben Lomond | Douglas-Apsley: To protect the outstanding values of the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, Ben Lomond and Douglas Apsley national parks, these areas must
be included in the “No Deer Management Zone” and deer must be eradicated from this zone within 10 years.
6. Give land owners the tools to control deer: Land owners shouldn’t have to rely on agreements with hunters or
one off permits to effectively control deer on their own land in the Sustainable Hunting Zone. They must be
able to control feral deer as they see fit for their circumstances.
7. Professional feral deer control: The plan must re-enforce that the use of professional pest controllers

undertaking aerial and ground shooting and trapping must be part of the range of methods utilised to eradicate
feral deer from the “No Deer” zone and bring down the numbers in other zones.
8. Community engagement: Support improved community involvement, education and awareness of deer
management and the threats of feral deer to Tasmania’s precious environment and economy and to gain social
licence for control methods.
9. Immediate implementation: The plan should be implemented immediately with significant additional funding
allocated to the control program to ensure the deer population is rapidly reduced.
10. Create a special taskforce: The feral deer control program is complex and should be managed by a task force
working under Biosecurity Tasmania.
Yours sincerely,
Cameron Taylor
___________________________

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Submission to Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management
Tuesday, 30 November 2021 8:25:00 PM

To whom it may concern,
Right now the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area is at a crossroads. For decades deer in Tasmania
have been managed as a hunting resource, and their growing environmental and agricultural damage has been
ignored.
The result is an out-of-control feral deer herd that is growing and invading environmentally-sensitive areas like
the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, the Walls of Jerusalem and the Douglas-Apsley National Park.
While there are some positives in the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan it disappointingly
does little to protect nature, farmers and the community from the destructive impacts of deer on the environment
and society.
Feral deer in Tasmania are now a serious biosecurity issue for our environment and no longer simply a game
management issue.
In my submission I back calls by the Invasive Species Council for a final plan that ensures:
• There is support for Wildlife Regulations (2010) to be amended so deer are no longer considered a partly
protected species.
• New deer management zones ensure the entire Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area and other
protected areas are deer free.
• It sets and funds a target to reduce deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032.
• Removes red tape so farmers can control feral deer on their own land as they see fit.
I submit that the final plan should:
1. Rescind partially protected status of deer: To enable the effective management of feral deer, the plan must
support rescinding the partially protected status of deer for game in Tasmania’s Wildlife Regulations (2010) as
part of the current review of the regulations.
2. Population & impact reduction policies: The plan needs to tackle the exploding fallow deer population in
Tasmania by putting in place clear population and impact reduction policies rather than relying on old policies
aligned with maintaining a quality feral deer herd.
3. Reduce feral deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032: The plan should put in place a realistic policy that reduces and
contains the population of feral deer in Tasmania to 10,000 by 2032.
4. Natural and cultural values: In recognition of the outstanding biodiversity and cultural heritage values of
Tasmania the plan must include goals and objectives specific to the protection and conservation of natural and
cultural values.
5. Wilderness World Heritage Area | Ben Lomond | Douglas-Apsley: To protect the outstanding values of the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, Ben Lomond and Douglas Apsley national parks, these areas must
be included in the “No Deer Management Zone” and deer must be eradicated from this zone within 10 years.
6. Give land owners the tools to control deer: Land owners shouldn’t have to rely on agreements with hunters or
one off permits to effectively control deer on their own land in the Sustainable Hunting Zone. They must be
able to control feral deer as they see fit for their circumstances.
7. Professional feral deer control: The plan must re-enforce that the use of professional pest controllers

undertaking aerial and ground shooting and trapping must be part of the range of methods utilised to eradicate
feral deer from the “No Deer” zone and bring down the numbers in other zones.
8. Community engagement: Support improved community involvement, education and awareness of deer
management and the threats of feral deer to Tasmania’s precious environment and economy and to gain social
licence for control methods.
9. Immediate implementation: The plan should be implemented immediately with significant additional funding
allocated to the control program to ensure the deer population is rapidly reduced.
10. Create a special taskforce: The feral deer control program is complex and should be managed by a task force
working under Biosecurity Tasmania.
Yours sincerely,
Kathy Tetu
___________________________

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Submission to Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management
Tuesday, 30 November 2021 5:40:22 PM

To whom it may concern,
Right now the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area is at a crossroads. For decades deer in Tasmania
have been managed as a hunting resource, and their growing environmental and agricultural damage has been
ignored.
The result is an out-of-control feral deer herd that is growing and invading environmentally-sensitive areas like
the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, the Walls of Jerusalem and the Douglas-Apsley National Park.
While there are some positives in the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan it disappointingly
does little to protect nature, farmers and the community from the destructive impacts of deer on the environment
and society.
Feral deer in Tasmania are now a serious biosecurity issue for our environment and no longer simply a game
management issue.
In my submission I back calls by the Invasive Species Council for a final plan that ensures:
• There is support for Wildlife Regulations (2010) to be amended so deer are no longer considered a partly
protected species.
• New deer management zones ensure the entire Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area and other
protected areas are deer free.
• It sets and funds a target to reduce deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032.
• Removes red tape so farmers can control feral deer on their own land as they see fit.
I submit that the final plan should:
1. Rescind partially protected status of deer: To enable the effective management of feral deer, the plan must
support rescinding the partially protected status of deer for game in Tasmania’s Wildlife Regulations (2010) as
part of the current review of the regulations.
2. Population and impact reduction policies: The plan needs to tackle the exploding fallow deer population in
Tasmania by putting in place clear population and impact reduction policies rather than relying on old policies
aligned with maintaining a quality feral deer herd.
3. Reduce feral deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032: The plan should put in place a realistic policy that reduces and
contains the population of feral deer in Tasmania to 10,000 by 2032.
4. Natural and cultural values: In recognition of the outstanding biodiversity and cultural heritage values of
Tasmania the plan must include goals and objectives specific to the protection and conservation of natural and
cultural values.
5. Wilderness World Heritage Area | Ben Lomond | Douglas-Apsley: To protect the outstanding values of the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, Ben Lomond and Douglas Apsley national parks, these areas must
be included in the “No Deer Management Zone” and deer must be eradicated from this zone within 10 years.
6. Give land owners the tools to control deer: Land owners shouldn’t have to rely on agreements with hunters or
one off permits to effectively control deer on their own land in the Sustainable Hunting Zone. They must be
able to control feral deer as they see fit for their circumstances.
7. Professional feral deer control: The plan must re-enforce that the use of professional pest controllers

undertaking aerial and ground shooting and trapping must be part of the range of methods utilised to eradicate
feral deer from the “No Deer” zone and bring down the numbers in other zones.
8. Community engagement: Support improved community involvement, education and awareness of deer
management and the threats of feral deer to Tasmania’s precious environment and economy and to gain social
licence for control methods.
9. Immediate implementation: The plan should be implemented immediately with significant additional funding
allocated to the control program to ensure the deer population is rapidly reduced.
10. Create a special taskforce: The feral deer control program is complex and should be managed by a task force
working under Biosecurity Tasmania.
Thank you for consideration of my submission.
Yours sincerely,
Daryl Trezise

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Submission to Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management
Friday, 3 December 2021 5:49:31 PM

To whom it may concern,
Right now the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area is at a crossroads. For decades deer in Tasmania
have been managed as a hunting resource, and their growing environmental and agricultural damage has been
ignored.
The result is an out-of-control feral deer herd that is growing and invading environmentally-sensitive areas like
the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, the Walls of Jerusalem and the Douglas-Apsley National Park.
While there are some positives in the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan it disappointingly
does little to protect nature, farmers and the community from the destructive impacts of deer on the environment
and society.
Feral deer in Tasmania are now a serious biosecurity issue for our environment and no longer simply a game
management issue.
In my submission I back calls by the Invasive Species Council for a final plan that ensures:
• There is support for Wildlife Regulations (2010) to be amended so deer are no longer considered a partly
protected species.
• New deer management zones ensure the entire Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area and other
protected areas are deer free.
• It sets and funds a target to reduce deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032.
• Removes red tape so farmers can control feral deer on their own land as they see fit.
I submit that the final plan should:
1. Rescind partially protected status of deer: To enable the effective management of feral deer, the plan must
support rescinding the partially protected status of deer for game in Tasmania’s Wildlife Regulations (2010) as
part of the current review of the regulations.
2. Population & impact reduction policies: The plan needs to tackle the exploding fallow deer population in
Tasmania by putting in place clear population and impact reduction policies rather than relying on old policies
aligned with maintaining a quality feral deer herd.
3. Reduce feral deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032: The plan should put in place a realistic policy that reduces and
contains the population of feral deer in Tasmania to 10,000 by 2032.
4. Natural and cultural values: In recognition of the outstanding biodiversity and cultural heritage values of
Tasmania the plan must include goals and objectives specific to the protection and conservation of natural and
cultural values.
5. Wilderness World Heritage Area | Ben Lomond | Douglas-Apsley: To protect the outstanding values of the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, Ben Lomond and Douglas Apsley national parks, these areas must
be included in the “No Deer Management Zone” and deer must be eradicated from this zone within 10 years.
6. Give land owners the tools to control deer: Land owners shouldn’t have to rely on agreements with hunters or
one off permits to effectively control deer on their own land in the Sustainable Hunting Zone. They must be
able to control feral deer as they see fit for their circumstances.
7. Professional feral deer control: The plan must re-enforce that the use of professional pest controllers

undertaking aerial and ground shooting and trapping must be part of the range of methods utilised to eradicate
feral deer from the “No Deer” zone and bring down the numbers in other zones.
8. Community engagement: Support improved community involvement, education and awareness of deer
management and the threats of feral deer to Tasmania’s precious environment and economy and to gain social
licence for control methods.
9. Immediate implementation: The plan should be implemented immediately with significant additional funding
allocated to the control program to ensure the deer population is rapidly reduced.
10. Create a special taskforce: The feral deer control program is complex and should be managed by a task force
working under Biosecurity Tasmania.
Yours sincerely,
Peter Vadiveloo

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Submission to Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management
Thursday, 2 December 2021 1:45:23 PM

To whom it may concern,
Right now the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area is at a crossroads. For decades deer in Tasmania
have been managed as a hunting resource, and their growing environmental and agricultural damage has been
ignored.
The result is an out-of-control feral deer herd that is growing and invading environmentally-sensitive areas like
the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, the Walls of Jerusalem and the Douglas-Apsley National Park.
While there are some positives in the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan it disappointingly
does little to protect nature, farmers and the community from the destructive impacts of deer on the environment
and society.
Feral deer in Tasmania are now a serious biosecurity issue for our environment and no longer simply a game
management issue.
In my submission I back calls by the Invasive Species Council for a final plan that ensures:
• There is support for Wildlife Regulations (2010) to be amended so deer are no longer considered a partly
protected species.
• New deer management zones ensure the entire Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area and other
protected areas are deer free.
• It sets and funds a target to reduce deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032.
• Removes red tape so farmers can control feral deer on their own land as they see fit.
I submit that the final plan should:
1. Rescind partially protected status of deer: To enable the effective management of feral deer, the plan must
support rescinding the partially protected status of deer for game in Tasmania’s Wildlife Regulations (2010) as
part of the current review of the regulations.
2. Population & impact reduction policies: The plan needs to tackle the exploding fallow deer population in
Tasmania by putting in place clear population and impact reduction policies rather than relying on old policies
aligned with maintaining a quality feral deer herd.
3. Reduce feral deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032: The plan should put in place a realistic policy that reduces and
contains the population of feral deer in Tasmania to 10,000 by 2032.
4. Natural and cultural values: In recognition of the outstanding biodiversity and cultural heritage values of
Tasmania the plan must include goals and objectives specific to the protection and conservation of natural and
cultural values.
5. Wilderness World Heritage Area | Ben Lomond | Douglas-Apsley: To protect the outstanding values of the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, Ben Lomond and Douglas Apsley national parks, these areas must
be included in the “No Deer Management Zone” and deer must be eradicated from this zone within 10 years.
6. Give land owners the tools to control deer: Land owners shouldn’t have to rely on agreements with hunters or
one off permits to effectively control deer on their own land in the Sustainable Hunting Zone. They must be
able to control feral deer as they see fit for their circumstances.
7. Professional feral deer control: The plan must re-enforce that the use of professional pest controllers

undertaking aerial and ground shooting and trapping must be part of the range of methods utilised to eradicate
feral deer from the “No Deer” zone and bring down the numbers in other zones.
8. Community engagement: Support improved community involvement, education and awareness of deer
management and the threats of feral deer to Tasmania’s precious environment and economy and to gain social
licence for control methods.
9. Immediate implementation: The plan should be implemented immediately with significant additional funding
allocated to the control program to ensure the deer population is rapidly reduced.
10. Create a special taskforce: The feral deer control program is complex and should be managed by a task force
working under Biosecurity Tasmania.
Yours sincerely,
Adrian Van Amstel

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Submission to Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management
Wednesday, 1 December 2021 8:47:41 AM

To whom it may concern,
Right now the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area is at a crossroads. For decades deer in Tasmania
have been managed as a hunting resource, and their growing environmental and agricultural damage has been
ignored.
The result is an out-of-control feral deer herd that is growing and invading environmentally-sensitive areas like
the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, the Walls of Jerusalem and the Douglas-Apsley National Park.
While there are some positives in the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan it disappointingly
does little to protect nature, farmers and the community from the destructive impacts of deer on the environment
and society.
Feral deer in Tasmania are now a serious biosecurity issue for our environment and no longer simply a game
management issue.
In my submission I back calls by the Invasive Species Council for a final plan that ensures:
• There is support for Wildlife Regulations (2010) to be amended so deer are no longer considered a partly
protected species.
• New deer management zones ensure the entire Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area and other
protected areas are deer free.
• It sets and funds a target to reduce deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032.
• Removes red tape so farmers can control feral deer on their own land as they see fit.
I submit that the final plan should:
1. Rescind partially protected status of deer: To enable the effective management of feral deer, the plan must
support rescinding the partially protected status of deer for game in Tasmania’s Wildlife Regulations (2010) as
part of the current review of the regulations.
2. Population & impact reduction policies: The plan needs to tackle the exploding fallow deer population in
Tasmania by putting in place clear population and impact reduction policies rather than relying on old policies
aligned with maintaining a quality feral deer herd.
3. Reduce feral deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032: The plan should put in place a realistic policy that reduces and
contains the population of feral deer in Tasmania to 10,000 by 2032.
4. Natural and cultural values: In recognition of the outstanding biodiversity and cultural heritage values of
Tasmania the plan must include goals and objectives specific to the protection and conservation of natural and
cultural values.
5. Wilderness World Heritage Area | Ben Lomond | Douglas-Apsley: To protect the outstanding values of the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, Ben Lomond and Douglas Apsley national parks, these areas must
be included in the “No Deer Management Zone” and deer must be eradicated from this zone within 10 years.
6. Give land owners the tools to control deer: Land owners shouldn’t have to rely on agreements with hunters or
one off permits to effectively control deer on their own land in the Sustainable Hunting Zone. They must be
able to control feral deer as they see fit for their circumstances.
7. Professional feral deer control: The plan must re-enforce that the use of professional pest controllers

undertaking aerial and ground shooting and trapping must be part of the range of methods utilised to eradicate
feral deer from the “No Deer” zone and bring down the numbers in other zones.
8. Community engagement: Support improved community involvement, education and awareness of deer
management and the threats of feral deer to Tasmania’s precious environment and economy and to gain social
licence for control methods.
9. Immediate implementation: The plan should be implemented immediately with significant additional funding
allocated to the control program to ensure the deer population is rapidly reduced.
10. Create a special taskforce: The feral deer control program is complex and should be managed by a task force
working under Biosecurity Tasmania.
Yours sincerely,
George Vaubell

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Submission to Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management
Tuesday, 30 November 2021 6:49:56 PM

To whom it may concern,
Right now the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area is at a crossroads. For decades deer in Tasmania
have been managed as a hunting resource, and their growing environmental and agricultural damage has been
ignored.
The result is an out-of-control feral deer herd that is growing and invading environmentally-sensitive areas like
the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, the Walls of Jerusalem and the Douglas-Apsley National Park.
While there are some positives in the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan it disappointingly
does little to protect nature, farmers and the community from the destructive impacts of deer on the environment
and society.
Feral deer in Tasmania are now a serious biosecurity issue for our environment and no longer simply a game
management issue.
In my submission I back calls by the Invasive Species Council for a final plan that ensures:
• There is support for Wildlife Regulations (2010) to be amended so deer are no longer considered a partly
protected species.
• New deer management zones ensure the entire Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area and other
protected areas are deer free.
• It sets and funds a target to reduce deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032.
• Removes red tape so farmers can control feral deer on their own land as they see fit.
I submit that the final plan should:
1. Rescind partially protected status of deer: To enable the effective management of feral deer, the plan must
support rescinding the partially protected status of deer for game in Tasmania’s Wildlife Regulations (2010) as
part of the current review of the regulations.
2. Population & impact reduction policies: The plan needs to tackle the exploding fallow deer population in
Tasmania by putting in place clear population and impact reduction policies rather than relying on old policies
aligned with maintaining a quality feral deer herd.
3. Reduce feral deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032: The plan should put in place a realistic policy that reduces and
contains the population of feral deer in Tasmania to 10,000 by 2032.
4. Natural and cultural values: In recognition of the outstanding biodiversity and cultural heritage values of
Tasmania the plan must include goals and objectives specific to the protection and conservation of natural and
cultural values.
5. Wilderness World Heritage Area | Ben Lomond | Douglas-Apsley: To protect the outstanding values of the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, Ben Lomond and Douglas Apsley national parks, these areas must
be included in the “No Deer Management Zone” and deer must be eradicated from this zone within 10 years.
6. Give land owners the tools to control deer: Land owners shouldn’t have to rely on agreements with hunters or
one off permits to effectively control deer on their own land in the Sustainable Hunting Zone. They must be
able to control feral deer as they see fit for their circumstances.
7. Professional feral deer control: The plan must re-enforce that the use of professional pest controllers

undertaking aerial and ground shooting and trapping must be part of the range of methods utilised to eradicate
feral deer from the “No Deer” zone and bring down the numbers in other zones.
8. Community engagement: Support improved community involvement, education and awareness of deer
management and the threats of feral deer to Tasmania’s precious environment and economy and to gain social
licence for control methods.
9. Immediate implementation: The plan should be implemented immediately with significant additional funding
allocated to the control program to ensure the deer population is rapidly reduced.
10. Create a special taskforce: The feral deer control program is complex and should be managed by a task force
working under Biosecurity Tasmania.
Yours sincerely,
Yvonne Waddy
___________________________

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Submission to Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management
Tuesday, 30 November 2021 7:41:00 PM

To whom it may concern,
Right now the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area is at a crossroads. For decades deer in Tasmania
have been managed as a hunting resource, and their growing environmental and agricultural damage has been
ignored.
The result is an out-of-control feral deer herd that is growing and invading environmentally-sensitive areas like
the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, the Walls of Jerusalem and the Douglas-Apsley National Park.
While there are some positives in the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan it disappointingly
does little to protect nature, farmers and the community from the destructive impacts of deer on the environment
and society.
Feral deer in Tasmania are now a serious biosecurity issue for our environment and no longer simply a game
management issue.
In my submission I back calls by the Invasive Species Council for a final plan that ensures:
• There is support for Wildlife Regulations (2010) to be amended so deer are no longer considered a partly
protected species.
• New deer management zones ensure the entire Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area and other
protected areas are deer free.
• It sets and funds a target to reduce deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032.
• Removes red tape so farmers can control feral deer on their own land as they see fit.
I submit that the final plan should:
1. Rescind partially protected status of deer: To enable the effective management of feral deer, the plan must
support rescinding the partially protected status of deer for game in Tasmania’s Wildlife Regulations (2010) as
part of the current review of the regulations.
2. Population & impact reduction policies: The plan needs to tackle the exploding fallow deer population in
Tasmania by putting in place clear population and impact reduction policies rather than relying on old policies
aligned with maintaining a quality feral deer herd.
3. Reduce feral deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032: The plan should put in place a realistic policy that reduces and
contains the population of feral deer in Tasmania to 10,000 by 2032.
4. Natural and cultural values: In recognition of the outstanding biodiversity and cultural heritage values of
Tasmania the plan must include goals and objectives specific to the protection and conservation of natural and
cultural values.
5. Wilderness World Heritage Area | Ben Lomond | Douglas-Apsley: To protect the outstanding values of the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, Ben Lomond and Douglas Apsley national parks, these areas must
be included in the “No Deer Management Zone” and deer must be eradicated from this zone within 10 years.
6. Give land owners the tools to control deer: Land owners shouldn’t have to rely on agreements with hunters or
one off permits to effectively control deer on their own land in the Sustainable Hunting Zone. They must be
able to control feral deer as they see fit for their circumstances.
7. Professional feral deer control: The plan must re-enforce that the use of professional pest controllers

undertaking aerial and ground shooting and trapping must be part of the range of methods utilised to eradicate
feral deer from the “No Deer” zone and bring down the numbers in other zones.
8. Community engagement: Support improved community involvement, education and awareness of deer
management and the threats of feral deer to Tasmania’s precious environment and economy and to gain social
licence for control methods.
9. Immediate implementation: The plan should be implemented immediately with significant additional funding
allocated to the control program to ensure the deer population is rapidly reduced.
10. Create a special taskforce: The feral deer control program is complex and should be managed by a task force
working under Biosecurity Tasmania.
Yours sincerely,
Pete Wallace

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Submission to Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management
Tuesday, 30 November 2021 6:40:59 PM

We have these environmental disasters out of control in East Gippsland. They are incredibly destructive and
strong action now and in the future will be needed to keep their damage in check.
They are a heritage area crusher. Don't let them have any reprieve.
Rob
To whom it may concern,
Right now the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area is at a crossroads. For decades deer in Tasmania
have been managed as a hunting resource, and their growing environmental and agricultural damage has been
ignored.
The result is an out-of-control feral deer herd that is growing and invading environmentally-sensitive areas like
the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, the Walls of Jerusalem and the Douglas-Apsley National Park.
While there are some positives in the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan it disappointingly
does little to protect nature, farmers and the community from the destructive impacts of deer on the environment
and society.
Feral deer in Tasmania are now a serious biosecurity issue for our environment and no longer simply a game
management issue.
In my submission I back calls by the Invasive Species Council for a final plan that ensures:
• There is support for Wildlife Regulations (2010) to be amended so deer are no longer considered a partly
protected species.
• New deer management zones ensure the entire Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area and other
protected areas are deer free.
• It sets and funds a target to reduce deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032.
• Removes red tape so farmers can control feral deer on their own land as they see fit.
I submit that the final plan should:
1. Rescind partially protected status of deer: To enable the effective management of feral deer, the plan must
support rescinding the partially protected status of deer for game in Tasmania’s Wildlife Regulations (2010) as
part of the current review of the regulations.
2. Population & impact reduction policies: The plan needs to tackle the exploding fallow deer population in
Tasmania by putting in place clear population and impact reduction policies rather than relying on old policies
aligned with maintaining a quality feral deer herd.
3. Reduce feral deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032: The plan should put in place a realistic policy that reduces and
contains the population of feral deer in Tasmania to 10,000 by 2032.
4. Natural and cultural values: In recognition of the outstanding biodiversity and cultural heritage values of
Tasmania the plan must include goals and objectives specific to the protection and conservation of natural and
cultural values.
5. Wilderness World Heritage Area | Ben Lomond | Douglas-Apsley: To protect the outstanding values of the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, Ben Lomond and Douglas Apsley national parks, these areas must

be included in the “No Deer Management Zone” and deer must be eradicated from this zone within 10 years.
6. Give land owners the tools to control deer: Land owners shouldn’t have to rely on agreements with hunters or
one off permits to effectively control deer on their own land in the Sustainable Hunting Zone. They must be
able to control feral deer as they see fit for their circumstances.
7. Professional feral deer control: The plan must re-enforce that the use of professional pest controllers
undertaking aerial and ground shooting and trapping must be part of the range of methods utilised to eradicate
feral deer from the “No Deer” zone and bring down the numbers in other zones.
8. Community engagement: Support improved community involvement, education and awareness of deer
management and the threats of feral deer to Tasmania’s precious environment and economy and to gain social
licence for control methods.
9. Immediate implementation: The plan should be implemented immediately with significant additional funding
allocated to the control program to ensure the deer population is rapidly reduced.
10. Create a special taskforce: The feral deer control program is complex and should be managed by a task force
working under Biosecurity Tasmania.
Yours sincerely,
Rob Ward
___________________________

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
TARQUIN WENHUDA: FW: Submission to Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management
Wednesday, 16 February 2022 2:19:20 PM

Outstanding submission from the 'form response - pro ISC"
-----Original Message----From:
Sent: Tuesday, 30 November 2021 6:45 PM
To: Deer Management Plan <DeerManagementPlan@dpipwe.tas.gov.au>
Subject: Submission to Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management
To whom it may concern,
Right now the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area is at a crossroads. For decades deer in Tasmania
have been managed as a hunting resource, and their growing environmental and agricultural damage has been
ignored.
The result is an out-of-control feral deer herd that is growing and invading environmentally-sensitive areas like
the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, the Walls of Jerusalem and the Douglas-Apsley National Park.
While there are some positives in the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan it disappointingly
does little to protect nature, farmers and the community from the destructive impacts of deer on the environment
and society.
Feral deer in Tasmania are now a serious biosecurity issue for our environment and no longer simply a game
management issue.
In my submission I back calls by the Invasive Species Council for a final plan that ensures:
• There is support for Wildlife Regulations (2010) to be amended so deer are no longer considered a partly
protected species.
• New deer management zones ensure the entire Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area and other
protected areas are deer free.
• It sets and funds a target to reduce deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032.
• Removes red tape so farmers can control feral deer on their own land as they see fit.
I submit that the final plan should:
1. Rescind partially protected status of deer: To enable the effective management of feral deer, the plan must
support rescinding the partially protected status of deer for game in Tasmania’s Wildlife Regulations (2010) as
part of the current review of the regulations.
2. Population & impact reduction policies: The plan needs to tackle the exploding fallow deer population in
Tasmania by putting in place clear population and impact reduction policies rather than relying on old policies
aligned with maintaining a quality feral deer herd.
3. Reduce feral deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032: The plan should put in place a realistic policy that reduces and
contains the population of feral deer in Tasmania to 10,000 by 2032.
4. Natural and cultural values: In recognition of the outstanding biodiversity and cultural heritage values of
Tasmania the plan must include goals and objectives specific to the protection and conservation of natural and
cultural values.
5. Wilderness World Heritage Area | Ben Lomond | Douglas-Apsley: To protect the outstanding values of the

Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, Ben Lomond and Douglas Apsley national parks, these areas must
be included in the “No Deer Management Zone” and deer must be eradicated from this zone within 10 years.
6. Give land owners the tools to control deer: Land owners shouldn’t have to rely on agreements with hunters or
one off permits to effectively control deer on their own land in the Sustainable Hunting Zone. They must be
able to control feral deer as they see fit for their circumstances.
7. Professional feral deer control: The plan must re-enforce that the use of professional pest controllers
undertaking aerial and ground shooting and trapping must be part of the range of methods utilised to eradicate
feral deer from the “No Deer” zone and bring down the numbers in other zones.
8. Community engagement: Support improved community involvement, education and awareness of deer
management and the threats of feral deer to Tasmania’s precious environment and economy and to gain social
licence for control methods.
9. Immediate implementation: The plan should be implemented immediately with significant additional funding
allocated to the control program to ensure the deer population is rapidly reduced.
10. Create a special taskforce: The feral deer control program is complex and should be managed by a task force
working under Biosecurity Tasmania.
Yours sincerely,
Tarquin Wenhuda
___________________________

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Submission to Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management
Wednesday, 1 December 2021 8:43:22 AM

To whom it may concern,
Right now the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area is at a crossroads. For decades deer in Tasmania
have been managed as a hunting resource, and their growing environmental and agricultural damage has been
ignored.
The result is an out-of-control feral deer herd that is growing and invading environmentally-sensitive areas like
the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, the Walls of Jerusalem and the Douglas-Apsley National Park.
While there are some positives in the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan it disappointingly
does little to protect nature, farmers and the community from the destructive impacts of deer on the environment
and society.
Feral deer in Tasmania are now a serious biosecurity issue for our environment and no longer simply a game
management issue.
In my submission I back calls by the Invasive Species Council for a final plan that ensures:
• There is support for Wildlife Regulations (2010) to be amended so deer are no longer considered a partly
protected species.
• New deer management zones ensure the entire Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area and other
protected areas are deer free.
• It sets and funds a target to reduce deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032.
• Removes red tape so farmers can control feral deer on their own land as they see fit.
I submit that the final plan should:
1. Rescind partially protected status of deer: To enable the effective management of feral deer, the plan must
support rescinding the partially protected status of deer for game in Tasmania’s Wildlife Regulations (2010) as
part of the current review of the regulations.
2. Population & impact reduction policies: The plan needs to tackle the exploding fallow deer population in
Tasmania by putting in place clear population and impact reduction policies rather than relying on old policies
aligned with maintaining a quality feral deer herd.
3. Reduce feral deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032: The plan should put in place a realistic policy that reduces and
contains the population of feral deer in Tasmania to 10,000 by 2032.
4. Natural and cultural values: In recognition of the outstanding biodiversity and cultural heritage values of
Tasmania the plan must include goals and objectives specific to the protection and conservation of natural and
cultural values.
5. Wilderness World Heritage Area | Ben Lomond | Douglas-Apsley: To protect the outstanding values of the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, Ben Lomond and Douglas Apsley national parks, these areas must
be included in the “No Deer Management Zone” and deer must be eradicated from this zone within 10 years.
6. Give land owners the tools to control deer: Land owners shouldn’t have to rely on agreements with hunters or
one off permits to effectively control deer on their own land in the Sustainable Hunting Zone. They must be
able to control feral deer as they see fit for their circumstances.
7. Professional feral deer control: The plan must re-enforce that the use of professional pest controllers

undertaking aerial and ground shooting and trapping must be part of the range of methods utilised to eradicate
feral deer from the “No Deer” zone and bring down the numbers in other zones.
8. Community engagement: Support improved community involvement, education and awareness of deer
management and the threats of feral deer to Tasmania’s precious environment and economy and to gain social
licence for control methods.
9. Immediate implementation: The plan should be implemented immediately with significant additional funding
allocated to the control program to ensure the deer population is rapidly reduced.
10. Create a special taskforce: The feral deer control program is complex and should be managed by a task force
working under Biosecurity Tasmania.
Yours sincerely,
Jillian Weston

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Submission to Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management
Thursday, 2 December 2021 12:52:38 AM

To whom it may concern,
Right now the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area is at a crossroads. For decades deer in Tasmania
have been managed as a hunting resource, and their growing environmental and agricultural damage has been
ignored.
The result is an out-of-control feral deer herd that is growing and invading environmentally-sensitive areas like
the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, the Walls of Jerusalem and the Douglas-Apsley National Park.
While there are some positives in the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan it disappointingly
does little to protect nature, farmers and the community from the destructive impacts of deer on the environment
and society.
Feral deer in Tasmania are now a serious biosecurity issue for our environment and no longer simply a game
management issue.
In my submission I back calls by the Invasive Species Council for a final plan that ensures:
• There is support for Wildlife Regulations (2010) to be amended so deer are no longer considered a partly
protected species.
• New deer management zones ensure the entire Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area and other
protected areas are deer free.
• It sets and funds a target to reduce deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032.
• Removes red tape so farmers can control feral deer on their own land as they see fit.
I submit that the final plan should:
1. Rescind partially protected status of deer: To enable the effective management of feral deer, the plan must
support rescinding the partially protected status of deer for game in Tasmania’s Wildlife Regulations (2010) as
part of the current review of the regulations.
2. Population & impact reduction policies: The plan needs to tackle the exploding fallow deer population in
Tasmania by putting in place clear population and impact reduction policies rather than relying on old policies
aligned with maintaining a quality feral deer herd.
3. Reduce feral deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032: The plan should put in place a realistic policy that reduces and
contains the population of feral deer in Tasmania to 10,000 by 2032.
4. Natural and cultural values: In recognition of the outstanding biodiversity and cultural heritage values of
Tasmania the plan must include goals and objectives specific to the protection and conservation of natural and
cultural values.
5. Wilderness World Heritage Area | Ben Lomond | Douglas-Apsley: To protect the outstanding values of the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, Ben Lomond and Douglas Apsley national parks, these areas must
be included in the “No Deer Management Zone” and deer must be eradicated from this zone within 10 years.
6. Give land owners the tools to control deer: Land owners shouldn’t have to rely on agreements with hunters or
one off permits to effectively control deer on their own land in the Sustainable Hunting Zone. They must be
able to control feral deer as they see fit for their circumstances.
7. Professional feral deer control: The plan must re-enforce that the use of professional pest controllers

undertaking aerial and ground shooting and trapping must be part of the range of methods utilised to eradicate
feral deer from the “No Deer” zone and bring down the numbers in other zones.
8. Community engagement: Support improved community involvement, education and awareness of deer
management and the threats of feral deer to Tasmania’s precious environment and economy and to gain social
licence for control methods.
9. Immediate implementation: The plan should be implemented immediately with significant additional funding
allocated to the control program to ensure the deer population is rapidly reduced.
10. Create a special taskforce: The feral deer control program is complex and should be managed by a task force
working under Biosecurity Tasmania.
Yours sincerely,
Karen Wheeler
___________________________

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deer Management Plan
Submission to Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management
Tuesday, 30 November 2021 4:53:24 PM

To whom it may concern,
Right now the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area is at a crossroads. For decades deer in Tasmania
have been managed as a hunting resource, and their growing environmental and agricultural damage has been
ignored.
The result is an out-of-control feral deer herd that is growing and invading environmentally-sensitive areas like
the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, the Walls of Jerusalem and the Douglas-Apsley National Park.
While there are some positives in the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan it disappointingly
does little to protect nature, farmers and the community from the destructive impacts of deer on the environment
and society.
Feral deer in Tasmania are now a serious biosecurity issue for our environment and no longer simply a game
management issue.
In my submission I back calls by the Invasive Species Council for a final plan that ensures:
• There is support for Wildlife Regulations (2010) to be amended so deer are no longer considered a partly
protected species.
• New deer management zones ensure the entire Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area and other
protected areas are deer free.
• It sets and funds a target to reduce deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032.
• Removes red tape so farmers can control feral deer on their own land as they see fit.
I submit that the final plan should:
1. Rescind partially protected status of deer: To enable the effective management of feral deer, the plan must
support rescinding the partially protected status of deer for game in Tasmania’s Wildlife Regulations (2010) as
part of the current review of the regulations.
2. Population & impact reduction policies: The plan needs to tackle the exploding fallow deer population in
Tasmania by putting in place clear population and impact reduction policies rather than relying on old policies
aligned with maintaining a quality feral deer herd.
3. Reduce feral deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032: The plan should put in place a realistic policy that reduces and
contains the population of feral deer in Tasmania to 10,000 by 2032.
4. Natural and cultural values: In recognition of the outstanding biodiversity and cultural heritage values of
Tasmania the plan must include goals and objectives specific to the protection and conservation of natural and
cultural values.
5. Wilderness World Heritage Area | Ben Lomond | Douglas-Apsley: To protect the outstanding values of the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, Ben Lomond and Douglas Apsley national parks, these areas must
be included in the “No Deer Management Zone” and deer must be eradicated from this zone within 10 years.
6. Give land owners the tools to control deer: Land owners shouldn’t have to rely on agreements with hunters or
one off permits to effectively control deer on their own land in the Sustainable Hunting Zone. They must be
able to control feral deer as they see fit for their circumstances.
7. Professional feral deer control: The plan must re-enforce that the use of professional pest controllers

undertaking aerial and ground shooting and trapping must be part of the range of methods utilised to eradicate
feral deer from the “No Deer” zone and bring down the numbers in other zones.
8. Community engagement: Support improved community involvement, education and awareness of deer
management and the threats of feral deer to Tasmania’s precious environment and economy and to gain social
licence for control methods.
9. Immediate implementation: The plan should be implemented immediately with significant additional funding
allocated to the control program to ensure the deer population is rapidly reduced.
10. Create a special taskforce: The feral deer control program is complex and should be managed by a task force
working under Biosecurity Tasmania.
Yours sincerely,
Katherine Wilk
___________________________
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To:
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Deer Management Plan
Submission to Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management
Wednesday, 1 December 2021 7:48:52 AM

To whom it may concern,
Right now the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area is at a crossroads. For decades deer in Tasmania
have been managed as a hunting resource, and their growing environmental and agricultural damage has been
ignored.
The result is an out-of-control feral deer herd that is growing and invading environmentally-sensitive areas like
the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, the Walls of Jerusalem and the Douglas-Apsley National Park.
While there are some positives in the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan it disappointingly
does little to protect nature, farmers and the community from the destructive impacts of deer on the environment
and society.
Feral deer in Tasmania are now a serious biosecurity issue for our environment and no longer simply a game
management issue.
In my submission I back calls by the Invasive Species Council for a final plan that ensures:
• There is support for Wildlife Regulations (2010) to be amended so deer are no longer considered a partly
protected species.
• New deer management zones ensure the entire Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area and other
protected areas are deer free.
• It sets and funds a target to reduce deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032.
• Removes red tape so farmers can control feral deer on their own land as they see fit.
I submit that the final plan should:
1. Rescind partially protected status of deer: To enable the effective management of feral deer, the plan must
support rescinding the partially protected status of deer for game in Tasmania’s Wildlife Regulations (2010) as
part of the current review of the regulations.
2. Population & impact reduction policies: The plan needs to tackle the exploding fallow deer population in
Tasmania by putting in place clear population and impact reduction policies rather than relying on old policies
aligned with maintaining a quality feral deer herd.
3. Reduce feral deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032: The plan should put in place a realistic policy that reduces and
contains the population of feral deer in Tasmania to 10,000 by 2032.
4. Natural and cultural values: In recognition of the outstanding biodiversity and cultural heritage values of
Tasmania the plan must include goals and objectives specific to the protection and conservation of natural and
cultural values.
5. Wilderness World Heritage Area | Ben Lomond | Douglas-Apsley: To protect the outstanding values of the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, Ben Lomond and Douglas Apsley national parks, these areas must
be included in the “No Deer Management Zone” and deer must be eradicated from this zone within 10 years.
6. Give land owners the tools to control deer: Land owners shouldn’t have to rely on agreements with hunters or
one off permits to effectively control deer on their own land in the Sustainable Hunting Zone. They must be
able to control feral deer as they see fit for their circumstances.
7. Professional feral deer control: The plan must re-enforce that the use of professional pest controllers

undertaking aerial and ground shooting and trapping must be part of the range of methods utilised to eradicate
feral deer from the “No Deer” zone and bring down the numbers in other zones.
8. Community engagement: Support improved community involvement, education and awareness of deer
management and the threats of feral deer to Tasmania’s precious environment and economy and to gain social
licence for control methods.
9. Immediate implementation: The plan should be implemented immediately with significant additional funding
allocated to the control program to ensure the deer population is rapidly reduced.
10. Create a special taskforce: The feral deer control program is complex and should be managed by a task force
working under Biosecurity Tasmania.
Yours sincerely,
Noel Willis
___________________________
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To:
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Deer Management Plan
Submission to Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management
Friday, 3 December 2021 4:06:36 PM

To whom it may concern,
Right now the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area is at a crossroads. For decades deer in Tasmania
have been managed as a hunting resource, and their growing environmental and agricultural damage has been
ignored.
The result is an out-of-control feral deer herd that is growing and invading environmentally-sensitive areas like
the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, the Walls of Jerusalem and the Douglas-Apsley National Park.
While there are some positives in the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan it disappointingly
does little to protect nature, farmers and the community from the destructive impacts of deer on the environment
and society.
Feral deer in Tasmania are now a serious biosecurity issue for our environment and no longer simply a game
management issue.
In my submission I back calls by the Invasive Species Council for a final plan that ensures:
• There is support for Wildlife Regulations (2010) to be amended so deer are no longer considered a partly
protected species.
• New deer management zones ensure the entire Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area and other
protected areas are deer free.
• It sets and funds a target to reduce deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032.
• Removes red tape so farmers can control feral deer on their own land as they see fit.
I submit that the final plan should:
1. Rescind partially protected status of deer: To enable the effective management of feral deer, the plan must
support rescinding the partially protected status of deer for game in Tasmania’s Wildlife Regulations (2010) as
part of the current review of the regulations.
2. Population & impact reduction policies: The plan needs to tackle the exploding fallow deer population in
Tasmania by putting in place clear population and impact reduction policies rather than relying on old policies
aligned with maintaining a quality feral deer herd.
3. Reduce feral deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032: The plan should put in place a realistic policy that reduces and
contains the population of feral deer in Tasmania to 10,000 by 2032.
4. Natural and cultural values: In recognition of the outstanding biodiversity and cultural heritage values of
Tasmania the plan must include goals and objectives specific to the protection and conservation of natural and
cultural values.
5. Wilderness World Heritage Area | Ben Lomond | Douglas-Apsley: To protect the outstanding values of the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, Ben Lomond and Douglas Apsley national parks, these areas must
be included in the “No Deer Management Zone” and deer must be eradicated from this zone within 10 years.
6. Give land owners the tools to control deer: Land owners shouldn’t have to rely on agreements with hunters or
one off permits to effectively control deer on their own land in the Sustainable Hunting Zone. They must be
able to control feral deer as they see fit for their circumstances.
7. Professional feral deer control: The plan must re-enforce that the use of professional pest controllers

undertaking aerial and ground shooting and trapping must be part of the range of methods utilised to eradicate
feral deer from the “No Deer” zone and bring down the numbers in other zones.
8. Community engagement: Support improved community involvement, education and awareness of deer
management and the threats of feral deer to Tasmania’s precious environment and economy and to gain social
licence for control methods.
9. Immediate implementation: The plan should be implemented immediately with significant additional funding
allocated to the control program to ensure the deer population is rapidly reduced.
10. Create a special taskforce: The feral deer control program is complex and should be managed by a task force
working under Biosecurity Tasmania.
Yours sincerely,
Pamela Winder
___________________________

From:
To:
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Date:

Deer Management Plan
Submission to Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management
Friday, 3 December 2021 4:15:23 PM

To whom it may concern,
Right now the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area is at a crossroads. For decades deer in Tasmania
have been managed as a hunting resource, and their growing environmental and agricultural damage has been
ignored.
The result is an out-of-control feral deer herd that is growing and invading environmentally-sensitive areas like
the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, the Walls of Jerusalem and the Douglas-Apsley National Park.
While there are some positives in the Draft Tasmanian Wild Fallow Deer Management Plan it disappointingly
does little to protect nature, farmers and the community from the destructive impacts of deer on the environment
and society.
Feral deer in Tasmania are now a serious biosecurity issue for our environment and no longer simply a game
management issue.
In my submission I back calls by the Invasive Species Council for a final plan that ensures:
• There is support for Wildlife Regulations (2010) to be amended so deer are no longer considered a partly
protected species.
• New deer management zones ensure the entire Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area and other
protected areas are deer free.
• It sets and funds a target to reduce deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032.
• Removes red tape so farmers can control feral deer on their own land as they see fit.
I submit that the final plan should:
1. Rescind partially protected status of deer: To enable the effective management of feral deer, the plan must
support rescinding the partially protected status of deer for game in Tasmania’s Wildlife Regulations (2010) as
part of the current review of the regulations.
2. Population & impact reduction policies: The plan needs to tackle the exploding fallow deer population in
Tasmania by putting in place clear population and impact reduction policies rather than relying on old policies
aligned with maintaining a quality feral deer herd.
3. Reduce feral deer numbers to 10,000 by 2032: The plan should put in place a realistic policy that reduces and
contains the population of feral deer in Tasmania to 10,000 by 2032.
4. Natural and cultural values: In recognition of the outstanding biodiversity and cultural heritage values of
Tasmania the plan must include goals and objectives specific to the protection and conservation of natural and
cultural values.
5. Wilderness World Heritage Area | Ben Lomond | Douglas-Apsley: To protect the outstanding values of the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, Ben Lomond and Douglas Apsley national parks, these areas must
be included in the “No Deer Management Zone” and deer must be eradicated from this zone within 10 years.
6. Give land owners the tools to control deer: Land owners shouldn’t have to rely on agreements with hunters or
one off permits to effectively control deer on their own land in the Sustainable Hunting Zone. They must be
able to control feral deer as they see fit for their circumstances.
7. Professional feral deer control: The plan must re-enforce that the use of professional pest controllers

undertaking aerial and ground shooting and trapping must be part of the range of methods utilised to eradicate
feral deer from the “No Deer” zone and bring down the numbers in other zones.
8. Community engagement: Support improved community involvement, education and awareness of deer
management and the threats of feral deer to Tasmania’s precious environment and economy and to gain social
licence for control methods.
9. Immediate implementation: The plan should be implemented immediately with significant additional funding
allocated to the control program to ensure the deer population is rapidly reduced.
10. Create a special taskforce: The feral deer control program is complex and should be managed by a task force
working under Biosecurity Tasmania.
Yours sincerely,
Cory Young
___________________________

